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ABSTRACT
Returning to the Founder:
Śākyamuni Devotion in Early Medieval Japan
and Japanese Buddhist Conceptions of History
Luke Noel Thompson
This dissertation examines Japanese conceptions of and devotional attitudes toward
Śākyamuni (the historical Buddha) during the twelfth to fourteenth centuries. It focuses in
particular on a new interest in Śākyamuni that arose in the twelfth century, and argues that this
interest was a response to two developments: the appearance of the belief that the world had
entered Buddhism’s final age, and the increasingly acute sense that Japan existed at the periphery
of the Buddhist world. These two developments evoked in some clerics a sense of distance from
the origins of Buddhism and a feeling of helplessness since the final age was a time when
soteriological progress was thought to be particularly difficult. Japanese Buddhists were thus
faced with a problem: how to proceed given these disadvantageous circumstances? Some clerics
found comfort in theories about the Buddha Amida’s ability to take humans away from this
world to his pure land, while others turned instead to the Mahāyāna Buddhist idea that humans
are born enlightened (and thus need not worry about their personal salvation after all). The
monks and texts at the center of my research instead looked to Śākyamuni in an attempt to
reconnect with the source of the Buddhist tradition, thereby countering the inevitable decline of
Buddhism by linking themselves to, and in some cases recreating, the imagined golden age that
Śākyamuni and his Indian environs represented.
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Introduction

This dissertation examines Japanese conceptions of and devotional attitudes toward
Śākyamuni (the historical Buddha) during the twelfth to fourteenth centuries. It focuses in
particular on a new interest in Śākyamuni that arose in the twelfth century, and argues that
this interest was a response to two developments: the appearance of the belief that the world
had entered Buddhism’s final age, and the increasingly acute sense that Japan existed at the
periphery of the Buddhist world. The first of these two beliefs—the belief that the Japanese
were experiencing Buddhism’s final, degenerate days—constituted a new historical model
expressed as a narrative of decline. This narrative told its audience that the Buddha’s time
on earth was a golden age, with each subsequent period being characterized by increasing
levels of ignorance, wickedness, and an unwillingness or inability to adhere to the Buddha’s
teachings. This idea found doctrinal specificity in the belief that 1052 had marked the
beginning of Buddhism’s final, degenerate age, and its origins can be traced back to Chinese
interpretations of Indian Buddhist theories of decline.1 In response to this new emphasis on
Japan’s temporal distance from the historical Buddha, some clerics and texts turned to
Śākyamuni in an attempt to reconnect with the perceived origins of the tradition.
The second change—the growing feeling that Japan existed at the periphery of the
Buddhist world—resulted from the establishment of the so-called sangoku 三国 (threecountry) model as the dominant Japanese Buddhist worldview. This was a view of the world
that positioned India at the center, China somewhere outside of India (and to its northeast
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See Nattier (1991) on the history of this idea in East Asia.
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once this worldview found cartographic expression in the fourteenth century), and Japan at
an extreme geographical remove. The sangoku worldview was both a historical and
geographical model. As a historical model, it told the Japanese that they had inherited
Buddhism when the tradition was already well past its prime. As a geographical model, it
informed the Japanese that they were so very distant from the land where the Buddha had
lived and revealed his teaching. This sense of distance caused some clerics to turn to
Śākyamuni as a means of closing that geographical distance. While there were a few monks
who expressed a desire to travel to India, a more common approach to this dilemma was to
bring Śākyamuni to Japan by claiming that he would appear in Japan or even that he was
already there is some form.
Besides arguing that this turn to Śākyamuni was a response to this new sense of
Japan’s place in history and within the Buddhist world, I demonstrate that the image of
Śākyamuni that I focus on in this dissertation was different from previous images of the
historical Buddha. Until the eleventh-century, there were two dominant ways of
understanding Śākyamuni. On the one hand, Buddhist scriptures such as the Lotus Sūtra
depicted Śākyamuni as a more-or-less eternally existing figure. On the other hand, Chinese
hagiographies of the Buddha that circulated in Japan portrayed Śākyamuni as a figure who
belonged to a distant, mythical past.
I argue that in neither of these two depictions of Śākyamuni was the Buddha
historical. As I am using the term, a “historical” image of Śākyamuni would be one that
locates the Buddha within a chronology, and which connects Śākyamuni to the present
through some series of links that are spread out over time. An example would be a
Śākyamuni that was linked to monks in the present day through some sort of genealogy of
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transmission (even if that genealogy is not historically accurate). When depicted as exisiting
eternally, Śākyamuni was ahistorical simply by virtue of the fact that he was eternal and thus
transcended history. Yes, he intervened in history, but in the final analysis he had always
existed and always would; he was not bound by time. The Śākyamuni found in
hagiographies was ahistorical in a different sense. Key here is the fact that all of the
hagiographical accounts of the Buddha foun in early Japanese Buddhism ended the story of
the Buddha’s life at some point prior to his death. As such, none of them addressed the
question: what happens after the Buddha dies? The image of Śākyamuni found therein was
thus always of a living figure who existed as an archetype, or as the progenitor of the
tradition, or perhaps even as a model for emulation, but always as one who lived and acted
in a distant, mythical past.
In contrast to this ahistorical nature, many of the views of Śākyamuni that I look at in
this dissertation emphasized his existence within human history. They did this in part by
emphasizing his career in India, thereby linking him more firmly with India and thus with
Buddism’s past. In other cases they did this by speaking about him in the context of the
transmission of Buddhism over time and space: from India (during the time of the Buddha),
to China, and eventually to Japan. I suggest that this increasingly historical nature of
Śākyamuni was a result of the new sense of history described above.
Besides being ahistorical, these two early images of Śākyamuni did not attribute to
him any other-worldly salvific power. It is true that Śākyamuni provided this-worldly
benefits in certain cases.2 It is also true that Śākyamuni revealed the Buddhist teachings,
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There are, for example, three instances in the Nihon ryōiki in which Śākyamuni grants some this-worldly
boon. Certainly he is not central to that collection of tales in the way that Kannon is. (Kannon appears
seventeen times.) But it does show that Śākyamuni was thought to provide this-worldly benefits at times.
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which were salvific in the sense that if one followed the instructions as laid out by the
Buddha one was supposed to eventually escape from the cycle of rebirth. But I am using
“salvific” to refer to the type of salvation brought about by some higher power and which
requires very little by way of effort on the part of the saved. The paradigmatic salvific
figure in Japanese Buddhism was the buddha Amida, who is able to whisk an individual
away at the moment of death and take him or her to the western pure land. This is a type of
salvation that requires relatively little effort on the part of the individual to be saved.
(Certainly it does not require countless lives and the perfection of various virtues, as we see
in jātaka literature.) In contrast to an Amida-like salvific figure, the eternal Śākyamuni was
distant, abstract, and not the figure to whom one would turn when in need of a favorable
rebirth or entry into the pure land. The Śākyamuni found in hagiography was distant in a
similar manner, and the fact that he existed in a mythic past made him largely inaccessible.
Departing from these models, some of the visions of Śākyamuni discussed in this
dissertation portray Śākyamuni as salvific. He was shown to be a figure who could (and
indeed would) appear in the present and save sentient beings. I suggest that this new
attribution to Śākyamuni of a salvific power came about under the influence of pure land
thought. Once pure land Buddhism had established the obvious advantages of praying to
Amida—he could guarantee your rebirth in the pure land, after all—any buddha who was
going to attract the devotion and interest of Japanese during the early medieval period had to
be able to guarantee other-worldly salvation.
Thus we have a clear contrast. Early images of Śākyamuni in Japan were of an
ahistorical figure who lacked the ability to save sentient beings in any direct way. The
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images of Śākyamuni that are the focus of this dissertation were of a buddha who was
located within history and/or who was able to single-handedly bring about one’s salvation.
My own reflections on how Japanese perceived Śākyamuni were prompted by the
writings of the German Egyptologist Jan Assmann. In Moses the Egyptian: The Memory of
Egypt in Western Monotheism (1997), Assmann discusses seventeenth and eighteenthcentury Europeans views of Moses, and asks how self-identified European Christians
understood their relationship to Moses, a figure who was historically distant and whose
cultural identity was not always clear to European Christians. The lager question this raises
is this: how do adherents of a particular religious tradition relate to those figures associated
with the origins of that tradition when those figures are historically, geographically, and
culturally distant? Thinking about this, it dawned on me that I had never come across any
scholarship that addressed Japanese views of Śākyamuni, and that discussion of Śākyamuni
in Japanese Buddhism is usually only found in writings on the Lotus Sūtra and its reception
in Japan. Around the same time I became aware of the appearance in the early medieval
period of what some Japanese scholars refer to as a new type of Shaka shinkō (devotion to
and worship of Śākyamuni). Thinking about this apparent increase in interest in Śākyamuni
led me to ask two questions. First, seeing that Śākyamuni was not of central importance in
early Japanese Buddhism, why was there suddenly an interest in him among a certain group
of monks? What might be the reasons for this? Second, informed by Assmann’s work, what
did these monks imagine their relationship (and, by extension, Japan’s relationship) with
Śākyamuni to be?
After beginning to look into the topic, two things immediately became apparent.
First, Śākyamuni has not been of central importance in Japanese Buddhism. Certainly his
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role is not irrelevant, and the pervasive influence of the Lotus Sūtra has resulted in many
references to him as he appears in that sūtra. However, other buddhas have been of greater
importance. Amida, for example, guaranteed one rebirth in his pure land, and Yakushi was
associated with the health of the emperor (among other benefits). Furthermore, it was a
handful of bodhisattvas, deities intimately linked to Buddhism, and Japanese Buddhist heros
who have been the focus of the most fervent devotion.3 A figure such as Kōbō Daishi was
worshipped all over the country, in large part due to the legends that tied him to a great
number of sites (e.g., temples, springs, caves), and a figure such as Jizō, who was associated
with the welfare of travelers and children, pervaded Japanese religiosity in a way that
abstract buddhas could not. Śākyamuni was simply not on the minds of most Japanese, and
Buddhist iconography and literature reflect this fact.
Second, I realized that I was working with the assumption that Śākyamuni would
naturally be of profound significance for any group of Buddhists simply by virtue of the fact
that he was the founder of the whole tradition. Thus I somehow found it odd that
Śākyamuni had not been of greater importance in the history of Japanese Buddhism and saw
it as a feature of the Japanese tradition that needed to be explained. On further reflection,
however, this assumption is naïve for two reasons. First, there is no reason why the assumed
founder of a tradition should necessarily be the most important figure within that tradition.
Second, a glance at Chinese Buddhism indicates that there, too, Śākyamuni was not the most
common object of worship. In fact, nowhere in the Buddhist world does Śākyamuni seem to
have a monopoly on the devotional attention of Buddhists, and in most places he is not even
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Kannon, Jizō, Fudō Myōō, Hachiman, Shōtoku Taishi, and Kōbō Daishi are all examples.
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the figure to whom one would first turn, at least not for help in this world.4 Thus, I should
not have been surprised by the fact that Śākyamuni was not central in Japanese Buddhist
thought and practice. The interest in him found during the early medieval period should be
seen as an anomaly rather than the norm.
This observation begs the question: If it is true that Śākyamuni was not of central
importance in Japanese Buddhism, then why write about Japanese views of him? There are
two reasons. First, while it is true that Śākyamuni is not as important in the history of
Japanese Buddhism as are some other divinities or figures, an examination of Japanese
views of Śākyamuni and in particular of changing understandings of him during the early
medieval period tells us much about changing conceptions of history. As previously noted, I
argue that the turn to Śākyamuni, the new emphasis on his Indian origins, and the perception
of him as a salvific figure were all part of a reaction by a coterie of monks to this new sense
of history as they attempted (unconsciously or otherwise) to reconnect with the perceived
origin of their tradition. Looking at Śākyamuni therefore allows us to see how one
particular reaction to a new historical model led to new religious ideas, new rituals, and the
creation of new scriptures.
Second, an examination of the turn to Śākyamuni reveals what can only be
understood as anti-pure-land or anti-Amidist tendencies within Japanese Buddhism. I want
to suggest that both the rise of pure land Buddhism in Japan and the turn to Śākyamuni were
both attempts to address a new problem, namely, the idea of Buddhist decline. The turn to
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Justin McDaniel’s research on the worship of the monk Somdet To in Thailand is one recent example of
research demonstrating this point. See The Lovelorn Ghost and the Magical Monk: Practicing Buddhism in
Modern Thailand (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011). A similar observation might be made of most
forms of Christianity or Shiite Islam, in which one usually turns to or prays to saints and figures more
accessible than an abstract God or a distant Jesus.
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Amida provided a solution to the inability to successfully walk the Buddhist path, which was
a defining feature of the final age. It presented the possibility of soteriological progress in
the face of the Buddhist theory of decline’s insistence that no such progress was possible. It
also rendered traditional Buddhist concerns—karma, and the perfection of the pāramitās, for
example—irrelevant, for rebirth in the pure land could be achieved even by those who had
done little by way of skillful karmic activity. The turn to Śākyamuni was also a solution to
the final age, but it was at the same time (at least in some cases) a rejection of an exclusive
focus on Amida. As a solution, it suggested various ways in which Śākyamuni could be
accessed, thereby making the time and distance that separated Japan from the historical
Śākyamuni a moot point. But in the writings examined in this dissertation, there is also an
implicit rejection of reliance on Amida. Looking at Japanese views of Śākyamuni thus gives
us some insight into competing visions of the Buddhist path: a vision of the path with
reliance on Amida and rebirth in his pure land as the central features, and a vision of the path
as a collection of diverse practices but which takes Śākyamuni as the final refuge and one’s
ultimate guide. Both these reasons for examining Japanese views of Śākyamuni point to the
fact that while Japanese did not link Śākyamuni with a specific set of this-worldly benefits
or with rebirth in the pure land, he was nevertheless of profound ideological importance for
some monks in the early medieval period.5

5

The lack of scholarship on Śākyamuni in Japanese Buddhism is due in part to his limited importance therein,
but also to this lack of an association with this-worldly benefits. This became very clear for me when I noticed
one day that in the 32-volume Minshū shūkyōshi sōsho ⺠衆宗教史叢書 series published by Yuzankaku
between the years 1982 and 1999, there is not a single volume devoted to Śākyamuni despite ten of the series’
volumes being devoted to specific buddhas, bodhisattvas, or deities of Indian provenance. The figures on
which these volumes focus are all associated with some set of benefits, either this-worldly or other-worldly.
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In addition to being the first English-language work to focus on Japanese views of
Śākyamuni,6 this dissertation is the first Western-language work to discuss the Japanese
reception of the Hikekyō 悲華経 (Ch. Beihua jing, Skt. Karuṇā-puṇḍarīka-sūtra).7 While
never as influential as the Lotus Sūtra or Avataṃsaka Sūtra, this scripture served as a new
basis for Śākyamuni devotion during the early medieval period, and copies of the sūtra
dating to the eighth century have survived to the present day in Japanese archives. In
addition to shaping Japanese views of Śākyamuni, it contributed to Japanese ideas about
relics, and as far as I am aware, it is the only Indian Buddhist work used in Japan that is
explicitly critical of Amida, or at least that paints a less-than-favorable picture of him.
My discussion of the relationship between views of Śākyamuni and conceptions of
history points to the importance more broadly of historical consciousness in Buddhist
societies and societies deeply influenced by Buddhism. By historical consciousness I am
here referring specifically to these societies’ awareness of the history of Buddhism (which
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There are two edited volumes that are devoted in part to Japanese views of Śākyamuni. The most recent of
the two (Tanaka Sumio ⽥中純男, ed. Shaka shinkō no sekai: Nihon kara Indo ni tadoru 釈迦信仰の世界--⽇
本からインドにたどる. Tokyo: Nonburusha, 2016) covers various aspects of Śākyamuni-devotion in Japan,
China, and India. It addresses many of the practices, objects, and ideas most closely associated with
Śākyamuni in Japan. These include the hana matsuri, relics, and nehan’e. Prior to this recent volume, we have
to go back to the 1984 issue of Nihon Bukkyō gakkai nenpō, which was devoted to views of Śākyamuni within
different Buddhist traditions but which dealt with Japanese strains of Buddhism from an entirely doctrinal
standpoint that largely ignored the Japanese social, political, and intellectual-historical contexts. Besides these
two volumes, there are three exhibition catalogues that focus on the Śākyamuni statues at Shōmyōji (2008),
Seiryōji (1982) and Hōryūji (1977), respectively, and in that context touch upon Japanese views of Śākyamuni
more broadly.
Micah Auerback has written a monograph on Śākyamuni in Japan (A Storied Sage: Canon and
Creation in the Making of a Japanese Buddha. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016), but his work,
which will be published in November of 2016, focuses on a later period: from the end of the Muromachi
period, up to (and including) the modern period.
7

While Yamada Isshi (1968) has written an English-language work on the Hikekyō, his study is confined to a
comparison of the surviving Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Chinese manuscripts of this sūtra. It does not touch upon
the history of Hikekyō reception in Japan. Japanese scholars have been making passing references to this
scripture since the 1950s, but unfortunately its significance is known only to those familiar with these brief
comments scattered throughout Japanese secondary literature.
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for many of these societies simply was history) and of their own temporal position within
that history. Stated differently, it is an awareness of the continuity that links a Buddhist past
to the present, and then to some imagined future. The relevance of this topic to all Buddhist
traditions and in all periods becomes clearer if we take note of two obvious yet often
overlooked facts. First, all Buddhists are separated from Buddhist origins temporally and,
after the disappearance of Buddhism in India, spatially. Second, most Buddhist groups or
societies have some story (often implicit) about how they are related to those origins, and
where they fit in within the larger metanarrative of Buddhist history. One of the things I do
in this dissertation, then, is to point to those implicit elements of this story as told by certain
Japanese Buddhists. In so doing, I show what story it is that is being told. More
importantly, I argue that such storytelling was motivated by a desire to create a meaningful
place within the story of Buddhist history (as the Japanese individuals and texts I look at
happened to narrate that history) and to make the sacred past accessible in the here-and-now
or the immediate future.
But this storytelling was not uniquely Japanese. Tibetan “memories” of King
Üdumsten’s ninth-century persecution of Buddhism (which, if it did occur, was nowhere as
devastating as later historiography made it out to be), the Burmese legend about the
Buddha’s journey to Burma and his gift of hair relics to the brothers Taphussa and Bhallika,
and Sinhalese historiographical accounts of the arrival of Buddhism to Sri Lanka via Aśoka's
son Mahindra are all pre-modern examples of Buddhists carving their own identity out of
the larger narrative of Buddhist history that those Buddhists told themselves. Of course the
history of Buddhism was conceived of differently by each group; the important point here is
that each group often found their own meaning (as Buddhists) by locating their existence
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and their own smaller narrative within a larger Buddhist metanarrative. By bringing an
awareness to the importance of such historical thought and narrative within the history of
Buddhism (and especially as it relates to constructions of Buddhist identity), I hope to
encourage others to examine Buddhist conceptions of history within the geographical areas,
cultural spheres, and historical periods that they study.8

Outline of Chapters

The body of the dissertation comprises four chapters. In chapters two, three, and
four I look at some ways in which Śākyamuni was understood during the late Heian and
Kamakura periods. However, in order to understand how these visions of Śākyamuni were
novel, in chapter one I address conceptions of Śākyamuni prior to the late Heian period,
explaining in greater detail the two images of Śākyamuni mentioned earlier in the
introduction. These are the eternal Śākyamuni and the hagiographical Śākyamuni. I
demonstrate that neither of these images presents us with a historical Śākyamuni in the sense
that neither locates Śākyamuni within a chronology in which the historical Buddha can be
connected to the present through some series of traceable links. The eternal Śākyamuni
simply transcends history, while the hagiographical Śākyamuni exists in a distant, mythic
past. In addition, I argue that neither image of Śākyamuni portrays him as someone capable

8

There is currently an acute shortage of scholarship on historical consciousness in East Asian Buddhism. In
the case of scholarship on Chinese historiography, the primary focus has been on dynastic, political histories
and Sima Qian’s Shiji, with Chan genealogies being the only area in which English-language scholarship has
addressed the issues of Buddhist historical thought and historical consciousness. There are only a few articles
that address Buddhist historiography in Korea, and the substantial work on Japanese Buddhist conceptions of
history remains limited to Japanese scholarship.
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of saving sentient beings in the manner of Amida. Both show Śākyamuni to be a distant,
largely inaccessible figure. Of course he taught the path to salvation, but one still had to
walk that path oneself.
In the second part of the chapter I describe the circumstances that set the stage
for a new conception of Śākyamuni. I first outline a new sense of history that appeared in the
mid-Heian period, which was characterized by a new emphasis on Buddhist theories of decline
and a view of the world in which Japan was positioned at the extreme periphery of Buddhist
civilization. This new sense of history posited a linear progression in which the farther one
was from the time of the Buddha the worse things became, and it evoked in some an acute
feeling of distance from Buddhist origins. I then turn to two images of Śākyamuni from the
mid and late-Heian periods that were more historicized, in that they presented Śākyamuni as
existing more firmly within the historical transmission of Buddhism. The first example is the
Śākyamuni statue at the Seiryōji temple, which by the late twelfth century was thought to be
the living statue carved by the Indian king Udayana during the Buddha’s own lifetime. As a
living icon that had made the long journey from India to China, and thence to Japan, the
Śākyamuni of Seiryōji provided a direct link to India. It served as a reminder of Japan's
temporal and geographical distance from the ancient Indian origin of Buddhism even as it
brought that origin (in the form of a living Śākyamuni) to Japan and into the present.
The second example is the image of Śākyamuni found in the Konjaku
monogatari shū, an early twelfth-century collection of didactic Buddhist tales.

By

emphasizing stories about the transmission of Buddhism from India to China and then to Japan,
the Konjaku monogatari shū linked Japan (and a variety of Japanese historical figures) to India,
and, in the process, to the historical, Indian Buddha. In this way, the Śākyamuni of the
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Konjaku monogatari shū, while belonging to the distant past, was firmly positioned within a
temporal, historical trajectory. While neither the Śākyamuni of Seiryōji nor the Śākyamuni
of the Konjaku monogatari shū were particularly salvific, they both reflected Japanese
Buddhism’s increased concern with history and with Japan’s relationship to the Buddhist past.
In this way, chapter one both presents early Japanese understandings of Śākyamuni
and reveals a shift whereby Śākyamuni’s position in time and space changed. He went from
being a distant, ahistorical being, to being a historicized figure with whom certain Japanese
hoped to feel more intimately connected.
Chapter two examines the influence of an Indian sūtra called the Hikekyō (Skt.
Karuṇa-puṇḍarīka sūtra) on the monk Jōkei’s (1155–1213) understanding of Śākyamuni.
The central narrative in the Hikekyō concerns one of Śākyamuni’s past lives when, as a
minister to an Indian king, he vowed to become a buddha not in a pure land but rather in a
defiled world, such as our own. This was in contrast to the king and the king’s sons, all of
whom vowed to attain buddhahood in a pure land. The Hikekyō explains that it was
Śākyamuni’s superior compassion that led him to forego buddhahood in a pure land.
Furthermore, it goes to great lengths to highlight the difference between the minister (i.e.,
Śākyamuni-to-be) and the king, whom we find out is in fact the buddha Amida in a past life.
In this way, the Hikekyō not only celebrates Śākyamuni as the most compassionate buddha,
but also emphasizes his superiority to Amida.
In this chapter I argue that Japanese who wished to “return” to Śākyamuni found the
Hikekyō attractive for a number of reasons. First, this sūtra tells its reader that through his
vow, Śākyamuni committed himself to this world long ago. The implication is that our
relationship with Śākyamuni is special and should be valued over and above our
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relationships with all other buddhas. Second, the sūtra states that in the future, long after the
Buddha’s death, Śākyamuni will reappear in this world in the form of relics and save
sentient beings. This claim provided a link between humans in the present and Śākyamuni
in the future. I focus on the monk Jōkei because this is precisely how he used the sūtra. He
took it to mean that Śākyamuni is our buddha: our bond with him is unique and he is
therefore the buddha to whom we should turn. Furthermore, he emphasized the salvific
nature of relics and claimed that they would perform the salvific work of a buddha at some
point in the near future. The Hikekyō thus provided Jōkei with a narrative that began in the
distant past with Śākyamuni’s commitment to us and ended with our happy reunification
with Śākyamuni.
In addition, I suggest that the Hikekyō’s demotion of Amida vis-à-vis Śākyamuni
would have been attractive to those who rejected the exclusive focus on Amida advocated by
the nascent pure-land movements of the day. Jōkei was himself a critic of this exclusive
focus, and the Hikekyō served as a scriptural counterweight to the three pure-land sūtras and
their Japanese interpreters. However, what is more significant is that unlike the Lotus Sūtra,
the Hikekyō portrayed the Buddha as salvific and directly engaged in saving humans in this
world. Jōkei’s use of the Hikekyō and his celebration of Śākyamuni as found therein should
be seen as an attempt to re-center the Japanese Buddhist tradition on Śākyamuni. Due to
pure land influences of the day, Jōkei needed a salvific Śākyamuni, and that is precisely
what he found in the Hikekyō’s portrayal of the Buddha.
The third chapter turns from Jōkei’s interpretation of the Hikekyō to two different
types of reception of this sūtra in Japan during the twelfth-to-fifteenth centuries. The
Hikekyō tells us that Śākyamuni (in his previous life as the minister) made “500 vows”
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(gohyaku seigan 五百誓願). In Indian Buddhist works the number 500 simply means
“many” or in this case can even be emphatic. Some Japanese took this number literally,
however. The first strain of reception addressed in this chapter is represented by a number
of works that enumerated these 500 vows. The paradigmatic example of this use of the
Hikekyō is an early twelfth-century work that actually contains a full set of five hundred
vows that are said to be those made by Śākyamuni and recorded in the Hikekyō. The second
strain of reception is seen in a number of false attributions to the Hikekyō of the idea that
after his parinirvāṇa Śākyamuni would appear as a daimyōjin ⼤明神 (great bright deity)
during the final age of the Dharma. The Hikekyō, however, does not make this claim, and
does not even contain the term daimyōjin. The attribution is thus spurious.
I argue that these two strains of Hikekyō-reception both emphasized Śākyamuni’s
original vow (to attain buddhahood in a defiled world and save sentient beings there) and his
salvific character. This indicates that Japanese interpreters of the Hikekyō borrowed heavily
from the model of Amida, whose original vow to save sentient beings and his salvific nature
were central to his function within Buddhist soteriology as understood within Japanese pure
land thought.
There was a difference, however, for while pure land thought suggested that
salvation was to be achieved in the other world (i.e., the pure land), the Hikekyō and its
Japanese interpreters focused instead on salvation in this world, with the coming of
Śākyamuni in the form of relics.9 In this way, the Japanese reception of the Hikekyō can be

9

Beginning in the tenth century, Japanese Buddhism took on a decidedly other-worldly focus, a development
that was both epitomized and further encouraged by Hōnen and the appearance of institutionally separate pure
land movements. This occurred as part and parcel of a shift away from rituals aimed at securing this-worldly
benefits and toward rites focused instead on guaranteeing a favorable rebirth for oneself and one’s relatives.
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understood in part as a rejection of pure land thinking even as its soteriological model was
profoundly indebted to pure land thought. With this in mind, the use of the Hikekyō can be
understood as a reaction to the idea that soteriological progress was impossible in this world
and that one should instead pins one’s hopes on rebirth in a pure land. On the other hand,
the salvation-by-Śākyamuni model seen in works drawing upon the Hikekyō took from pure
land thought the emphasis on the Buddha’s original vow and the idea that one would be
saved not by following a path laid out by the Buddha but rather by waiting for him to come
and save us. Thus, even as Japan’s Hikekyō interpreters rejected pure land thought’s otherworldly focus, they too believed in the need for a salvific buddha and thus implicitly
admitted their own doubt about humans’ soteriological abilities in the present age.
More importantly, I demonstrate that both strains used the Hikekyō as a legitimating
reference point for making new claims about Śākyamuni, claims that that brought
Śākyamuni into the present and to Japan. This observation yields the two guiding questions
of this chapter. First, why did some Japanese want to bring Śākyamuni into the here-andnow? Second, by what logic or argument did they achieve this?
The answer to the first question is that those Japanese who felt an acute sense of
distance between themselves and Śākyamuni and, in addition, felt a desire to shorten or even
eliminate that distance, sought ways to feel historically and geographically closer to
Śākyamuni. This addresses the question of motivation. In order to answer the second
question—How did they achieve this?—it is necessary to locate these spurious attributions
to the Hikekyō in the larger contexts of Buddhist theories about the relationship between
buddhas and Japanese deities, on the one hand, and the reformulation and fabrication of

This trend represented a rejection of the idea that meaningful soteriological progress could be made in this
world, a rejection that was supported by the Buddhist theory of decline.
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myth that occurred during Japan’s early medieval period, on the other. When we view the
reception of the Hikekyō in these contexts, it becomes clear that the use of the Hikekyō for
its symbolic authority rather than its semantic content relied on the same logic that
underpinned the practice of attributing new myths to the Nihon shoki. Thus, while the focus
on the Hikekyō was due to that sūtra’s celebration of Śākyamuni, its transformation into a
legitimizing reference point can be understood as part of a wider trend of myth-fabrication.
One of the themes running throughout the first three chapters is the sense of distance
between Japan and Śākyamuni that some Japanese felt so acutely. I suggest that some of the
new claims about Śākyamuni can be understood as attempts at closing or denying that sense
of separation. In the fourth chapter I address the question of Śākyamuni’s location more
explicitly by asking: where did medieval Japanese think Śākyamuni was physically located?
Certain Buddhist divinities’ spatial or directional relationships to Japan could be deduced:
Amida was to the west, Kannon was to the south, and the nāgas were underneath Japan or
somewhere deep in the ocean. Śākyamuni’s location, on the other hand, was far from
certain. He could be in the relics, or in Śākyamuni statues regarded as living icons, or in
India far to the west. I approach the question by looking at Japanese views of Vulture Peak,
that summit sometimes regarded at Śākyamuni’s eternal abode. More specifically, I focus
on one particular monk’s theories about Vulture Peak’s location: those of Jōkei, whom we
previously met in chapter two. While my focus is thus on a specific case, Jōkei’s answer to
this question is representative of a broader ambiguity about Śākyamuni’s geographical
location, a point I further support with reference to the work of the monk Keisei.
Jōkei in fact provided two answers to the question of Vulture Peak’s whereabouts.
First, he identified Mt. Kasagi, where he resided for some fifteen years, as none other than
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Vulture Peak. In doing so, Jōkei was claiming that Vulture Peak was in fact in Japan.
However, he also prayed for rebirth in the pure land of Vulture Peak, suggesting that it was
elsewhere, and a place to be reached at some point in the future.
An examination of Jōkei’s views of Vulture Peak reveals two points about Japanese
Buddhism that are relevant far beyond concerns with Śākyamuni. First, there has often
existed a tension between the claim that a particular Japanese mountain was Vulture Peak
and the belief that Vulture Peak was elsewhere. The first assertion suggests that Śākyamuni
could be accessed within Japan, while the second implies that one had to leave Japan or this
world in order to reconnect with Śākyamuni. This tension reflected a Japanese concern with
Japan’s own geographical and temporal distance from India and the historical Buddha, that
is, from Buddhist origins. Like the belief that Śākyamuni would appear in Japan as a
daimyōjin and save humans during the final age, the assertion that Vulture Peak was right
there in Japan was an attempt to close a distance between the here-and-now and a distanct
place or time. While this concern was not felt equally by all, and while it was completely
absent in many early medieval Buddhist writings, it was a recurring theme that attracted the
attention of many influential clerics.
This tension between the two views— Śākyamuni-right-here-and-now-(or-at-leastright-here-very-soon), and Śākyamuni-over-there-and-in-the-future—is further indicative of
a common tension between two types of utopian thinking: the idea that the present place can
be made into a utopia, and the belief that utopia exists elsewhere and in the future. In fact,
the case of Vulture Peak presents a third option, one that relies on original awakening
(hongaku) thought: the idea that the present place is already a utopia, and that it is simply a
matter of seeing it as such. In at least some of his writings Jōkei took this very position: Mt.
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Kasagi is Vulture Peak, and there is nowhere else to go. In contrast with certain Jewish
views space, according to which Jerusalem is at the very center of the world and which
Jonathan Smith has called a locative vision of the world, Jōkei held what Smith termed a
utopian view of the world, according to which there is no permanent center, and according to
which no place is inherently and eternally sacred.
The second point that a review of Japanese views of Vulture Peak reveals is that in
some cases the mapping of sacred Indian or Chinese geography onto the Japanese landscape
was less about closing a geographical gap than it was about bridging a historical, temporal
distance. Scholars have generally assumed that when, say, Kumano was identified as
Kannon’s pure land and was said to have flown to Japan from India, a spatial separation
between India and Japan was being closed. However, Jōkei was far more concerned with
the past and with the Buddha who taught in the past than he was with India as a
geographical place. He was anxious about the historical distance between himself and
Śākyamuni, not with the geographical distance between Japan and India. His identification
of Mt. Kasagi as Vulture Peak was therefore an attempt to bridge a narrative gap between
himself and the Buddha, an attempt to bring that which existed back then into the present,
rather than a move to bring that which is over there to over here.
Taken together, these chapters reveal the way in which some Japanese viewed
Śākyamuni at a particular point in history, and how those views diverged from images of
Śākyamuni found in previous centuries. They also claim that the new interest in Śākyamuni
was in large part an attempt to reconnect to the origin of the tradition in the figure of the
historical Buddha. Beyond this, these chapters point to the larger issue of how Japanese
Buddhists dealt with anxieties about their own precarious position within Buddhist history.
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Not all Japanese Buddhists dealt with these anxieties in the same way (and indeed some of
them probably felt no such anxiety). But the individuals and texts appearing below certainly
did exhibit trepidation about the future. They understood Japan as being in the midst of a
story that was not going to end well. The turn to Śākyamuni was one attempt to change that
story, and to take the salient feature of Buddhism’s happy beginning—i.e., the presence of
Śākyamuni—and insert it into the story at the point at which the Japanese found themselves.
In this way, the individuals and texts that appear in the chapters that follow were all
modifying a story that they had inherited and altering its conclusion such that the gloomy
future was not so bleak after all.
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Chapter 1
Śākyamuni in Early Japanese Buddhism

In this chapter I argue that prior to the twelfth century there were two dominant
understandings or images of Śākyamuni in Japanese Buddhism. I call the first of these two
images the Śākyamuni-of-narrative. According to this vision, Śākyamuni existed in the past
as a founding figure, as a genesis of the whole tradition. This is Śākyamuni as found in
hagiographical accounts of the Buddha and in jātaka tales (Jp. honshōtan 本⽣譚), legends of
the Buddha’s past lives. The second understanding of Śākyamuni gave us what I will call the
Śākyamuni-of-doctrine, a vision of Śākyamuni as being eternal and transcendent. According
to this understanding, Śākyamuni’s appearance in our world as the Indian prince was but a
means to entice sentient beings to embark upon the Buddhist path. We see this Śākyamuniof-doctrine in scriptures such as the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa Sūtra. In the first part of this
chapter I make two specific claims about these two understandings of Śākyamuni. First, both
envisioned a Buddha who was ahistorical: the Śākyamuni-of-narrative depicted a buddha who
was situated not in historical time but rather in a mythic past, while the Śākyamuni-of-doctrine
provided a buddha who, by virtue of being eternal, simply transcended time. Second, both
images of Śākyamuni lacked a salvific character: neither the Śākyamuni-of-narrative nor the
Śākyamuni-of-doctrine was a figure who could intervene in this world and bring about one’s
salvation. While not all pre-twelfth-century understandings of Śākyamuni can be reduced to
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these two types, they represent the two dominant views of Śākyamuni from the first halfmillennium of Japanese Buddhism.10
I argue that both types stand in stark contrast to a new type of Śākyamuni that emerged
during the late Heian period (mid-eleventh to late twelfth centuries) and which is the focus of
the following chapters. This later, new understanding of Śākyamuni explicitly linked him to
India. It also sometimes portrayed him as a salvific figure able to save humans here in this
world or, alternatively, to ensure their rebirth in his pure land. This is significant first of all
because associating Śākyamuni more firmly with India indicates that Japanese of the time
sensed that Śākyamuni was not eternal but rather that he existed in the past. In addition,
attempts to link this Śākyamuni to Japan through some narrative of transmission reveal the
emergence of a novel desire to somehow bring Śākyamuni from the past into the present, or
at least to bring him into historical time and render him more accessible. Second, Śākyamuni’s
salvific character, so evident in later portrayals, was a reflection of an increased focus on the
otherworld and the afterlife in late Heian-period Buddhism. However, the Buddhist divinities
to whom Japanese turned initially for Buddhist salvation were Amida (Skt. Amitābha), who
was associated with pure-land rebirth, and Kannon (Skt. Avalokiteśvara), who was thought to
govern the six realms and thus rebirth. Śākyamuni’s sudden transformation into a salvific
figure indicates a departure from previous understandings of the Buddha and a newly-felt
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Here I largely ignore the earliest references to Śākyamuni, such as those found in the Nihon Shoki (720) and
Gangoji engi (747). One important early iconographic use of Śākyamuni was as the central icon in the kokubunji
国分寺 temples, the construction of which was ordered by Shōmu 聖武 (701–756; r. 724–749) in a 741 edict.
This was a clear use of Śākyamuni for state protection. See Hiraoka 1972. On the replacement of Śākyamuni
in the kokubunji temples with Yakushi nyorai in the Heian period, see Nishio (2000: 50–51) and Suzuki (2012:
137n29).
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desire to be reunited with the origins of the tradition in the figure of Śākyamuni, that is, the
historical Buddha.11
In discussing Śākyamuni and “the Buddha” in early Japanese Buddhism, I should be
clear that a distinction can and should be made between the two. In the context of court ritual
and state protection, “the Buddha” was a source of blessings and protection, regardless of
whether the buddha in question was Śākyamuni, Yakushi Nyorai, Rushana, or some other
buddha. An example of “the Buddha” in this sense would be the Great Buddha (daibutsu) of
Tōdaiji, constructed in the mid-eighth century by Emperor Shōmu. The Tōdaiji Great Buddha
is not Śākyamuni but rather Birushana 毘盧遮那 (Skt. Vairocana), the buddha of the Kegon
kyō 華厳経 (Skt. Avataṃsaka sūtra). For our purposes the important point about the Great
Buddha is that his primary role was as a guardian of the realm.12 That is, he provided thisworldly benefits for the court and for an entire population. He dealt neither in personal
benefits nor other-worldly salvation. This shows that while buddhas certainly appear in early
Buddhist liturgical texts and iconography, they function there as a type of great deity, whom
a party can petition for blessings in the here-and-now. These examples of buddhas at court
are thus quite distinct from the later appearance of a Śākyamuni who was thought to exist in
history and/or who was salvific.

11

There are in fact stories in early Japanese Buddhism in which Śākyamuni provides this-worldly boons.
However, he is not prayed to with the same frequency as other Buddhist divinities. In the Nihon ryōiki (a late
eighth, early ninth-century setsuwa collection), for example, Śākyamuni appears only three times, while the
bodhisattva Kannon is petitioned far more frequently.
12

This is made clear an imperial edict from 749, in which Shōmu describes an imperial visit to Tōdaiji and
speaks of the protection that the buddha Rushana provides for the realm. See Shoku Nihongi, fasc. 17, Tenpyō
天平 20/4/1 (749/4/21). SNKBT 14: 64–69.
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Even if we look at a Buddhist icon explicitly identified as Śākyamuni, we find this to
be true. The Śākyamuni statue at Daianji, no longer extant, is a case in point. The Daianji
engi ⼤安寺縁起 (895) tells us that during his reign, Emperor Tenji 天智 (r. 668–671)
commissioned a Śākyamuni statue for Daianji and prayed to this icon. In the evening on the
day the statue was dedicated, two women came and made offerings to it. They told Tenmu
that the figure was none other than Śākyamuni on Vulture Peak, and that Japan was a land of
great faith. They then disappeared into the clouds. The Engi goes on to note that Emperor
Monmu ⽂武 (r. 697–707) later commissioned a Śākyamuni statue for Daianji in accordance
with the wishes of Tenji, who was his maternal grandfather, and that this statue was a source
of unsurpassable merit and rewards.13 In its discussion of this statue, the Daianji engi makes
no reference to the hagiography of the Buddha or India. It thereby renders invisible the link
between the Buddha who now bestows blessings on Japan and that Indian mendicant from a
distant land and time. The Śākyamuni of Daianji is a miraculous source of power, one whose
presence and active engagement with the present (and particularly with the state) is made
tangible through iconography.14 But like the aforementioned Great Buddha of Tōdaiji, he is
neither situated within history through some narrative of transmission, nor shown to be able
to provide post-death salvation.
This chapter is structured as follows. The first part of the chapter addresses
these two understandings of Śākyamuni, and introduces their respective scriptural foundations.
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GR 19: 88b–89a for Tenji, 89a–b for Monmu. The Daianji engi lists two Śākyamuni statues: one
commissioned by Tenji, the other by Monmu. Traditionally scholars have assumed that the Śākyamuni statue
referred to in later works (e.g., Nihon ryōiki, Sanbōe) is the one made by Monmu, but see Kataoka Naoki
(1997) on the claim that this Śākyamuni statue was in fact the one commissioned by Tenji.
14

These examples also indicate the central importance of statues of the Buddha, and of Buddhist iconography
more generally, in early Japanese Buddhism. The icons were often more important than any specific ideas or
stories associated with the figures depicted.
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The second section introduces changes in Japanese Buddhist notions of history during the
early medieval period (eleventh-to-fourteenth centuries). In particular, I focus on two new
ideas: the theory of Buddhist decline, and a new worldview that positioned Japan on the
geographical periphery of the Buddhist world. Some Japanese took these two ideas as an
indication that they were living after Buddhism’s golden age and at the edge of Buddhist
civilization. This feeling should be understood as a sense of distance from Buddhist origins
and from all that was good in Buddhism. It was precisely these changes that compelled some
to search for a more tangible link to the Buddhist past, and in so doing to turn to Śākyamuni.
With this chaning Japanese Buddhist view of history explained, I shift my attention to
two images of Śākyamuni from the late Heian period that exhibit signs of being more historical.
The first is the Śākyamuni statue at Seiryōji, which the Japanese believed was the very statue
carved by the Indian king Udayana during the Buddha’s lifetime. Japanese regarded this statue
as a living icon and believed that it had made its way to Japan by its own volition. These two
beliefs led some to conclude that Śākyamuni was in fact alive here in Japan, in the present, in
the form of this Seiryōji statue. The second example is the image of Śākyamuni found in the
early twelfth-century collection of anecdotal tales called the Konjaku monogatari shū. This
work’s reduction of history to the transmission of Buddhism, and its emphasis on the Indian
Buddha, resulted in an image of the Buddha not as a figure isolated in a distant, mythical past,
but one who was firmly connected to Japan through a series of transmission stories. The
visions of Śākyamuni found in the Konjaku monogatari shū and in the Seiryōji statue and its
associated legends were both historical in the sense that both were firmly situated within the
story of Buddhist transmission and both were linked to India. Rather than being eternal or
relegated so some mythic past, they were both to be found on a historical, linear trajectory.
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As such, these two images of Śākyamuni can be seen as early indicators of a new sense that
Śākyamuni belonged to historical time.
This chapter, then, highlights the beginnings of a shift in Japanese understandings of
Śākyamuni’s position within time and space. Early on Śākyamuni was of course associated
with certain Japanese ritual spaces, but he was not located in any particular geographical space
or place. And when he did belong to the past, it was a mythical past. But with the new vision
of history, characterized by an imagined Buddhist decline, Japanese Buddhists suddenly began
to think about their own position within history. (For them, history and the history of
Buddhism were synonymous.) The sense of crisis that ensued was probably reinforced by the
late-Heian decline in court patronage of Buddhist institutions and the civil wars of the twelfth
century. With this new sense of and concern with history, Śākyamuni not only became
increasingly important for a worldview promoted by certain influential clerics, but in addition
he transformed from a distant, ahistorical being, into a historicized figure with whom Japanese
hoped to feel more intimately connected. With that, let us turn to the image of Śākyamuniof-narrative.

Śākyamuni-of-narrative: The Hagiographical Buddha

The two visions of Śākyamuni that I describe can be clarified through recourse to a
distinction made by Jerome Bruner (1986) between two modes of thinking: narrative and
paradigmatic (or logico-scientific).15 The former is concerned with "human or human-like
intention and action and the vicissitudes and consequences that mark their course" (13). This

15

Besides drawing directly on Bruner’s work, I am here also influenced by Steven Collins’ (1998) use of this
distinction in his attempt to understand the function of nirvāṇa in Buddhist thought.
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is the thinking at the basis of Buddhist jātaka tales (stories about the former lives of the
Buddha) and other hagiographical accounts. It is the type of thinking that understands and
finds meaning by thinking in terms of a story or narrative—that is, in terms of a series of
events the significance of which stems from the events’ causal, temporal, and sequential
relationship to each other. “Śākyamuni-of-narrative” refers to those portrayals of the Buddha
in which he is thought of first and foremost as the protagonist of a story, as a hero of sorts,
and in which he derives his importance from that role.
An example of narrative-thinking can be found in the Vesantara jātaka, a tale about
the boddhisattva (i.e., Śākyamuni-to-be) in a previous life when he was the prince Vessantara.
Being of a deeply generous disposition, he gave away his kingdom’s rain-inducing white
elephant to a neighboring kingdom that was experiencing a serious drought. His own subjects
were dismayed at the loss of their sacred elephant and concomitant guarantee of rainfall, and
subsequently convinced Vessantara’s father to banish the prince. Vessantara left with his wife
and two children, giving away his few remaining possessions as they traveled away from the
palace. Eventually Vessantara and his family settled in a forest, where one night Vessantara’s
wife had a troubling dream that seemed to portend some tragedy. While she failed to
understand the dream’s import, upon hearing his wife recount the nightmare Vessantara
understood immediately what would happen. And the next day, while his wife was off in the
forest, an evil brahmin came and asked Vessantara for his children, a gift that Vessantara
willingly gave, though he shed tears at the ill-treatment his children were subjected to at the
hands of the brahmin. Vessantara’s wife came home and was distraught at what her husband
had done, but eventually conceded that he had made the morally correct decision. The
following day Indra came, disguised as a different brahmin, and asked for Vessantara’s wife.
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Vessantara gave her away, but Indra then returned her (as he was only testing Vessantara’s
generosity). Back in the kingdom, Vessantara’s father happened upon the evil brahmin and,
recognizing his own grandchildren, purchased them. The king then felt remorse for having
banished Vessantara, and he went to the forest to find Vessantara and his wife, whom he then
invited to return to the kingdom and assume the throne.
This is obviously a narrative, but what makes this an instance of narrative-thought is
that the meaning of the story is found in the order of events, and in the protagonist’s intentions
and actions. When viewed in the larger context of the bodhisattva path, whereby the
bodhisattva will become the Buddha and establish the teachings we know as Buddhism, we
understand that here the bodhisattva is realizing the perfection (pāramitā) of generosity (dāna).
Both Vessantara’s intention (“intention” because he has prior knowledge of the brahmin’s
request) and decision to give away his children (a decision that he makes without hesitation
but which causes him very real mental distress) are understood within the larger narrative of
the Buddha’s striving for awakening, an awakening that (according to Buddhists) benefits all
sentient beings. Here the Buddha’s importance derives from his actions as the protagonist,
and our understanding of who the Buddha is is inseparable from the story itself.
In Japan, the “Śākyamuni-of-narrative” appeared in butsuden 仏伝 (legends of the
Buddha, be it of past lives or of his life as the Indian prince Siddhārtha) and in visual
depictions based on such butsuden.16 Reading such tales, we find that while it is true that this
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Some Japanese scholars use the term butsuden to refer exclusively to legends about the Buddha's rebirth as
Siddhārtha, while others use it more broadly and include jātaka tales under this term. An example of the latter
would be Komine Kazuaki (e.g., 2003: 4), who, for example, uses the term butsuden to refer to the Tamamushi
no zushi examples. I think in general a distinction needs to be made between jātaka tales about the Buddha's
past lives, and hagiography. The former relates isolated incidents from a distant past, isolated in that there is no
attempt to fill in the temporal gap separating the previous life being described and the Buddha's final life, as
Siddhārtha. In contrast, hagiographies of Śākyamuni tell of the prince's final life, his career as the Buddha, and
of the events surrounding his final passing.
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Śākyamuni was thought of as existing in the past, and thus a temporal relationship to s/he who
hears, reads, or sees the narrative is implied, there is no line—no link or series of links that
can be known—connecting Śākyamuni-in-the-past to the present. In other words, there is no
continuity between the past (as portrayed in Śākyamuni's hagiography) and the present (which
in this case is early medieval Japan), even if there is a temporal relationship.

Later

historiographical works such as Gyōnen's Sangoku buppō denzū engi (1311) and Kokan
Shiren's Genkō shakusho (1322) were organized around a genealogy that linked people alive
in the present to Śākyamuni of India through a series of individuals and transmissions. In
these works, Śākyamuni was within historical time when we define historical time as a period
during which some number of links can connect all actors and events contained within that
period.
Śākyamuni as found in hagiography, and especially Śākyamuni of the jātaka tales, is
much farther back in the past. There is thus something akin to what Jan M. Vansina (1985)
has called a floating gap, here between the Japan of the present and the Indian Buddha.
Distinguishing between three types or levels of accounts found in oral, illiterate societies,
Vansina writes:
For recent times there is plenty of information which tapers off as one moves back through time.
For earlier periods one finds either a hiatus or just one or a few names, given with some hesitation.
There is a gap in the accounts, which I will call the floating gap. For still earlier periods one
finds again a wealth of information and one deals here with traditions of origin....The gap is best
explained by reference to the capacity of different social structures to reckon time. Beyond a
certain time depth, which differs for each type of social structure because time is reckoned by
reference to generations or other social institutions, chronology can no longer be kept. Accounts
fuse and are thrown back into the period of origin—typically under a culture hero—or are
forgotten. The shortest such time depth I know of is that of the Aka of Lobaye (Central African
Republic), where it does not exceed one generation of adults. Historical consciousness works on
only two registers: time of origin and recent times. Because the limit one reaches in time
reckoning moves with the passage of generations, I have called the gap a floating gap. (24–25)
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Of course during the period in which I am interested the Japanese Buddhist elite was
far from an illiterate society. But the notion of a floating gap is still heuristically useful here,
for there was no account of what happened between the Buddha of jātaka tales and
hagiography, and the Buddhism of Japan. Japan would have to wait for the rise of Buddhist
historiography in the form of the aforementioned works by Gyōnen and Shiren for that floating
gap to be filled (in the form of genealogies).17 This distance effectively put jātaka tales and
Buddhist hagiography in early Japanese Buddhism in the realm of what I will call mythical
time: a past that is separated by a temporal gap of immeasurable length. It is in this way that
the Śākyamuni-of-narrative (at least during the time period in question) was ahistorical: there
was no traceable continuity.
The earliest Japanese record (visual or written) of Śākyamuni's previous lives are the
images appearing on two sides of the Tamamushi no zushi ⽟⾍厨⼦ at Hōryūji.18 One side
depicts the well-known story of the bodhisattva throwing himself off of a cliff so that a
hungry tigress may devour his corpse.19 The panel on the opposite side of the cabinet
depicts a scene from the "Sagely Practices Chapter" (聖⾏品) of the Nirvāṇa Sūtra, in which
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One might object that Shingon had genealogies early on that linked Japanese patriarchs to the Buddha.
However, as far as I am aware, these genealogies traced the lineage not back to Śākyamuni, but rather to the
dharmakāya. Kūkai himself argued that the lineage of Śākyamuni ended with the monk Siṁha, the twentyfourth patriarch who was murdered by an Indian king (Abe 1999: 220).
18

Images of these are found in many publications. See, e.g., Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan (1990: img. nos.
10-1 to 10-8) and Nihon no bijutsu 267 (1987: img. nos. 39, 40). For a discussion of the images, see the
commentaries found therein; in English, see Bowring 2008: 25–35.
19

In Chinese this jātaka appears in Chinese translations of the jātaka tales as well as in the Jinguangming jing
⾦光明経 (T 663, 16.354a19–356c18). This appears to have been a well-known legend and was in no way
unique to Mahāyāna literature. For an English translation of a Pāli version, see Musaeus-Higgens 1914: 65–
70; for a translation from the Sanskrit Suvarṇaprabhāsa Sūtra see Conze 1959. For a discussion of Chinese
interpretations and uses of this story, see Benn 2007: 25–28.
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the bodhisattva's commitment was tested by Indra.20 In this tale, Śākyamuni-to-be, as
"Himalaya Boy" (Sessen dōji 雪⼭童⼦), was practicing austerities in the Himalayas when
Śakra (aka Indra) decided to test his commitment to his religious practice by appearing as a
demon (here a rākṣasa). He provided the bodhisattva with half a verse of Buddhist wisdom:
"All conditioned phenomena are impermanent; this is the law of arising and cessation."
Hearing this, the bodhisattva yearned to hear the other half, but the demon only spoke of
how hungry he was. Finally Himalaya Boy told the demon that if he would reveal the latter
half of the verse, then in exchange the bodhisattva would jump to his death so that the
demon could consume his corpse. Śakra uttered the second half of the verse—"When birth
and death have finally ceased, then tranquility is enjoyed"—and the bodhisattva, in accord
with the pact he made, threw himself from a cliff to what was a certain death.21 However, as
the bodhisattva was plunging toward the ground Śakra transformed back to his original form
and saved the falling bodhisattva.
As for depictions of Śākyamuni's life, the first visual record we have is the clay
diorama of the parinirvāṇa scene nestled inside the northern face of the central pillar of the
five-tiered pagoda at Hōryūji. This diorama, which is one of four sets in the base of the
central pillar, is dated to 711.22 Similar dioramas depicting the eight scenes of Śākyamuni's

20

For the story, see T 374, 12.449b14–451a27.

21

諸⾏無常是⽣滅法⽣滅滅已寂滅爲樂 (450a16, 451 a1).

22

Discussions of these can be found in Donohashi (1988: 18–21) and Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan (1990).
The other three dioramas depict the post-parinirvāṇa distribution of the Buddha's relics, Maitreya, and
Vimalakīrti.
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life existed in the central pillars of the three-tiered east and west pagodas of Yakushiji, built
in 730, although they are no longer extant.23
While these representations are important artifacts due to their early dates, more
important for early Japanese understandings of the Buddha was the Kako genzai inga kyō 過
去現在因果経 (T 189; hereafter Inga kyō; Sūtra of Past and Present Cause and Effect; Ch.
Guoqu xianzai yinguo jing)24 and the illustrated scrolls based on it, the Einga kyō 絵因果経
(Illustrated Sūtra of Cause and Effect). The Einga kyō, usually produced as an eight-fascicle
set, consisted of two registers: a lower register with the text of the Inga kyō, and an upper
one with illustrations depicting the events described in the text below.
Like so many sūtras, this work begins with a frame story, with the main content of
the sūtra being the Buddha's recounting of stories from the past that explain the career of a
particular buddha, or tell how a particular situation came to be. He begins in this case with
one of his own past lives, when he was a sage called Sumati (Zenni sennin 善慧仙⼈).25
Sumati received a prophesy of future awakening (juki 受記) from a certain Fukō Nyorai 普
光如来,26 who revealed that in a future life Sumati would become the buddha Śākyamuni.
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Donohashi 1988: 18–20; Watanabe 2012: 42–47 (images of the Hōryūji dioramas on p. 46; images of
fragments from the Yakushiji dioramas on p. 45). The dioramas are mentioned in, e.g., the Yakushiji engi (the
Daigoji MS, not the Yakushiji MS), the Shichi daiji nenpyō 七⼤寺年表, and the Fusō ryakki. Tanabe 1970.
24

T 189. Translated by Guṇabhadra (Ch. Qiunabatuoluo 求那跋陀羅) sometime between 435 and 443. The
hagiographical account ends with the conversion of Mahākāśyapa.
25

In his introduction to the Kokuyaku issaikyō edition of the Ingakyō, Tokiwa Daijō gives Sumedha as the
Sanskrit rather than Sumati.
26

This is the name of the Buddha that Queen Śrīmālā (Shōman Bunin 勝鬘夫⼈) is to become, according to
the Śrīmālā Sūtra (T 353). See Oda BD: 1515a. The connection between the sūtra and the Inga kyō is not
clear to me, though it may be related to the fact that Guṇabhadra translated both.
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Eventually the narrative moves on to Śākyamuni-to-be's birth in Tuṣita heaven, and after this
to his birth as the Indian prince Siddhārtha. This is followed by a number of events included
in traditional hagiographies of the Buddha: the prediction by the sage that the new-born
prince would be either a wheel-turning king or a buddha; his four sorties from the palace and
encounters with an old man, a sick man, a corpse, and a renunciate; his adoption of ascetic
practices; his awakening; and so on. The final event described is the conversion of
Mahākāśyapa.27
Like much of Buddhist hagiography in Japan, the jātakas do not figure prominently
here, the story of Sumati being the only one in the Inga kyō (unless we also count his life in
Tuṣita as a jātaka).28 But what I want to draw the reader's attention to here is this: the Inga
kyō does not focus on the post-parinirvāṇa career of the Buddha, by which I mean it says
nothing about the actions of the Buddha in this world after his death. Indeed, the sūtra does
not even cover his parinirvāṇa, let alone the distribution of relics that was supposed to have
occurred after the Buddha’s death. Now this is of course because the Buddha is telling this
story; he cannot very well tell the story of his own death while he is still alive. But what this
means is that the story about the Buddha to which Japanese were most exposed was one that
did not narrate his death.29
This lack of concern with his death and the events surrounding it is in marked
contrast to the focus that one finds in the late Heian and early Kamakura periods, a time that
27

This structure is more or less identical with that found in Aśvaghoṣa's Buddhacarita (trans. as the Fo suoxing
zan 仏所⾏讃 by Dharmakṣema [Ch. Tan Wuchen 曇無讖] in the first half of the fifth century). See Ono BDJ:
19b.
28

The exception is the Sanbōe 三宝絵, which does in fact contain a larger number of jātaka tales.

29

I do not address the actual circulation of the Einga kyō and Inga kyō here. However, the scholarly consensus
is that the Einga kyō circulated widely during the Nara period. See, e.g., Kurobe 1989: 91.
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witnessed a shift of focus from hagiography to the Buddha's death, and a concomitant spike
in the production of nehanzu 涅槃図 (visual depictions of the Buddha’s death) and the
performance of nehan’e 涅槃会 (ritual commemoration of the Buddha’s death, often with a
nehanzu as the central icon).30
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Donohashi (1988: 39) makes a distinction between butsuden that focus on the period between the Buddha's
birth (or sometime before that) and his awakening, and those that focus on his parinirvāṇa. According to the
mid-twelfth-century Shichidaiji junrei shiki 七⼤寺巡礼私記, the eight scenes depicted in the Yakushiji
dioramas were the entrance into the womb, the birth, the opulent comforts of the prince's early life, the
austerities the prince undertook after leaving the palace, his awakening, the first teaching, the parinirvāṇa, and
the distribution of relics. Like works such as the Daijō kishin ron ⼤乗起信論 or Tendai shikyō gi 天台四教義,
and very much like the Ingakyō, the emphasis here is on the prince's life pre-awakening rather than on his
career as the Buddha, or at least the emphasis is evenly distributed. See Kajitani 1993: 159.
It should be noted, though, that production of illustrated Einga kyō continued, and even experienced
something of a surge in the late Heian and Kamakura periods (Donohashi 1988: 35). This illustrates an
important point, namely that earlier visions of Śākyamuni never ceased, but rather continued to exist alongside
new understandings of the Buddha. Thus, while I discuss an increasingly historicized Śākyamuni among
certain individuals and groups of texts, this in no way means that the Lotus Sūtra’s vision of an eternal
Śākyamuni, for example, ceased to be influential.
While the performance of nehan’e can be traced back to the Nara period, when such rituals were
conducted at Kōfukuji (Taniguchi 2000: 76), there is very little reference to them in textual sources from the
Nara and early Heian periods. The earliest reference of which I am aware appears in Fujiwara no Sanesuke’s
diary, the Shōyūki ⼩右記. Here we find the Kōfukuji abbot (bettō) Rinkai 林懐 (951–1025) saying that there
will be a nehan’e the following year. A search through six collections of historical documents maintained by
Tokyo University’s Historiographical Institute (The Dai Nihon kokiroku ⼤⽇本古記録, Dai Nihon komonjo ⼤
⽇本古⽂書, Nara jidai komonjo 奈良時代古⽂書, Heian ibun 平安遺⽂, Kamakura ibun 鎌倉遺⽂, and Dai
Nihon Shiryō ⼤⽇本史料) turns up only five references to a nehan’e or a jōrakue 常楽会 (which is what
Kōfukuji’s nehan’e was called after 860) prior to 1100, while between the years 1100 and 1336 (the end of the
Kamakura period) we find a total of 87 references, 70 of these being to Kōfukuji’s jōrakue. After 1336 the
frequency of references (and particularly those referencing the jōrakue) declines significantly.
According to Taniguchi (2000), Kōfukuji was at the center of the early Kamkura-period prevalence of
nehan’e and their use in rituals in Nara, a trend initiated in part by Jōkei. The conspicuous decline of
Kōfukuji’s nehan’e (the jōrakue) suggests that this prevalence was particularly short-lived at Kōfukuji and
temples associated with it. In addition to their importance in Nara, nehanzu were commonly found in Zen
temples (Koezuka and Donohashi 1988: 95). Although relics did not figure prominently in earlier nehan texts
(such as Genshin’s Nehan kōshiki 涅槃講式), a relationship between nehan worship and relics does appear in
texts and rites written during and after the early Kamakura period. Jōkei’s Shari kōshiki, for instance, was
recited during a nehan’e conducted at Kōfukuji, and mostly likely at nehan’e occurring at other temples
associated with Kōfukuji, while Myōe enshrined relics and a nehanzu as the honzon for the nehan’e that he
performed in 1204 as well as for numerous nehan’e that he conducted at Kōsanji after 1215 (Taniguchi 2000:
77f).
A look at nehanzu classified as national treasures (kokuhō) or important cultural properties (jūyō
bunkazai) reveals a similar pattern, with six from the Heian period, 31 from the Kamakura period, four for the
Nanbokuchō period, and only four from the Muromachi period. (See http://kunishitei.bunka.go.jp/bsys/
index_pc.asp.) Of course these references and governmental recognitions fail to reveal the actual scale of
production and circulation, since earlier sources will necessarily be fewer in number. But these data do
corroborate Kujirai Kiyotaka’s assertion that the parinirvāṇa became a devotional focal point in the late Heian
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More important for our purposes, the focus on the Buddha’s career and absence of any
discussion or artistic representation of his death renders the Śākyamuni-of-narrative an
eternal figure or archetype of sorts. The focus is on what the Buddha did as a teacher, and
on the parables that make up his hagiography, but left unexamined is the time after his
death. Thinking about the Budha’s death forces one to ask, what now? It also raises
questions about the nature of a buddha and specifically of Śākyamuni. Is Śākyamuni still
present in this world? What happened to Śākyamuni upon his parinirvāṇa? But these are
questions that are left unanswered by the hagiographies of Śākyamuni coming from China,
all of which end while the Buddha is still alive. This is important because it reinforces this
notion that the Śākyamuni-of-narrative exists in a mythic past, as though he never really
died.
Besides being ahistorical, the Śākyamuni-of-narrative is not salvific. Here, and
throughout this dissertation, I am using the term “salvific” to refer to the ability possessed
by certain buddhas and bodhisattvas to advance an individual along the Buddhist path by
means of the buddha’s or bodhisattva’s powers, rather than by the powers of the individual
in question. This distinction is the same as that employed by many of Hōnen’s (1133–1212)
disciples between jiriki ⾃⼒ (self-power) and tariki 他⼒ (other-power). In early medieval
Japan jiriki referred to the idea that one can make soteriological progress by undertaking
Buddhist practices aimed at perfecting certain qualities (e.g., compassion, or insight into the
true nature of reality), and by adhering to the Buddhist precepts. The assumption was that
one advances toward and achieves the final Buddhist goal through one’s own efforts and
period, with a noticeable spike in production of nehanzu and performance of nehan’e in the late Kamakura and
very early Nanbokuchō periods (2011: 160).
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actions. In contrast, tariki,31 “denotes the transcendent power of a buddha, but because of
the ambiguity inherent in the relationship between buddha and self in the tathāgatagarbha
doctrines, which have always been close to Pure Land thought, ‘spiritual power beyond the
known self’ is a more apt gloss for this term” (Blum 2000: 8). Of course, most Buddhists
probably never adhered to either extreme; for most people the buddhas, bodhisattvas, and
deities could be called upon for help, but certainly one needed to perform certain rituals,
recite certain prayers, and avoid immoral behavior. The salvific buddha par excellence in
Japan was unquestionably Amida, for it was by virtue of his compassion and power that one
could be reborn in the western pure land; one need only exert a minimal amount of effort
(though there existed a diversity of theories about what one’s role was in this regard). While
the Śākyamuni-of-narrative was not simply an ordinary human, early Japanese Buddhism
contains no stories of him directly intervening in this world when help is needed. Nor did he
provide any final salvation except to the extent that he is the source of the teachings that
explain how to escape the cycle of birth and death. Belonging to a mythic past as he does,
he is inaccessible, and this inaccessibility reinforces the impression that he is not salvific in
character.
One might argue that relics sometimes serve a soteriological function in Japanese
Buddhism, and that relics are usually (though not always) Śākyamuni’s relics, and therefore
in some sense the Buddha. While it is true that relics sometimes exhibit a salvific character,
in Japan relics were not always associated first and foremost with the historical Buddha, but
rather took on a life of their own. Initially relics were regarded as the osseous remains of the
historical Buddha. But from the early Heian period onward relics came to be associated and
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It is also sometimes called butsuriki 佛⼒ or ganriki 願⼒.
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conflated with the nyoi hōju 如意宝珠 (wish-fulfilling jewel; Skt. cintāmaṇi)32 on the one
hand, and with the Buddha-as-dharmakāya (“dharma-body”), on the other.
The idea that relics and nyoi hōju are one and the same was characteristic of the three
main Daigoji branches (sanryū) of Shingon Buddhism (Naitō 2010: 14), and the earliest
known reference to this notion appears in a description of a Go-shichinichi Mishiho 後七⽇
御修法 rite performed in 921 by the monk Kangen 観賢.33 Here we are told that the person
performing the rite is to visualize the relics that Kūkai buried at Mt. Muroo, and that these
buried relics, the nyoi hōju, and the relics being used in the Go-shichinichi mishihō are all
one and the same. According to Naitō Sakae (2010: 68), this indicates that by the early tenth
century (at the very latest) the view of relics as nyoi hōju was well-established in the
Shingon school. In addition, by the tenth century it was also believed (within Shingon) that
nyoi hōju could in fact be manufactured by humans (Ruppert 2000: 363; Naitō 2010: 69).
This belief was based in large part on the Go-yuigō 御遺告 (attributed to Kūkai) in which
instructions for making a nyoi hōju are provided. Brian Ruppert (2000: 153) notes that in
the Go-yuigō account, the “wish-fulfilling jewel refers both to the physical object ritually
manufactured—mysteriously equivalent with the jewel of the dragon king—and to the great
bodhi-mind contained in the eight-petaled altar in the center of the Womb Realm mandala.”

32

On the cintāmaṇi in Japanese Buddhism, see Naitō (2010: 65–96), Faure (1999: 283–286; 2004), Ruppert
(2000: 142–175).
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The identification of relics as cintāmaṇi is usually attributed to Kūkai. The three branches of Daigoji are the
Sanbōin 三宝院, Kongōōin ⾦剛王院, and Rishōin 理性院. The reference to Kangen is recorded in the Hishō
祕鈔 (T 2489, 78.499), a twelfth-century record of the teachings transmitted by Shōken 勝賢 (1138–1196) to
Shūkaku 守覚 (1150–1202).
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When regarded as nyoi hōju, relics are agents in their own right, and thus
distinguishable from Śākyamuni much as individual statues of bodhisattvas can take on
personalities of their own and acquire unique traits. Furthermore, when this equivalence is
combined with the view that one can create wish-fulfilling jewels oneself, relics become
magical objects that are far removed from the details of Śākyamuni’s hagiography. Of
course the importance of Buddha relics stems from the fact that they were thought to be the
remains of Śākyamuni. But this association becomes secondary as their agency and power
came to be located not in the historical Buddha but rather in the relic or wish-fulfilling jewel
itself.
The other view I mentioned—the belief that relics are remains or earthly
manifestations of the Buddha’s “dharma body” (dharmakāya)—links relics not to a figure in
the past but rather to a more abstract, ethereal, Buddha. This idea was characteristic of the
Ono sanryū branches of Shingon Buddhism,34 and it may have developed in part due to the
influence of late Tang views of relics, views that were brought back to Japan by figures such
as Shūei 宗叡 (809-84) (Naitō 2010: 87). Even if they do serve a soteriological function,
when understood as being the body of the dharmakāya, relics are not (or at least not simply)
the corporeal remains of the Indian Śākyamuni Buddha, but the essence of Mahā-Vairocana,
an ahistorical buddha.35 As such, they cannot really be said to be the same as Śākyamuni.
In this way, relics in Japan are either in possession of their own agency, quite apart from
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On Shingon (and specifically Ono-ryū) views of relics, see Naitō 2010 (pp. 79–88 for a discussion of relics
as the dharmakāaya). See Abe (1999: 349f) as well.
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A Japanese example of the relics being linked more directly to the historical Buddha appears in Myōe’s Shari
kōshiki 舎利講式, in which Myōe praises the relics as the “living body” (shōjin ⽣⾝) of the Buddha (T 2731,
84.905a15–27).
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Śākyamuni, or they are said to come from an ethereal buddha, Mahā-Vairocana, and thus,
while historically associated with Śākyamuni, are really quite distinct from the historical
Buddha and from the type of salvific Śākyamuni who will appear in later chapters.36 With
that, let us turn to the Śākyamuni-of-doctrine.

Śākyamuni-of-doctrine: The Eternal Buddha

While the Śākyamuni-of-narrative is based on what Bruner calls “narrative-thought,”
what I am calling the Śākyamuni-of-doctrine depends instead to what Bruner terms
“paradigmatic” or “logico-scientific” thought, a way of thinking that seeks to "fulfill the
ideal of a formal, mathematical system of description and explanation" (12). This is the type
of doctrinal-thinking whereby the structural relationship between constituent parts is
theorized and clarified in an attempt to understand the totality of reality. A discussion of the
Buddha that is paradigmatic and decidedly not narrative appears in the Cūḷamālunkya sutta,
in which the monk Mālunkyāputta asks the Buddha whether after his death a Tathāgata
exists, does not exist, both exists and does not exist, or neither exists nor does not exist
(Majjhima Nikāya i. 426). The Buddha refuses to answer these questions, effectively saying
that such metaphysical speculation is useless, for it does not lead to the cessation of
suffering. In refusing to answer these questions, however, the Buddha is in fact making an
argument that the truth about the nature of a buddha has little practical value. Unlike a
36

On this point, Brian Ruppert (2000: 457n5) argues against the idea that Shaka shinkō (Śākyamuni devotion)
appeared during the early medieval period. According to Ruppert, the importance of relics in Heian-period
Shingon ritual and among the aristocracy of the time was indicative of the preeminent position of the historical
Buddha throughout the Heian period. My argument against Ruppert would be that in the Shingon Buddhism
that Ruppert studies, the relics are not those of the historical Śākyamuni but rather of the dharmakāya, or,
alternatively, are wish-fulling jewels.
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narrative depiction of the Buddha, here the order of events is not relevant, and the focus is
not on human actions and intentions but rather on categories (or in this case the uselessness
of thinking in certain categories). Bruner notes that arguments (which are a product of
paradigmatic thought) and stories (which are a product of narrative-thought) both seek to
convince, but they do so through different means: “arguments convince one of their truth,
stories of their lifelikeness” (11).37
The number and diversity of theories about the nature of the Buddha (and of buddhas
more generally) indicate that this was a live issue for many Buddhist scholastics. The theory
of the three bodies—the nirmāṇakāya (body of magical transformation; Jp. ōjin 応 ⾝),
sambhogakāya (body of communal enjoyment; Jp. hōshin 報⾝), and dharmakāya (real body;
Jp. hosshin 法⾝)—is probably the most familiar example.38 However, the Lotus Sūtra and
Nirvāṇa Sūtra’s visions of the Buddha are based less on this tripartite division than they are
on a binary model comprising a distant being not bound by time or space, and a terrestrial
Buddha (i.e., the Indian Buddha) who is but a manifestation of the timeless being. The former
is for all practical purposes eternal and immortal, even though this is not always explicitly
stated. This still holds even if one interprets the former to be the abstract properties or the
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Robert Rhodes (2007) has used Bruner’s distinction in his examination of early Japanese Pure Land thought.
According to Rhodes, Genshin’s Ōjōyōshū (985) serves as an example of paradigmatic thought, in that it
“presents a systematic and comprehensive outline of Pure Land cosmology, doctrine, and practice” (249). It is
concerned not so much with the temporal or narrative relationship between the various components of this
cosmology, doctrine, and practice, but rather with showing how they all fit together to form a logically
coherent (and thus believable) system. In contrast, argues Rhodes, Yoshishige no Yasutane’s Nihon ōjō
gokuraku-ki (late tenth c.) is based on narrative-thought: it is a collection of stories about people who achieved
rebirth in Amida’s pure land, and through storytelling it both drives home the truth of pure land teachings and
provides a model of living to be emulated.
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For a brief synopsis of the origins and history of this theory, see Griffiths 1994 (esp. chs. 4–6); Williams
2012: 127–130. Readers looking for a more detailed explanation should consult Radich 2007b.
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teachings of the Buddha (both of which appear to have been early Indian Buddhist
understandings of the dharmakāya), or to be an actual body of some sort (such as is imagined
when it is said that the Buddha eternally resides on Vulture Peak).
The visions of Śākyamuni found in the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa sūtras both fit the
Śākyamuni-of-doctrine model, for in both scriptures Śākyamuni is eternal and not limited to
a specific place.39 By virtue of existing eternally, Śākyamuni of the Nirvāṇa and Lotus sūtras
transcends history, for he is not bound by time. As for his location, while he is often said to
live on Vulture Peak, this is not a craggy mountain peak that we might actually visit, but rather
a distant, ethereal place (often said to be a pure land) that defies any attempt to locate its
precise location. Of course the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa Sūtra are both narratives in their own
right, and in addition each contains many parables that convince the reader of the truth of
Buddhist teachings through ethos and pathos, rather than through any sort of argument.
However, what these two scriptures possess that is entirely lacking in the Inga kyō and more
generally in hagiographies of the Buddha is a sustained focus on the nature of Śākyamuni, and
an attempt to render Buddhism coherent by clarifying that nature. Thus, while they tell stories,
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One other factor that appears to have reinforced the idea of an eternal Śākyamuni (what I am calling the
Śākyamuni-of-doctrine), but which I have not discussed here due to its tangential nature, is the conflation of
Śākyamuni and Dainichi Nyorai, a move that may have been intentional in Tendai, in which the Lotus Sūtra
(and by extension Śākyamuni) were of central importance but which also placed great emphasis on mikkyō
(and thus on Dainichi Nyorai). In his Kongōchō daikyōō kyōsho ⾦剛頂⼤教王経疏 (851), for example,
Ennin 円仁 (794–864) writes, "The ācārya [Yuanzheng 元政] of the Great Tang Daxingshansi ⼤興善寺
temple said, 'That Buddha of the Lotus [Sūtra] who awakened so long ago is simply Vairocana Buddha of this
sūtra.'" (⼤唐⼤興善寺阿闍梨云。彼法華久遠成佛。只是此經毘盧遮那佛 [T 2223, 61.39b14–16]). In a
similar vein, Enchin 円珍 (814–891) states in his Daihizō yuga ki ⼤悲蔵喩伽記 that Dainichi and Śākyamuni
are but one: "Originally [there is but] one Buddha; it is not the case that there are two bodies. However,
according to [one's] karmic capacity [one mistakenly perceives] that there is a difference." (DBZ 27 [first ed.]:
955c.) On Ennin and Enchin's views, see Ōkubō 2000: 78. On this conflation, see Stone 1999: 24. On the
identification of Śākyamuni as Mahāvairocana as found in the Buddhāvataṃsakanāmamahāvaipulya sūtra, see
Sueki 1998: 234; Hiraoka 1972: 274f; Stone 1999: 25f.)
The identification of Śākyamuni with Mahāvairocana was not limited to Tendai. The Vajraśekhara
Sūtra (T 865), for example, which is one of two sūtras central to Japanese Shingon (the other being the
Mahāvairocana Sūtra), equates Śākyamuni with Mahāvairocana (Horiuchi 1985).
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when it comes to Śākyamuni they are both ultimately concerned with categories and with the
relationships between those categories. Thus, the Nirvāṇa Sūtra is preoccupied in large part
with explaining the relationship between the Indian Buddha who walked the earth and the
eternal dharmakāya, and the Lotus Sūtra is obsessed with illuminating the relationship
between the Lotus Sūtra that the Buddha now reveals and those teachings that he preached
during his forty-five-year ministry. In this way, while both sūtras contain elements of a
narrative-Śākyamuni, the image of the Buddha that they leave us with is of an eternal,
historically transcendent Śākyamuni-of-doctrine.
Beginning with the better known of the two sūtras, the Lotus posits a binary distinction
between Śākyamuni who walked this earth, and the immortal Śākyamuni, eternally residing
on Vulture Peak; the former is but a manifestation of the latter.40 The most important chapter
40

This vision of a binary Śākyamuni and revelation that the Buddha of ancient India was but a provisional
manifestation—an act of deception motivated by compassion—was reinforced by Tiantai exegesis that identified
the Śākyamuni of the former half of the Lotus Sūtra as the provisionally manifested Buddha (shakubutsu 迹仏),
and that of the latter half (i.e., the immortal Śākyamuni) as the main, or original, Buddha (honbutsu 本仏).
Among the most important of such works was the Fahua wenju 法華⽂句 (Miaofa lianhua jing wenju 妙法蓮
華経⽂句, T 1718), being Zhiyi's 智顗 (538–597) commentary on the Lotus Sūtra as recorded by his disciple
Guanding 灌頂 (561–632). In this work, Zhiyi makes the aforementioned distinction, stating that the provisional
manifestation corresponds to the first fourteen chapters of the Lotus Sūtra (the so-called shakumon 迹⾨) and
the original Buddha to the latter fourteen (the so-called the honmon 本⾨; see especially T 1718, 34.3c–9c).
This theory of Śākyamuni’s binary nature, while ostensibly based on Indian Buddhist sources, is really a
Chinese development. Yoshida Kazuhiko (2006) identifies a group of Kumārajīva’s disciples as playing a
central role in developing this type of thinking. In the preface to the Zhuweimojiejing 注維摩詰經 (T 1775), a
compilation of commentaries on the Vimalakīrti sūtra, Sengzhao 僧肇 (384–414?) understands Vimalakīrti to
consist of two aspects: essence and trace. Sengzhao reasons that the bodhisattva is completely human, and yet
there is something beyond that, for we cannot think of him as simply human (Ibid.: 201). He discusses
Vimalakīrti’s binary nature in terms of xianxiang 現象 and benzhi 本質.
In early Japanese Buddhism this theory about there being two facets of a god or holy figure can be
seen applied to Śākyamuni early on in a written dedicatory prayer (ganmon) from 798. This ganmon,
originally written for the benefit of a deceased female (one Ishida jōō ⽯⽥⼥王), was used on the occasion of
offering a painting of an Amida-triad, a copy of the Buddhist canon, and some rice paddies to Tōdaiji. Here we
read that Śākyamuni “suijakued” into this world (the compound “suijaku” being used as a verb here) (Tōkyo
Daigaku Shiryō Hensanjo, ed. 1980: 9).
More well-known is the idea that Shōtoku Taishi was a manifestation of Śākyamuni. An early
indication of this is the inscription on the back of the Śākyamuni statue in Hōryūji’s Golden Hall (Kondō),
which states that this statue was built in proportion to Shōtoku Taishi’s height. (Ishida 1997: 90; Como 2008:
27, 165. However, see Ishida [89f] and Como [165, 188n36] for problems of dating with regard to this
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for establishing this idea is the sixteenth (in Kumārajīva's translation), the "lifespan of the
Tathāgata" chapter. Here the Buddha explains that his death (parinirvāṇa) was but a trick, an
instance of skillful means executed for the benefit of sentient beings. The lesson here is
twofold: first, the Buddha is eternal, and, second, he exhibits great pedagogical skill:
In all the worlds, gods, men, and asuras all say that the present Śākyamuni buddha left the palace
of the Śakya clan and at a place not far removed from the city of Gayā, seated on the platform
of the path, attained anuttarasamyaksaṃbodhi. And yet, O good men, since in fact I achieved
buddhahood it has been incalculable, limitless hundreds of thousands of myriads of millions of
nayutas of kalpas.41

Later in the sūtra the Buddha makes his (supra-)temporal nature more explicit:
Since I attained buddhahood,
Throughout the number of kalpas that have passed,
Incalculable hundred thousands of myriads
Of million times asaṃkhyeyas,
Ever have I been preaching dharma, teaching converting
Countless millions of living beings
Have I caused to enter into the buddha path,
Since which time it has been incalculable kalpas.
For the beings' sake
And as an expedient device, I make a show of nirvāṇa;
Yet in fact I do not pass into extinction,
But ever dwell here and preach dharma.42

What we have here is not the theory of the three bodies, but simply the idea that
Śākyamuni is immortal. Michel Radich (2007b) outlines three phases through which the ideas

inscription.) In addition, the Nihon shoki account of Shōtoku Taishi’s life appears to borrow elements from the
hagiography of the Buddha, e.g., with regard to the circumstances of Shōtoku's birth, his encounter with a
dying beggar at Kataoka, and the words he utters on his deathbed (Durt 2005: 112). This relationship between
the two is also clear in a fourteenth-century work called the Taishi hassō, a hagiography which is clearly
modeled on the Shaka hassō (Carr 2012: 80–82).
41

Hurvitz 2009. 219. ⼀切世間天⼈及阿修羅。皆謂今釋迦牟尼佛出釋⽒宮。去伽耶城不遠坐於道場。
得阿耨多羅三藐三菩提。然善男⼦。我實成佛已來。無量無邊百千萬億那由他劫。T 262, 9.42b9–13.
42

Hurvitz 2009: 223. ⾃我得佛來 所經諸劫數無量百千萬 億載阿僧祇常説法教化無數億衆⽣令⼊於佛道
爾來無量劫爲度衆⽣故⽅便現涅槃⽽實不滅度常住此説法. T 262, 9.43b12–17.
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at the heart of the Lotus Sūtra developed, including the notion that Śākyamuni never died and
in fact will never die.
We first see a phase in which it seems that only extreme longevity is attributed to Buddhas…and
only to Buddhas cosmically remote from us. Then we see the clear development, around the
time of Dharmarakṣa, that Buddhas are in fact exempt from parinirvāṇa, i.e., strictly immortal.
Finally, beginning with Dharmarakṣa's translation of the Lotus Sūtra [latter half of third century],
and then spreading into a range of texts around 400 CE in the Chinese record that probably
reflect developments of the fourth century at the earliest, the idea of the actual immortality of
Śākyamuni, the Buddha of our own world system, appears and becomes common. (1045)

Radich (80–81) argues that three associated ideas—that the Buddha is (or certain buddhas are)
immortal, that his body is adamantine (being a vajrakāya), and that his parinirvāṇa was
"merely a docetistic show"—developed on their own but came to be intimately linked by the
fourth century at the latest.
An overview of Buddhist theories of the Buddha's body is beyond the scope of this
chapter, and in any case whether the Lotus Sūtra's immortal Śākyamuni developed from this
or that strain of thought is here irrelevant.43 What is important is that in the Lotus Sūtra
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I have avoided using either "dharmakāya" or "hosshin" 法⾝ to refer to the Lotus Sūtra's eternal buddha
because the latter term (of which the former is usually treated as the Sanskrit equivalent) only appears in
Kumarajiva's translation twice (T 262, 35b29 & c1), and even here it is not in the context of juxtaposing the
mortal Śākyamuni who walked the Indo-Gangetic Plain with an eternal, trans-historical Buddha; rather, hosshin
appears in lines spoken by the dragon girl after she achieves Buddhahood. Referring to herself, she states, "The
subtle and pure dharma body, has perfected the marks thirty-two, Using the eighty beautiful features, as a means
of adorning the dharma body" (Hurvitz 2009: 183–84). If anything, here the term appears to be referring not to
the dharmakāya, but rather to the sambhogakāya, with its distinguishing marks. Itō Zuiei (1985) uses the trikāya
(sanshin 三⾝) model to analyze the Buddha in the Lotus Sūtra, but he fails to mention that of the terms ōjin,
hōjin, and hosshin, only the last of these appears in the sūtra, and, as already stated, not as one of three parts of
a tripartite model. This is not to say that there is no conceptual overlap, but it seems that any suggestion that the
Lotus Sūtra exhibits the three-body model, or some element of it, must be supported by evidence showing the
relationship between some number of literary works (be they sūtras or exegeses) and the ideas contained therein.
While I do not delve into the complexity of buddha bodies here, the reader is encouraged to remember
that there is great diversity within Buddhism with regard to understandings of the Buddha's body. The best
overview is probably Michael Radich's dissertation about bodies in Buddhism (particular that of the Buddha)
from the Buddhism’s earliest developments to the fifth century (2007b). This work also provides a survey of
the secondary scholarship on the notion of dharmakāya, trikāya, and so forth (e.g., Paul Harrison, Gadjin M.
Nagao). His review essay (2007a) is also a helpful place to start due to its brevity. In the Japanese context,
Bernard Frank (2000: 235–239; 2002: 109–113) has touched on these issues.
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(particularly Kumārajīva's translation, as that is what the Japanese were familiar with) the
Buddha is portrayed as a figure not bound by time and thus as an ahistorical being.
In addition to being ahistorical, the Lotus Sūtra’s Śākyamuni is not salvific. Some
might argue that this is not true, for the sūtra does in fact describe the manner in which the
Buddha will save countless beings. It is indeed true that he leads people through a process
that leads them from ignorance to awakening, or at least to an awareness of their own
ignorance. One well-known example would be the parable of the burning house, in which the
father (the Buddha) saves his children (sentient beings) by telling them that there are three
carts (the three vehicles) waiting for them outside the house. And in another episode the
Buddha is likened to the leader of a group of people travelling a steep and treacherous road.
The people grow weary and want to turn back, and the leader, in order to keep them from
doing so, conjures up a great city where the people can rest and regain their strength. In this
way, the leader is able to persuade his followers to continue all the way to their final
destination. These stories, though, simply tell us that the Buddha provides us with teachings
and a handful of useful illusions that we must follow and believe if we want to reach
awakening. In contrast, in many forms of medieval Japanese Pure Land Buddhism, Amida
simply saves one if one has faith in him, or calls out his name; there is no need to perfect
certain qualities, adhere to moral precepts, or perform rituals. The only figure in the Lotus
Sūtra who provides this sort of salvation is Avalokiteśvara, as described in the twenty-fifth
chapter.
More importantly, the Lotus Sūtra is really not about Śākyamuni or how wonderful he
is: it is about the Lotus Sūtra and how wonderful the Lotus Sūtra is. Charlotte Eubanks (2011:
23) has observed that “Mahāyāna sūtras cut themselves off from their point of creation and
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establish a unique ontology for themselves”: rather than presenting themselves as sermons
delivered by the Buddha, they “take the authority that might otherwise be invested in an author
or in a speaker and invest it in themselves.” In so doing, they obscure the Buddha and direct
the listener/reader’s focus instead to the sūtras themselves, thereby presenting themselves as
self-generating agents independent of Śākyamuni. This is achieved in part through their
claims that it is the sūtra (and not the Buddha) who will provide this or that benefit. This
concealment of the Buddha’s role as generator of the sūtra is also realized through instances
in which the Buddha is said to have heard the very sūtra that he is now preaching from another
buddha in a previous life. This occurs in the eighth chapter of the Lotus Sūtra, for example,
in which we are told that in a former life Śākyamuni was the son of a man who left the
householder life and eventually became a buddha called Great Universal Wisdom Excellence
(Ch. Datong zhisheng ⼤通智勝). His sixteen sons, Śākyamuni-to-be among them, then
became his disciples, and listened to him preach the Lotus Sūtra. The implication is that the
Lotus Sūtra is not simply a sermon preached by Śākyamuni, but rather a teaching preached by
multiple buddhas and one whose origins can be separated from Śākyamuni.44
The point here is this: while the Lotus Sūtra does provide humans with both worldly
and soteriological aid, the sūtra itself attributes the agency behind such aid not to Śākyamuni
but rather to the sūtra itself. It is the sūtra that saves and blesses the devotee, not the
Buddha. Thus the Lotus Sūtra’s Śākyamuni, besides being historically transcendent, is in
addition not salvific, for any soteriological or salvific aid that the Lotus Sūtra provides stems
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T 262, 9.25a28–29.
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from the sūtra itself, rather than from Śākyamuni, whose agency the sūtra obscures by
presenting itself as the source of blessings.
I want to now turn from the Lotus Sūtra to the Nirvāṇa Sūtra.45 In the preface to his
recent translation of the first ten fascicles of Dharmakṣema's translation of the Nirvāṇa
Sūtra, Mark Blum (2013: xvii) writes:
[This sūtra] offers a much more unambiguous statement on the eternal, unchanging nature of
"buddha" than what was presented in, for example, the Lotus Sūtra....The Lotus intimates that
all buddhas are eternal but in fact only states that their lives are very, very long. In the Nirvāṇa
Sūtra the buddha is and always has been eternal and unchanging.

Blum further notes that the association between Tiantai and the Lotus Sūtra that those
studying Japanese Buddhism take for granted was largely due to Zhanran (711–782), and
that Zhiyi appears to have regarded the Nirvāṇa Sūtra and Lotus Sūtra as equally important
(xix).
The idea that the Buddha is eternal appears throughout this work. For example, in
one scene, Śākyamuni explains to Kāśyapa that his long life is due to the meritorious
(mental) actions performed in the past and likens his lifespan to the ocean (with the others'
lifespans being like rivers that empty into the ocean). In response, Kāśyapa asks why, if the
Buddha is in fact eternal, does he not stick around for a little while longer—"for one more
kalpa, at least something close to a kalpa"—so as to spread his teachings. The Buddha
answers:
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By "Nirvāṇa Sūtra" I am referring to the Mahāyāna Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, not to the mainstream Nirvāṇa
Sūtra (Mahāparinibbāna sutta in Pali), of which there are several Chinese translations (T 1, 5, 6, 7, 26). More
specifically, I am referring to the forty-fascicle version, translated by Dharmakṣema around 441 (T 374). The
other two Mahāyāna Nirvāṇa Sūtras in Chinese are Faxian's translation (T 376) and Huiyan's translation (T
375).
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Now Kāśyapa, you should not hold an image in your mind of the Tathāgata in terms of his life
ending. Kāśyapa, if a monk, nun, layman, laywoman, or even someone of another path attains
the freedom of the five supernatural powers, that person may reside [here] either for one more
kalpa or something less than another kalpa, may course through the air sitting or lying down as
they please, emit fire from their left side and pour out water from their right side, or produce
smoke and flames from their bodies just as in a real conflagration. Such people are capable of
living as long as they want, or are free to make their lives brief. If someone endowed with these
special abilities has the spiritual power to do whatever he pleases, would not the Tathāgata have
the power to deal with any and all things as he likes? Would he be not capable of living for half
the length of a kalpa, or for an entire kalpa, or for a hundred kalpas, a hundred thousand kalpas,
or innumerable kalpa
For this reason you should understand that a tathāgata is a permanently abiding
dharma, an immutable dharma. This body of the Tathāgata [that you see now] is only a
transformational body, it is not a body nourished by any sort of food. It is in order to save living
beings that I show [my body] as identical to a poisonous tree; thus will I demonstrate the
abandonment of this form and the entry into nirvāṇa. Kāśyapa, you should understand the
Buddha to be a permanently abiding dharma, an immutable dharma.46

A number of scholars have pointed out that in the Nirvāṇa Sūtra the idea of an
immortal Śākyamuni is intimately linked to the notion of tathāgatagarbha, as well as to the
idea that the Buddha's body is adamantine. Concerning the former, the idea is that if
Śākyamuni of India was but a manifestation of some immortal Śākyamuni (regardless of
whether or not we call this the dharmakāya) and the two are ontologically the same, then it
stands to reason that the Śākyamuni who was born from his mother's side, lived in a palace,
renounced his royal calling, awakened under a bodhi tree, and taught far and wide was (in
terms of his essential nature) never any different from the immortal buddha: he always had
the buddha nature within him. Here, then, the existence of the immortal Buddha, and the
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Trans. in Blum 2013: 83. 迦葉。汝今不應於如來所⽣滅盡想。迦葉。若有⽐丘⽐丘尼優婆塞優婆夷。
乃⾄外道五通神仙得⾃在者。若住⼀劫若減⼀劫。經⾏空中坐臥⾃在。左脇出⽕有脱出⽔。⾝出烟炎
猶如⽕聚。若欲住壽能得如意。於壽命中修短⾃任。如是五通尚得如是隨意神⼒。豈況如來於⼀切法
得⾃在⼒。⽽當不能住壽半劫若⼀劫若百劫若百千劫若無量劫。以是義故。當知如來是常住法不變易
法。如來此⾝是變化⾝⾮雜⾷⾝。爲度衆⽣⽰同毒樹。是故現捨⼊於涅槃。迦葉。當知佛是常法不變
易法。T 374, 12.381c10–23.
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identification of earthly and immortal Śākyamuni with him, serves to underscore the existence
of tathāgatagarbha in beings prior to their awakening.47
As for the Buddha's adamantine nature, Radich (2007b: passim, but esp. 1081–85)
points out that in the conversation between the Buddha and Kāśyapa that occurs in the
"Chapter on [the Buddha's] Long Life" (壽命品) and the "Chapter on [Śākyamuni's] Vajra
Body" (⾦剛⾝品) what emerges is that it is due to the adamantine nature of the Buddha's
body (which is in turn due to skillful action undertaken in the past) that he is immortal. Thus
is a link between his immortality and the actual nature of his (physical) body made.48
While the Lotus Sūtra came to be more influential in Japan than the Nirvāṇa Sūtra
(possibly because the latter scripture did not serve as the central text for any particular
institution or school in Japan), its influence can be seen in Japanese Buddhist art and thought.
Indeed, the ideas expressed in the Nirvāṇa Sūtra concerning buddha nature (busshō 仏性), the
category of the icchantika (issendai ⼀闡提), who can never awaken, the immortality of the
Buddha, and the parinirvāṇa were central concerns throughout Japanese Buddhist intellectual
history. The Nihon ryōiki, for example, quotes extensively from the sūtra, as well as from
Chinese commentaries on it (Ishii 1999). To give another early example, in the famous debate
between Saichō and Tokuitsu, although Saichō's arguments were ostensibly based on the Lotus
Sūtra, the Nirvāṇa Sūtra's theories about buddha nature partly formed the foundation for his
views (Sueki 2010: 113). The Nirvāṇa Sūtra's view of buddha nature is also at play in Annen's
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On this, see Yoshida 1985.
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Radich points out that this relationship is not unique to the Nirvāṇa Sūtra; it appears as well in the Sūtra of
Golden Light (Skt. Suvarṇa prabhāsôttama Sūtra).
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theories on buddha nature (e.g., in his Shinjō sōmoku jōbutsu shiki 斟定草⽊成仏私記), as
well as in Dōgen's Shōbō genzō.49 It was also influential in the works of Genshin, Nichiren,
and Shinran (Sekido 1986). Shinran, for example, used the story of King Ajātaśatru (J. Ajase
阿闍世) as a basis for his idea that people who perform evil acts are actually closer to salvation
than those who believe themselves to be pious.50
Although the death of the Buddha can be viewed as one event within the life of the
Buddha, and thus as one element of the Buddha's biography, the Nirvāṇa Sūtra's focus on the
parinirvāṇa serves not as the backdrop for a discussion of Śākyamuni's life and deeds, but
rather as a point of departure for a discussion of the Buddha's true nature. It is thus during his
final moments that we learn that he is in fact eternal. Were the sūtra to situate the death in the
context of the Buddha's biography, we might see the Nirvāṇa Sūtra's Śākyamuni as another
instance of the narrative-Śākyamuni. But the point here is precisely the opposite: while the
sūtra itself is a narrative, the lesson is that Śākyamuni transcends the narrative of history, for
he is eternal. In this way, the Śākyamuni of the Nirvāṇa Sūtra, like that of the Lotus Sūtra, is
ahistorical.
Thus, in two of the most influential sūtras in Japanese Buddhism, and in the esoteric
traditions that dominated Japanese Buddhism for much of the Heian period, we have a
Śākyamuni who is eternal, abstract, distant, ahistorical, and who neither intervenes directly in
this world or directly provides any sort of final salvation. While the Śākyamuni-of-doctrine
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On the former work, see Sueki 1990. Rambelli (2001: 15–16) discusses it as well, but in relation to Tendai
theories about the awakening of inanimate objects ("grasses and tress"). On the influence of the Nirvāṇa Sūtra
on Dōgen, see Tagami 2004.
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T 2646, 83.609c24. The influence on Chan/Sǒn/Zen should also be noted. Blum (2013: xix) notes that
although "Chan writers do not often cite [the Nirvāṇa Sūtra], the very idea of Chan without the concept of
buddha-nature is unthinkable." Blum also addresses the influence of this work on Chinese Pure Land thought.
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is distinct from the Śākyamuni-of-narrative, they both lack a historical link to Japan, and they
are too distant to be relied upon for solving one’s worldly woes or for ensuring a favorable
rebirth.

Changing Views of History

I want to now pivot to two ideas that gained traction during the Heian period and that
paved the way for a new understanding of Śākyamuni in the early medieval period. These
were the Buddhist theory of decline, according to which the Japanese believed themselves to
be living during the final age of the Buddhist teachings, and the three-country worldview, a
vision of the known world in which India was at the center and Japan at the northeast
periphery. These two ideas effectively ushered in a new sense of history and of Japan’s
place in the world.
The doctrine of decline and the three-country worldview were not prominent features
of early Japanese historical consciousness, Buddhist or otherwise. Early Japanese views of
history were based in part on Chinese conceptions of history. This can be seen in the
Japanese adoption of the era-name and sexagesimal cycle systems for calendrical use and
record keeping. In the Nihon shoki and the Kojiki, two early Japanese attempts at
historiography, history is intimately linked to the state and in particular to the imperial
familial lineage. In addition, these two works seek the origins of history in a mythic past.51
The Japanese adoption of Chinese models of historiography, as well as the early Japanese
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It should be noted, however, that the two works give different accounts, e.g., as to which deities are to be
found at the very beginning.
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court’s imitation of continental models of governance, are indicative of a Sino-centric
worldview whereby China was considered both the source of high culture and the
geographic center.52
However, this Sino-centrism began to be challenged in the early Heian period as a
Japanese Buddhist view of history and geography began to take hold, a development that
depended on the two aforementioned ideas. The first of these two ideas was the doctrine of
Buddhist decline and the concomitant notion of a final age (Jp. mappō). There were a
variety of theories about precisely how, when, and how fast Buddhism would decline after
the death of the Buddha, but in Japan the year 1052 was generally accepted as the beginning
of this final period, during which humans would be so depraved that they would have great
difficulty in adhering to Buddhist precepts and would be largely unable to understand
Buddhist teachings. Carl Bielefeldt (1998: 296) notes that the pervasiveness of mappō in
early medieval Japanese literature and thought does not necessarily imply that people
actually felt themselves to be living in a final age, and that mappō was in many cases simply
a literary trope and cultural cliché. But its widespread use does point to a broad acceptance
of a view of history based on the Buddhist model of decline.
The second idea to transform the Sino-centric outlook and bring about a new sort of
historical consciousness was the sangoku 三国 (three-country) worldview. As a
geographical model, the idea of sangoku envisioned the world as comprising India at the
center, China to the east of India, and Japan far out at the periphery of the known world. As
a historical model, the sangoku worldview reduced history to the transmission of Buddhism
52

On the Nihon shoki and Kojiki in the context of Japanese historiography and Japanese conceptions of history,
see Suzuki (2007) and Bentley (2012). On the history of the Sino-centric worldview in Japan, particularly as
expressed in cartography, see Satō 2004: 140–143.
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from India to Japan, with China serving as the conduit for this transmission. There are a
number of ways to explain the fact that China (but not other lands) was included in the
sangoku model. After all, the model could have simply been one with India at the center,
with all other lands, including China, being peripheral. Mark Blum (2006: 32; 2000: 88)
suggests that China’s inclusion was probably due to its role as a center of Buddhist learning
and authority, and as the source of a highly revered scriptural language. A slightly different
but complimentary theory comes from Satō Masayuki (2004: 128f), who sees the threecountry model as a combination of the Sino-centric Chinese view of the world and the Indocentric Buddhist one. Whatever the origins of the idea, by the beginning of the twelfth
century it was the dominant Japanese Buddhist worldview and historical model, a status
reflected in certain collections of Buddhist tale literature (setsuwa) from the time that were
organized into three sections, with each section being devoted to one of the three countries
(Satō 2004: 129). The Konjaku monogatari shū (early twelfth c.) and Chūkōsen (compiled
by 1152) are two such examples. Even after Jesuits arrived in Japan in the sixteenth century
and introduced geographical knowledge of other areas of Eurasia, maps based on the threecountry model continued to be produced, suggesting that the model was first and foremost a
way for Japanese Buddhists to understand their position within Buddhist history and within
the Buddhist world.53 As opposed to previous visions of a world with China at the center,
then, the three-country model shifts the center west, to India. Furthermore, it locates the
origins of history in India.
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For a 1710 example of such a map, see Moerman 2016: 89–92. For Japan’s “last” Buddhist world map, see
Sakakibara 2016: 105–107. There is a great deal of scholarship on the idea of sangoku in Japanese. Earlier
works include Takaki 1982. More recent treatments include Abe 2012, Maeda 2008, 1999. In English see
vande Walle (1994) and Blum (2006, 2000, esp. ch. 4 in the latter).
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The dominance of the sangoku worldview was such that during the Kamakura and
Muromachi periods, each Buddhist sect or school explained its own origins (often through
setsuwa) in terms of the sangoku model. Examples include the Shiju hyakuinnen shū 私聚
百因縁集 (1257) for Pure Land, Yōkai’s Shigon den 真⾔伝 (1325) for Shingon, and the
Sangoku denki 三国伝記 (early fifteenth c.) for Tendai (Abe 2012: 42). The ealiest
appearance of the term sangoku appears in Saichō's Naishō buppō sōjō kechimyaku fu 内証
仏法相承⾎脈譜 (819). In this work it appears in a discussion of Tendai’s genesis in India
and subsequent transmission east.54 Putting aside the term itself for a moment, while many
scholars have seen the sangoku worldview as emerging from domestic developments within
Japanese Buddhism (e.g., Taira Masayuki, Maeda Masayuki), Uejima Susumu (2010: 94–
106) argues that the collapse of the Tang dynasty is key to understanding sangoku thought,
for this development on the continent weakened the Sino-centric worldview and forced the
Japanese polity to re-examine itself. And it reimagined itself, argues Uejima, through the
reformation of older myths and the creation of new ones (98). This process, through which a
new vision of the emperor, a new ordering of the kami, and a new kami genealogy that
linked the kami to the emperor were created eventually resulted in the idea of shinkoku 神
国, an idea that was originally used to define Japan vis-à-vis Silla. Japan's imperial
genealogy was now seen to stretch back to the kami no yo 神代, and Japan was thought to be
in fact older than China.
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This work is at least partly apocryphal. It seems that part of it was penned by Kōjō 光定 (779–858), a
disciple of Saichō. See Minowa 1990.
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However, the shinkoku worldview, as well as the wakan 和漢 worldview (a binary
model comprising China and Japan that developed around the early ninth century), were not
universal in the way that sangoku was. Thus Buddhist monks eventually incorporated the
shinkoku and wakan worldviews into the more universal sangoku worldview (during the
third quarter of the eleventh century, according to Uejima). This more universalist outlook
allowed Buddhists to claim, for example, that Amaterasu and Dainichi were one and the
same. In so doing, these monks were able to challenge the view that Japan was a backwater
(105). The upshot was that sangoku came to function as the overarching historical model
and worldview into which other elements (e.g., mythology from the Nihon shoki and Kojiki,
the imperial genealogy, views of China, hierarchies of Japanese deities) were subsumed. It
was due to this process, says Uejima, that kami became an integral part of Buddhism, a
feature of chūsei Bukkyō that distinguished it from kodai Bukkyō.
However this new historical vision came about, by the twelfth century this was the
dominant historical model, a marriage of the doctrine of decline and the idea of sangoku (an
outlook that Mark Blum [2006] has aptly called the “sangoku-mappō construct”). This new
sense of history, in turn, made new understandings of Śākyamuni possible, and we see a
clear example of this with the statue of the Buddha at Seiryōji, brought back to Japan in the
tenth century.
The Śākyamuni of Seiryōji

With the historical backdrop explained, I want to now give two examples of images
of Śākyamuni that were more historical in nature. The first of these is the Śākyamuni statue
at Seiryōji 清涼寺, a temple in Saga (in the northwest section of present-day Kyoto). This
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well-known statue was brought back from China in 986 by the Japanese monk Chōnen 奝然
(938–1016),55 and it later came to be regarded as the very statue that the Indian King
Udayana had had carved during the Buddha’s own lifetime. The Śākyamuni of Seiryōji was
intimately linked not only to India, but specifically to India during the time of Śākyamuni.
In this way, it symbolized not only Buddhism’s geographical birthplace, but also its
historical origins.
The statue’s own biography was a perfect reflection of the aforementioned sangoku
model (and indeed the statue was often referred to as the Sangoku Denrai no Shaka 三国伝
来釈迦), for it told of the figure’s birth in India, journey to China, and its final eastward
movement to Japan. In this way, Japanese understandings of this statue were inseparable
from the new historical model, according to which history was simply the history of the
transmission of Buddhism. And unlike the Śākyamuni of the Einga kyō, who was floating
off in the distant past, the Seiryōji Śākyamuni was linked to Japan through a series of events
described in Chinese and Japanese accounts.
In addition, the belief that the statue was a living buddha—a shōjin butsu ⽣⾝仏—
distinguishes the Seiryōji Śākyamuni from the Śākyamuni of the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa
sūtra, for here we have a living, tangible Buddha. Certainly he is miraculous and long-lived,
but he is not an abstract, eternal Buddha to whom direct appeals cannot be directed.
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Chōnen was born in Kyoto and began his monastic career at an early age at Tōdaiji’s Tōnan’in under the
tutelage of Kanri 観理 (894–974), with whom he studied Sanron doctrine. He later studied Shingon mikkyō at
Ishiyama-dera in Ōmi, and then received full ordination in 959 at the age of 22. For recent work on Chōnen,
see Kamigawa (2014, 2007).
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According to the statue’s origin legend, this sandalwood figure was carved at the
behest of King Udayana of Vatsu. The Buddha had gone to the Trāyastriṃśa Heaven for the
rains retreat (a three-month period) to impart the Buddhist teachings to his mother and the
gods,56 and King Udayana, deeply saddened by the Buddha’s absence, decided to commission
a statue of the Buddha. The most influential Chinese source for the legend—Xuanzang's Da
Tang xiyu ji ⼤唐⻄域記 (T 2087)—provides the following account:
[In the country of Kauśāmbī,] in the old palace in the city there is a great temple more than
sixty feet in height that houses an image of the Buddha carved in sandalwood, with a stone
canopy suspended over it. It was made by King Udāyana...As for the origin of the image, it
is said that when the Tathāgata, after having realized full awakening, went up to the
Trayastriṃśa Heaven to preach the Dharma to his mother, the king was eager to see him and
wished to make a likeness of him. Then he requested the Venerable Maudgalayāyana to
transport by supernatural power an artisan to the heavenly palace to observe the fine features
of the Buddha, and the artisan carved an image of him in sandalwood. When the Tathāgata
returned to earth from the heaven, the sandalwood image stood up to greet the Worldhonored One, who said to it sympathetically, "Are you tired from teaching the people? You
are what we hope will awaken the period in the final age of the Buddha-Dharma."57

This story is in fact a Mahāyāna version of a legend of the first Buddha image, a
legend that is found throughout the Buddhist world. The earlier version begins with King
Pasenadi of Kosala going to the Jetavana monastery to visit the Buddha only to find that the
Buddha is away. When the Buddha returns the following day, the king tells Śākyamuni that
he would like to have a statue of the Buddha made, a request to which the Buddha gives his
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In Chinese Buddhism the most important canonical sources for this story are the Ekōttarāgama sūtra (Ch.
Zengyi ahan jing 増⼀阿含経; T 125), Guanfo sanmei hai jing 観仏三昧海経 (T 643), and the Dasheng
zaoxiang gongde jing ⼤乗造像功徳経 (T694). For an overview of the history of the legend, see Oku (2009:
29–41) and Carter (1990).
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T 2087, 51a6–16. 城内故宮中有⼤精舍。⾼六⼗餘尺。有刻檀佛像。上懸⽯蓋。鄔陀衍那王唐⾔出
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Japanese translation and commentary, see Mizutani 1971: 178–179.
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consent. When the sandalwood image is finished, the king invites the Buddha to come see
it, and upon the Buddha’s entrance into the shrine room where the statue is being kept, the
statue rises and greets the Buddha. In response, the Buddha tells the statue that it will
illuminate his teachings and orders the statue to remain living for five thousand years. The
Buddha then expounds upon the merits of making Buddha images (Swearer 2004: 15–16).
While the precise origins of the legend are not known, the story would appear to be a
justification for the production of Buddha images, which were markedly absent in the early,
aniconic stages of the Buddhist tradition. This is suggested by the various merits associated
with the creation of images that are listed by the Buddha near the end of the story.
But how did the Udayana statue (or copies of it) make it to China? In one of the
earliest Chinese sources to address this question, Faxian 法顕 (337–422) notes that upon
meeting the statue, Śākyamuni told it that after his parinirvāṇa it would go east to Eastern
Xia (Dongxia 東夏, i.e., China) and bring great benefit to humans and deities there.58 Over
two centuries later, Xuanzang noted that he brought a copy of this statue back with him
when he returned to Changan in 645, a detail repeated by Bianji 辯機 (620–648) in his
eulogy for Xuanzhang.59 These two sources reflect two different ideas: that the original
statue itself had come to China, and that copies had made their way to China. In fact,
detailed knowledge about the history of Udayana Śākyamuni statues is difficult to come by,
as the records do not allow us to trace with certainty which statues were moved where and
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when, which statues were replicas, and so on and so forth. What we can say is that in the
late tenth century a Udayana Śākyamuni statue stood in a palace in Changan, and it was here
that Chōnen encountered it in 985. It should also be noted that Chōnen regarded this statue
as a replica of the original, and that he never claimed that the statue he brought back to
Japan was anything but a replica of the replica. By the latter half of twelfth century at the
latest, however, we see in Japanese sources the claim that the statue that Chōnen saw in
Changan was the original, that he brought that original back to Japan, and thus that the
statue enshrined in Seiryōji is none other than that statue commissioned by King Udayana,
the very one that greeted the Buddha upon his return from the Trāyastriṃśa Heaven. But
that is a later claim that Chōnen never made himself.
Chōnen’s motivation for going to China was apparently unrelated to this Śākyamuni
statue. Scholars such as Tsukamoto Zenryū and Kimiya Yukihiko have argued that Chōnen’s
desire to travel to China was part of his larger plan to establish a temple in Kyoto, which
would serve as a base for Nara Buddhism in the capital and could thereby challenge the
dominant position enjoyed by Mt. Hiei and Tendai in Kyoto. This assumption is based in
large part on a vow that Chōnen and a fellow monk named Gizō 義蔵 made in 972, in which
they expressed their desire to build a temple on Mt. Atago (to the northwest of Kyoto) where
they would revive Śākyamuni’s teachings.60 However, as Kamikawa Michio (2007: 205–
207) has pointed out, this interpretation does not make sense for a number of reasons, the
most important being the fact that there was no sectarian rivalry at the time (at least not any
conceived of in terms of "Tendai" and "Nanto"). According to Yoshishige no Yasutani,
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点定愛宕⼭、同⼼合建⽴⼀処之伽藍、興隆釈迦之遺法. There is a photographic reproduction of this
MS in Dainihon shiryō 2 編, vol. 10: 56–57, and Kyōto Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 1982: 93.
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writing in 978, Chōnen’s voyage was instead undertaken with two aims in mind: to make a
pilgrimage to Mt. Wutai for the purpose of encountering Mañjuśrī, and to travel to India
where he would be able to worship at the sites associated with Śākyamuni.61 While Chōnen
seems to have had little influence on early medieval Japanese views of Śākyamuni, in
Chōnen we have a Buddhist monk who placed great importance on India and wished to visit
the sites where Śākyamuni himself had lived and taught. This interest in India and the
historical Buddha is already something of a departure from the view of Śākyamuni found in
the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa Sūtra.
The best account we have of Chōnen’s own thoughts about the Śākyamuni statue
appear in a document that was found inside the statue in 1954. It reads as follows:
[After arriving back in Taizhou 台州, Chōnen] heard that long ago King Udāyana had carved a
holy image of Śākyamuni when [Śākyamuni] was away in the Heaven of the Thirty-Three, that
it then appeared in the western lands, and that a copy had arrived in China. As the land of Japan
is remote, one might imagine the Indian form [of Śākyamuni, yet] it would be difficult to
[actually] see. [Because of this,] Chōnen discarded [i.e., sold] his robe and begging-bowl, [and
with the money or with those items he] purchased fragrant wood. [He then] sought out some
craftsmen, therefore Chōnen gave up his robe and begging-bowl, and with them bought fragrant
wood. He recruited some craftsmen [and had them] carve [a statue of Śākyamuni] with the same
appearance.62

Upon the statue's completion, Chōnen inserted a number of objects into the statue,
which lay inside the wooden figure until 1954, when they were removed, examined, and
reinserted.63 Among the objects were intestines made of silk, handwritten documents (a vow,
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This work—the Chōnen Shōnin nittōji haha no tame ni zen o shu su ganmon 奝然上⼈⼊唐為⺟修善願⽂
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a list of the inserted items, a description of his travels in China, copies of two sūtras), a number
of textiles, Chinese coins, and five woodblock-printed texts and images.
Here I want to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that Chōnen found the Indian
character of the Udayana Śākyamuni statue particularly important, so much so that he felt
compelled to take a replica of this Indian Buddha back to Japan. Chōnen’s attitude toward
India represented a new interest in the land of the Buddha, and more specifically in the Indian
Buddha. He felt that somehow the Japanese were at a disadvantage, for they could imagine
the Indian form (of the Buddha) but had difficulty “seeing” it.64 This was new: few Japanese
had previously cared much about “seeing” the Indian Buddha. They were quite happy with
the Buddha as the abstract figure of esoteric Buddhism or of the Avataṃsaka sūtra (in the case
of Tōdaiji’s daibutsu), for their aches and pains, their material needs, and their well-being in
the afterlife could be addressed via recourse to other figures within the Buddhist pantheon.
Second, Chōnen inserted both organs into the Śākyamuni statue and part of his own
umbilical cord. The insertion of these silk viscera and of his very own flesh65 indicate that he
saw the statue as a "living body" (shōjin ⽣⾝) buddha, that is, one that was actually alive.66

(2007: 203–249) for the significance of Chōnen's travels and the objects he brought back in the context of
Song-period Buddhist influence on Japanese Buddhism. In English, see Horton (2007: 26–32, 42–46) and
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The Zen monk Keizan's insertion of his umbilical cord into the Jūichimen Kannon statue circa 1322 is a
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Of course all statues of buddhas are in a certain sense alive if they have undergone an eyeopening ceremony, or have had relics or some other enlivening object inserted into them. But
the insertion of organs was far less common than that of relics, and shows that the Seiryōji
Śākyamuni was not simply another statue of the Buddha. In addition, in another document
that Chōnen inserted into the statue, he noted that during the production of the figure a Buddha
tooth relic was inserted into the statue’s face, and that following this procedure a small amount
of blood seeped out from the statue’s back. This reinforced the idea that the statue was alive.67
The idea that this statue was alive continued after Chōnen's death and was developed
in a number of different legends. By at least the late twelfth century it was believed that the
Seiryōji Śākyamuni statue was the very same one that King Udayana had commissioned, and
which had risen and greeted Śākyamuni upon the latter's return from the Trāyastriṃśa Heaven.
This belief appears, for example, in the Hōbutsushū 宝物集, dated to ca. 1179. A later and
fuller version of the legend appears in the Seiryōji engi 清涼寺縁起 (ca. 1515), in which the
statue is granted full agency. As previously mentioned, Chōnen was clear that the wooden
figure he brought back was a replica. However, there later arose a belief that while he did in
fact have a replica carved, he switched this one with the model, which was none other than
the original Udayana statue; this is the version of the story appearing in the Hōbutsushū.
However, the Seiryōji engi takes this story a step further, and states that the statue itself
switched places with the replica Chōnen had had carved. Thus, by the early sixteenth century
(though the story certainly predates the Seiryōji engi), we have a tale in which the statue
determines the course of events and Chōnen's role is minimized.68
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Recorded in the Nyūzuizō gozō guki shabutsu chūmon ⼊瑞像五臓具記捨物注⽂. See Narita 1985: 434.
On the Seiryōji engi, see Namiki (2007).
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Beginning in the twelfth century, Seiryōji became a center for nenbutsu practice,
particularly the yūzū nenbutsu, and was associated more with Pure Land teachings than it
was with devotion to Śākyamuni (Abe Mika 2012). There remained, however, an awareness
of the Seiryōji Śākyamuni as the (or a) Buddha who had come from distant India and who
provided a tangible link to the original land of the Buddha's dispen sation. The clearest
example of this occurs in the Hōbutsushū.69 In this setsuwa’s opening pages, we read the
following.
After our main teacher, the honored Śākyamuni, had awakened, he ascended to the Heaven of
the Thirty Three to teach the Hōonkyō70 for the sake of [his mother] Queen Maya, the daughter
of Suprabuddha (Zenkaku 善覚). King Udayana yearned for [the Buddha] and ordered a person
named Viśvakarman71 to carve an image [of Śākyamuni] using red sandalwood. While [King
Udayana] was worshipping [the statue], the ninety days of summer passed and the Buddha
returned from the Heaven of the Thirty Three to the Jetavana Vihāra by crossing [along] a bridge
made of the gold, silver, and water of Dharaṇindhara Bodhisattva (Jiji bosatsu 持地菩薩).72
[When he did so,] all the people in India, without exception, came and worshipped. The
sandalwood Buddha also went to the foot of the bridge, and Śākyamuni said to the sandalwood
Buddha, 'I will enter nirvāṇa when my eighty-year karmic connection to this world is finished.
The sandalwood Buddha is the Buddha who will aid sentient beings in the final age.'
[Śākyamuni] is the Buddha who appears first and returns first. While [the sandalwood Buddha
was] helping many people in India, an evil king named Hosshamitta 弗舍密多73was born. When
he killed the buddhas and bodhisattvas in the country, a certain grand minister left the household
life for reclusion. [The grand minister] grieved at the [potential] loss of such a great buddha
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This work is usually attributed to Taira no Yasuyori 平康頼 (whose Buddhist name was Shōjō 性照
according to the Heike monogatari). Yasuyori was exiled to Kigai ga shima (near modern-day Okinawa) in
1177 but returned to Kyoto in 1179. While the Hōbutsushū is now classified as a setsuwa collection, unlike the
Konjaku monogatari shū or the Shiju hyaku innen shū 私聚百因縁集, the Hōbutsushū is not a collection of
short stories but rather a single story in which a number of different themes and topics are addressed. The
story is set at the temple Seiryōji in Saga (on the western edge of Kyoto), and consists primarily of a
conversation between three individuals over the course of one night. The work assumes a Tendai Pure Land
perspective, and it makes great use of Genshin's Ōjōyōshū but also draws from waka, setsuwa, and court stories
(ōchō monogatari 王朝物語).
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Da fangbian fo baoen jing ⼤⽅便仏報恩経 (T 156). Trans. in Later Han. This is an important sūtra for the
topic of filial piety. See Oda BDJ: 1155c.
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This is an Indian deity who is the patron saint of sculpture, engraving, and architectural work.
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This bodhisattva appears in the Lotus Sūtra. See Mochizuki BD, vol. 4: 3605b–3606b.
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One of Aśoka's sons.
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[i.e., the sandalwood Buddha], and [he] took [the statue] to the east of eastern India to a country
called Kucha (Kiji ⻲慈). At that time, during the day he carried the Buddha, and during the
night he was carried by the Buddha. This grand minister was Kumārāyaṇa, [Kumārajīva's
father.]….
King Mengxun 蒙遜 of Kucha was overjoyed and made offerings to and revered [the statue].
King Baichun ⽩純 of China heard about this and sent soliders, [who] took [the statue] by force.
[King Baichun] worshipped it. When a saint (shōnin) of our country of Japan—Chōnen of
Tōdaiji—went to China, he worshipped [the statue] and said, 'It is pointless for me—[just] a
single person—to worship [the statue]. I shall transport [a copy of] this Buddha [to Japan] and
have the king of Japan worship it.' [Chōnen] was permitted [to do this] for the purpose of
spreading [copies of this] Buddha statue. Chōnen was overjoyed, and while he was [in the
process of having a replica carved] to have moved, the sandalwood buddha spoke to Chōnen in
a dream: “I [have made] a vow to aid sentient beings in the eastern land. You should transport
me [there]." When [the statue] said this, Chōnen was pleased and, enshrouding [the two statues]
in smoke, exchanged the newly made buddha with the sandalwood buddha [i.e., the statue made
by King Udayana and later brought to China].74

This passage, written some two centuries after Chōnen brought the sandalwood
Śākyamuni to Japan, portrays a Buddha who originates in, and who is intimately linked to,
India. Furthermore, he is not a figure separated from the distant past by a floating gap, but
one who is connected to the lifetime of the Buddha through a series of links that are clearly
laid out. The connection with India (and thus the sense that the Seiryōji Śākyamuni is the or
an Indian Buddha) is reinforced in another passage in the Hōbutsushū, in which the Seiryōji
statue is said to be contemplating a return to India because of the instability in Japan (SNKBT
40: 4). (Remember that this was written in the midst of the civil wars of the late twelfth
century.)
Although Seiryōji came under the sway of Pure Land institutions and teachings in the
late Heian period, and although its Buddha statue was not copied with much enthusiasm until
the advent of the Shingon-ritsu school in the mid-thirteenth-century, at which time Eison 叡
尊 (1201–1290) and his disciples took great interest in this icon, in the Seiryōji Śākyamuni
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SNKBT 40: 12–13.
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we have an early example of a Śākyamuni who was historical, that is, who was directly linked
to the past and whose actions were understood as being executed against the backdrop of a
linear, historical model.

Śākyamuni in the Konjaku monogatari shū

The Konjaku monogatari shū presents us with our second late-Heian example of a
Śākyamuni who belongs to history, and who is intimately tied to a linear historical model.75
The first five fascicles of this thirty-one-fascicle collection make up the India section of the
Konjaku (the other two sections being the China and Japan sections). Of these five, the first
three fascicles cover the life Śākyamuni, from his descent from the Tuṣita heaven, to his
parinirvāṇa. Like the Inga kyō, the accounts of Śākyamuni here depict not the eternal Buddha
of the Nirvāṇa Sūtra but rather the life of the Indian Buddha. Certainly he is not an ordinary
human—he descends from the heavens and performs miracles, after all—but neither does he
transcend history.
What we appear to have, then, is no different from the narrative-Śākyamuni
previously described. However, unlike the non-Japanese hagiographies of the Buddha that
served as one source for understandings of Śākyamuni in early Japan, the Konjaku is
organized according to the sangoku model; it comprises three sections, one for each of the
three countries. This differentiates it not only from early hagiographies of Śākyamuni in
Japan, but also from the earlier setsuwa collections from which much of the Konjaku’s
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The authors or compilers remain unknown. Harada Nobuyuki (e.g., 2005) has proposed in a number of
places that the collection is a product of Kōfukuji, or of people closely associated with Kōfukuji and Hossō
teachings. The work is usually dated to the early twelfth century.
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material is drawn. For example, the Nihon ryōi ki ⽇本霊異記 (ca. 810–24), Nihon ōjō
gokuraku ki ⽇本往⽣極楽記 (late tenth c.), and the Dainihonkoku Hokegen ki ⼤⽇本国法
華験記 (ca. 1040–44)—three works that influenced the Konajaku—were all organized
according to a binary view of the world whereby the known world was reduced to China and
Japan. These earlier collections looked to Chinese precedent (in this case [primarily
Buddhist] religious experiences believed to have occurred in China) and claimed that similar
experiences occurred in Japan—hence the appearance of the name “Nihon” in the title of all
three works (Maeda 2008: 130–131). The emphasis was on the fact that these miraculous
events had taken place in Japan; China was not the only place where such could occur.
In departing from this model and opting instead for the sangoku worldview, the
Konjaku places the Buddha within a linear historical trajectory. Reinforcing this history-asthe-transmission-of-Buddhism model is the fact that each of the three sections of the
Konjaku—India, China, and Japan—begins with a story about the genesis of Buddhism in
that “country.” In the India section, for example, the first story tells of the bodhisattva’s
intention to be born in the human world during his penultimate life, in the Tuṣita heaven,
and the second story tells of his birth and the many indications that he would become a
Buddha and establish Buddhist teachings in the world. The China section begins with a tale
about an Indian monk called (in Chinese) Lifang 利房, who is supposed to have travelled to
the court of Qin Shi Huang 秦始皇 (r. 246–221 BCE) with the intention of spreading
Buddhism. The emperor rejects the monk and the teachings he has brought with him,
however, and imprisons him instead. Fortunately, the monk is able to escape with the help
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of the Buddha, who breaks into his jail cell.76 While the first tale concludes that Buddhism
was unable to spread during the reign of Qin Shi Huang, the second tale in the China section
reproduces the well-known legend of Emperor Ming’s dream of a golden-hued figure, the
arrival of Mātaṅga and Dharmarakṣa, and the establishment of the White Horse Temple
(Baima si ⽩⾺寺). Finally, the Japan section begins with a story about Shōtoku Taishi
propagating Buddhism in Japan.
In this way, the Konjaku portrays a transmission that links Japan to India and to
Śākyamuni. In addition, as Maeda Masayuki (1999: 11–20) has argued, in the Konjaku
India is not a geographical place but rather the land of the Buddha. The birth of Śākyamuni
is the birth of India, as far as the Konjaku is concerned. Even in the fifth and last fascicle of
the India section, which contains stories about India prior to the Buddha’s birth, the focu is
squarely on the characteristics of India that the Buddha will change with his arrival. As
Maeda (2003: 99) argues, the Buddha is not sacred because he was born in India; rather,
India is sacred due solely to the presence of the Buddha. This is in accord with pre-modern
Japanese views of India more broadly, for even those who were devoted to Śākyamuni and
who held a more historicized view of him believed that Buddhism in India was dead and that
India was not inherently sacred.

Conclusion

While phrases approximating “Śākyamuni-of-narrative” and “Śākyamuni-ofdoctrine” appear nowhere in Japanese sources, with the exception of early examples in
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This tale can also be found in the Lidai sanbao ji 歴代三寶紀 (T 2034, 49.23c20–23).
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which Śākyamuni was linked to state protection and filial piety the images of Śākyamuni
that we find in early Japanese Buddhism fit into one of these two categories. Neither of
these two visions of Śākyamuni portrayed the Buddha as a figure who was historically
linked to Japan, or who was salvific in the way that the buddha Amida would appear in later
Pure Land traditions. The Śākyamuni-of-narrative belonged to a mythic past, separated
from the Japanese present by a floating gap. He functioned as a founding figure, or perhaps
as a model for emulation, but not as a dispenser of blessings and soteriological aid. The
Śākyamuni-of-doctrine, on the other hand, did not belong to any specific time: he always
was, and always will be. As such, he was important in making sense of Buddhism and in
explaining the nature of the historical Buddha, but he was not whom Japanese would turn to
in times of need or for soteriological help.
The statue at Seiryōji and the portrayal of the Buddha in the Konjaku monogatari shū
provide us with examples of an increasingly historicized Buddha, an image that was itself a
product a new historical consciousness founded upon a marriage of the Buddhist theory of
decline and the new sangoku historical-geographical model. The Seiryōji and Konjaku
Śākyamuni are still not salvific, but they set the stage for a new interest in Śākyamuni that
appeared during the late Heian and early Kamakura periods.
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Chapter 2
Jōkei and the Hikekyō

In the next two chapters I examine Japanese views of Śākyamuni as revealed in the
Japanese reception of an Indian sūtra called the Karuṇā-puṇḍarīka sūtra (Jp. Hikekyō). Two
salient characteristics of this sūtra are, first, its portrayal of Śākyamuni as superior to all
other buddhas (particularly Amida), and, second, its assurance that Śākyamuni (in the form
of relics) will save sentient beings in a future time of crisis.
I argue that the individuals and texts that I examine turned to Śākyamuni in an
attempt to reconnect with what they perceived to be the origin of their tradition, which in
this case was the Indian Buddha. While a number of scriptural sources existed in which
Śākyamuni played a central role (e.g., the Lotus Sūtra, or in his cosmic guise in the
Avataṃsaka Sūtra), the Japanese people and texts that I examine in these two chapters chose
the Hikekyō as a basis for their promotion of Śākyamuni because the Hikekyō connected
them to Śākyamuni in the past, present, and future: not only did the scripture confirm the
relationship betweens humans and Śākyamuni of the past by telling its audience that long
ago Śākyamuni had chosen to become a buddha here in this world among us rather than
elsewhere, it also explained how Śākyamuni, in the form of relics, was here in the present
(thus connecting its readers with Śākyamuni in the present) and it promised that Śākyamuni
would return to save them at some point in the future.
In any particular individual or group’s attempt to (re)connect with his, her, or its
perceived origins, this simultaneous connection to both past and future is of central
importance. This is because the construction of a history in which to locate oneself is a form
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of storytelling. One is creating a narrative, and a narrative must necessarily have an end, or
at least some sense of finitude.77 There is evidence that narrative—both external narrative
(i.e., storytelling) and internal narrative (i.e., autobiographical thought and the concomitant
sense of self)—is a human universal,78 which makes it safe to assume that Jōkei and his
contemporaries also thought in terms of narrative. 79
The type of narrative thinking that I am addressing in this case is essentially a type of
historical consciousness. As the term “historical consciousness” is rather vague, and since
some might even deny me the use of the term, arguing that “historical consciousness” proper
is a product of early-modern Europe, I will here use the term as it is defined by Jürgen
Straub (2005: 53–54). He defines historical consciousness as:
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Concerning this point, Steven Collins (1998: 124–133; 2010: 19–28) notes that in what he calls the Pail
imaginaire nirvāṇa and the timelessness that it represents function syntactically as a period, as a full stop. He
writes: “Nirvāṇa makes possible for the imagination what texts can do but life cannot: to come to a satisfactory
end rather than merely stop” (2010: 20). Collins argues that eternity or timelessness is literally unimaginable,
so that any narrative (which is necessarily temporal and progressive) will as a matter of course have some
sense of closure, and that nirvāṇa serves this purpose in the conception of human life found in the Pali textual
corpus. What Collins says about the narrative function of nirvāṇa is applicable to the use of the Hikekyō: in
either case a sense of satisfactory closure is sought.
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It has not always been accepted that narrative structures are in fact universal. However, Jonathan
Gottschall’s research shows that the structural basics of narratives are universal, thereby supplementing
structuralist research of previous decades that did not have the benefit of recourse to recent cognitive
psychological studies that support the assertion that certain narrative structures are inherently satisfying and
apparently universal (2012: 124–132).
For a brief overview of storytelling as a human universal, see Gottschall (2012). On the relationship
between the sense of self and narrative thought, see Bruner (2003). Some of the psychological evidence for
this relationship comes from studies of the neurological disease dysnarrativia. See Young and Saver (2001) on
dysnarrativia. While I do not go into the neurological evidence for the universality of narrative thinking, many
narrative theorists are beginning to draw on such research. For recent work on the overlapping brain activity
associated with thinking about one’s past (autobiographical memory), one’s future (prospection), and
imagining the thoughts and feelings of others (theory of mind), see Spreng and Grady (2009), and Spreng, Mar,
and Alice (2008).
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Sueki (1998: 245–248) has pointed out that much scholarship on Myōe’s devotion to Śākyamuni failed to
observe that his view of Śākyamuni was not simply about the past and India, but was also intimately tied to his
ideas about future salvation and the opportunity to be reborn in Tuṣita Heaven and eventually encounter
Śākyamuni in future lives.
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….a construction of temporal differences and temporal relations, as the consciousness of
continuity or of difference and contingency, variability, and mutability—in short, as the
consciousness of the continuity and variability constituted by change. Even this variability
is present to historical consciousness as a unity, as the temporal form of process, called,
precisely, “history.”….[T]he essential and specific result of the operations of historical
consciousness consists in establishing qualitative, temporal distinctions and at the same time
in constructing temporal coherences….In every case, something present is being
differentiated from something past, or from something future as it is presented, “remember,”
or anticipated by a subject, and thus brought into a differential relation.

Straub’s emphasis on establishing relations between temporally-distinguished periods or
entities is particularly important in this case, since what I am pointing out is that the
individuals and texts to be addressed in this and the following chapter chose the Hikekyō
precisely because it presented them with a set of relationships between past (Śākyamuni),
present (human beings living in the world after the passing of the Buddha and during a time
of decline), and future (a salvific Śākyamuni returning to the world in the form of relics) that
meaningfully tied them to Śākyamuni in a way that worship of the Lotus Sūtra and
Śākyamuni-centered state rites had not.
Before delving into the specifics of the case study at hand, however, I want to
emphasize that historical consciousness should be a central issue in the study of any
Buddhist society. All societies partially or fully pervaded by Buddhism have had some
conception of Buddhist history, some narrative about the beginnings, development, and
future of Buddhism. Such historical consciousness is in turn related to identity, for every
culture in which Buddhism has flourished has had to understand its own position within the
larger history of Buddhism, however that history was imagined. We can see such thinking at
work in the way in which the Tibetan Nyingma tradition links itself to India via
Padmasaṃbhava, in the Burmese legend about the Buddha’s journey to Burma and his gift
of hair relics to the brothers Taphussa and Bhallika, and in Sinhalese historiographical
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accounts of the arrival of Buddhism to Sri Lanka via Aśoka's son Mahinda. These are all
premodern examples of Buddhists carving their own identity out of the larger narrative of
Buddhist history that those Buddhists told themselves, of Buddhists developing a historical
consciousness in which they were meaningfully linked to the past (and the future, for all
these legends include an anticipated future as well).
Turning back to Japan, what the individuals and texts discussed in the following two
chapters are doing is creating a narrative in which the two problems of distance from origins
and a bleak future (in Buddhist terms) are addressed by: 1) strengthening the connection
between a a past Śākyamuni and medieval Japan, and 2) providing a sense of satisfactory
closure in the form of Śākyamuni’s rescuing of human beings living in a time of crisis (i.e.,
the Japanese).
In this chapter I focus specifically on the Hossō monk Jōkei (1155–1213) and the
influence that the Hikekyō had upon his vision of Śākyamuni. Jōkei’s interests were eclectic
and his learning diverse, which makes him representative of his time. While he was a
fervent devotee of the Lotus Sūtra (another possible scriptural basis for Śākyamuni
worship), I argue that it was the Hikekyō that most deeply influenced his views of
Śākyamuni. Jōkei’s use of this sūtra to understand his own relationship to the Buddha and to
the tradition that Buddha established was due, first, to the Hikekyō’s reaffirmation of
Śākyamuni’s special relationship with those in this particular world—this afforded Jōkei a
link to the Buddhist past—and, second, the Hikekyō’s assurance that through the medium of
the Buddha’s relics Jōkei and his contemporaries could enjoy a relationship with Śākyamuni
not only in the present but also in the future: in the present world relics were a way of
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accessing the Buddha despite his apparent absence, and in the future relics would perform
the work of buddhas and save all sentient beings.
An advantage that the Hikekyō had vis-à-vis other potential scriptural foundations for
devotion to Śākyamuni was that the Hikekyō portrayed Śākyamuni as a salvific figure. Jōkei
lived in a time that was increasingly dominated by the idea that one could be taken away
from this world at the time of death by the buddha Amida. While prayer to the Lotus Sūtra
could save one from evil snakes and demons, and while the bodhisattva Kannon might
rescue those possessed by foxes (as seen in the Konjaku monogatari shū), it was really
Amida—and Amida alone—who could whisk one away to the other world, thereby ensuring
one’s eventual awakening.80 Since this salvific ability was effectively the new standard, any
figure who was to command the attention of the Japanese now had to possess the ability to
provide salvation to beings in this world in a similarly fantastic manner. This meant that
people would no longer settle for the idea that salvation took eons and entailed countless
cycles of rebirth and unfathomable suffering. The Hikekyō’s Śākyamuni fit the bill: while
the sūtra stopped short of promising rebirth in paradise at the moment of death, it did assure
the reader/listener that the relics would perform numerous miracles and it guaranteed
eventual liberation. In this way its view of Buddhist soteriology was more in line with the
Pure Land idea of other-power—the notion that salvation is brought about by a superior
being and that one’s ability to save oneself is limited at best—than it was with the traditional
idea that awakening was achieved through the gradual cultivation of certain qualities
(pāramitās) painstakingly undertaken over a period of eons.
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Of course for all practical purposes rebirth in Amida’s pure land came to be the final goal in the minds of
many.
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This chapter comprises three sections. In the first I address the origins, develoment,
and central ideas of the Hikekyō. My comments on its history outside of Japan will be brief,
as here I am concerned primarily with its Japanese reception. In the second section, I
introduce Jōkei and look at the way in which he incorporated into his own thinking the
Hikekyō’s claim that Śākyamuni is the most compassionate among all the buddhas, and,
more importantly, its assertion that Śākyamuni is the buddha towards whom we should turn
our attention (“us” being all sentient beings in this world). It is here that we also see how
the Hikekyō’s narration of Śākyamuni’s past vow to become a buddha in this world rather
than in a pure land allowed Jōkei to portray Śākyamuni as our father and thus to establish a
relationship with him as a figure of the past. In the third and final section I examine the
influence of the Hikekyō on Jōkei’s understanding of relics and the soteriological role that
they play. His belief in the Hikekyō’s claim that the relics would in the future perform the
“deeds of buddhas” and that in the meantime relics served as a means of accessing
Śākyamuni provided Jōkei with a means of connecting with Śākyamuni in both the present
and (anticipated) future.
In the following chapter I shall continue with these themes but shift my focus to a
number of (largely) anonymously authored or compiled texts that both predate and postdate
Jōkei. In this chapter, however, I limit my focus to Jōkei and seek to show how one
particular individual used the Hikekyō to locate his own role and position in a narrative that
begins with the Indian buddha Śākyamuni and ends with an anticipated (re)union with that
very same figure.
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The Hikekyō

The Karuṇā-puṇḍarīka sūtra is Buddhist Sanskrit work composed or compiled
sometime in or before the fourth century. Today the work exists as two Chinese translations
from the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth centuries, two Tibetan translations from
the ninth century, and some eight or more Sanskrit fragments primarily from the nineteenth
century.81 The differences between the extant Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Chinese versions
suggest that there were multiple versions of the Karuṇā-puṇḍarīka sūtra in circulation
(Yamada 1968: 43).
Of these it is the two extant Chinese translations that are relevant to the Japanese
reception. The earlier of the two (T 158, entitled Dacheng bei fentuoli jing ⼤乗悲分陀利
経) was most likely translated at the very end of the fourth or very beginning of the fifth
century, while the later translation was completed by Dharmakṣema (Ch. Tan Wuchen 曇無
讖; 385–433) in 419 and is entitled Beihua jing 悲華経 (hereafter Hikekyō). The earlier of
the two is shorter (56 pages in the Taishō, as opposed to the Hikekyō’s 67) and more literal,
though Yamada (1968: 16) states that the differences between the two are so minor that one
can safely assume that Dharmakṣema and the anonymous translator of the Dacheng bei
fentuoli jing were using the same or similar Sanskrit versions. While the scripture was
already in Japan during the Nara period, it was given little attention until the late Heian
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Information concerning the history of the sūtra is sparse. The most detailed overview in English is provided
by Yamada (1968), however this does not include discussion of the Japanese reception of the Hikekyō. Other
good overviews can be found in Ono BDJ (v.9: 125–129) and Iwagami (2011). See Iwagami (2010) for a
synopsis of previous research on the Hikekyō.
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period (Narita 1972: 230). In this and the next chapter I quote solely from the later of the
two translations (the Dharmakṣema translation), since this was the one that was quoted and
referenced by Japanese writers.82
Since this work is almost completely unknown outside of Japanese scholarship on
Jōkei, Myōe, Eison, and on early medieval-period discourses about relics, I want to provide
a brief synopsis of this sūtra. The Hikekyō comprises six chapters. The primary narrative
explains how Śākyamuni came to be the buddha of this world, and it is told by Śākyamuni
himself. Through this story, the reader/listener comes to understand that it is compassion
that distinguishes Śākyamuni from other buddhas and s/he learns of Śākyamuni’s special
relationship with this world.
As is true of so many Buddhist sūtras, the Hikekyō begins with a frame story. At the
opening of the sūtra, we find the Buddha preaching on Vulture Peak (J. Gishakussen 耆闍崛
⼭, Ryōjusen 霊鷲⼭, Skt. Gṛdhrakūṭa) at Rājagṛha (J. Ōshajō 王舎城) to a large gathering
of bhikṣus and bodhisattvas.83 In the midst of the sermon, the bodhisattva Maitreya (J.
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This observation is based primarily on the Japanese borrowing of names from these two sūtras. As already
noted, the two works do not differ considerably. However, the names of the main characters (e.g., Śākyamuni
in a former life as a Indian government minister, Amida in a former life as an Indian king) are completely
different in the two works, and I have found no instances in which the names from the earlier translation appear
in Japanese works, while the names from the later translation appear in setsuwa, liturgical texts, the writings of
both Nara-based Kamakura-period monks as well as monks formerly associated with the new Kamakura
Buddhist movements (e.g., Dōgen, Shinran, Nichiren).
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I have dealt with proper nouns in the following manner. In cases in which a commonly used Englishlanguage name exists, I opt for the English (e.g., Vulture Peak). In cases in which I note a proper noun in the
context of an originally Sanskrit text (e.g., the Hikekyō), I provide the Sanskrit. Exceptions are made when the
sources at my disposal provide no Sanskrit, in which case I simply provide the Japanese pronunciation and the
Chinese characters. For buddhas and bodhisattvas, I have chosen to use the Japanese name except in cases in
which the Sanskrit name has entered the English language; Śākyamuni and Maitreya are two such examples.
Names of Buddhist works will be given in English where there is a widely known title (e.g., Lotus Sūtra), in
Sanskrit, Chinese, or Korean if a work is being discussed in its Indian, Chinese, or Korean context,
respectively, and in Japanese in all other cases.
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Miroku 弥勒) and the other members of the audience suddenly rise, turn toward the
southeast, and exclaim, “Homage to Padmottara Tathāgata” (J. Rengeson Nyorai 蓮華尊如
来).84 They then describe and praise the actions of Padmottara. Seeing this, a bodhisattva
named Ratnovairocana (J. Hōnikkōmyō 宝⽇光明) asks Śākyamuni why the others are
praising Padmottara Tathāgata, inquires about Padmottara’s buddhaland, and wonders why
he himself cannot see this buddhaland. In response, Śākyamuni explains that ten trillion
buddha lands to the southwest there is a buddha land (butsudo 仏⼟) called Padmā (J. Renge
蓮華). He proceeds to give a fantastic description of it and to describe the miracles that
Padmottara performs there.85
This bring us to chapter two, in which Śākyamuni explains how Padmottara came to
be a buddha. Long ago there was a buddha named Candrottama (J. Nichigasson ⽇⽉尊)
who gave a prophecy to a certain bodhisattva named Gagaṇasamudra (J. Kokūin 虚空印),
telling this bodhisattva that he would attain buddhahood in the future and become the
buddha Padmottara.86 Śākyamuni then tells Ratnavaicana that this bodhisattva—
Gagaṇasamudra—has just attained buddhahood, and it is to this newly awakened buddha
that Maitreya and the other bodhisattvas are now directing their praise.
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In most cases the Sanskrit names for these characters are taken from the notes in T 157, from the notes in the
yomikudashi edition of the text (Akanuma and Nishio 1931), and from Yamada (1968).
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Yamada (1968: 69) notes that this description is very similar to descriptions of Amida’s pure land, Sukhāvatī,
and indeed the sūtra itself states that this buddha land is similar to Sukhāvatī. See 169b3–4 in the Hikekyō.
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Much of the second chapter focuses on ten dhāraṇis that Candrottama taught Gagaṇamudra. We learn that
Maitreya was also taught these dhāraṇis in a previous life and are told of the many benefits that will accrue
from reciting them.
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These first two chapters set the stage for the main narrative, in which Śākyamuni
describes the circumstances of his own previous lives. The two important themes here,
which run throughout the sūtra, are, first, the great vow (J. hongan 本願, Skt. praṇidhāna),
which is made by a bodhisattva in the presence of a buddha and in which the bodhisattva
vows to become a buddha in the future, and, second, prophecy (J. juki 授記, Skt. vyākṛta), in
which a buddha predicts that the vow-making bodhisattva in his presence will become suchand-such a buddha in the future.
The third chapter introduces compassion as the distinguishing characteristic of the
bodhisattva who vows to awaken not in a pure land but rather in a world characterized by
suffering and impurity (such as this world). At the beginning of the chapter, Śākyamuni,
using his supernatural powers, reveals to those in his audience the various buddhalands
throughout the cosmos. In response to this, a bodhisattva named Śāntimati (J. Jakui 寂意)
addresses the Buddha thus:
“World honored one. For what reason is this? Each of those buddhas’ worlds [revealed by
Śākyamuni to his audience] is pure and sublime, magnificently adorned, far removed from
the five defilements (goaku 五悪) and free of impurity and evil (eo 穢悪). Within [those
worlds] there are only great bodhisattvas who perform acts of immeasurable virtue and
experience various pleasures (keraku 快楽). Furthermore, in those lands there is none with
the name śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha, to say nothing of the teachings [that the Buddha
modified for the sake of] śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas (nijō ⼆乗). Now, for what reason
has our world-honored one [i.e., Śākyamuni] settled in this polluted, evil, impure world?
[Why did you] attain perfect awakening (anokutara sammyaku sambodai 阿耨多羅三藐三
菩提; Skt. anuttarā-samyak-saṃbodhi) in this world, [characterized by] the five defilements
of having a shortened lifespan, existing in an impure kalpa, being a sentient being, having
incorrect views, and having defilements?87 [Why are you] in the midst of the four
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These five impurities characterize humans during the “kalpa of existence” (jūkō 住劫; Soothill’s trans.),
being one four kalpas that together constitute an important temporal cycle in Buddhist cosmology. The first of
these five, kōjoku 劫濁 (Skt. kalpa-kaṣāya), is somewhat redundant: it simply refers to the fact that a defiled
age is defiled—it is the defilement of being defiled—and it refers more to the age than the people alive during
that age. See Oda BD: 553a–b.
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assemblies (shishu 四衆)88 preaching the three-vehicle Dharma? Due to what affinity (en
縁) have you in this manner neither chosen the pure world nor separated [yourself] from this
evil world of five defilements?”
Thereupon the Buddha addressed the bodhisattva Śāntimati, [saying]: “Good son. It is
due to his original vow (hongan 本願) that a boddhisattva-mahāsattva selects a pure land [as
the place in which to attain buddhahood]. [Similarly], a bodhisattva-mahāsattva [who]
selects an impure land does so based on his original vow. My good son, seeing that [whether
a buddha awakens in a pure land or not] is based on which [vow he has taken], it is precisely
because a bodhisattva-mahāsattva realizes (jōju 成就) great compassion (daihi ⼤悲) that he
selects this evil, impure land. It for this reason that I, having made my original vow, am here
in this impure, evil world and [here] attained perfect awakening.”89

There are two ideas in this passage that are central not only to the sūtra’s vision of
Śākyamuni but also to the Japanese interpretation of it. First, it is largely a bodhisattva’s
own intention that determines whether he will become a buddha in a pure or defiled world.
Second, what distinguishes the bodhisattva who vows to be reborn in an impure world (such
as ours) from the bodhisattva who sets his sights instead on a pure land is the former’s
compassion. As we will see later, the ideas of intention and compassion, here closely linked,
are central to Jōkei’s own understanding of Śākyamuni: it is Śākyamuni’s intentional
selection of a defiled world and its sentient beings that makes him (and not other buddhas)
the appropriate object of devotion and our savior, and it is Śākyamuni’s compassion that
makes him superior to other buddhas.
Having established the general rules by which bodhisattvas end up as buddhas in this
or that world, Śākyamuni immediately launches into the central narrative of the sūtra, which
88

The four are bhikṣus, bhikṣuṇīs, upāsakas, and upāsikās.
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世尊。何因縁故。其餘諸佛所有世界。清淨微妙種種莊嚴。離於五濁無諸穢惡。其中純有諸⼤菩
薩。成就種種無量功徳受諸快樂。其⼟乃⾄無有聲聞辟⽀佛名。何況當有⼆乘之實。今我世尊。何因
何縁處斯穢惡不淨世界。命濁劫濁･衆⽣濁･⾒濁･煩惱濁。於是五濁惡世之中。成阿耨多羅三藐三菩
提。在四衆中説三乘法。以何縁故。不取如是清淨世界。⽽不遠離五濁惡世。佛告寂意菩薩。善男
⼦。菩薩摩訶薩以本願故取淨妙國。亦以願故取不淨⼟。何以故。善男⼦。菩薩摩訶薩成就⼤悲故。
取斯弊惡不淨⼟⽿。是故吾以本願。處此不淨穢惡世界。成阿耨多羅三藐三菩提。T 157, 3:174c2–c16.
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is a story about one of his own previous lives. Long ago there was a king named Araṇemi
(J. Mujōnen 無諍念), whose grand minister was named Samdrareṇu (J. Hōkai 宝海).
Minister Samdrareṇu had a son named Samudragarbha90 who became a renunciate and
eventually awakened, becoming the buddha Ratnagarbha (J. Hōzō 宝蔵). After attaining
buddhahood, Ratnagarbha went to a wood near King Araṇemi’s capital city where he
preached the Dharma and attracted a following, including King Araṇemi, who asked that he
be allowed to provide Ratnagarbha and his assembly with the usual monastic provisions
(e.g., robes, food) for the duration of the rainy season retreat (the three month varṣaḥ).
Following the king’s lead, Araṇemi’s crown prince, one Animiṣo (J. Fushun 不眴), and the
second in the line of succession, the prince Nirmāṇa (J. Nima 尼摩), as well as a thousand
other princes each provided Ratnagarbha with such provisions.
Meanwhile the king’s minster, Samdrareṇu, had a dream in which he learned that
Animiṣo and the other princes were praying not that they attain buddhahood but rather that
they be reborn as kings either in a heavenly realm or here in the human realm. After waking
from this dream, Samdrareṇu went to King Araṇemi and exhorted him to take the
bodhisattva path and strive for buddhahood rather than for an existence still within one of
the six realms, that is, within the cycle of rebirth.
The buddha Ratnagarbha then appeared and revealed to King Araṇemi the various
pure lands and impure lands (gojoku akudo 五濁悪⼟). In response Araṇemi asked
Ratnagarbha how it is that one attains buddhahood in a pure land or impure world. Learning
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In the Chinese translation (T 157) he is called Hōzō prior to becoming a buddha. His Sanskrit name is not
transliterated or translated.
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that it is the power of a vow made by a bodhisattva, Araṇami vowed to be reborn in a pure
land like those revealed to him by Ratnagarbha, and with that he returned to his palace.
Samdrareṇu then urgeed the thousand princes, many minor kings, and a whole host of others
to strive for supreme awakening. The story then jumps seven years into the future, when the
king and princes once again pay a visit to Ratnagarbha Buddha and, by the merit acquired
through their virtuous deed of making donations to the buddha Ratnagarbha and his retinue,
all resolve to attain full buddhahood. This brings chapter three to an end.
In chapter four we are provided with a string of great vows made by the king,
princes, and other members of his retinue, and an accompanying string of prophecies made
by Ratnagarbha. This part of the sūtra is effectively a collective jātaka tale. Thus, King
Araṇemi, making a great vow and describing the pure land in which he would like to be
reborn, is told that he will become the buddha Amitāyus (i.e., Amitābha; J. Amida 阿弥陀)
in a pure land called Sukhāvatī (Anraku[koku] 安楽[国]). Similarly, Ratnagarbha bestows
on the crown prince, Animiṣo, the name Avalokiteśvara (Kanzenon 観世⾳), telling the
young man that he will eventually become the buddha Supratiṣṭhitaguṇamaṇikūṭa rāja ( J.
Henshutsu issai kōmyō kudoku sannō 遍出⼀切光明功徳⼭王). And so it goes. Thus we
hear of the origins of a great number buddhas and bodhisattvas central to Mahāyāna
Buddhism: the trio of the western pure land (the buddha Amida and his two bodhisattva
attendants, Kannon and Mahāsthāmaprāpta [J. Daiseishi ⼤勢⾄]), the origins of the trio of
the eastern pure land (the buddha Akṣobhya [J. Ashuku 阿閦] and his accompanying pair of
bodhisattvas, Gandhahasti and Ratnaketu), Mañjuśrī (J. Monju), and Samtabhadra (J.
Fugen). The pattern is repeated with the other thousand princes, the minister Samdrareṇu’s
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eighty children, and countless other disciples: each prays to attain the highest awakening and
become the buddha of a pure land, and in response to each such request Ratnagarbha reveals
the relevant buddha name and the name of the corresponding pure land.
This repetition leads us finally to the climax of the sūtra, when the minister
Samdrareṇu’s turn arrives. Samdrareṇu, instead of vowing to be reborn in a pure land,
makes 500 vows and prays to be reborn in a corrupt world (shaba 娑婆; Skt. sahā)
characterized by the five defilements. Ratnagarbha then reveals that Samdrareṇu will
become the buddha Śākyamuni, and he compares Samdrareṇu with a white lotus flower that
grows out of the mud (hence the title of the sūtra: White Lotus Flower of Compassion).
In this chapter Samdrareṇu also tells of the future miracles that his relics will
perform in the defiled world during a time devoid of the Buddha’s teachings. While some of
the miracles are of the usual flowers-raining-down-from-the-sky variety, the central message
is that his (i.e., Śākyamuni’s) relics will function as a buddha: they will ensure that all
sentient beings advance along the Buddhist path toward awakening. This, then, is not the
traditional Buddhist exhortation to abandon this world of suffering and strive for the goal of
unconditioned nirvāṇa, but rather a guarantee that Śākyamuni himself (in the form of relics)
will be coming to save us.
The fifth chapter serves as a link between Samdrareṇu’s life and Śākyamuni’s.
Samdrareṇu, now referred to as Bodhisattva of Great Compassion, practices various
samādhis and pāramitās together with King Araṇemi and the princes, all under the guidance
of Ratnagarbha. After Ratnagarbha’s final passing, our hero Great Bodhisattva of
Compassion also passes away and is reborn again and again, eventually achieving the
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perfection of generosity (J. danharamitsu 檀波羅蜜; Skt. dānapāramitā). This process is
narrated through six jātaka stories, which form the bulk of this chapter.
Finally, in chapter six, we return to the frame story, and to Vulture Peak, where
Śākyamuni tells the bodhisattva Śāntimati that all buddhas past, present, and future
ultimately rely on Śākyamuni’s exhortations in order to attain buddhahood. Twenty thousand
bodhisattvas, as well as buddhas and bodhisattvas from all directions, then descend upon the
sahā world in order to make offerings to and praise Śākyamuni, in response to which
Śākyamuni enters samādhi and gives a sermon. The buddhas and bodhisattvas then return to
their respective realms and the sūtra ends.
The Hikekyō’s message can be seen as comprising four assertions. First, Śākyamuni
is superior to all other buddhas. Second, what makes him superior is his compassion. Third,
Śākyamuni is the buddha of this world, a point highlighted in particular by the fact that
Śākyamuni did not end up here by accident but rather chose to become a buddha in a defiled
world rather than a pure land. Fourth, Śākyamuni will save you in the future. While the
sūtra serves to reveal the past lives of a number of other buddhas and bodhisattvas, the
logical conclusion that one draws from reading it is that Śākyamuni is sufficient for
salvation, and that he is linked to us both through his compassionate vow made during his
life as the minister Samdrareṇu and through his salvific actions to be performed at some
point in the future.
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–––––––– Previous Scholarship on the Hikekyō ––––––––

Reading the Hikekyō in its entirety, its emphasis on the superiority of Śākyamuni visà-vis other buddhas is clear. Oddly, however, Japanese scholarship has tended to treat the
Hikekyō first and foremost as a scriptural basis for Amida’s vows. This may be due to the
fact that both Hōnen (in his Muryōjukyō shako 無量寿経釈) and Shinran (in his
Kyōgyōshinshō 教⾏信証 and Sangyō ōjō monrui 三経往⽣⽂類) quote the Hikekyō
precisely because it does contain Amida’s vows. That both Hōnen and Shinran referred to
the Hikekyō is odd, since the sūtra paints a less than favorable picture of Amida. However, it
may be that they simply focused on the sections concerning Amida, ignoring the larger
message of the sūtra. The sūtra remains largely ignored in non-Japanese scholarship, though
it had been mentioned in a few works focusing on Jōkei, Eison, relics, and Buddhist
eschatology (e.g., Ford 2006, Quinter 2006, Ruppert 2000, Nattier 1991, respectively).
While Mochizuki Shinkō accurately described the sūtra’s central message some eight
decades ago, neither he nor any other Japanese scholar has thoroughly addressed the
possible origins of the sūtra.91 The clearest statement about its origins comes from Yamada
(1968: 3). Summarizing the sūtra, he writes:
[The Hikekyō] concludes that Śākyamuni Buddha who has chosen the impure Sahā world
and the salvation of helpless beings is ultimately motivated by the high-test compassion, in
contrast to those who have chosen the pure worlds and pure beings. Thus, in the [Hikekyō],
Amitābha Buddha and Akṣobhya Buddha, who have enjoyed great popularity from an early
period in Mahāyāna Buddhism, as well as many other buddhas in the pure buddha lands, are
assigned no more than supporting roles in order to illuminate the unique position of
Śākyamuni Buddha.
In this way, the [Hikekyō] succeeded in restoring Śākyamuni Buddha once more as
the central object of worship. However, having once passed through the stage of the cults of
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See Mochizuki BD: 4294–96.
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the Pure Land Buddhism, the nature of Śākyamuni itself underwent a basic change and he
came to be worshipped as an actively altruistic savior.

While this is an accurate description of the Hikekyō’s central message, nowhere in his study
does Yamada delve into the intellectual and institutional historical context that might
account for the production of a work that celebrates Śākyamuni at the expense of Amida. In
this way, secondary scholarship as it currently stands leaves the origin of this scripture
largely ignored, and an understanding of the context that gave rise to this work must await
future research.92
Another area largely ignored is the early Japanese reception of this work. This
silence is probably due to the fact that the sūtra appears to have exerted no influence prior to
the late Heian period. While the Hikekyō is listed in both Sengyou’s Chusanzang jiji 出三蔵
記集 (ca. 515; T 2145) and Zhisheng’s Kaiyuanshijiao lug 開元釋教錄 (730, T 2154), the
latter being the standard reference in Nara-period Buddhism (Lowe 2012: 294–95), no
references to it from that period survive.93

The Influence of the Hikekyō on Jōkei’s Conception
of Śākyamuni: Ties to the Buddhist Past
I now to turn to the way in which Jōkei accepted and incorporated into his own
thinking the Hikekyō’s claim that Śākyamuni is the most compassionate among all the
buddhas and, more importantly, its assertion that Śākyamuni is the buddha towards whom
92

For remarks on the possible origins of the idea of pure lands in India, see Nattier 2003.
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There is one manuscript copy of the Hikekyō and two of the Dacheng bei fentuoli jing in the Shōgozō
collection (MSS nos. 27, 45, 89). My hope is to at some point compare the Hikekyō MS with the Hikekyō as it
appears in the Taishō shinshū daizōkyō. The former is now available on CD-Rom.
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we turn our attention (“us” being all sentient beings in this world). Here I argue that Jōkei
was in part attracted to the Hikekyō because it allowed him to connect to Śākyamuni of the
past. While Jōkei never exhibited the degree of nostalgia for Śākyamuni that we see with
Myōe 明恵 (1173–1232), his writings contain a number of statements that suggest a
yearning for the Indian Buddha. In 1202, for example, he wrote:
Śākyamuni’s blessings and virtues are great; their origin cannot even begin to be described.
Thus, although the waves of the Irāvatī are far away, tears of love wet my sleeve. The
firewood in the śāla grove was quickly consumed by fire, and yet thoughts of adoration [for
the Buddha continue to] burn in my chest.94

This is a reference to the setting of Śākyamuni’s final moments, the scene of his
parinirvāṇa, when he lay down in the śāla grove near the Irāvatī River and died. While
Jōkei also believed that Śākyamuni was in fact still accessible in the present via his relics,
and although he also believed that he would be saved by Śākyamuni and prayed to be reborn
in Śākyamuni’s pure land (all of which will be discussed below), he also lamented the fact
that he had been born so long after Śākyamuni’s time and in a small country on the
periphery of the Buddhist world.
The Hikekyō helped him overcome this sadness by demonstrating that the link
between humans in this world (including Jōkei) and Śākyamuni is unshakeable and was
established in a time long ago through Śākyamuni’s vow to be reborn in a defiled world.
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恩徳ハ広⼤ナリ。始メハ、述ブベカラズ。コレ、モって、提河ノ波ハ遠隔トイヘドモ、袂ハ恋慕
ノ涙ヲ湿ム。双林ノ薪ハ早ク尽クトイヘドモ、胸ハ渇仰ノ思ヲ焦ル。A7–9. Tōshōdaiji Shaka
nenbutsu ganmon.
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Jōkei 貞慶 (1155–1213), also known as Gedatsubō 解脱房, was an aristocratic monk
who was extremely influential and well respected in his own time.95 Until the 1970s there
was little scholarship on Jōkei. However, beginning with Hiraoka Jōkai’s 1960 work on
Sōshō’s Miroku Nyorai kannō shō (which contained many of Jōkei’s writings) and Kamata
Shigeo and Tanaka Hisao's typeset edition of three of Jōkei's works in 1971, and spurred on
by Kuroda Toshio’s claim that it was the so-called old Buddhism (and not the new
Kamakura Buddhism) that constituted mainstream Buddhism well into the medieval period,
there was a growth of scholarship on Jōkei from the 1970s onward. In the past fifteen years
the number of works about Jōkei has increased exponentially, with at least two books being
almost entirely devoted to him.96 And in 2012 the Nara National Museum held an exhibt
dedicated to Jōkei, presenting many manuscripts, ritual implements, and iconography either
produced by him or directly related to his life and times. In addition, over the past few years
Kaijūsenji 海住⼭寺, the temple where Jōkei spent the last five years of his life, has been
publishing articles on its website in a collection called “Gedatsu Shōnin kikō shū” 解脱上⼈
寄稿集. The articles, of which there are sixty at the time of writing, are written by leading
scholars and address all aspects of his life, from his doctrinal works and his social network
to his worship of Japanese deities.
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The information here is based largely on the summaries of Jōkei’s life found in Nara Kokuritsu
Hakubutsukan 2012, Funata 2011, and Ford 2006. For his familial network, see also the Sonpi bunmyaku 尊卑
分脈 (SZKT 59: 485–494) and Jamentz (2012).
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James L. Ford’s Jōkei and Buddhist Devotion in Early Medieval Japan (2006) and Funata Jun’ichi’s
Shinbutsu to girei no chūsei (2011).
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Jōkei belonged to the Hossō school and was associated with the temple Kōfukuji in
Nara. He is known for his efforts to revive adherence to Buddhist monastic precepts, for his
works on Yogācāra doctrine, for his opposition to the exclusive focus on Amida as
advocated by Hōnen, for his fervent devotion to a large number of buddhas, bodhisattvas,
and deities (e.g., Śākyamuni, Avalokiteśvara, Kasuga daimyōjin), and for being both a
powerful individual with important political connections (e.g., his relationship with GoToba) and, at the same time, a profoundly pious monk motivated by sincere religious
aspirations, as can be seen in his abandonment of his life at the large monastic complex
Kōfukuji in order to take up residence at the mountain temple of Kasagidera and later
Kaijūsenji. In his monastic career he excelled at scholastic matters and held a number of
important positions in state-sponsored rites. In fact, in deciding to move to the mountain
temple of Kasagidera in 1193 he was largely abandoning what would have been a successful
and prestigious career.
As a grandson of Shinzei 信⻄ (aka Fujiwara no Michinori 藤原通憲, 1106–60), the
powerful aristocrat and ally of Taira no Kiyomori who died in the Heiji Rebellion, Jōkei was
of aristocratic stock and had many connections despite the fact that his father (Fujiwara
Sadamori 藤原貞憲) and uncles were all forced into exile. Many of Jōkei’s relatives also
became monks and rose through the ranks of the monastic hierarchy. These include his
uncles Kakuken 覚憲 (abbot of Kōfukuji), Chōken 澄憲 (founder of the Aguiryū, an
influential Tendai tradition of preaching [shōdō]), Shōken 勝賢 (abbot of Daigoji and
Tōdaiji, and vice-abbot [ni no chōja] of Tōji), and Myōhen 明遍 (founder of the Renge
zanmaiin 蓮華三昧院 on Mt. Kōya). Jōkei’s departure from Kōfukuji in 1193 did not end
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his involvement with the large temples or the aristocracy. He performed a number of rituals
for Go-Toba, he participated in fund-raising campaigns for the rebuilding of the Hokuendō
北円堂 at Kōfukuji, he wrote a petition to the court to have the activities of exclusive
nenbutsu practitioners curtailed, and he was involved in the revival of Tōshōdaiji. Of course
for Jōkei there was no contradiction between these activities with the state and large
institutions and his own earnest desire to progress along the Buddhist path. In fact, many of
his writings suggest that Jōkei saw Buddhism and the state as mutually supportive and
interdependent, a view that was prevalent during his lifetime.

–––––––– Jōkei and Amida ––––––––

Before turning to Jōkei and the Hikekyō, I want to first address Jōkei’s attitude
towards Amida. This is because the Hikekyō paints a certain picture not only of Śākyamuni
but also of Amida. In fact, Amida-to-be in the form of King Araṇemi serves as the
paradigmatic example of the bodhisattva whose compassion is not strong enough to result in
a vow to be reborn in a defiled world. As discussed above, King Araṇemi (i.e., Amida-tobe) decided to be reborn in a pure land, while Samdrareṇu (i.e., Śākyamuni-to-be), whose
compassion was greater, chose the less appealing but more altruistic option. Jōkei’s use of
the Hikekyō can thus be seen as a polemical, if subtle, anti-Amidist move. In this way, any
discussion of Jōkei and the Hikekyō must also address the question: was Jōkei really
opposed to the worship of, and practices associated with, Amida?
This has been a contested issue in Japanese scholarship on Jōkei. Prior to the last
two decades many scholars interpreted Jōkei’s attention to the Hikekyō’s understanding of
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Śākyamuni as a means of countering the exclusive focus on Amida that was becoming
popular during Jōkei’s lifetime through the teachings of Hōnen 法然 (aka Genkū 源空;
1133–1212), who would later come to be regarded as the founder of Japanese Pure Land
Buddhism. Scholars taking this position generally assumed that Jōkei was somehow
opposed to devotion to Amida. This assumption was probably the result of an overreliance
on the Kōfukuji sōjō 興福寺奏状, a well-known petition addressed to the court and
composed by Jōkei in 1205. In this petition, he lists nine faults made by proponents of
exclusive nenbutsu (senju nenbutsu 専修念仏) practice. The third complaint listed is the
error of neglecting Śākyamuni (Shakuson o karonzuru shitsu 軽釈尊失):
What sensible person does not know that although the various Buddhas of the Three Worlds
are impartial in their compassion, the favors and blessings bestowed upon us by the teacher
of our epoch [Śākyamuni] are uniquely beneficial? Now the Sole-practice people say: “With
our bodies we do not worship other Buddhas and with our voices we do not call upon other
Names.” This statement about “other Buddhas and other Names” refers to Śākyamuni and
the other Buddhas. You Single-practitioners—whose disciples are you? Who taught you
this name of Amida? Who showed you this Pure Land of Peace and Rest (an’yō jōdo)? You
are to be pitied that during your life in these Latter Days you should forget the name of our
Original Teacher. (Morrell 1987:77f; brackets original; Tanaka 1971: 312f [kanbun], 34
[yomikudashi])

Some scholars have taken this passage to indicate that Jōkei was opposed to Amida
devotionalism. Yet even the end of this complaint reveals that Jōkei is in no way opposed to
practices focused on Amida. He writes: “The community of monks takes refuge in the
Buddha—in all of the Buddhas. And if we do not discriminate against the various Buddhas,
how much more so should we not slight our Original Teacher [Śākyamuni]!” (Ibid.).97
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Shimotsuma Kazuyori (2006) has drawn attention to the fact that the attribution to Jōkei is not certain.
Besides the fact that the earliest extant MS of the Kōfukuji sōjō is from the sixteenth century, there is some
evidence that suggests an author other than Jōkei. For example, the Tōdaiji monk Sōshō 宗性 (1202–1278) did
not include this work in his Miroku Nyorai kannō shō, which would appear strange since this would have been
one of Jōkei’s better known works and Sōshō energetically copied so many of the writings of Jōkei, whom he
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Because until recently Jōkei was associated primarily with this treatise, scholars have
generally assumed an anti-Amida tendency in his thinking.98
However, recent research, as well as a more thorough reading of Jōkei’s corpus as we
have it, reveals that Jōkei was himself devoted to Amida, though this devotion was most
apparent during his early years. Previous scholarship has focused primarily on Jōkei’s
devotion to four figures: Miroku, Śākyamuni, Kasuga Myōjin, and Kannon. Indeed, his
career is often divided into periods according to the primary focus of his devotion, a
periodization that corresponds with varying degrees of precision to his periods of residence
at Kōfukuji, Kasagidera 笠置寺, and Kaijūsenji 海住⼭寺 (in that order).99 While a Miroku
→ Śākyamuni → Kannon progression has been commonly adopted, recently Kusunoki
Junshō (2009b) has argued that prior to and during the initial period of his focus on Miroku,
Jōkei was also producing pious writings addressing Amida, and that devotion to Amida
should be figured into the already diverse pantheon of buddhas, bodhisattvas, and deities
constituting Jōkei’s focus of worship. Elsewhere, Kusunoki (2009a: 25) notes that during
his tenure at Kōfukuji (which ended in the autumn of 1193 with his move to Kasagi) Jōkei
believed in the possibility of being led away to the pure land by Amida at the moment of
death. This was entirely consistent with the mainstream religious thought of the period.
There are indeed many references to Amida in the works that Jōkei composed around
the time that Kusunoki identifies as his shift in focus from Amida to Miroku. The Hosshin

admired greatly. Nor does the work appear in the San butsujō shō, a collection of works possibly copied by
Sōshō but in any case most likely authored by Jōkei (see Seya 2000).
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On Jōkei’s attitude toward Amida, see Ford 2006, esp. 106–110; Kusunoki 2002, 2009, 2010; Shinkura
2008a, 2008b; Sugisaki 2009, 2010; Tomimura 1987. The best recent summary is Kusunoki 2009.
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See, for example, Hiraoka 1977: 166–238.
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kōshiki 発⼼講式 (1192), for example, written a year before Jōkei’s relocation from
Kōfukuji to Kasagidera, contains a section singing Amida’s praises. In this work Jōkei prays
to be reborn in Amida’s pure land, he promotes the Amida nenbutsu as a practice, and he
notes that Amida’s vow extends even to those who have committed grave sins (JKS: 52,
lines 96–123).100 And even in 1213, less than a year before his death, Jōkei wrote in the
Kanjin’i shōjō enmyō no koto 観⼼為清浄円明事 that “I have deep faith in [Amida’s]
western [pure land]” (Tanaka 1971: 468).101 With this in mind, it is difficult to interpret
Jōkei’s devotion to Śākyamuni as entailing a concomitant hostility towards Amida
devotionalism.
An alternative interpretation would be that Jōkei’s focus on Śākyamuni was a
reaction not to Hōnen’s turn towards Amida but rather to the exclusivism characteristic of
the thinking and practices associated with Hōnen’s adherents (see, e.g., Matsuo 2004: 42).
This makes sense in theory: not only was Jōkei’s own attention and devotion directed to a
multitude of figures (including Amaterasu, Kasuga Myōjin, and Shōtoku Taishi), but he also
argued that each individual’s soteriological capacity (ki 機) differed, and that a diversity of
practices was thus needed for a diversity of spiritual capabilities.102
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Kōshiki 講式 are liturgical works written for devotional rituals that focus on a particular buddha,
bodhisattva, deity, sage, or religious text. They were often intended for a more general audience and were thus
important in propagating Buddhism beyond the clergy and upper echelons of the aristocracy. The earliest is
thought to be Genshin’s Yokawashuryōkonin nijūgo zanmai shiki 横川⾸楞厳院⼆⼗五三昧式 (986), while
his Rokudō kōshiki 六道講式 was the first to use the term “kōshiki.” The majority of all kōshiki were created
between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries. Overviews of kōshiki can be found in Yamada 1986a, 1986b,
1995. In English, see Ford 2006a: 74–78; Gülberg 1993. Niels Gülberg has written much about kōshiki. His
primary work on kōshiki is Buddhistische Zeremoniale (Kōshiki) und ihre Bedeutung für die Literatur des
japanischen Mittelalters (1999).
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予は深く⻄⽅を信ず。
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See his Hokke kaijishō 法華開⽰抄 (T 2195).
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This argument is consistent with Hossō doctrine and Buddhist thought more
generally, both of the Mahāyāna and mainstream varieties. What is skilful means, after all,
but the Buddha’s adaptation of his message to his audience’s capiticy to understand his
teachings? It is not difficult to understand why Jōkei would find a one-size-fits-all approach
to Buddhist soteriology problematic. According to this interpretation—i.e. that Jōkei’s turn
to Śākyamuni was in reaction to the exclusivism exhibited by certain nenbutsu
movements—Śākyamuni serves as a sort of guardian who presides over the diversity of
Buddhist practices and objects of devotion (including other buddhas).
The problem with this interpretation is that it seems that Jōkei was more interested in
Kannon at the time that he penned the Kōfukuji sōjō. James L. Ford observes that Kannon
was predominant in Jōkei’s writings from about 1201 on. Interestingly, Ford’s explanation
for this focus on Kannon mirrors the interpretation just mentioned. That is, devotion to
Kannon was a means of countering the tendency towards exclusivist practices as
encapsulated in the thinking of the senju nenbutsu movement. Why Kannon? Because
Kannon was a representative of what Ford calls “Buddhist pluralism”:
As Jōkei himself argues, Kannon is the personification of compassion and upāya (J. hōben
⽅便), the Mahāyāna doctrine that legitimizes pluralism with respect to teachings, practices,
methods of persuasion, and even objects of devotion. Kannon’s multiplicity—in terms of
form, virtues, capacity, to respond, and soteriological benefits—makes him the deity of choice
given the varying capacity of suffering beings. (2008: 25)

Ford’s work leads us to an important point: the buddha, bodhisattva, or deity that
Jōkei promoted as the most appropriate object of devotion at any given point in his career is
not necessarily an indication of who he thought was most important in the larger scheme of
Buddhist soteriology. During his final years, Jōkei encouraged others to pray for rebirth in
Kannon’s pure land of Fudaraku (Skt. Potalaka). But this was not because he positioned
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Kannon at the top of the Buddhist pantheon’s hierarchy or because he viewed Fudaraku as a
final goal. Rather, he understood Fudaraku as the geographically closest pure land and thus
the most attainable goal. From there one would be able to proceed to better, less attainable
pure lands. As he writes in his Kannon kōshiki 観⾳講式 (1202)103:
What [Kannon] vowed is simply this: if [there is one] whose practice and karma are not yet
ripe, [and who faces] obstructions to rebirth in a pure land, [that person] can first live on Mt.
Potalaka. That mountain is located in the middle of a great ocean to the southwest of here.104

His view that this was a closer land was based in part on his view that Fudaraku was in some
sense both a pure land and part of this world.
Even though [Mt. Potalaka] is a different size, it is like looking out onto a pure land. In
other words, it is [part of] this defiled world (sahā) and [yet] not [part of] this defiled world.
[Among] wise people and sages, who would not desire [to be reborn there]? [It] is a pure
land and [yet] not a pure land.105

From this it is clear that he promoted a particular buddha or bodhisattva based on what he
determined to be most soteriologically efficacious. During his “Kannon years” his view of
Śākyamuni’s importance in the larger picture was not significantly different from the view
he had held a decade earlier; he had simply changed his mind with regard to tactics.
(Ironically, this is precisely what Hōnen was doing when he suggested salvation via Amida
was the only viable path in the final age of the Dharma.) Śākyamuni’s continued importance
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Jōkei in fact wrote three works with the title Kannon kōshiki—two in 1201, written just five days apart, and
a third in 1209 (Ford 2006: 77, 267). My translation is from the second of these three.
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所願只在此事。設⾏業未熟。往⽣有滯者。先可住補陀洛⼭。彼⼭者⾃此⻄南之⽅在⼤海之中。T
2728, 84:887a12–14.
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廣狹雖異如臨淨⼟。然則娑婆⽽不娑婆。賢聖誰不欣。淨⼟⽽不淨⼟。T 2728, 84:887a19–20.
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in Jōkei’s thinking is suggested by the fact that even in his Kannon-related documents much
praise is lavished upon Śākyamuni.
All of this suggests that Jōkei was not opposed to Amida-related practices in
principle, especially when we consider the evidence for his own devotion to this buddha.
However, the number of his writings that do focus on Amida is small compared to those that
take Śākyamuni, Maitreya, Kannon, Shōtoku Taishi, or Kasuga as their object of worship.
This makes it clear that he did not consider Amida as important as these other figures.
However, it is difficult to tell whether he was criticizing the worship of Amida, or the
exclusivism characteristic of certain pure land thinkers and groups.
Finally, while I attribute his use of the Hikekyō primarily to that scripture’s ability to
connect Jōkei to Śākyamuni in both the past and present, given Jōkei’s own religious and
intellectual historical circumstances the Hikekyō had two clear advantages. First, in using
Amida as the paradigmatic example of the inferior path, the Hikekyō could demonstrate to
Jōkei’s contemporaries why they should focus on Śākyamuni rather than Amida, or at least
why they should place greater emphasis on the former. The Hikekyō is a perfect answer to
those who would place Amida rather than Śākyamuni at the center of Buddhist soteriology.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, the Hikekyō both contains the story of
Śākyamuni’s original vow (hongan) and presents him as a salvific figure. Due to the rising
popularity of pure land practices—first in Tendai, and then later with Hōnen and his
disciples—both the original vow and the figure of the buddha who comes and saves sentient
beings during the period of Buddhism’s decline had become particularly important. Other
possibly scriptural bases for Śākyamuni devotion lacked a vision of a Śākyamuni who
possessed both these qualities. To turn to the most obvious example, the Lotus Sūtra says
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nothing about Śākyamuni’s original vow. While it is true that it mentions the fact that
bodhisattvas make vows, there is no specific emphasis on, or narrative organized around,
Śākyamuni’s vow. Second of all, while the Lotus Sūtra certainly provides the reader or
listener with plenty of guarantees that praising the Lotus Sūtra itself will result in a plethora
of boons, it presents no vision of a saving Śākyamuni who intervenes to save sentient
beings. Furthermore, it is only the people who praise the Lotus Sūtra who will reap these
benefits. This is quite different from the Hikekyō, which paints a picture of a salvific figure
who does not discriminate between those who have praised the Hikekyō and those who have
not. Further highlighting the salvific nature of the Hikekyō’s Śākyamuni is the sūtra’s claim
that he will save people during a time of crisis. The Lotus Sūtra, in contrast, completely
lacks this link between salvation and a time of crisis.106
The fact that these two features—the original vow and a salvific character—had
come to be seen as integral to the figure of a great buddha via a century-and-a-half focus on
Amida meant that any alternative to Amida was going to have to exhibit these two features if
it was going to command the attention of Jōkei’s contemporaries.

–––––––– Aspects of the Hikekyō emphasized by Jōkei and ––––––––
what this tells us about Jōkei’s conception of Śākyamuni
Moving back to Jōkei’s use of the Hikekyō, his primary allusions to the Hikekyō are
to the sūtra’s central narrative about Śākyamuni’s former life. As described above, this story
centers on Śākyamuni’s previous existence as the minister Samdrareṇu (Hōkai 宝海) and his
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On mappō in the Lotus Sūtra, see Takagi 1973: 88. He notes that while in Kumārajīva’s translation we see
the tripartite temporal division (into shōbō, zōbō, and mappō), the Sanskrit phrase that Kumārajīva translates as
“the final Dharma,” “the final age,” “the evil world,” and so forth simply denotes the time after the death of the
Buddha.
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interactions with the buddha Ratnagarbha (Hōzō 宝蔵) and the king Araṇemi (Mujōnen 無
諍念). Jōkei emphasizes in particular the 500 vows and the original vow made by
Samdrareṇu. While in the Hikekyō Śākyamuni-to-be makes specific vows throughout the
story, the “500 vows” are never enumerated, since in this sūtra, as in many Buddhist works
of Indian provenance, the number 500 simply indicates a great quantity. Jōkei glosses the
“500 vows” as Śākyamuni’s hongan 本願 or daigan ⼤願, this vow being his aspiration to
become a buddha in this defiled world rather than in a pure land.
Jōkei uses this jātaka tale to emphasize two ways in which Śākyamuni is unique. On
the one hand, Śākyamuni is unique and superior vis-à-vis other buddhas because he was the
only one with compassion great enough to overcome an aversion to this defiled world. This
view places Śākyamuni at the pinnacle of the hierarchy of buddhas and bodhisattvas. On the
other hand, he is unique in the realm of human–buddha relationships because he is the one
who chose to come save us, who chose to be the buddha of a defiled world. This intimate
link between humans and this world means that we should prefer Śākyamuni to other
possible objects of worship.
The passages from Jōkei’s writing that I translate in this section demonstrate both
Jōkei’s reliance on the Hikekyō’s jātaka tale as well as the way in which Jōkei incorporated
these two central messages from the Hikekyō into his own understanding of Śākyamuni.
Taken together, these passages demonstrate that Jōkei’s use of the Hikekyō can be attributed
to the sūtra’s ability to create a connection between Jōkei and Śākyamuni, and thus with the
distant past when the Buddha was still alive.
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–––––––– Śākyamuni’s jātaka: Samdrareṇu and his 500 vows ––––––––

Concerning Jōkei’s use of the Hikekyō’s jātaka tale, it is important to begin by noting
that Jōkei never mentions the Hikekyō by name. Usually what we find instead is a reference
to Śākyamuni’s “great vow” or “original vow.” This is common among works that cite the
Hikekyō but do not actualy mention the title of the sūtra. It may be the case that Jōkei was
not referring directly to the Hikekyō but rather to an early twelfth-century work called the
Shaka Nyorai gohyaku daigan kyō (addressed in the following chapter) that expanded upon
the content of the Hikekyō (specifically Samdrareṇu’s 500 vows) and that was drawn upon
by a larger number of thirteenth-century clerics (e.g., Dōgen, Keisei). In a sense, this
distinction is not important for us since Jōkei and his contemporaries do not seem to have
made the distinction themselves. That is, they tended to lump together various sources that
all discussed a particular theme or that were all organized around a central scripture. An
association of sources would then be treated as a single source. Thus, even authors who did
explicitly state that in the Hikekyō Śākyamuni says such-and-such were not necessarily
referring to the Hikekyō itself: they may have been drawing on the aforementioned twelfthcentury work, or on a setsuwa, or on some authoritative exegetical work.
However, the fact that he refers to Hōkai (i.e., the minister Samdrareṇu) makes it
clear that he is referring to the story in the Hikekyō, for this is the only non-Japanese source
in which Hōkai appears.107 One of Jōkei’s early allusions to the Hikekyō occurs in his Jizō
kōshiki 地蔵講式 (1196):
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As mentioned above, the names of the characters are different in the other extant Chinese translation of the
Karuṇā-puṇḍarīka sūtra, the Dacheng bei fentuoli jing (T 158).
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In order to understand Jizō’s superior virtues it is absolutely necessary to inquire into
Śākyamuni’s original vow. Those one thousand and four young, fire-bearded bodhisattvas
all rejected this impure world and sought pure lands. “At that time, the Brahmin Hōkai 宝海
(Skt. Samdrareṇu) said to the buddha Hōzō 宝蔵 (Skt. Ratnagarbha), ‘Now, my heart mourns
and my body is completely emaciated. Although these bodhisattvas have cultivated great
compassion, they cannot choose this evil world of the five impurities [as the place in which
to attain buddhahood].’” Having himself made 500 great vows, [Hōkai, as his future
awakened self, the buddha Śākyamuni,] alone resided [here in this world] and was the
teacher of [this world of] five impurities, [this world that is] difficult to endure. At that time
all the bodhisattvas lamented the fact that [none of them] had [made such a vow]; countless
sentient beings respectfully adored the brahmin [Hōkai]. Was Hōkai such a different person?
[Indeed,] he is none other than the principal teacher of the current age [i.e., Śākyamuni].
From this it is understood that although great compassion is great compassion, the
great compassion that seeks to benefit [those inhabiting] the impure, evil [world] is yet
superior. Although the initial desire for awakening is never anything less than that,
Śākyamuni’s initial desire transcended that experienced by others. Jizō has learned the vows
of the World Honored One. How can his virtues be the same as the ordinary bodhisattva?108

Similarly, Jōkei’s Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon 笠置寺⼗三重塔供養願⽂ (1198)109
reads:
The Grand Minister Hōkai pitied this impure world above all, and in his great vow he
thought of the causes and conditions [characterizing] this world and [thought that] it would
be good to lead the deluded beings of one land to their initial aspiration to awaken. If we
here inquire into the origins (ranshō 濫觴) of our country, [we find that] Amaterasu is at its
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須尋稗尊之本願以知地蔵之勝徳彼⽕震摩納等⼀千四菩薩皆捨積⼟求浄⼟時費海焚志⽩賓蔵俳我今
⼼⼤憂愁⾝皆機体此諸菩薩難⽣⼤悲不能取此五濁悪世途⾃⽴五百堅固之⼤願濁留潟五濁難忍之導師
⼦時⼀切菩薩嘆未曾有無数⼤衆恭敬党志寳海量異⼈乎今教主是也愛知⼤悲何雄⼤悲積悪利⽣之⼤悲
猶勝払開設⼼誰難設⼼棒等最初之護⼼猫超他地蔵⼰事世等誓願功徳畳間汎爾之菩薩. JKS: 108f, lines
118–129.
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Ganmon 願⽂ were liturgical documents, written in Classical Chinese, in which a sponsor of a religious
ritual declared his or her motive for sponsoring the ritual and any prayers that s/he might be making. They
would be read out at the ceremony by the officiating monk. Someone other than the sponsor was often
commissioned to write them. (Many examples of ganmon written by Ōe no Masafusa on behalf of others can
be seen in his Go totoku nagon ganmon shū.) For an overview, see Watanabe 1995. The best recent Englishlanguage source is Acta Asiatica 105 (2013), which is a special issue devoted to ganmon and entitled
"Comparative Research on 'Written Prayers' (Yüan-wen/Ganmon) in China and Japan."
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genesis; when we think of [the cause of] those in this world110 being taken in, guided, and
saved (sekke 摂化), there is simply Śākyamuni’s appearance in this world.111

The jātaka tale is also alluded to in Jōkei’s Gongu ryōzen kōshiki 欣求霊⼭講式
(1196):
According to the Lotus Sūtra, [Śākyamuni said] “During the kalpa of five-hundred dust
particles (gohyaku jinten 五百塵點) of the remote past I shall continually be in this defiled
world preaching the Dharma and guiding [sentient beings].” Ah, so the karmic connection
between my teacher and this world are like this! Originally, Śākyamuni Tathāgata was a
mere mortal [trapped] in the transmigration of this defiled world. Long ago, Śākyamuni
experienced his initial desire for awakening, met Hōzō Buddha, and made 500 great vows.
He then undertook ascetic practices for the period of a very long eon and after a long time
was born in this world. When his karmic fruit ripened and he attained the path, he returned
to his original land [i.e., Vulture Peak].112

These are but a handful of Jōkei’s references to the story of Samdrareṇu, but it is
enough to give the reader a sense of his focus on this particular account of how Śākyamuni
came to be Śākyamuni. Now I want to turn to the two messages found in the Hikekyō that
Jōkei so thoroughly incorporated into his own understanding of Śākyamuni.
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I have translated ichidai ⼀代 as “those in this world.” In a Buddhist context this expression usually refers
to the period between Śākyamuni’s nirvāṇa and parinirvāṇa, although it can also refer to the lifespan of a
human or to Śākyamuni himself. Here it seems to refer not so much to Śākyamuni’s time on earth as much as
the land where he was born (i.e., this world, and not some distant pure land) and those inhabiting that land (i.e.,
humans, which here includes Jōkei and his Japanese contemporaries). See Iwanami BJ: 39r; Oda BD: 76c.
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宝海⼤⾂殊悲濁世、⼤⼠之弘誓尚思⾃界之因縁、下凡之初⼼宜先⼀国之分⻫、爰尋吾朝之濫觴
者、皆為天照⼤神之開闢、思⼀代之摂化者、莫不釈迦⼤師之出世. Fujita 1976: 93, lines 5–6.
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依法花経⼀五百塵黙久遠劫間我常在此裟婆世界説法⼦教化云々鳴呼我師輿此界其縁何如此乎夫釈
迦如来者本是裟婆世界流転凡夫也昔於釈迦牟尼佛所初発菩提⼼逢寳臓如来重建五百⼤願以来僧紙苦
⾏之間久住此界満成道之時還出本⼟. JKS: 122f, lines 31–37. This work describes the interior of the
thirteen-tiered pagoda at Kasagidera, which was completed in the eleventh month of Kenkyū 建久 9
(approximately December, 1198).
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–––––––– Śākyamuni’s uniqueness: his character and position ––––––––
within the Buddhist pantheon and our relationship to him
This use of the jātaka tale naturally leads to what Jōkei seems to want to convey,
namely, that Śākyamuni is unique in two ways: his compassion makes him unique among
the myriad buddhas, while his vow to become a buddha in this world makes him our buddha
and thus our relationship with him special among human-buddha relationships.

––– Śākyamuni’s uniqueness vis-à-vis other buddhas –––
Jōkei’s emphasis of Śākyamuni’s unique character is perhaps most clear in his
Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon 唐招提寺釈迦念仏願⽂, a liturgical work he penned in
1202 as the liturgy for the so-called Shaka nenbutsu e 釈迦念仏会 ritual that he held at
Tōshōdaiji in the autumn of the following year.113 In the beginning of the Ganmon, Jōkei
explains Śākyamuni’s decision to be born in a defiled world.
The [other] buddhas did not appear but rather rejected this sahā world characterized by the
ten vices. In this final [age] sentient beings find it difficult to release themselves from their
addictions. Only our main teacher—Śākyamuni Tathāgata—roams this intolerable land. He
alone saves these stubborn beings. His great compassion is such that he takes pity on even
the most evil. His principle vow is to help this defiled world (edo 穢⼟).
Śākyamuni’s blessings and virtues are great: [one] cannot even begin to describe their
origin. Thus, although the waves of the Irāvatī [River, next to which Śākyamuni entered
113

This is the title of this work as it appears in the Dainihon bukkyō zensho is Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu
ganmon, while the title of the work as it appears in the Nara rokudaiji daikan 奈良六⼤寺⼤観 series is Shaka
nenbutsu’e ganmon 釋迦念佛會願⽂. The manuscript that appears in the Nara rokudaiji daikan series as a
photographic reproduction provides no title. This manuscript appears to be the same one that was exhibited at
the “Gedatsu Shōnin Jōkei: Kamakura Bukkyō no Honryū” 解脱上⼈貞慶 — 鎌倉仏教の本流 exhibit held at
the Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 奈良国⽴博物館 (4/7–5/27/2012). Parts of this MS are reproduced in
photographic form in the catalog of the exhibit. Since this MS is the earliest extant copy, it would seem that
the work originally had no title.
On Jōkei’s efforts to revive Tōshōdaiji, on the Shaka nenbutsu ceremony itself, and on the
continuation of this ritual via Kakujō 覚盛 (1193–1249), see Akata 2011; Funata 2011: 150–173; Ishida 2010;
Fujita 2006, 2005; Hosokawa 1999, 1990. The only recorded instructions for the ritual are found in Kakujō’s
Shaka jūni rei 釈迦⼗⼆礼 (NDZ, 2nd ed. 69).
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parinirvāṇa,] are far away, my tears of love wet my sleeve. The firewood [for Śākyamuni’s
funeral pyre] in the śāla grove was quickly consumed by fire, and yet my thoughts of
adoration [for the Buddha continue to] burn in my chest.114

As we have already seen, this is the Hikekyō jātaka story: while all the other
bodhisattvas opted for a pure land as their buddha land, Śākyamuni alone chose this world.
This passage also depicts Jōkei’s yearnings for the Buddha. Of course Jōkei’s confessions of
grief never matched those of his contemporary Myōe, whose yearning led him to plan two
trips to India, both aborted in the end due to oracles he received from the Kasuga deity. But
he clearly finds his temporal and geographical distance from the Śākyamuni a lamentable
fact.
It is important to point out that Śākyamuni’s defining characteristic in this case is not
his wisdom but rather his superior compassion, though it is not clear whether it is superior in
kind or simply degree. This portrayal of Śākyamuni harks back to Mahāyāna’s own selfconception, whereby “it is compassion and not a distinctive form of wisdom which is the
distinguishing characteristic of the Mahāyāna” (Jenkins 1999: 123). This emphasis on
compassion follows from a particular strain of thinking integral to the development and
polemics of Mahāyāna Buddhism. According to Paul Williams (2012: 103f, brackets added,
italics original), Mahāyāna thinkers reasoned thus:
[I]f there is something qualitatively superior [in the awakening of the Buddha, the aim of
the bodhisattva path, as opposed to the awakening of the arhat], it can only be described
in terms of altruism [here, karuṇā], since there is nothing left for the Buddha to gain for
himself beyond becoming an arhat. And if this Buddhahood is qualitatively superior,
then those who do not attain an altruistic Buddhahood must be missing out on the
highest spiritual goal.115
114

夫娑婆⼗悪之境。諸佛棄⽽無出。賢劫五濁之末。群⽣沈⽽難浮。唯我本師釋迦牟尼如来。常廻此
難忍之⼟。濁救其難化之⽣。蓋⼤悲憐極惡之⾄。本願攝穢⼟之誓也。恩徳廣⼤。始不可述。是以提
河之波雖遠隔。濕袂於變慕之涙。雙林之薪雖早盡。焦胸於渇仰之思。DBZ, 2nd ed. 49: 77, lines a4–9.
115

For a discussion of differences in emphasis and use of (the concept of) the bodhisattva path between
Mahāyāna and so-called mainstream Buddhism, see Gethin 1998: 224–228. Hopkins (1984: 114) suggests that
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This in part explains the emphasis on skillful means in most Mahāyāna traditions: not only is
skillful means an indication of compassionate action, but together the two constitute a
polemic by which adherents of a (proto-) Mahāyāna sought to distinguish themselves from
those they deemed inferior. If Yamada (1968) is correct in his claim that the Hikekyō was
produced as a counterpoint to the rise of Amida-devotion in the Indian context, then the
Hikekyō should be understood as a polemical treatise that is using the same logic to
denounce Amida-worship that early Mahāyāna proponents used to denounce mainstream
Buddhism. This would mean that Jōkei may have been using the scripture for a purpose
similar to that for which it was produced in the first place, almost a millennium prior.
Unfortunately, as already mentioned, Yamada’s claim is speculative and based on the sūtra
itself rather than a thorough analysis of the historical circumstances out of which the sūtra
emerged.

–––– This world’s unique relationship with Śākyamuni ––––
The discussion above concerns Jōkei’s celebration of Śākyamuni’s superior
compassion. But what was even more important to Jōkei than Śākyamuni’s superiority was
the fact that he is the buddha to whom we should direct our attention. He writes:
The merits of the various buddhas in the ten directions are equal. The world of the three jewels is
not far away. Although one may fear undertaking this practice and first debate the relative value
[of this practice], and fight with other groups [about it], this amounts to slander.116 So how

Yogācāra and Svātantrika schools do in fact presume that the bodhisattva experiences a more subtle form of
prajñā (than that of the arhat). Thus, although in theory Mahāyāna theoreticians may not explicitly state that
there is a qualitative or quantitative difference with regard to prajñā between the awakening of the arhat and
that of the bodhisattva, in practice many Mahāyāna traditions may assume such a difference.
116

The meaning of this sentence is not entirely clear. It would seem that he is either referring to exclusive
nenbutsu practitioners who criticize the use of the Shaka nenbutsu, or he is admonishing those in his audience
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should one choose? In fact, when you compare [the buddhas, you shall see that] Śākyamuni is
this world’s loving father and compassionate mother, is this epoch’s teacher, and is the primary
teacher of the four groups of disciples [i.e., bhikṣus, bhikṣuṇīs, upāsakas, and upāsikās].117

Elsewhere in the Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon, he admonishes others to focus
on Śākyamuni rather than other buddhas and bodhisattvas.
[The powers of the Tathāgata] can cure a temporary illness or fulfill this-worldly longings.
How much more so [can they foster] the true virtue of the eradication of negative karma and
the production of good karma, as well as the long path of practicing for the sake of
converting others. We have not yet heard the teachings of [the buddha] Yakushi, received
the precepts of Amida, obtained the relics of Mahākāśyapa, or received the prophecy (kibetsu
記別) of Bodhiruci. Thus, although we are here, we seek [that which is] far away. Why do
people reject the origin [of the tradition, i.e., Śākyamuni], and seek the end [i.e., that which
developed in the later tradition]?118
Making offerings and depending on the granting of wishes (chōkyo 聴許) by our main
teacher [i.e., Śākyamuni], the twenty-six eternal buddhas progressed through the fifty-two
stages [of the bodhisattva path], anticipating (ki 期) awakening (shōnyū 證⼊) dependent
upon Śākyamuni’s compassionate aid (kabi 加被). If we do not consciously choose the
name of a buddha, then we naturally chant the name of Śākyamuni; if we do not mistakenly
make a karmic connection [with another buddha], then the worthy of our sahā world [is
naturally Śākyamuni]. This and that is said [i.e., there are various teachings], yet we need
only rely on Śākyamuni’s words. We need not revere two or three [buddhas], but rather
single-mindedly revere Śākyamuni’s extensive blessings. However, this is simply my
foolish vow, the self-power of a single person.119

Similarly, the Gongu ryōzen kōshiki 欣求霊⼭講式 (1196) reads:

to put aside any aversion they may have to practicing the nenbutsu (possibly due to those in the audience
having a negative view of the exclusive nenbutsu adherents).
117

⼗⽅諸仏功徳皆平等。三宝境界是⾮遠。雖恐⽴⾏之⼈。先論其勝劣諍他之輩。剰有及誹謗。若可
取捨実是校量。夫釈迦如来者。此界之慈⽗。我等之悲⺟也。⼀代之教主也。四衆之本師也。DBZ,
2nd ed. 49: 77, lines b16–20. Jōkei’s use of the epithets “loving father” and “compassionate mother” to refer to
Śākyamuni is found throughout his writings.
118

療⼀旦之病。満現世之望。都無離如来之⼒。況於滅罪⽣善之真徳。⾃⾏化他之遠路哉。我等未開
藥師之教法。未受阿陀之禁戒。未得迦葉之舎利。未受留⽀之記別。何置近⽽求遠。棄本⽽就末。
DBZ, 2nd ed. 49: 77, lines b24–c1.
119

⼆⼗六恒之諸仏。任供養於本師之聴許。五⼗⼆位之増進。期証⼊釈尊之加被。若名号無択。我等
亦号釈迦牟尼仏。若機縁無違。我等亦為娑婆国⼟之尊。云彼云此。只恃⼤聖之⼀⾔。無⼆無三偏仰
⼤師広恩。此只少僧之愚願。⼀⾝之⾃⼒也。 DBZ v.49: 77, lines c10–15.
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The Shinjikan gyō ⼼地観経 [Dasheng benshengxindiguan jing ⼤乘本⽣⼼地觀經] states,
“Appeal to [only] one buddha and bodhisattva, and call this the teachings of the [buddha]
appearing in this world.” The Daihannya kyō ⼤般若経 states, “Practicing one practice in a
pure manner is sufficient for sentient beings. By means of a practice like this one is reborn
in the pure land.” That one buddha is none other than Śākyamuni. Because he is our great
teacher of great compassion, that pure land is none other than Vulture Peak.120

These passages constitute an appeal to pragmatism and reason. Śākyamuni is the buddha of
this world and thus the one to whom we should turn, runs the argument. As noted earlier,
this search for the most appropriate object of worship is a pattern he would later repeat with
his writings on rebirth in Kannon’s Fudaraku.
Also apparent here is Jōkei’s acceptance of the idea that the awakening of all
buddhas—even those preceding Śākyamuni—is somehow dependent on Śākyamuni. This
idea is echoed elsewhere in the Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon.
In one body Śākyamuni possessed the four virtues. And this was not all. He possessed more
than the virtues of simply one lifetime. He has been responding to the calls of nenbutsu
practitioners for a long time. It was not simply the virtues of previous lifetimes either. It is
only natural that people have a karmic connection with Śākyamuni. There are buddha lands
in the ten directions. It was Śākyamuni’s encouragement that allowed other buddhas to
awaken. When one understands the blessings one’s parents have given one, then one repays
that kindness. Do not fail to repay the kindnesses of Śākyamuni.121

120

⼼地觀經云、「求⾒⼀佛及⼀菩薩、如是名爲出世法要云云。」⼤般若經云、「淨修⼀⾏、即備衆
法。如是⼀⾏亦⽣淨⼟云云。」其⼀佛者、不如釋迦如來。我等⼤恩⼤師故。其淨⼟者、不如靈⼭淨
⼟。JKS: 121, lines 10–14. Jōkei’s views of Vulture Peak present us with something of a quandary:
Śākyamuni’s buddhaland is this world, and his pure land is often said to be Ryōjusen (as in the work at hand).
Yet elsewhere it is simply part of this polluted world. At issue here is Jōkei’s understanding of hōdo 報⼟ and
kedo 化⼟. As already seen, Jōkei was hesitant to conclude either that Fudaraku is part of this world or that it
is a pure land that exists beyond this world.
121

⼀体ハ四徳ヲ兼ヌ。都、其ノ類ハ無シ。是ハ⼀期ノ因縁セズ。遠ク多⽣ノ引摂ニ答フ。タダ、モ
ッテ、前ノ恩徳セズ。必ズ、当ニ⽣ノ値遇ハ有ルベシ。⼗⽅ニ仏⼟ハ有リ。世尊ノ⽰ストコロハ、
餘ル／餘ノ仏、帰依スルベキ本師ノ進ムトコロナリ。⽗⺟ノ恩ヲ知リ、⽔菽ノ報ヲ致ス。ナオ、釈
尊ノ恩ナラザルハナシ。DBZ v.49: 77, lines b20–23.
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Jōkei does not clarify the logic behind this assertion. However, what is conveyed
with little ambiguity here is Jōkei’s conviction that Śākyamuni is superior to other buddhas,
for Śākyamuni is the teacher of all buddhas (despite the apparent contradiction of such a
notion with the idea that Śākyamuni himself received a prophecy from a buddha in a past
life).
Considered together, these writings, all produced within a six-year period (1196–
1202; this excludes the Kōfukuji sōjō, which is dated to 1205) demonstrate that the Hikekyō
was important to Jōkei for at least the following two reasons. First, the sūtra’s celebration of
Śākyamuni as superior to all other Buddhist divinities gave Jōkei justification for turning
towards Śākyamuni (and perhaps away from Amida). Of course Śākyamuni is also the
central figure in the Lotus Sūtra. But the message of the Lotus Sūtra is first and foremost
concerned with the supremacy of the Lotus Sūtra, not with the supremacy of Śākyamuni. In
contrast to this, the Hikekyō is Śākyamuni-centric through and through, not Hikekyō-centric.
Second, the Hikekyō demonstrated the strength of Śākyamuni’s ties to this defiled
world. The importance of this feature of the sūtra cannot be overstated, for this relationship
allowed Jōkei a link to Śākyamuni, to the Buddhist past. While some attempted to connect
to Śākyamuni by attempting to travel to India (e.g., Myōe), and others did so through the
creation of lineages that linked the present to the Buddha through some number of
patriarchs, Jōkei established this connection through attention to Śākyamuni’s vow, made
kalpas ago during his life as the minister Samdrareṇu.
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The Influence of the Hikekyō on Jōkei’s Conception
of Relics: Ties to the Present and the Buddhist Future
In the previous section I examined Jōkei’s use of the jātaka tale found in the Hikekyō
and his emphasis of the idea that Śākyamuni is our buddha and thus the one to whom we
should turn our attention, as well as the notion that Śākyamuni is superior to other buddhas
due to his great compassion. I ended the section by arguing that the Hikekyō afforded Jōkei
a sense of connection to Śākyamuni of the past. In this section I contend that the Hikekyō
also allowed Jōkei to connect to Śākyamuni in the present and the future through the belief
that Śākyamuni still guides beings in the present world and the idea that Śākyamuni will
eventually appear once again in this world in the form of relics in order to save those
sentient beings living in a time devoid of the true Dharma. Within this section I first discuss
the Hikekyō’s portrayal of relics, then look at Jōkei’s understanding of relics, and finally turn
to the influence of the Hikekyō on Jōkei’s view of relics.

–––––––– Relics in the Hikekyō ––––––––
Despite the fact that relics do not appear with great frequency in the Hikekyō, the
sūtra is quite explicit when it does turn to the topic of the buddha’s bones, hair, and nails.
Relics are here associated with jewels, especially wish-fulfilling jewels (J. nyoi hōju 如意宝
珠, Skt. cintāmaṇi), as well as with the final age of the Dharma. Important for our purposes
is the sūtra’s claim that relics function as buddhas in so far as they carry out the salvific
work usually performed by buddhas whereby sentient beings are guided through a process
leading to awakening.
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In the first relevant scene, the buddha Ratnagarbha (Hōzō 宝蔵) describes to
Samdrareṇu (Hōkai 宝海), i.e., Śākyamuni-to-be, what will happen after the final passing of
Śākyamuni:
You are a good man. After your final passing, the true Dharma (shōbō 正法) will last for a
full thousand years. When the true Dharma disappears, your relics, in accordance with your
vow, will undertake the salvific work of buddhas, enduring in this world for a great length of
time and benefiting sentient beings, as explained above.122

In a more fantastic account of the relics, Samdrareṇu states:
After my final passing [i.e., parinirvāṇa], if a sentient being makes an offering of jewels and
music and pays obeisance to the relics—putting [his] hands together, circumambulating [the
relics] once, and scattering flower[s]—then, due to these conditions and in accordance with
[his] aspiration, that sentient being will not experience any soteriological regression (taiten
退転) within the three vehicles…..
When the torch of the Dharma is extinguished, the banner of the Dharma falls, and the
true Dharma disappears, my relics with sink into the ground, [descending all the way] to the
edge of the golden disc [at the base of the world] (kongōsai ⾦剛際).123 At that time, the
sahā world will be empty, devoid of jewels. [My] relics will transform into wish-fulfilling
emerald jewels,124 shrine brightly, and leave the edge of the golden disc to appear in this
world. [They will] rise until they reach the Akaniṣṭha heaven, and various flowers—a white
lotus, a large white lotus, the flower of a pārijāta tree, a madder flower (Skt. mañjūṣaka),
and a larger madder flower125—will rain down. There will be pure light, large like the wheel
of a cart.126
122

汝善丈夫。般涅槃後正法住世滿⼀千歳。正法滅已汝諸舍利。如汝所願作於佛事。久久在世利益衆
⽣如上所説。3:218c10–c13.
123

Along with water disc and wind disc (both of which are located superior to the golden disc), this golden disc
supports the world in which humans live. See Mochizuki BD, v. 9: 246c–247a.
124

The meaning of the six-character phrase isō ruri hōju 意相琉璃寶珠 is not entirely clear. The last four
characters obviously refer to a lapis luzuli jewel (or possibly to lapis lazuli and a jewel). I take isō to be akin
to the nyoi of nyoihōju 如意宝珠, but as no dictionaries that I have consulted contain this compound, and as it
does not appear elsewhere in the work, my interpretation remains speculative.
125

If the flower of the pārijāta tree is excluded, the four constitute a set of four flowers from the Lotus Sūtra,
said to characterize the heavenly realm. See Ui BJ: 397.
126

我涅槃後若有衆⽣。以珍寶＊伎樂供養舍利。乃⾄禮拜右繞⼀匝。合掌稱歎⼀莖華散。以是因縁隨
其志願。於三乘中各不退轉。……我之舍利尋沒於地⾄⾦剛際。爾時娑婆世界空無珍寶。我之舍利變
爲意相琉璃寶珠。其明焔盛從⾦剛際出於世間。上⾄阿迦尼吒天。⾬種種華曼陀羅華。摩訶曼陀羅
華。波利質多華。曼殊沙華。摩訶曼殊沙華。有淨光明⼤如⾞輪。3:211b27–c12.
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The Hikekyō does not limit these functions to the relics of Śākyamuni, either. In one
scene, Samdrareṇu (Hōkai 宝海) takes a certain Mahābalavegadhārin (J. Jirikisōshitsu 持⼒
捷疾) to see Ratnagarbha Buddha. Mahābalavegadhārin launches into a long monologue in
which he first describes how he will, during the present kalpa, make offerings to the various
buddhas and collect their relics after their passing, erect a stūpa, enshrine the relics therein,
and worship the relics for the purpose of prolonging the true Dharma.127 After describing all
the practices that he will perform and his eventual awakening and buddhahood, he turns his
attention to the time following his parinirvāṇa.
[After] my nirvāṇa, when the true Dharma and the present kalpa have both ended, my tooth,
bone and relics will all transform into the form of a buddha. The body [thereby formed] will
be adorned with the thirty-two marks [of a buddha’s body].128 Within each of those marks
will be the eighty minor marks [of a buddha’s body]. The glory [of this buddha body] will
gradually [increase to the point that it] reaches far and wide, to countless worlds without
buddhas. The transformation body [of the buddha] (kebutsu 化仏)129 will by means of the
Dharma of the three vehicles teach countless sentient beings one-by-one such that they do
not regress. If there is no Buddha-dharma in that world when the kalpa of disaster130 arrives,
this transformation body of the buddha will be there to guide sentient beings, as previously
described. If in those worlds there are no rare gems, I pray that [those relics] become wishfulfilling jewels, and that rare jewels rain down and spontaneously produce pure gold [copies
of the Buddhist] teachings.131 If in those worlds there are sentient beings separated from
127

Mahābalavegadhārin first appears at 201c12. His discussion with Ratnagarbha and subsequent monologue
can be found at 3:202b25–203.
128

The term yōraku 瓔珞, while literally meaning jeweled necklace, can also be used in a Buddhist context to
refer to the adornment of a buddha or bodhisattva’s body.
129

In this case kebutsu appears to be referring to the body created by the unification of the Buddha’s relics.
The buddha in question here is not Śākyamuni but rather the buddha that Mahābalavegadhārin is to eventually
become.
130

T 157 has byōkō 病劫 (203a17), but notes that in Yuan and Ming editions of the canon the phrase is saikō
災劫. Neither term appears in any of the standard Buddhist terminology dictionaries (listed in the
bibliography) or in DKJ.
131

The meaning of the “kura/zō”in the phrase ⾃然發出純⾦之藏 (for which Akanuma and Nishio give
“shizen ni junkin no kura o idasamu” as a possible yomikudashi reading) is not entirely clear. BGD (883b)
gives “yoridokoro” and “the Buddha’s teachings” as two possible meanings, although the sources from which
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wholesome roots and with their bodies afflicted by suffering, I shall cause serpentsandalwood, sandalwood, and agaru [i.e., Aloe wood] incense to rain down there. I will
sever sentient beings from their mental defilements, mistaken views, bodily ailments, and the
four great illnesses, and cause them to diligently practice the three meritorious acts (sanfuku
三福) and, at the time of their death, to be reborn in the heavenly or human [realms]. World
honored-one. When I practice the bodhisattva path, I will aid sentient beings in this manner.
When I finally attain perfect awakening, I shall perform the salvific work of a buddha in this
manner. After my final passing, [my] relics will extend to countless worlds and in this way
benefit sentient beings.132

Elsewhere in the work similar claims are made with regard to the relics of
bodhisattvas in general.
Alternatively, bodhisattvas, at the end of their lives, sit in the lotus position [i.e., cross
legged], enter the flame samādhi (kajō ⽕定), and cremate their own bodies. When their
bodies are cremated, a pure wind comes from four directions and blows their corporeal
[remains], scattering their relics [such that they come to] rest in worlds without buddhas. In
time, [the relics] transform into wish-fulfilling jewels (mani hōju 摩尼寶珠) like the jewel
possessed by a wheel-turning sage king (cakravartin). If a person sees and touches this
[jewel], he will not fall into the three evil realms and will attain nirvāṇa without undergoing
suffering. Acquiring the discarded body [of the Buddha, i.e., the relics], he will be born in
another land in which there is currently a buddha and will be able to listen to the sublime
Dharma. He will awaken the aspiration to perfect awakening and will not experience
soteriological regression.133

BGD takes its examples give no clue as to the usage here. The obvious meaning would be the canonical texts,
and by extension the Buddha’s teachings. This phrase thus might mean “teachings of pure gold,” “Buddhist
scripture made of pure gold,” or “a foundation of pure gold” (in the abstract sense of “foundation”). As for
junkin 純⾦, this compound is not to be found in any Buddhist terminology dictionary. It appears in DKJ (v. 8,
967c), but the definition given therein is simply what one would expect: pure gold. Pure gold may simply
indicate purity in this case.
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若我涅槃正法賢劫倶滅盡已。我之⿒⾻并及舍利。悉當變化作佛形像。三⼗⼆相瓔珞其⾝。⼀⼀相
中有⼋⼗種好。次第莊嚴遍⾄⼗⽅無量無邊無佛世界。⼀⼀化佛以三乘法。教化無量無邊衆⽣悉令不
退。若彼世界病劫起時無有佛法。是化佛像亦當⾄中。教化衆⽣如前所説。若諸世界無珍寶者。願作
如意摩尼寶珠。⾬諸珍寶⾃然發出純⾦之藏。若諸世界所有衆⽣。離諸善根諸苦纒⾝。我當於中⾬憂
陀娑⾹栴檀沈⽔種種諸⾹。令諸衆⽣斷煩惱病諸邪⾒病⾝四⼤病。於三福處勤⼼修⾏。令命終時⽣天
⼈中。世尊。我⾏菩薩道時。當作如是利益衆⽣。我成阿耨多羅三藐三菩提已。當作如是佛事。般涅
槃後舍利復⾄無量世界。如是利益衆⽣。3:203a12–27.
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若諸菩薩命終之時結加趺坐。⼊於⽕定⾃燒其⾝。燒其⾝已四⽅清⾵來吹其⾝。舍利散在諸⽅無佛
世界。尋時變作摩尼寶珠。如轉輪聖王所有寶珠。若有衆⽣⾒觸之者。悉令不墮三惡道中。乃⾄涅槃
不受諸苦。即得捨⾝⽣於他⽅現在佛所諮受妙法。發阿耨多羅三藐三菩提⼼便不退轉。所有衆⽣若命
終時。3:190c2–9.
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Finally, perhaps the most direct statement to link relics with the spiritual well-being
of sentient beings born into a world without a buddha is made by Samdrareṇu:
After my final passing my relics will lead sentient beings and cause them to attain perfect
awakening (anokutara sammyaku sambodai 阿耨多羅三藐三菩提). These sentient beings
will, after a number of incalculable eons equal to the number of grains of sand in one
thousand Ganges rivers, become buddhas in a countless number of worlds and come out into
the world. They will all intone my name and praise me.134

The passages quoted here leave no doubt as to the Hikekyō’s view of relics. First, the
relics serve an important soteriological function after the death of the Buddha, or any
buddha it would seem. This is not, of course, unusual in Buddhism. The locus classicus in
the Pāli textual tradition for relic veneration is the Mahāparinibbāna sutta (Dīgha Nikāya
16), in which the Buddha instructs Ānanda on how to treat the Buddha’s body after his final
passing. After the cremation, the Buddha’s relics are to be enshrined in a stūpa “where four
roads meet. When people place a garland, fragrance, or paste there, or make respectful
salutation or bring peace to their hearts, that will contribute to their long-lasting welfare and
happiness.”135
But here, as in the majority of Buddhist traditions, the relics are a passive field of
merit, albeit an extremely powerful one. By contrast, the relics in the Hikekyō are described
as actively carrying out the salvific work of a buddha (butsuji 仏事; e.g., 209a3–4), often in
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及涅槃後舍利變化。所化衆⽣令發阿耨多羅三藐三菩提⼼者。是諸衆⽣過千恒河沙等阿僧祇劫。於
⼗⽅無量無邊阿僧祇世界成佛出世。皆當稱我名字⽽説讃歎。3:212a 26–b1.
135

Dīgha-nikāya (Pali Text Society ed.) ii: 142; trans. in Gethin 2008: 81–82. (Yathā kho ānanda rañño
cakkavattissa sarīre paṭipajjanti evaṃ tathāgatassa sarīre paṭipajjitabbaṃ) cātummahāpathe tathāgatassa
thūpo kātabbo. Tattha ye mālaṃ vā gandhaṃ vā cuṇṇakaṃ vā āropessanti vā abhivādessanti vā, cittaṃ vā
pasādessanti, tesantaṃ bhavissati dīgharattaṃ hitāya sukhāyā”ti.
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the form of wish-fulfilling jewels. Furthermore, they do so not just in this world but in all
worlds without a buddha.
Second, and related to the first point, the Hikekyō seems to suggest that the relics are
not simply the corporeal remains of the nirmāṇakāya (i.e., the Buddha as he appeared in this
world, that is, as the Indian buddha Śākyamuni) but the nirmāṇakāya itself, at least in the
case of Mahābalavegadhārin. As quoted above, he describes what we might call a miracle
whereby the relics actually physically unite, creating a buddha of sorts, who subsequently
proceeds to do what buddhas do—running about here and there, guiding sentient beings to
awakening. (This miracle is important in post-Jōkei appropriations of Hikekyō motifs,
discussed in the next chapter.)
Third, it is through the relics that all the other buddhas (at least the post-Śākyamuni
buddhas) are able to become buddhas themselves. The Hikekyō is here declaring the
primacy of Śākyamuni vis-à-vis other buddhas, and asserting that the relics are the link
between the two. This hierarchical relationship is made clear by the phrase, “They will all
intone my name and praise me,” and the claim thus made is similar to the claim addressed
earlier in the chapter that all buddhas ultimately owe their awakening to Śākyamuni.
Fourth, while not emphasized to the same degree, the Hikekyō seems to say that
encountering relics can lead to rebirth in a pure land: “Acquiring the discarded body [of the
Buddha, i.e., the relics], he will be born in another land in which there is currently a buddha
and will be able to listen to the sublime Dharma.”
Before looking at the relationship between Jōkei’s view of relics and the Hikekyō, it
is important to note that he was not the only person to see this sūtra as a scriptural basis for
relic worship and as a key to understanding the relationship between Śākyamuni and his
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corporeal remains. A number of scholars have pointed out that the Hikekyō was a scriptural
basis for the worship of relics in medieval Nara Buddhism and elsewhere (e.g., Iwagami
2010: 78). Writing eight decades prior to Jōkei’s establishment of the Shaka nenbutsu e, the
Tendai monk Gyōson ⾏尊 (1055–1135) makes liberal use of the Hikekyō in his Shaka
kōshiki 釈迦講式 (1122). While relics are not the primary focus here, Gyōson writes that
after Śākyamuni’s final passing, in the final age of the Dharma, the Buddha’s relics will
leave the edge of the golden disc at the base of the world (kongōsai ⾦剛際) and appear here
in this world, where they will perform miracles (shinpen 神変) and cause sentient beings to
attain the highest awakening (mujō bodai 無上菩提) (8, line 2). This is a clear reference to
the Hikekyō.
During Jōkei’s own life the monk Shōken 勝賢 (1138–1196)—zasu of Daigoji, bettō
of Tōdaiji, vice-abbot of Tōji, and Jōkei’s paternal uncle—penned his Shari kōshiki 舎利講
式 (colophon dated 1194; KD 313). This kōshiki draws heavily on ideas found in the
Hikekyō, although it only names the sūtra once. Like Gyōson’s Shari kōshiki, Shōken
mentions the miracles that the relics will perform when they reappear in this world, having
lain hidden at the edge of the large golden disc at the bottom of this world during the time
between Śākyamuni’s final passing and the final age of the Dharma (lines 186–188). He
also emphasizes in a number of places the ability of the relics to guarantee that sentient
beings experience no soteriological regression (e.g., lines 170, 189).136 In this way, the
136

Three other works of medieval provenance that link relic worship and the Hikekyō are listed by Makino
Kazuo (1994) as the Shari yōmon (jō) 舎利要⽂(上), in the Tōji Hōbodaiin 東寺宝菩提院 archives, the Shari
yōmon 舎利要⽂, in the Kanazawa Bunko ⾦沢⽂庫 archives, and the Shaka nyorai shaku 釋迦如来尺, held
in the Tōdaiji 東⼤寺 library. I will discuss the Shaka nyorai shaku in chapter 3, as it is central to that the
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Hikekyō was referred to by a number of Jōkei’s contemporaries and predecessors for its
claims about the benefits of relics.

–––––––– Jōkei’s understanding of relics ––––––––
It goes without saying that in worshiping relics Jōkei was by no means unique.
Scholars such as Nakao Takashi (2001), Brian Ruppert (2000), and Naitō Sakae (2001,
2010) have documented the continuous tradition of relic worship in Japanese Buddhism. In
addition, many clerics with whom Jōkei was closely associated (Shunjōbō Chōgen 俊乗房
重源 in particular)137 are well-known for their possession of and devotion to relics.
While I argue that the Hikekyō profoundly influenced his view of relics, Jōkei also
made comments about relics that are simply standard for his times. For example, in his
Shōtoku Taishi kōshiki 聖徳太⼦講式, Jōkei writes that “three grains of the Buddha’s bones
constitute a field of merit for sentient beings and the longevity of the Dharma [that the
Buddha] bequeathed [to us].”138 That the relics are here a field of merit and in some sense

chapter’s topic: the belief that Śākyamuni will appear in Japan as a daimyōjin during the final age. The Shari
yōmon includes the story already discussed in which Jōkei confirms that if one regards a particular object as a
relic, it is in fact a true relic. In addition, both the “shari” section of the Kakuzenshō 覚禅鈔 (ca. 1176–1217,
Kakuzen 覚禅 [1143–1243]) and the “dato no kanmon” 駄都勘⽂ section of the Hyakuhōshō ⽩宝抄 (1279,
Chōen 澄円 [1218–ca. 1284]) treat the Hikekyō as a scripture that explains the merits of relics (Taniguchi
2000: 79).
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Two well-known examples with regard to Chōgen are his dream at Zenkōji, in which Amida gave him relics
and instructed him to ingest them, and his reception of relics from Kujō no Kanezane. These latter relics were
to be inserted in the restored Tōdaiji daibutsu.
138

三粒佛⾻爲衆⽣之福⽥爲遺法之壽命。The only transcription of the Shōtoku Taishi kōshiki appears to be
that which appears on the Waseda University professor Niels Gülberg’s online database of kōshiki. It is text
no. 186 in the database (http://www.f.waseda.J./guelberg/koshiki/kdb/main/kousiki.htm). Scholars used to
doubt the attribution of this text to Jōkei, due primarily to two instances of praise for Amida found therein.
More recently, however, Shinkura Kazufumi (2009) has persuasively argued that the text is almost certainly by
Jōkei. His argument is based largely on an analysis of writing style, as well as on the observation that Jōkei’s
works do in fact contain praise for Amida.
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represent, or even constitute, the continuation of the Buddha’s Dharma in this world is not
particularly strange, even though others might identify some other aspect of the tradition as
the vehicle by which the Dharma continues (e.g., the Vinaya).
Besides the numerous references to and discussion of relics that appear in Jōkei’s
works, he also engaged in many rituals and collective acts involving relics: he initiated a
thousand-day relic lecture at Kasagidera in 1196,139 he enshrined relics in the hexagonal
worship hall (rokkakudō 六⾓堂) of the Hannyadaiin 般若台院 at Kasagidera (Naitō 2001:
186), he was involved with the insertion of relics into a standing Śākyamuni statue at Bujōji
峰定寺 in 1199, it is said that he gave relics to Myōe when the latter visited Jōkei at
Kasagidera in 1203,140 and in 1208 he enshrined two relics at Kaijūsenji that had been given
to him by Go-Toba.141
Jōkei seems to have actually possessed some number of relics. In the Busshari
Kannon daishi hotsuganmon 仏舎利観⾳⼤⼠発願⽂, for example, he states, “I enshrine
the relics of Śākya[muni] in/near the body.” Based on an examination of passages from
Kujō Kanezane’s diary, the Gyokuyō ⽟葉, Agatsuma Matashirō (1983: 5) speculates that
Jōkei may have received relics from Kanezane, while the catalog from the 2012 exhibition
on Jōkei at the Nara National Museum states this as fact without qualification.

139

Recorded in the Miroku Nyorai kannō shō 弥勒如来感応抄.

140

Twenty-eighth day of the second month of Kennin 建仁 3. Recorded in Myōe Shōnin jingen denki 明恵上
⼈神現伝記 and Kasuga gongen kenki 春⽇権現験記.
141

Recorded in Jōkei busshari anchi jō 貞慶仏舎利安置状.
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Furthmore, posthumous legends about Jōkei indicate that Jōkei was well known for
his worship of relics for some time after his demise. In the eighteenth scroll of the Kasuga
gongen kenki e 春⽇權現験記絵 (1309), created almost a century after Jōkei’s death, there
is a scene in which Myōe (1173–1232) travels to Mt. Kasagi to pay Jōkei a visit. Before
Myōe’s departure, Jōkei gives him some relics, which Myōe wraps in paper. Myōe then
returns to Tōdaiji, where he prays and is possessed by the Kasuga deity.142 The Kasuga
gotakusen ki 春⽇御託宣記 (first half of thirteenth cent.; ZGR 2: 1) relates the same story,
with the addition that the relics given were from the temple Sairyūji ⻄⿓寺 and that they
were from the group of relics brought to Japan by the Chinese monk Jianzhen 鑑真 (J.
Ganjin) in 753.
One last argument about Jōkei’s view of relics that should be mentioned is that made
by Funata Jun’ichi (2011: 186–190), who claims that Jōkei’s five-part Shari kōshiki is
representative of the exoteric Buddhist view of relics. He contrasts this with Kakuzen’s
Shari kuyō shiki 舎利供養式 (), which, according to Funata, typifies the esoteric view of
relics. The argument runs as follows. The esoteric view is based on the three-bodies-of-thebuddha doctrine, whereby the buddha has a transcendental dharma body (Skt. dharmakāya,
J. hosshin 法⾝), a reward or enjoyment body (Skt. saṃbhogakāya, J. hōshin 報⾝ or
juyūshin 受⽤⾝), and a transformation body (Skt. nirmāṇakāya, J. keshin 化⾝ or ōjin 応
⾝). Since the transformation body (i.e., the physical body of Śākyamuni) is simply a
manifestation of the dharma body, the logical conclusion is that the relics are likewise a
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Agatsuma (1983: 4f) discusses this legend. The English translation can be found in Tyler 1990: 278f.
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manifestation of the dharma body, and the relics are thus not simply the corporeal remains of
Śākyamuni but rather “relics of the dharma body” (hosshin no shari 法⾝舎利).
Funata notes that in Jōkei’s five-part Shari kōshiki this idea can be seen in the
phrases “The color of white gems [i.e., relics] is visible in the dharma body” and “the three
bodies are one and the same.”143 Furthermore, that indications that the relics are of the
dharma body rather than the transformation body appear in the writings of Myōe as well.
And yet the works of Jōkei and Myōe are pervaded by the feeling that Shaka is gone and
assertions that it is first and foremost through his relics that the Buddha continues his work
in this world. This feeling, states Funata, is completely absent in Kakuzen’s work.144
This would be a counter point to Brian Ruppert’s assertion that the ubiquitous use of
relics in mikkyō rituals central to court and aristocratic life during the Heian period is proof
that the devotion to Śākyamuni seen in Jōkei, Myōe, Eison and a handful of others during
the late Heian and Kamakura periods was not a new phenomenon, for Funata’s argument
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法性既現⽩⽟之⾊ and 三⾝⾮⼀異, respectively. JKS: 25, lines 75–76.
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That Jōkei would draw on a theory prominent in Japanese esoteric Buddhism is not at all surprising.
Besides the fact that esoteric Buddhism pervaded much of Japanese Buddhism post-Kūkai, especially in Nara,
Jōkei’s connections with esoteric monks is well known. (On the spread of mikkyō among the Nara institutions,
see Abe 1999.) While some of the evidence is circumstantial, recent research has shown that Jōkei’s father,
Fujiwara no Sadanori 藤原貞憲, aka Ben no Nyūdō Shōzei 弁⼊道⽣⻄ (d.u.), studied mikkyō, underwent the
denpō kanjō 伝法潅頂 ritual, and became an ajari 阿闍梨 (Shibata 2012). In addition, Jōkei’s connections to
Daigoji are many: he is said to have received Shingon oral transmission (kuketsu ⼝決) from the Daigoji abbot
Jitsuren 実運, and his uncle Shōken (discussed above) and cousin Seiken 成賢 were both abbots of Daigoji
(Jamentz 2012). Tomabechi Seiichi (2003, 2004) has gone so far as to call Jōkei a full-fledged Shingon cleric.
(While Tomabechi’s conclusions go far beyond the evidence available, and while his theories are regarded by
Japanese scholars as largely unsubstantiated, the fact that he can make them suggests the extent to which Jōkei
was knowledgeable of and involved with esoteric Buddhism.)
There are many other works by Jōkei that contain mikkyō terminology. To give one example, the
Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon makes reference to the esoteric consecration ritual: “at the time of the
jushiki kanjō Śākyamuni anoints [us] with the water of wisdom and bestows on us the status [of a buddha, i.e,
that of awakening]. (臨受職灌頂期。本師降其智⽔。慈⽗譲其覚位。DNB, 2nd ed. 49: 77c, lines 4–5.)
However, in this work, as elsewhere in Jōkei’s corpus, such references, even when taken together, do not
constitute a coherent mikkyō vision of the world.
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shows that what he identifies as the exoteric and esoteric views of relics entail very different
conceptions of what Śākyamuni is. Even if we can characterize relic worship in Heianperiod rituals as Shaka shinkō in so far as the relics are certainly seen as the relics of
Śākyamuni, the idea of Śākyamuni seen in Jōkei’s thought is markedly different and can
thus be regarded as a new phenomenon.

–––––––– Jōkei’s reading of the Hikekyō and its influence ––––––––
on his understanding of the nature and soteriological role of relics
Four works in which the influence of the Hikekyō on Jōkei’s conception of relics is
particularly clear are the Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon (1202), five-section (godan 五
段) Shari kōshiki (1203?), Seigan shari kōshiki 誓願舎利講式 (1196?), and one-section
(ichidan ⼀段) Shari kōshiki (1192).
Beginning with the first of these, the Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon reads:
Those who seek the vehicle established by our compassionate father [Śākyamuni] seek
earnestly; those who take the medicine administered by the medicine king [Śākyamuni]
drink deeply. Within this the relics are of utmost importance. Faith in the relics is
particularly important. The Buddha divided his body that he had long ago [in India] and left
it for the present, as the undefiled true body. Obtaining [relics/the opportunity to encounter
relics] in this far-flung corner of the world is rare—extremely rare. Encountering his relics
is marvelous and mysterious. The depth of a karmic connection with Śākyamuni and the
degree of Śākyamuni’s blessings and virtues are great indeed, without equal!
If you look into the introduction [of relics] to our realm and inquire as to its genesis,
[you shall find that] at the time of Shōtoku Taishi’s birth [Shōtoku Taishi was born]
clutching relics in his hands. In the vow-making garden (kisei no niwa 祈請之庭) of the
Grand Minister Soga145 [the relics] first appeared before [their] eyes.146 This was the very
145

There are a few possible ways to interpret this sentence. The interpretation depends on whether or not one
takes “Soga daijin” 曾我⼤⾂ to be a sobriquet for Shōtoku Taishi or not. I have found no evidence for this
interpretation, so I have simply translated the phrase as “Grand Minister Soga.” The eight-character phrase
might also mean “in the garden in which Grand Minister Soga performed a vow.”
146

Abe Yasurō (1997: 373f) notes that the Shōtoku Taishi denkokon mokuroku shō 聖徳太⼦伝古今⽬録抄
(by Kenshin 顕真) states that Shōtoku Taishi was born with relics in his hands. This work also records an
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first [instance of relics in Japan]. They gradually spread: they [multiplied into] three
thousand grains, and the karmic connection that they afforded reached the entire world.147

Here Jōkei makes the connection between Śākyamuni and relics explicit. He places them at
the center of Buddhist practice and identifies them as the vehicle by which sentient beings
establish a karmic connection (en 縁) with the Buddha. This is similar to the Hikekyō’s
portrayal of relics as the vehicle by which one can access the Buddha after his death.
Turning now to his one-section (ichidan ⼀段) Shari kōshiki, this short work reads as
follows:
Homage to the most honored awakened one, supreme among devas and humans.
I humbly encounter the corporeal relics of Śākyamuni Tathāgata life after life. (Repeat
thrice.)
We reverentially praise the relics, for Śākyamuni, the honored one, is the teacher of
this world, while the relics are the honored one’s corporeal remains.
Although [the Buddha’s] body was concealed by the mist of the śāla grove, his
bones remained beneath the smoke of the chinaberry. These [bones] were the product of the
power of his compassion born of wholesome roots, of his karma, and of his vajra-upamasamādhi.
The sūtras state, “The Buddha left his relics behind. These are [a product of] the
power of the compassion born of [the Buddha’s] wholesome roots.” Elsewhere in the sūtras
it is said, “Using the power of the vajra-upama-samādhi he shatters the vajra body, making
it like mustard seeds.”148
This form [i.e., the relics] is pure. [Relics] cannot be compared with the jewel of the
Kunlun mountains. They are naturally solid and a vajra mallet is not capable of smashing
them. Sometimes they emit light and eradicate the delusions of those who have doubts
[about the Buddha Dharma]. Sometimes they cause rare jewels to fall [from the sky] and
remove the sorrows of the poor.

entry from the Shōtoku Taishi denryaku 聖徳太⼦伝暦 in which it is noted that when Shōtoku Taishi was two
years of age, he faced east, put his hands together in prayer, and chanted “Homage to the Buddha,” at which
point relics appeared from his hands, this supposedly being the first instance of such a phenomenon.
According to Abe, this image of Shōtoku is akin to the image of the baby Buddha, and indicates the connection
between Taishi shinkō, Shaka shinkō, and shari shinkō in medieval Nara Buddhism.
147

我國伝来。伏尋濫觴。聖徳太⼦誕⽣之昔。⾃拳⼿中。曽我⼤⾂祈請之庭。新現眼前。為之最初。
漸雖流布。其数満三千粒其縁及⼀天下。DNZ, 2nd ed. 49: 77, lines a9–a15.
148

The latter is a quote from the Da bore boluomiduo jing ⼤般若波羅蜜多経 (T 220, 7:165c), while the
source of the former is not known (Yamada and Shimizu 2000: 6).
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Miracles are rare and blessings are difficult to fathom. Although those who have
committed acts that hinder their path toward salvation turn toward [the relics], a great
distance separates them [from the Buddha/Buddha-Dharma]. Those with many wholesome
roots just barley manage to encounter [relics]; they feel adoration [towards the Buddha].
Śakra Devānām-Indra, far beyond the clouds, planned the enshrinement of [relics] in
three-thousand stūpas. The dragon-king on the ocean floor enshrined relics in an eightthousand-li stūpa.
Even the demons of hell completely respect [the relics]. Why will humans not
revere [the relics]? If one would but make an offering one time, he would be born in the
heaven of a thousand tan, where one would be eternally separated from the sufferings of the
bad realms (Skt. durgati), and would at long last enter the path to bodhi.
Although I was/we were born in the final age of Śākyamuni’s Dharma in the
faraway land of Japan, and although I/we have been excluded from [receiving] the benefits
of the living body (shōjin ⽣⾝)149 [of the Buddha], I/we still rejoice in encountering the
diffusion of relics.
Therefore we shall chant gāthā and praise the relics. The benefits accrued are equal
through the world [that is, the benefits, or merit, or soteriological gain acquired through
worship of relics is not different from that acquired through learning from the Buddha
himself].
The Buddha’s body is not of flesh-and-blood. It is asked: of what [benefit] are relics?
Leaving his corporeal bones behind was an act of skillful means [on the part of the Buddha].
These relics now benefit sentient beings.
The oracle of Jūzenji states: “The relics of the Tathāgata emit rays of light, illuminating
the worlds of the ten directions. One by one [beings in these] worlds take the opportunity
[to form a karmic connection with the Buddha]. The sublimity of the benefits is difficult to
fathom.150

This work makes clear Jōkei’s conviction that encountering the relics is a rare and
precious opportunity. Again, there is nothing unusual about this. However there are two
indications of the Hikekyō’s influence herein. First, Jōkei stresses that the relics, or more
specifically the creation of relics by the Buddha, are a sign of Śākyamuni’s compassion.

149

It would seem that Jōkei is suggesting that the relics and the shōjin ⽣⾝ of the Buddha are distinct. This is
odd because in other texts Jōkei states precisely the opposite. Unfortunately, the date of authorship of this text
is not known, so it is difficult to position within Jōkei’s own intellectual development, although the five-section
Shari kōshiki is estimated to have been composed within in a few years of the Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu
ganmon (1202). The problem might simply be due to the somewhat ambiguous nature of the term “shōjin” in
medieval Japanese Buddhism: the term could denote the historical Buddha (specifically his body); a statue that
had been animated through the insertion of relics, replicas of human organs, a scripture, or some other sacred
object; or in some cases something that was seen to be ontologically indistinct from the Buddha himself.
Relics were often seen as shōjin according to the last of these three definitions.
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JKS: 3–4, lines 1–20.
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While the Hikekyō does not explicitly mention compassion in relation to relics, as already
described, the sūtra’s primary point is that Śākyamuni’s superiority vis-à-vis other buddhas
is in terms not of wisdom but of compassion. And the fact that the relics continue the work
of the Buddha after his death shows that they are also to be understood as embodying that
compassion.151
Second, here we see Jōkei’s conviction that the soteriological gain realized through
encountering relics is no different from that realized by meeting the Buddha himself. Such a
statement bridges the gap between medieval Japan and Śākyamuni. This was important for
Jōkei. His view that Japan was temporally and spatially distant from the realm in which the
Buddha had lived and preached is evident in his use of the terms hendo 辺⼟ and zokusan
fusō no shōkoku 粟散扶桑之⼩国 to refer to Japan.152 In this way, while Jōkei writes of the
tears he shed at the realization that he was born after the Buddha’s death and in a distant
land, like many who sought to assert the efficacy of some sort of Buddhist practice in the
face of mappō, he here makes clear that due to the presence of relics, one’s opportunities for
the generation of merit are no different now than they were during the time of the Buddha.
Again, the Hikekyō conveys the same message, namely that the relics will lead
sentient beings to the final goal when the Buddha is no longer around to do so, particularly
during the final age of the Dharma.
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The emphasis on Shaka’s compassion however cannot be attributed solely to the Hikekyō. Kudō Miwako
(2012:184) notes that the idea that Shaka left relics behind as an act of compassion, and the resulting
understanding that relics were representative of, or even an embodiment, of that compassion became prominent
in the mid-tenth century. Unfortunately, Kudō simply notes this in passing and does not elaborate on this
idea’s development. The Hikekyō was known and cited prior to Jōkei (e.g., the Shaka kōshiki [1122] by
Gyōson), and so it is not implausible that the Hikekyō contributed to this understanding of relics.
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E.g., in his Gumei hosshin shū 愚迷発⼼集: 306, lines b16–17.
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Relevant to this is a line in Jōkei’s Hokekyō kaijishō 法華経開⽰鈔 in which Jōkei
writes that Śākyamuni as nirmāṇakāya went to a far land (hendo) in the form of relics, but
that in his eternal, cosmic guise (i.e., as the Dharma body, J. hosshin 法⾝, Skt.
dharmakāya,) he preached eternally on Vulture Peak (Agatsuma 1983: 3). This supports the
idea that for Jōkei, both Shaka as wandering Indian sage and Shaka as relics were both the
nirmāṇakāya, that is, the body that the Buddha manifests in order to reach and guide sentient
beings.
The role of relics in guiding people is also made explicit in the following quote from
his Seigan shari kōshiki, which is a more direct reference to the Hikekyō. Here, Jōkei tells
the reader/listener to approach relics and make three great vows, the first of which is to vow
that “by the power of my relics may I quickly arouse [in others in a future time] the
aspiration to perfect awakening (bodaishin o hossamu 発菩提⼼).” Explaining that this is
based on a vow made by Śākyamuni himself, Jōkei states:
The Buddha’s primary vow (hongan 本願) says, “After my final passing, my relics will
transform and guide sentient beings, fostering in them the aspiration to supreme awakening.
When these sentient beings become buddhas and appear in the worlds in the ten directions,
they will all call out my name and praise me.” Furthermore, [the sūtra] explains that “in the
distant past there was a buddha, a world-honored one, named Śākyamuni. That buddha’s
relics performed various miracles for our sake. It is for that reason that we aroused the
desire for awakening and now have awakened.”153
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JKS: 8, lines 20–25.
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The reference to the Buddha’s primary vow is a reference to the Hikekyō jātaka tale. Just
like the Hikekyō, Jōkei is here saying that it is relics that lead beings to begin on the
Buddhist path.154
These passages clarify two central features of Jōkei’s view of relics. First, it is
through relics that we can access Śākyamuni in the present. While this view might be based
on the Hikekyō, there are certainly plenty of other scriptures in which this idea can be found.
Second, there is the notion that the relics serve an active, soteriological function. In the
present, the relics are none other than Śākyamuni in an alternative guise, guiding sentient
beings toward the promise of future awakening.
This view of relics appears to be from the Hikekyō, for no other scripture that might
have served as a basis for devotion to Śākyamuni held a similar view of relics. The Lotus
Sūtra, for example, contains many exhortations to worship Śākyamuni’s relics, but never
depicts them as actively salvific in the way that the Hikekyō does. And esoteric Buddhist
theories about relics, which probably constituted the dominant view of relics in medieval
Japan, interpreted them either as wish-fulfilling jewels or as a manifestation of the
Dharmakāya, that is, as the Buddha in his cosmic, eternal form. None of these sources, then,
depicted the relics as taking an active role in saving sentient beings.
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Both Jōkei and Myōe gave great weight to the aspiration to perfect awakening (bodaishin 菩提⼼). Indeed,
one of Myōe’s central critiques of Hōnen, as recorded in his Saijarin 摧邪輪 (1212), was that Hōnen had
omitted this aspect from his presentation of Buddhist soteriology.
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Conclusion

Considered together, the works by Jōkei discussed in this chapter demonstrate that
the Hikekyō was important to Jōkei because it connected Jōkei to Śākyamuni in the past,
present, and future. No other scripture had the ability to do this. References in secondary
scholarship to the interest that Jōkei, Myōe, Eison, and others expressed in Śākyamuni often
leave the impression that this was simply a case of nostalgia, of longing for a golden age, a
distant Eden. However, Jōkei is not exactly sitting down by the rivers of Babylon and
weeping bitterly over his beloved Zion. Jōkei was no pessimist (and neither were Myōe and
Eison). The narrative that Jōkei told was one that ended well, with a reunification with
Śākyamuni. But he needed a scriptural basis for that narrative, and he found it in the
Hikekyō.
To reiterate, the Hikekyō did two things. First, it demonstrated the strength of the
relationship between Śākyamuni of the past and humans living in this imperfect world.
While it is clear from Jōkei’s writings that Jōkei felt a particular need or desire to be close to
Śākyamuni, this begs the question: why? After all, many of his contemporaries did not share
this sentiment. This feeling was probably overdetermined. But one can point to Jōkei’s role
in reviving adherence to Buddhist monastic regulations (Vinaya). Eison and other Vinaya
reformers of the period placed particular emphasis on Śākyamuni because the Vinaya was
seen as having come directly from the Buddha. In addition, Jōkei wrote a handful of
polemical treatises in which he argued for Hossō’s superiority to Tendai by pointing out that
Hossō had come from India via Xuanzang whereas Tendai was a Chinese invention. While
Jōkei did not emphasize the importance of India in the way that Myōe did, his recourse to
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the antiquity-as-authority argument suggests that in his effort to reform Japanese Buddhism
he was looking to the past, and beyond China and the Chinese Hossō patriarchs, all the way
back to Śākyamuni).155
But if the Hikekyō had simply engendered a feeling of connection to the Śākyamuni
who had lain down next to the Irāvatī River and died (and thus a sense of connection to the
distant past), it would have remained insufficient. Thus, Jōkei turned to the Hikekyō not
only because it connected him to Śākyamuni in the past, but because it also filled in the
middle and the end of his own narrative, organized around his identity as a disciple of the
Buddha. It demonstrated the possibility of a relationship to Śākyamuni in the present and it
guaranteed reunification with him in the future in the form of relics. This fulfilled Jōkei’s
need to be connected to Śākyamuni in the present and the future.
Two additional reasons that might have been motivations behind Jōkei’s attraction to
the Hikekyō are related to pure land practices as they were developing during Jōkei’s own
lifetime. First, as mentioned above, the Hikekyō provides a scriptural basis for focusing on
Śākyamuni rather than Amida. Second, the Hikekyō’s Śākyamuni had an original vow and
was salvific, both of which made him an appropriate alternative to Amida. However, it is
difficult to know whether or not Jōkei was using this sūtra was to communicate to those who
would worship Amida to the exclusion of all other Buddhist divinities the superiority of
Śākyamuni and the soteriological appropriateness of focusing on Śākyamuni. In his famous
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Of course a Hossō monk might just as well have ignored Śākyamuni in favor of Maitreya, who is often
positioned as the founder of Hossō. However, during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries Śākyamuni replaced
Maitreya as the founder of Hossō in two genres of Hossō genealogical works: Hossō mandaras and Hossō
shūzu 法相宗図 genealogy charts (Harada 2009: 45–50). Furthermore, while Jōkei was a great devotee of
Maitreya, he rarely emphasized his role as the founder of Hossō. Even when he did mention Maitreya in the
context of Hossō transmission, he often refered to the transmission by Śākyamuni and Maitreya (e.g., his fivepart Miroku kōshiki, c. 1196).
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essay “Meaning and Understanding in the History of Ideas,” Quentin Skinner (1969: 48–49)
addresses the difficulty of clarifying authorial intent thus:
The essential question which we therefore confront, in studying any given text, is what its
author, in writing at the time he did write for the audience he intended to address, could in
practice have been intending to communicate by the utterance of this given utterance. It
follows that the essential aim, in any attempt to understand the utterances themselves, must
be to recover this complex intention on the part of the author….The problem about the way
in which these facts are handled in the methodology of contextual study is that they get fitted
into an inappropriate framework. The "context" mistakenly gets treated as the determinant of
what is said. It needs rather to be treated as an ultimate framework for helping to decide
what conventionally recognizable meanings, in a society of that kind, it might in principle
have been possible for someone to have intended to communicate.

While Skinner is focusing on particular utterances and the linguistic context that
must be considered in order to clarify the intent of s/he who made the utterance in question,
his comments are applicable to the question of Jōkei’s use of the Hikekyō. The religious
context in which Jōkei drew on the Hikekyō suggests that he may very well have been using
the sūtra to counter the exclusivism and focus on Amida characteristic of certain strains of
pure land thought and practice. However, Jōkei does not make any statements that would
indicate that this was his intention, so at least for the time being it is difficult to say with
certainty that Jōkei was drawing on the Hikekyō as a counterweight to the emphasis on
Amida and exclusivism that was growing in popularity around him.
What all of this suggests—particularly Jōkei’s writings on and activities related to
monastic regulations—is that like a number of other monks in the Nara area during the early
Kamakura period, Jōkei was attempting to get back to basics, so to speak: he wanted to
return to what he saw as fundamental to Buddhism (e.g., vinaya), and Śākyamuni, as the
founder of the tradition, was central to this project.
Jōkei’s desire to reclaim and revive what he perceived as the foundation of his
tradition should in turn be seen in its historical context, and in particular in light of the
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razing of Kōfukuji and Tōdaiji in 1180 by Taira no Shigehira 平重衡 (1157–1185).
Chikamoto Kensuke (2004) argues that the destruction of Nara, in which many of the
temples’ texts, buildings, ritual implements, and works of art were destroyed, was
interpreted by the Nara clergy as a loss of the physical pure land that had been built there.
Following the destruction—Chikamoto focuses in particular on the Kenkyū 建久 era (1190–
1199)—the pure land was rebuilt, but in this case largely through a rewriting and
transformation of Japanese and Buddhist mythology and a reinvention of tradition.
Throughout religious history attempts to return to the fundamentals, nostalgia for an
imagined past, and a yearning for a tradition now thought to be corrupted or lost are most
often seen in or following periods of crisis, and Jōkei’s thought and practice should be seen
in this light.
The Hikekyō’s vision of a buddha who long ago committed himself to this world and
its inhabitants, who continues to be present here in the form of relics, and who guarantees
the salvation of sentient beings living in a degenerate time not only allowed Jōkei to anchor
himself and his tradition in the foundational figure of Śākyamuni but also provided him with
a narrative with a religiously satisfactory ending in which sentient beings, who had been
(according to Japanese calculations) without the Buddha for some two millennia, were
rescued by that very same figure who died so long ago under the canopy of the śāla grove.
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Chapter 3
Hōkai, his 500 vows, and Śākyamuni as a daimyōjin:
The Reception of the Hikekyō between the Tenth and Thirteenth Centuries
In the previous chapter I examined the monk Jōkei’s reception of the Hikekyō. Besides
showing how that sūtra influenced Jōkei’s own vision of Śākyamuni and his understanding
of relics, I argued that Jōkei was attracted to the Hikekyō because it presents a story of the
Buddha in which humans in this world are linked to Śākyamuni in the past, present, and
future. It was thus the most satisfying narrative for those among Jōkei’s contemporaries
who yearned not only for Śākyamuni of ancient Indian, but also to be with the Buddha once
again, in the present or at some point in the future.
In this chapter I turn to the reception and use of the Hikekyō in Japan more generally,
focusing on the twelfth to fifteenth centuries, and draw the reader’s attention to two salient
characteristics of this reception. First, the Hikekyō became a symbolic authority that was
used to legitimate certain claims about Śākyamuni and his relationship to Japan. While
some of these claims drew directly on the text of the Hikekyō, the one I shall focus on most
extensively departed from the sūtra by asserting that in the Hikekyō Śākyamuni promises to
appear in the form of a daimyōjin ⼤明神 (great, bright deity) during Buddhism’s final age.
The Hikekyō, however, makes no such claim, and does not even contan the term daimyōjin.
This relationship between statements and ideas attributed to the Hikekyō and the
Hikekyō itself is an instance of what Gérard Genette (1997: 252) has dubbed “fictitious
hypertextuality,” whereby text B presents itself as a summary of text A, when in actual fact
text A either does not exist or does not contain the content that text that text B says it
contains. The author of text B, through “attribut[ing] to others the invention of his
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tales,…presents his writing as reading, disguises his writing into reading.” Rather than
being a type of commentary, fictitious hypertextuality is a means of producing new texts and
new claims that are rendered legitimate or orthodox by attributing or linking them to
previous, authoritative sources.
The development of this claim can be traced with some success through examining
the different texts in which the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin claim is made and attributed to the
Hikekyō.156 What is less easy to understand (and may indeed be impossible to know with
any certainty) is exactly what the compilers and authors of these texts were thinking. Did
they know that the attribution was spurious? Did they have access to the Hikekyō itself?
This problem is compounded by the fact that most of these texts in which the claim appears
are of unknown authorship and not always possible to date.
My approach to understanding this development is to place these claims in the larger
context of chūsei shinwa 中世神話 (medieval mythology), a process whereby elements
from Japan’s earlier myths were reconfigured in order to create new myths that fulfilled
newly emergent institutional, political, and religious needs. The development of chūsei
shinwa was intimately tied to the tradition at court of Nihon shoki commentary, a practice
that eventually led to Chūsei Nihongi (Medieval Nihongi), one particular form of chūsei
shinwa. Chūsei Nihongi texts shared a number of characteristics, but chief among these was
the presence of the phrase “Nihongi iwaku” ⽇本紀云 (“In the Nihongi it is stated that….”),
which was then followed by some claim or new myth that was, in fact, not to be found in the
Nihongi (i.e., Nihon shoki). In this way, the Nihongi became an authoritative reference
point—more a symbol than a text to be read for its semantic content—that was used to
156

See appendix 2 for a chart of the works in which this claim appears.
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legitimate new claims. The Hikekyō, I argue, came to be treated in a similar manner, used
not to make claims about imperial origins and Japanese deities, as was often the case with
the Nihongi, but rather about Śākyamuni. In this way, there developed what we might refer
to as a “Hikekyō iwaku” phenomenon, albeit a trend that was limited to a small grouping of
texts and figures.
The second salient characteristic of the Japanese reception of the Hikekyō was its
anti-Pure Land tendencies. Beginning with Genshin’s authoring of the Ōjōyōshū 往⽣要

集 (985) and his activities on Mt. Hiei during the latter half of the tenth century and
beginning of the eleventh, Japanese Buddhism took on a decidedly other-worldly focus.
This only increased with Hōnen and the appearance of institutionally-separate Pure Land
schools in the early Kamakura period. This was not only a move away from state rituals
designed to secure this-worldly benefits and toward privately-funded rites focused on
achieving a favorable rebirth; it was also a rejection of the idea that meaningful
soteriological progress could be achieved in this world. Salvation was instead thought to
occur elsewhere and later. However, the texts that draw on and refer to the Hikekyō speak
not of salvation in a distant realm but rather in this very world. In this way the Hikekyō
reception constituted a rejection of the focus on other worlds and the forsaking of this one.
And yet the idea of salvation in this world found in Hikekyō reception borrowed its
doctrinal basis directly from Pure Land thought, for it is premised on the idea that salvation
was entirely dependent on a vow that the Buddha had made eons ago in a previous life. In
Pure Land this vow was the eighteenth of the forty-eight made by Amida in the
Sukhāvatīvyūhaḥ sūtra (J. Muryōju kyō 無量寿経), while in the reception of the Hikekyō it
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was Śākyamuni’s five-hundred vows and, in particular, his promise to be reborn in an
impure world rather than a pure land. The Hikekyō’s Japanese interpreters thus portrayed
Śākyamuni as a salvific buddha—not unlike Amida—who would come to rescue the
Japanese when the things were going downhill. The Japanese reception of the Hikekyō can
thus be said to be deeply anti-Pure Land even as it transformed Śākyamuni to better match
Pure Land Buddhism’s vision of the ideal Buddha.

— Three different receptions of the Hikekyō—
There were three ways in which the Hikekyō was used and interpreted in Japan, that
is, there were three separate (but related) modes of reception. First, some latched on to the
Hikekyō’s idea that Śākyamuni was the buddha who chose us and thus the buddha whom we
should revere before all others. We have already seen an example of this in the figure of
Jōkei, discussed in the previous chapter. In this reception we can see both a reactionary
trend against the new focus on the buddha Amida and a desire to return to Buddhist origins.
Second, as discussed already, a number of works began to appear that attributed to the
Hikekyō the idea that after his parinirvāṇa Śākyamuni would appear as a daimyōjin during
the final age of the Dharma. This development has to be understood as a kind of myth
fabrication, and also as a means by which to bring buddhas and other Buddhist divinities
closer to Japan and to the present. The earliest known appearance of this inaccurate
attribution is found in the Chūkōsen 注好選, an early twelfth or late eleventh-century
setsuwa collection. The idea was then repeated in a number of subsequent works, many of
them produced during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
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Finally, there were works that focused on the story of Hōkai 宝海 (i.e., Śākyamuni in
a past life; Skt. Samdrareṇu) and which enumerated all or some of his 500 vows. As
mentioned in chapter 2, in the Hikekyō the number 500 simply means “many” or “great in
depth”; like the figure 84,000, it is a number that appears throughout Buddhist texts of
Indian provenance and is not to be taken literally. However, in early medieval Japan we see
a trend whereby the number is taken literally and specific vows are identified, such that we
find that in vow number 485, Śākyamuni vowed this, and in vow number 291 he vowed that.
For my purposes the question of whether or not Japanese understood that the number was
not meant to be taken literally is irrelevant. The point is that Japanese took the Hikekyō, and
specifically the 500-vows trope, as a basis for devotion to Śākyamuni and commentary on
Śākyamuni’s various qualities and salvific activities.
This third type of reception—the enumeration of Hōkai’s vows—slightly predates
the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin phenomenon, but helped set the stage for it in at least three
ways. First, it placed great emphasis on Śākyamuni’s vow. While the importance of
Amida’s vow made long ago in a previous life had already been established in Tendai
exegesis (e.g., in Genshin’s Ōjō yōshū of 985), prior to the appearance of texts that
emphasized Śākyamuni’s vow as found in the Hikekyō there had been no discussion
whatsoever of any vows made by the buddha Śākyamuni; this was a concept associated
almost exclusively with Amida. The enumeration-of-Hōkai’s-vow line of reception thus
introduced Śākyamuni’s vow as a point of exegetical and devotional focus. Second, this line
of reception highlighted Śākyamuni’s salvific character. As discussed in chapter 1, neither
the Śākyamuni of narrative nor the Śākyamuni of doctrine were portrayed as being directly
involved in soteriology. The former served as a founding figure, and the latter made a
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doctrinal point about the nature and longevity of the Buddha, but they were not figures to
whom one would pray for salvation. In the enumeration of Hōkai’s vows, however, we find
a buddha who not only can save sentient beings, but who vowed to do precisely that. Like
the emphasis on the vow, this presentation of Śākyamuni as salvific is both a result of pure
land influence and a reaction against it. Third, while the texts in which the enumeration of
Hōkai’s vows appears are largely faithful to the content and message of the Hikekyō, they do
employ some poetic license, expanding on the sūtra and filling in the details. This is still a
far cry from chūsei shinwa, but this development did position the Hikekyō as a text to be
treated as a canonical basis for claims about Śākyamuni, a trend that continued with the
Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin line of reception.
This chapter comprises three sections. In the first, I focus on the third of the three
types of reception discussed above: the enumeration of Hōkai’s 500 vows. While there are
references to the Hikekyō as early as the first decades of the Heian period, enumeration of
the vows did not appear until the twelfth century. The Japanese scholarship on this
enumeration remains limited, and is entirely absent from Western-language scholarship.
The second section addresses the claim that the Hikekyō states that Śākyamuni will
appear as a daimyōjin. After discussing the origins of the term “daimyojin” and the
language of the claim, I locate this inaccurate attribution in the larger contexts of Buddhist
theories about the relationship between buddhas and Japanese deities, on the one hand, and
the development of medieval mythology, on the other. I argue that this is the background
that allows us to make sense of how Buddhist exegetes could attribute a claim to a canonical
sūtra that was not in fact to be found in that sūtra. In addition, I look at the increasingly
strong focus on the other world that occurs alongside the development of Pure Land
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Buddhism in Japan, and contend that the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin claim was in part a
reaction against this tendency, even as it was deeply influenced by it.
In the concluding section I argue that both types of reception examined in this
chapter—the enumeration of Hōkai’s vows and the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin phenomenon—
demonstrate that by the twelfth century at the latest, the Hikekyō had become a scriptural
basis for devotion to Śākyamuni and was used both for its actual content and as a symbolic
reference point for making new claims about Śākyamuni and his relationship to those living
during the final age of the Buddha’s dispensation. Furthermore, both types of reception
partake of the poetic license characteristic of chūsei shinwa (particular the latter of the two),
both are in part reactions to the rise of Pure Land Buddhism, and both (due to the new
influence of Pure Land Buddhism) transformed Śākyamuni from a passive, distant figure
into a salvific buddha who would save humans in desperate times.

Hōkai and his 500 vows

As mentioned in the previous chapter, in the Hikekyō the Grand Minster Hōkai
(being Śākyamuni in a previous life) is said to make 500 vows, with the number 500 simply
meaning “many.” The episode occurs after King Mujōnen 無諍念 (Skt. Araṇemi) and his
sons have all made vows to awaken as buddhas in pure lands at some point in the distant
future, and after the buddha Hōzō has prophesied their future buddhahood in this or that
pure land. When Hōkai’s turn to make a vow arrived—and this is the climax of the sūtra—
he vowed to become a buddha not in a pure land, but rather in a defiled world (such as the
world that humans find themselves in). This episode reveals what is perhaps the sūtra’s
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central message: Śākyamuni’s compassion is superior to that of all other buddhas, with
Amida being singled out as a point of contrast.157 While this story appears in a number of
Japanese works, the title of the Hikekyō is rarely mentioned. However, the idea of 500
vows, as well as the characters Hōkei, Hōzō, and King Mujōnen, are found in no other
Indian or Chinese sources that predate the Hikekyō, and it because of this that we know that
it is the Hikekyō (or at least the story found therein) that is being referred to.
The number 500 was meant to be taken figuratively and to simply mean “many” or
sometimes “of great depth.” This is a number that appears often in Buddhist scriptures of
Indian provenance: we find 500 bhikṣus, 500 years, 500 demons, 500 gandharvas, 500
yojanas, 500 monasteries, 500 non-Buddhist teachings, and so on. There developed in
Japan, however, a tradition of enumerating the 500 vows, or identifying the content of
certain vows.

— The Shaka nyorai gohyaku daigan (kyō) 釈迦如来五百⼤願 (経) —
The most important text for understanding this development is the Shaka Nyorai
gohyaku daigan (kyō) 釈迦如来五百⼤願(経) (from here on, Gohyaku daigan kyō), a late
Heian-period work that lists all the vows—one to five hundred—and provides the content of
each vow.158 The Gohyaku daigan kyō is quoted in a manuscript of another work from
157

See T 157, 212b28–c.
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The title also appears in secondary literature with the character kyō 経 appended to the end. This is
probably because text A (see below) displays the title with kyō on the outside of the cover, and without kyō on
the inside.
There are only two extant copies of the Shaka Nyorai gohyaku daigan: one housed at the Tōkyō
Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan (text A) and one housed at Kōsanji ⾼⼭寺 (text B), a temple located to the northwest
of Kyoto, about two-and-a-half miles due east of Mt. Atago’s summit. Iwagami Kazunori (2001) notes that
while the colophon of text A (comprising two fascicles, and being the one more widely known through Narita
Teikan’s research on and transcription of this text) gives the year 1237 (Katei 嘉禎 3), text B is undated but
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1134, which suggests that the Gohyaku daigan kyō was authored or compiled no later than
the early decades of the twelfth century.159 Unfortunately how much earlier than 1134 the

thought to be from the early Kamakura period (late twelfth or early thirteenth cent.). Text B, while largely the
same as text A with regard to content, is lacking many phrases and short sections found in the first. The two
also differ at times in the ateji used (e.g., for Buddhist terms transliterated from Sanskrit). One would be
inclined to see the second as a poor copy of the first, full of scribal errors, except for the fact that in places text
B is in greater agreement with the Hikekyō as it appears in the Taishō shinshū daizōkyō (though the opposite is
also true in places). Iwagami further notes that it difficult to tell which of these texts later writers and works
(e.g., Dōgen in his Shōbō genzō, Chōen in his Byakubōshō) were drawing on, as it seems that both were
quoted, even in the same work.
There are two transcriptions of the Shaka Nyorai gohyaku daigan. The first is a transcription of text A
by Narita Teikan (1979); this is the transcription upon which virtually all secondary scholarship on the work is
based. The second is also a transcription of text A, produced by Sueki Fumihiko (2001–04). However, Sueki
provides notes indicating where and how text A differs from text B (although his article is in no way a critical
edition, as he is not attempting to produce a text that closely approximates some imagined original). Sueki also
points out that while Narita included kaeriten in his transcription, he largely excluded the other other kunten
found in text A. I have relied primary on Sueki’s transcription.
Text A’s colophon notes that it was copied during a one-and-a-half-month period in 1237 (Katei 嘉禎
3/3/22–3/5/2) by the nun Myōgyō 明⾏. It also records the method of copying: each time she finished a single
character, Myōgyō would offer flowers and incense to some relics and then perform one prostration. In
addition, she drew her own blood and mixed it with the ink used to copy the sūtra, a practice for which there is
a Chinese precedent (Kieschnick 2000.). Her own stated purpose for the exercise was to access Śākyamuni’s
original vow (hongan 本願) and “buddha wisdom” (bucchi 仏智). Narita (1979: 2) states that Myōgyō’s act of
transcription also served as an offering to her late husband, although this is not stated in the colophon itself and
I believe it can only be loosely inferred.
Myōgyō was a disciple of Myōe, but prior to entering the order she was the wife of the former capital
police chief (kebiishi 検⾮違使) Yamada Shigetada ⼭⽥重忠 (? – 1221), who fought on the side of Gotoba in
the Jōkyū no ran and was forced to commit suicide in 1221 when he found himself on the losing side.
Incidentally, Yamada Shigetada built the temple Chōbōji ⻑⺟寺 in western Owari province (modern-day
Nagoya City) for the purpose of memorializing his deceased mother. This temple later served as the residence
of Mujū Dōgyō 無住道暁 (a.k.a. Mujū Ichien, 1226–1312), who was to praise Yamada in his collection of
Buddhist anecdotes, the Shasekishū 沙⽯集. On Myōgyō, see Okuda 1999.
159

Summaries of the Gohyaku daigan and discussions of its dating and textual history are found in Narita
1970, 1979; Sueki 2001; Nomura 2005.
Until recently the date was not 1134 but 1199. Narita (1979) had observed that the bodhi leaves found
inside the Śākyamuni statue at Bujōji 峰定寺 (about twenty miles due north of Kyoto), on which writing
appears, display the following phrase: “I shall proceed as though [I] am fulfilling the 500 great vows of the
principle teacher Śākyamuni one by one.” Since this seems to be a reference to the Gohyaku daigan kyō,
Narita concluded that the work must have existed at least by 1199, the year that the statue was completed and,
presumably, the year the leaves were inserted into the statue. On the other hand, the focus on the hongan of
Śākyamuni found in the Gohyaku daigan reflects influence from Hōnen and his followers; this would suggest
that the work is probably not significantly earlier than 1199.
However, a text entitled Shaka Nyorai shaku, of which there is only one extant MS (being the 1134 copy in
the Tōdaiji library), was then discovered, and this text quotes the Gohyaku daigan kyō extensively and
verbatim, and is thus thought to be later than the Gohyaku daigan kyō. Since this text’s colophon gives the
year 1134, and since no one has declared this dating to be spurious, the Gohyaku daigan kyō is now thought to
be a pre-1134 work. On the credibility of the Shaka nyorai shaku’s colophon, see Ikegami 1997: 22.
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Gohyaku daigan kyō might have been authored or compiled is unclear. In addition, the
identity of the author(s) or compiler(s) remains unknown. The two surviving manuscripts
are both from the early Kamakura period, and one is known to have been copied in 1237 at
Kōsanji ⾼⼭寺 by a nun named Myōgyō 明⾏. This nun was a disciple of Myōe, which
makes sense given Myōe’s own interest in the Hikekyō, but this sheds little light on the
origins of the Gohyaku daigan kyō over a century prior.
While the Gohyaku daigan kyō mistakenly (or perhaps intentionally) takes the
number 500 literally and enumerates the vows, its content is largely drawn from the
Hikekyō. In fact, the vows are based on one specific part of the Hikekyō: the latter half of
the fourth chapter (the “sho bosatsu honjuki bon” 諸菩薩本授記品).160 Furthermore, the
vows progress in the order in which the Hikekyō sections on which they are based appear. It
is as if someone went through the Hikekyō, elaborating and creating corresponding vows as
he went.161
In fact, the earliest known manuscript of the Hikekyō suggests that the process might
have proceeded in just such a manner. In a 733 manuscript of the sūtra in the Shōgozō 聖語

160

The relevant section is found at T 157, 3.205a–220b.

161

See Sueki (2005) for a table giving the vows and their corresponding parts in the Hikekyō.
The main body of the work is divided into six sections or headings (kō 項):
1. Clarification of the practice of the six perfections (Skt. pāramitās), 66 vows.
2. Clarification of the eight phases [of the Buddha’s life] (hassō jigen ⼋相⽰現), 288 vows.
3. Clarification of the post-nirvāṇa blessings, 96 vows.
4. Profound vow to rescue [sentient beings] from the sufferings of hell, 31 vows.
5. Request for the appearance to oneself of evidence (shōmyō 證明), 2 vows.
6. Vow for future boons, 17 vows.
At ten places within the text there are notes explaining that the preceding group of vows constitute a
grouping characterized by a particular focus. For example, after vow no. 47 we read that the previous twenty
vows are all related to the Budha-to-be appearing in various forms in the future (during his tenure as a
bodhisattva) in order to lead sentient beings down the correct path.
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蔵 collection at Tōdaiji’s Shōsōin, red numbers have been added to the text to indicate which
lines correspond with which vow (figs. 1, 2). Unfortunately, while this manuscript can be
dated, there is no indication as to when the red numbers might have been added. At the very
least this gives us some idea as to how the sūtra itself might have been used in the process of
enumeration.162

Detail 1

Figure 1: Manuscript of the Hikekyō, Shōsōin, Nara

The 1237 manuscript begins with an excerpt from the Hikekyō163 and then launches
into the enumeration of the vows.164 A good example of the way in which the Gohyaku
162

While the extant scholarship on the Gohyaku daigan usually assumes it to be a Japanese creation, Sueki
Fumihiko (2000: 67) found that in China there are many other “besshōkyō” 別⽣経 based on the Hikekyō—
that is, modified extracts from the Hikekyō that function as independent sūtras—and that two of these are very
similar to the Gohyaku daigan. Based on this, he suspects that the Gohyaku daigan may in fact be a Chinese
creation. This claim remains speculative, however.
163

The excerpt is found in T 157, 3.203c–205a.

164

To give you an idea of the format of these vows, here are the first three:
Vow number one. In the future, when I am practicing the bodhisattva path and practicing the
perfection of generosity (dāna pāramitā), if there are sentient beings who follow me life-after-life, I
shall of course provide [such sentient beings] with that which they earnestly seek, from food and drink
to the jeweled crown worn by a buddha. I shall evoke the great mind of compassion in sentient
beings, including the poor. To each and every one of them shall I give [this]. Should I not do this,
may I fail to realize full awakening.
Vow number two. In the future, when I am practicing the bodhisattva path, although I may
perform such acts of generosity [as described in the previous vow], I will not seek the karmic results
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daigan kyō is in large part an elaboration of the Hikekyō appears in vows 29–47. In this set
of nineteen vows Śākyamuni promises to appear in the future in this or that form in order to
teach sentient beings. Each vow reads as follows (with “X” being a different deity or being
in each vow):
When in the future I am practicing the bodhisattva path, if there be sentient beings who
worship165 X, I vow to transform my body and become X, teaching (kyōke 教化) sentient
beings and causing them to dwell in the good Dharma [i.e., that path which leads to
awakening]. If [I] do not do that, then [may I] not attain full awakening.166

The part of the Hikekyō on which these vows are drawing reads as follows:
If there are sentient beings who worship Makeishūra 摩醯⾸羅 [Skt. Maheśvara], I vow to
transform my body [such that I am] like Makeishūra and teach (kyōke 教化) these [sentient
beings,] causing them to dwell in the good Dharma (zenpō 善法). [If there are] those who

[leading to rebirth in] the heavenly or human realms. Rather, I will rid sentient beings of afflictions
and save them. Due to this, [I] shall abandon all that I have. Should I not do this, may I fail to realize
full awakening.
Vow number three. In the future, when I am practicing the bodhisattva path, if there are among
sentient beings those who seek too much, that is, male and female bond servants, villages and towns,
wife and children, male and female, hands and feet, nose and tongue, head and eyes, skin and blood,
bones and flesh, the lifespan of the body—if, in this manner, [they] seek in excess [of that which they
need], at that time I shall arouse my great mind of compassion and as a matter of course, taking these
various things, give these things [to those who seek them]. Although I shall perform such dāna, I
shall not seek the karmic fruit but will rather rid sentient beings of afflictions and save them. If I do
not do this, may I fail to realize full awakening.
165

Here “worship” is a translation of the character ji (or koto) 事. Shirakawa’s Jitsū 字通 (1996) gives
“matsuru” as one meaning, although it offers no example sentences and thus indication of the period during
which the verb was used in this way. A safer translation might be “serve” (tsukau, modern J. tsukaeru) or
“devote oneself to (someone or something)” (koto to su, mod. J. koto to suru).
166

我未来⾏菩薩道時若有衆⽣事セハ X ニ我願ハ化シテ⾝ヲ如クシテ X ノ⽽教化シテ之ヲ令メム住善
法ニ若不爾者不成正覚. For the transcription, see Sueki 2001: 29. The beings that fill the place of X in this
particular set of vows is as follows: Makeishūra 摩醯⾸羅 (Skt. Maheśvara), Happiten ⼋臂天 (Skt.
Nārāyaṇadeva), Nittenshi ⽇天⼦, Gattenshi ⽉天⼦, Bonten 梵天 (Skt. Brahmā), Tentaishaku 天帝釈 (a.k.a.
Taishakuten; Skt. Śakrodevānāmindraḥ), one of the Four Guardian Kings (J. Shitennō 四天王, Skt.), one of the
eight kinds of beings (hachibushū ⼋部衆), a deity from the vajra-store section of the womb realm maṇḑala
(shūkongōjin 執⾦剛神), a great, powerful deity (itoku daijin 威德⼤神), a demon (kijin ⻤神), a hermit who
has developed the five supernormal powers (gotsūsen 五通仙), a lion (shishi 師⼦, being a synonym of shishi
獅⼦), and a rabbit (usagi 兎).
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worship Happiten ⼋臂天 [Skt. Nārāyaṇadeva, being an eight-armed form of Brahmā who
appears in the Nirvāṇa Sūtra], so too [do I] vow to transform, becoming the body of of
Happiten, and teach them and cause them to dwell in the good Dharma. [If there are those
who] worship Nit[tenshi] ⽇[天⼦], Gat[tenshi] ⽉[天⼦], or Bonten 梵天, so too [do I] vow
to transform, becoming Nit[tenshi], Gat[tenshi], and Bonten, and teach them and cause them
to dwell in the good Dharma. [If there be those who] worship [any being,] from a konjichō
⾦翅⿃ [Skt. suparṇa or garuḍa, being a mythical bird of Indian lore] to a rabbit, [I] vow to
transform, becoming a rabbit, and in each instance teach [them], causing them to dwell in the
good Dharma. (T 157, 3.205c26–206a3)

The Hikekyō passage lists seven figures; the Gohyaku daigan kyō expands this to a
list of nineteen beings. This is typical of the Gohyaku daigan kyō: it accurately reflects the
content of the Hikekyō, but elaborates and enumerates.
In the Gohyaku daigan kyō, each of the 500 vow ends with some version of, “If I do
not do that [which I have vowed to do], then may I not attain full awakening.”167 More
significantly, each vow begins with the number of the vow and one of the following phrases:
“When, in the future, I am practicing the path to bodhi…,”
(我未来⾏菩提道時; vows 1–67),168
“When, in the future, I have advanced to becoming a buddha…”
(我未来将成仏時; vows 68–74),169
“When, in the future, I have fulfilled the bodhisattva practices and intend to become a
buddha…,” (我未来満菩薩⾏将成仏時; vows 75–130),170

167

Vows 1–491 end with: moshi, shikara zu wa, [ware] shōgaku o jō se zu ji 若不ス爾ラ者ハ不シ成セ正覚
ヲ . Vows 492–499 end with: hitsujō shite [ware] anoku[tara sanmyaku san]bodai o jō se ji 必定シテ不シ成
セ阿耨菩提ヲ. Vow 500 ends with: mirai ni masa ni[ware] anokutara sanmyaku sanbodai o jō su bekarazu.
未来ニ不ス応ヘカラ成ス阿耨多羅三藐三菩提ヲ.
168

The more common meaning for bodaidō 菩提道 is awakening rather than the path to awakening. Here,
however, the term clearly refers to the path, not the realization of the goal, a meaning for which there is
scriptural predecent. See, e.g., BGD 1223a and Zengaku daijiten 1152b.
169

The character shō 将 could be interpreted a few different ways here, but the okurigana appearing in the MS
(text A) is se mu セム after shō, indicating intention and speculation about the future. This would suggest that
these vows concern actions to be taken prior to the actual time of awakening.
170

There is one instance in which the character man 満 (“fulfill”) is replaced by shu 修 (“practice”) and one in
which mirai 未来 is miraise 未来世.
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“In the future, [when] I have achieved perfect awakening…,”
(我未来成正覚已; vows 131–158, 165–352, 445–450),
“In the future, when I intend to attain buddhahood…,”
(我未来将成仏時; vows 159–164),
“In a future life, when I have achieved perfect awakening and entered nirvāṇa,…”
(我未来成正覚已⼊涅槃時; vows 353–356),
“In a future life, after I have entered nirvāṇa…,” (我来世⼊涅槃後; vows 357–441),171
“In a future life, when I am practicing the bodhisattva path…,”
(我来世修菩薩道時; vows 442–444),
“I now declare [the following] great vow in the presence of the Buddha:…”
(我今於仏前発⼤誓願; vows 451–500).

From this we can see that one way of dividing the vows is according to when Hōkai
states he will perform the vowed action: while on the bodhisattva path, that is, prior to
becoming the buddha Śākyamuni (181 vows), during his 45-year ministry as the Buddha
(231 vows), and after his parinirvāṇa (88 vows).172
Iwagami Kazunori (1998) has observed that the Gohyaku daigan kyō’s most
extensive elaboration of the content of the Hikekyō occurs with the last of these three
groups, i.e., Śākyamuni’s vows about that which he will do after his death. While this third
group comprises less than a fifth of the 500 vows, it exhibits the most creativity and poetic
license, indicating that whoever authored or compliled the Gohyaku daigan kyō had a
particular interest in the period following the death of the Buddha. In addition, the majority

171

The term raise/raishō 来世 can mean a future world or a future life. In Japanese Buddhism the term also
came to refer to the Pure Land, that is, the land into which one aspired to be born. Here it appears to refer to
Śākyamuni’s future existence, which of course makes little doctrinal sense, as he already experienced his
parinirvāṇa and thus should be gone for good. See, e.g., Iwanami BJ 1034r, Mochizuki BD 1227a (under
goshō 後⽣ entry). The term nehan 涅槃 here of course refers to the parinirvāṇa (the final passing; J.
hatsunehan 般涅槃), not the initial awakening when Siddhārtha became a buddha.
172

These break down as follows: 181 vows (1–67, 75–130, 159–164, 442–444, 451–500), 231 vows (68–74,
131–158, 165–356, 445–450), and 88 vows (353–441). Iwagami (1998) categorizes them in a similar manner
but gives vows numbers 355–450 (not 353–441) as those vows concerned with post-parinirvāṇa actions. It is
not clear why he gives these numbers, as vows nos. 353 and 354 concern Śākyamuni post-parinirvāṇa career,
while vows nos. 442–450 do not.
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of these vows have to do with relics and how the relics would help humans during the period
when the Buddha is no longer around.
Iwagami (1998: 734) also notes that vows 372 to 380 depart from the content of the
Hikekyō more than any others, and that they draw on the language of the Lotus Sūtra. These
vows promise the reader great soteriological gain if the reader offers to the three jewels
(sanbō 三宝) a jeweled statue of a buddha or bodhisattva, a jeweled stūpa, a stūpa made
from sand using one’s own hands, images of the Buddha drawn with one’s fingernails,
monastic robes and linens, flowers and incense, songs of praise, a single flower, or one bow.
Readers familiar with the Lotus Sūtra will recognize here the Lotus’s long list of all the
things one can do—from offering expensive jewels to drawing images in the dirt—to
worship the Lotus Sūtra and reap its benefits.173
However, the Hikekyō also contains language similar to this. The Gohyaku daigan
kyō174 states that vows 372 to 398 are related to the following passage from the Hikekyō:

173

Transcription of vows 372–380 in Sueki 2003: 23. An example from the Lotus Sūtra including much of
what is said in the Gohyaku daigan kyō’s vows 372–380 appears in the second chapter of Kumārajīva’s
translation:
After the Buddhas have passed into extinction, if persons make offerings to the relics,
raising ten thousand or a million kinds of towers, using gold, silver and crystal,
seashell and agate, carnelian, lapis lazuli, pearls to purify and adorn them extensively,
in this way erecting towers; or if they raise up stone mortuary temples
or those of sandalwood or aloes, hovenia or other kinds of timber, or of brick, tile, clay or earth;
if in the midst of the broad fields they pile up earth to make a mortuary temple for the Buddhas,
or even if little boys at play should collect sand to make a Buddha tower,
then persons such as these have all attained the Buddha way.
If there are persons who for the sake of the Buddha fashion and set up images,
carving them with many distinguishing characteristics, then all have attained the Buddha way.
(Trans. Watson 1993: 38–39)
諸佛滅度已
清淨廣嚴飾
若於曠野中
若⼈爲佛故
174

供養舍利者
莊校於諸塔
積⼟成佛廟
建⽴諸形像

起萬億種塔
或有起⽯廟
乃⾄童⼦戲
刻彫成衆相

⾦銀及頗梨
栴檀及沈⽔
聚沙爲佛塔
皆已成佛道

Text A. See footnote no. 158 above.
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⾞X與⾺腦 玫瑰琉璃珠
⽊櫁并餘材 塼⽡泥⼟等
如是諸⼈等 皆已成佛道
(T 262, 8c17–27)

After my nirvāṇa, if there be sentient beings who [can], within my Dharma, [maintain] a
single precept, [recite] one four-phrase gātha, [or make an offering of] a single flower and
[stick of] incense—due to such causes [I shall], in accordance with the intent of their wishes,
[guarantee] that they do not regress in each of the three paths.175

Despite the presence of such language in the the Hikekyō, the language of the vows is more
similar to that found in the Lotus Sūtra.
An examination of the elaboration of the 500 vows, and the way in which the
Gohyaku daigan kyō focuses on certain vows more than others, tells us three things. First,
the Gohyaku daigan kyō is concerned first and foremost with the time after the Buddha’s
death, being precisely that period in which Japanese Buddhists found themselves. This is a
departure from the Hikekyō, which is as concerned with the past as it is with the future. And
it is also a departure from the Śākyamuni of narrative (who exists in the distant past) and the
Śākyamuni of doctrine (who exists eternally).
Second, there is a strong emphasis on relics. This is not surprising; as discussed in
the previous chapter, the Hikekyō was seen as a scriptural basis not only for Śākyamuni
devotion, but also for relic worship. The Goyuigō 御遺告, for example, refers to the
Hikekyō in the context of claiming that the relics will turn into wish-fulfilling jewels and
bring all manner of boons to people.176 However, the focus on relics here can be seen as part

175

我涅槃後若有衆⽣於我法中乃⾄⼀戒⼀四句偈乃⾄⼀花⼀⾹以是因縁隨其志願於三乘中各不退轉.
The three paths or vehicles (sanjō) are that of the śrāvaka, pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva. In fact the
corresponding text as found in Taishō redaction of the Hikekyō (at 3.211c1–6) differs slightly, but is more or
less the same with regard to content: 我般涅槃後。若有衆⽣於我法中。乃⾄⼀戒如我所説能堅持之。乃
⾄讀誦⼀四句偈爲他⼈説。令彼聽者⼼⽣歡喜。供養法師乃⾄⼀華⼀禮。以是因縁隨其志願於三乘中
各不退轉。
176

Ruppert 2000: 130. The work is attributed to Kūkai but was probably composed or compiled after his
death. The title actually refers to four different documents. On the date of this work, see, e.g., Naitō 2010: 69.
On the different types, see Takeuchi 1994.
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of the process of transforming Śākyamuni into a salvific figure, for the Gohyaku daigan
kyō’s emphasis is neither on relics as a material manifestation of the dharmakāya, nor on the
relics as wish-fulfilling jewels that one might use to obtain worldly ends, but rather on their
role as agents of soteriological progress.
Third, where the vows do diverge most significantly from the Hikekyō they urge the
reader to make offerings to the “three jewels,” which seems to indicate the Japanese clergy
in this case, seeing that the offerings include monastic robes and stūpas. This lines might be
aimed at encouraging material and monetary donations. Alternatively, “three jewels” might
in addition indicate the Buddha and Dharma (as it usually does)—certainly flowers, incense,
songs of praise, and prostrations are things one might offer to a buddha or other Buddhist
divnity—but without knowing more about the provenance of the Gohyaku daigan kyō it is
difficult to know what the significance of this section of the text might be.177

— The Shaka nyorai shaku 尺迦如来尺 —
The other pre-Kamakura-period work to enumerate the Hikekyō vows is the Shaka
nyorai shaku 釈迦如来釈 (hereafter Shaku).178 The colophon of the only extant manuscript

177

To be certain about the relationship between the Gohyaku daigan kyō and the Hikekyō one would need to
compare the Gohyaku daigan with the redactions of the Hikekyō circulating during the late Heian period, not
just with the redaction found in the Taishō shinshū daizōkyō. The only MS of the Hikekyō that I have found is
the Shōsōin manuscript, copied in 733. See Miyazaki (2006: p. 68 in the supplement). Miyazaki lists the text’s
existence but does not provide any other information. The Hikekyō does not appear in the Nihon kotenseki
sōgō mokuroku ⽇本古典籍総合⽬録.
178

This work remains largely ignored. Passing references can be found in Iwagami 2010, Nomura 2005c,
Komine 1991a, 1991b, and Makino 1994. There exists only one manuscript of this work, which is kept at the
Tōdaiji library. It has been transcribed by Ikegami Jun’ichi (1997).
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gives the year 1134 (Chōshō ⻑承 3), and although it is thus a late Heian-period work, it fits
neatly into the tradition of medieval Japanese Śākyamuni hagiography.
Like the Gohyaku daigan kyō, this work draws heavily on the content and language
of the Hikekyō, although it also departs from the Hikekyō’s content and draws on many other
works, especially the Fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林 (T 2122), an encyclopedia of sorts compiled
in 688 by the Chinese monk Daoshi 道世 (J. Dōse; ?–683). Ikegami Jun’ichi (1997) notes
that while throughout the Shaku the names of works on which the passages are based are
included, the compiler of the Shaku felt little need to strictly adhere to the language and
content of the listed sūtras and commentaries.
The Shaku enumerates Hōkai’s vows in a manner similar to the Gohyaku daigan, but
it does not systematically list them from one to five hundred. Further differentiating it from
the Gohyaku daigan kyō, the Shaku is more a work of Buddhist hagiography than an
enumeration of Hōkai’s vows focused on Śākyamuni’s salvific character. As such, it places
great emphasis on the events of Śākyamuni’s career. However, the focus is not simply on
the usual eight stages of the path (hassō jōdō ⼋相成道).179 Rather, the work emphasizes
the compassionate vows of Hōkai, the compassionate nature of the Buddha as depicted in
the Kegonkyō, and the boons that Śākyamuni will provide after his final passing, and this
emphasis indicates that the work is concerned with a Śākyamuni whose life extends beyond
his Indian ministry. The text is as concerned with the question, “Who and what is the
Buddha?” as it is with the biographical details of the Indian Buddha, for his forty-five-year
career as the Buddha was but one chapter in the longer life of the Buddha.
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Śākyamuni’s descent from Tuṣita, entrance into Māyā’s womb, birth, renunciation, defeat of Māra,
awakening, turning of the wheel, and parinirvāṇa.
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When the Shaku refers to the story of Hōkai, it draws on both the Hikekyō and the
Gohyaku daigan. The first such section reads as follows:
[A certain] sūtra states: “Long ago, there was a wheel-turning king named Henjō 遍浄, a
prince, and also a grand minister named Hōe 宝恵. [These] three people together aroused
their aspiration to awaken (bodaishin 菩提⼼). At that time, the king said, ‘I [shall] become
a buddha in a magnificently adorned world (shōgon sekai 荘厳世界) in the west and [will]
accept (injō 引接) [into my pure land] sentient beings from the defiled world (edo 穢⼟)
[i.e., our world].’ The grand minister said, ‘I will preach the [path to] full awakening in the
defiled world (shaba 沙波) and teach sentient beings, encouraging them to practice [so as to
be reborn in a] pure land.’ At that time, the prince said, ‘In accordance with Amida Buddha’s
vow to meet sentient beings on their deathbeds and guide them to the pure land, taking care
of sentient beings in this defiled world is entrusted to Śākyamuni’s compassionate vow.
Lacking Śākyamuni’s blessings (ontoku 恩徳), what is to be entrusted to Amida’s guidance
of beings to the pure land? If there is none of Śākyamuni’s pity (renbin 憐愍) [for sentient
beings], who will worship Kannon’s name?180

This passage uses names not found in the Hikekyō, yet it is clearly based on the story
of Hōkai. Unlike the Hikekyō, however, which portrays Śākyamuni as superior to Amida (in
terms of compassion), this passage appears to depict the two as a working pair: Śākyamuni
takes care of sentient beings in this world, Amida takes care of them in the next. And yet
Śākyamuni is still primary: it is only Śākyamuni’s vow that guarantees sentient beings the
chance to be reborn in the pure land in the first place.
Three pages later the Hōkai story is given in a condensed form, and immediately
following this quotes from the Gohyaku daigan kyō appear, comprising about one tenth of
the entire Shaku. The content of the vows is generally faithful to the Gohyaku daigan kyō,
and there is a balance between the three sets of vows (i.e., those related to Śākyamuni-to-
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In the MS, pp. 18v–19r (the text is a codex, bound using the fukuro toji 袋綴 method). In Ikegami’s
transcription, p. 141. There is one illegible character in this section of the MS.
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be’s journey on the bodhisattva path, those related to his 45 years of teaching, and those
related to this post-parinirvāṇa activity).
Although the Shaku is based in part on the Hikekyō, the Gohyaku daigan, and the ideas
associated with these two works, as previously mentioned it draws on many works in order
to present a certain picture of Śākyamuni. In particular, the Shaku tends to emphasize
Śākyamuni’s compassion. An example can be seen in a passage in which the author or
compiler of the Shaku makes use of the Jinglu yixiang 経律異相 (516; T 2121), Fahua
wenju ji 法華⽂句記 (eighth cent.; T 1719), Da baoji jing ⼤宝積経 (713; T 310), and
Kegonkyō.
The Kegon [kyō] states: “In the great ocean (daikai ⼤海) there are four great jewels of
flaming radiance.181 These four types of jewels are all capable of extinguishing thirst. There
is no water better [than that in] the great ocean.”
The Hachijū [kegon]kyō states, “At the origin of [the ocean] floor, there is a heat of the
utmost intensity. Due to this, although a hundred gushing rivers flow into the great ocean,
[it] does not increase [in volume].”
The sūtra also states, “To take a metaphor, in the middle of the great ocean there are four
wish-fulfilling jewels; their rays of light and flames are extremely hot. They can absorb the
water of the great ocean.182 If these four jewels are not there, then heaven and earth will sink
[in water] (hyōbotsu 漂没). The great ocean neither increases nor decreases; the four
continents (shiiki 四域) are all safe. The four types of wisdom of the Tathāgata are limitless
and cannot be named. [They] are able to stop the waves of unwholesome roots in
bodhisattvas.”
The sūtra also states, “Awakening (bodai) is none other than the pouring of water on the
flame (yokushō 沃焦), finally consuming all of a person’s wholesome roots. 183 Therefore
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On the notion of “great ocean” in Buddhism, see Durt 1994, esp. p. 831f for the Avataṃsaka Sūtra’s use of
this idea.
182

Here the verb is shō 消, which in this case means digest (or absorb) rather than extinguish.
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The term yokushō is related to the “humid flame rock” (yokushōseki 沃焦⽯, being synonymous with 沃焦
⼭), which Soothill defines as: “The rock, or mountain, Pātāla, on the bottom of the ocean, just above the hot
purgatory, which absorbs the water and thus keeps the sea from increasing and overflowing. 沃焦海 is the
ocean which contains this rock, or mountain.” A related term is doyōshō 度沃焦, which is an epithet of
Śākyamuni, indicating that he saves beings from their desires, here symbolized by the burning rock at the
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the aspiration to awaken is the vajra that smashes the mountain of karmic hindrances; the
aspiration to awaken is thus Bishamon, who increases blessings and virtues.
Śākyamuni said, “Concerning the pouring of water on the flame, in the great ocean there
is a rock called ‘flaming.’ The ten thousand flowing waters entering [the great ocean] arrive
at this rock and all dry up. Therefore the ocean’s water does not increase [in volume]. [The
cycle of] birth and death craves water. Arriving at the place of the Buddha, [this thirst] is
completely quenched and does not increase.”
The [Da] baoji jing [Skt. Ratnakūṭa-sūtra] states, “There is a great ocean with a jewel
said to be multi-colored. The power of the jewel causes the [volume of the ocean’s] water to
not increase. The Buddha appears in the world and extinguishes the flow of mental
defilements in sentient beings.”
The [Da fangdeng] daji jing [⼤⽅等]⼤集経 [Skt. Mahāvaipulya mahāsaṃnipāta sūtra]
says, “There are three reasons that Śākyamuni Buddha abandoned the third part of his life
[i.e., from the age of 80 to the age of 120]. First, so that there would be the correct Dharma
(shōbō 正法) in this world in which humans dwell. Second, so as to guarantee that sentient
beings do not fall into one of the [three] evil reams (akushu 悪趣).184 Third, so that in the
distant future [sentient beings] can progress toward the final passing (dai’nehan).”
It was because [I] have compassion for sentient beings that [I] abandoned the third part of
[my] life, causing my Dharma ocean to be full, bathing devas and humans. Śākyamuni said,
“Long ago I abandoned my body and my life. It was for the sake of sick [i.e., deluded]
people that I abandoned the third part of my life. It was for this.”185

In this passage, the Shaku appears to equate the Buddha and his ability to terminate
the flow of mental defilements in others with the jewel (or hot rock) at the bottom of the
ocean and its ability to evaporate water. The last two paragraphs of the quoted section more
explicitly emphasize Śākyamuni’s compassionate nature by referring to the idea that
Śākyamuni could have lived until the age of 120 but decided to prematurerly pass away at
80 and dedicate the merit associated with the last forty years of his allotted life to the
disciples who would be left behind after his parinirvāṇa.
––––––––

bottom of the ocean just above hell. This term does not appear in the Kegon kyō itself, but does appear in, for
example, the Apitan bajiandu lun 阿毘曇⼋犍度論 (383), which is a Chinese translation of an Indic text.
184

This, of course, is somewhat confusing from a doctrinal standpoint, since the beings in the evil realms are
also sentient beings (shujō 衆⽣).
185

In the MS, pp. 6v–7v. In Ikegami, 125–127.
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What are we to make of this practice of enumerating Hōkai’s vows? At the very least,
this phenomenon demonstrates that by the early twelfth century at the latest, the Hikekyō had
become a canonical basis for devotion to Śākyamuni, and that within the Hikekyō it was the
story of Hōkai and his 500 vows that was most emphasized. At first glance it would seem that
the Gohyaku daigan kyō and the Shaku have different concerns, the former being focused on
the content of Hōkai’s vows, the latter more interested in highlighting Śākyamuni’s
compassionate nature. Their concerns exhibit considerable overlap, however.
First, they are both concerned with Śākyamuni’s vows. This is obvious in the Gohyaku
daigan kyō, and in the Shaku this is made clear from its focus on the 500 vows as well as on
Śākyamuni’s vows as they appear in other Buddhist works (e.g., the Jinglu yixiang and
Sengyou's Shijia pu 釈迦譜 [early sixth c., T 2040]). Indeed, on the front cover of the Shaku,
besides the five-character title of the work, we find the line “making visible and trusting in
the essence of the 500 great vows.” 186
Second, they both portray Śākyamuni as salvific. This is less evident in the Shaku, for
it also seems to be seeking an understanding of the precise nature of a buddha. But both texts
are unambiguous in their assertion that Śākyamuni is (or can be) directly involved in an
individual’s salvation. Third, in line with these works’ focus on Śākyamuni’s vows and his
salvific nature, both emphasize Śākyamuni’s compassion. His compassion is of course the
reason why he makes vows and saves sentient beings in the first place. But it was a quality
that is not at all pronounced in the Śākyamuni-of-narrative or Śākyamuni-of-doctrine images

186

五百⼤願抽要抄之委可⾒之. The only other text on the cover identifies the work as a “book of the Kegon
school.”
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fo the Buddha. The Lotus Sūtra, being perhaps the most obvious source for understandings
of and devotion to Śākyamuni in Japan, certainly mentions the Buddha’s compassionate nature,
but it tends to alternate between seducing and threatening its audience rather than attempting
to convince by recourse to Śākyamuni’s compassion. In this way, both works focus on
Śākyamuni’s concern for us: the Shaku stresses the affective facet (i.e., the Buddha’s
compassion), while the Gohyaku daigan tends to highlight those actions that the Buddha will
take as a result of that concern.187
In prioritizing Śākyamuni’s past vows, his salvific nature, his compassion, and what
Śākyamuni will do for us (in the future), these texts help establish the Hikekyō as a canonical
source to be used for elaborating upon Śākyamuni’s qualities, for making claims about
Śākyamuni’s relationship to humans living in desperate times, and for generating hope that
Śākyamuni might be the source of our salvation. In so doing, these works contribute to the
later claim that Śākyamuni will appear as a daimyōjin, a claim to which I now turn.

Śākyamuni as a daimyōjin

In the Chūkōsen 注好選, a setsuwa collection from the late-eleventh or early-twelfth
century, we read the following statement:

187

Although the Gohyaku daigan kyō (and the 1134 Shaka nyorai shaku, which quotes extensively from the
Gohyaku daigan) employ the 500-vow motif to an extent not found elsewhere, there are many other works that
made reference to the Hikekyō and refer to the “500 vows” or list specific vows (e.g., Ōe no Chikamichi’s Issai
sharira shū ⼀切設利羅集 [by 1151], Hōbutsushū [c. 1179], Dōgen’s Shōbō genzō). While some later claims
about the content of the Hikekyō strayed from the sūtra’s apparent meaning, works that enumerated Hōkai’s
vows maintained a fidelity to the Hikekyō that is at odds with what we see in chūsei shinwa, in which stories
are fabricated almost entirely anew.
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In the Hikekyō states [that Śākyamuni said], “After my final passing, during the final age of
the Dharma, I shall appear as a daimyōjin and save sentient beings far and wide.188

This vow is supposed to be Śākyamuni’s, and, according to the Chūkōsen, it appears
in the Hikekyō. This is the earliest known example of both the claim that Śākyamuni will
appear as a daimyōjin and of the attribution of this claim to the Hikekyō.189 This claim, of
course, does not appear in the Hikekyō, and the term daimyōjin in fact appears nowhere in
that sūtra as it has come down to us. This claim was repeated in a number of commentaries
from the twelfth century on, and the relevant phrase usually appears as the sixteen-character
phrase in the Chūkōsen quote above.190
This relationship between claims about the Hikekyō’s contents and the actual sūtra is
best understood as an instance of “fictitious hypertextuality,” a term used by Gérard Genette
(1997) to denote a case in which one text (the commentary here) presents itself as a
summary, synopsis, or accurate representation of another text (the Hikekyō for our purposes)
when in actual fact the latter text does not exist or is different from the summarizing text’s
presentation of it. In the case of the Japanese reception of the Hikekyō, the Hikekyō became
something of a symbolic reference point to which one could point in order to legitimize
certain beliefs or claims about Śākyamuni.
This begs the question: what were the authors and compilers of the works in which
the false attribution appears thinking? While some may have known that the claim was
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悲華経云、我滅度後、於末法中、現⼤明神、広度衆⽣。(SNKBT 31: 346)
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See appendix 2 for a chart of the works in which this claim appears.

190

In some cases the phrase “within the [cyclic existence of] birth and death” (於⽣死中) appears in place of
“during the time of mappō (於末法中), but the gist is not significantly altered.
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spurious, to assume that they all knew this is unrealistic. People tend to make claims based
on hearsay, their own faulty memory, or their own imagination without realizing that their
claims are not grounded in fact, and it is not difficult to imagine early medieval Japanese
exegetes doing the same. If a monk heard that the Hikekyō says such-and-such about
Śākyamuni, why would he not repeat it in his own writing?. If we think of examples closer
to our own time, we can see that figures like Jesus, Gandhi, and Winston Churchill, and
works such as the Ṛg veda, the New Testament, and the US Constitution are treated in a
manner similar to the Hikekyō: a variety of ideas are inaccurately attributed to these figures
and works, and yet those who make these claims are not in fact aware that the attributions
are inaccurate.
This is all rather speculative, though, and thus unsatisfactory. And yet speculation in
this case is perhaps inevitable, for the origin of the claim is not known and, due to a paucity
of sources, untraceable. What is possible, however, is to think about the Śākyamuni-asdaimyōjin claim and its attribution to the Hikekyō in light of buddha-kami relationships in
Japan and in the context of chūsei shinwa (medieval mythology). In this section I do just
that, concluding by arguing that what we have here is not dissimilar from Chūsei Nihongi, in
that a particular text came to be used as a legitimating source for claims that diverged from
the content of the source.
Before coming to this conclusion, and before discussing chūsei shinwa in greater
depth, I want to first outline the origins of the term daimyōjin and summarize two scholars’
theories about the origins of the sixteen-character phrase about Śākyamuni appearing as a
daimyōjin.
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––– Myōjin 名神, myōjin 明神, and daimyojin ⼤明神 –––
The origins of the terms daimyōjin and its predecessor—myōjin—are not entirely
clear,191 but Imahori Taitsu (1990) has argued that the term daimyōjin developed from the
terms myōjin 名神 and myōjin 明神. The first known appearance of the term myōjin 名神 is
found in the Shoku Nihongi 続⽇本紀 (797) entry for 730. In this context the term denotes a
shrine (or kami housed therein) of a high and specific rank. An entry for 811 in the Nihon
kōki ⽇本後紀 (840),192 as well as the Engishiki jinmyōchō 延喜式神名帳 (being fasc. 9
and 10 of the Engishiki, 927), confirms this usage (ibid.).193
According to Nakamura Issei (2009), the earliest example of the term is in the name
Matsuo Daimyōjin 松尾⼤明神 and appears in the Nihon sandai jitsuroku ⽇本三代実録 in
an entry for the year 886.194 Subsequent appearances indicate that it was applied to deities
held in particularly high regard but that it did not yet indicate a particular kind of deity
within the Buddhist framework.

191

For example, the Nihon kokugo daijiten simply states that it is an honorific title for a kami, one used for
deities who are objects of particularly fervent devotion. Likewise, Yoshikawa Kōbunkan’s Rekishi daijiten
notes in the entry for myōjin that daimyōjin is simply an honorific form of myōjin; the same explanation
appears in Morohashi’s Dai kanwa jiten.
192

This short entry reads:巻廿⼀弘仁⼆年（⼋⼀⼀）七⽉⼰⾣《⼗七》⼰⾣。安芸国佐伯郡速⾕神。伊
都岐島神。並預名神例。四時幣。
193

During the Edo period many kokugaku scholars presented theories as to the origins of this term, as well as
of myōjin 明神 and daimyōjin. For example, in his Jingi shōgō kō 神祇称号考, Oyamada Tomokiyo (1783–
1847) argued that the term myōjin 明神 means three things: first, it is simply another way of writing
akitsumikami 明津神; second, due to the identical reading of 名神 and 明神, the latter became an alternative
orthographic rendering of myōjin 名神; third, the term was used as a synonym of shinmei 神明, which means
kami or splendid kami (Imahori 1990: 158–59).
194

⼋⽉七⽇「掛けまくも畏（かしこ）き松尾⼤明神の広前に申し賜へと申す」. The entry is for Ninna
仁和 (886/8/7).
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Imahori (ibid.) divides usage of the term into two periods—pre-mappō and mappō—
and argues that the term was only used to refer to a manifestation of a buddha or bodhisattva
(a “living buddha”; shōjin no hotoke ⽣⾝の仏) after the advent of mappō in 1052.
Although prior to this there were appearances of the term, in such cases the character dai ⼤
was simply honorific. This is made clear by examining pre-1052 pure-land rebirth literature
(ōjōden 往⽣伝): stories about pure-land rebirth set in the tenth and first half of the eleventh
centuries—a time thought to still be within the age of Semblance Dharma (zōbō 像法)—we
find people seeking the help of kami and myōjin in order to progress along the Buddhist path
and secure rebirth in a pure land, but neither kami nor myōjin are ever the party from whom
salvation is being directly requested, even when the deity in question if referred to as a
daimyōjin. This changed with the new understanding of daimyōjin, which entailed the idea
that one requests not simply aid toward the soteriological goal but rather salvation itself
directly from the myōjin; this logically follows from the fact that the myōjin in question was
thought to be none other than a provisional manifestation of this or that buddha or
bodhisattva. The first instances of Kannon and Śākyamuni appearing as daimyōjin are from
the early-twelfth century, and from the thirteenth century on the daimyōjin idea expanded
and became associated with honji other than Kannon and Śākyamuni.
In short, the term daimyōjin was originally used in reference to kami already in
possession of the title myōjin. In this context, the difference between a myōjin and
daimyōjin was simply one of degree: a daimyōjin was an even greater deity (in terms of
power or deserved veneration) than a myōjin, but not essentially different. It is only within
the linking of Japanese deities to members of the Buddhist pantheon that it comes to
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designate a kami who is but a buddha or bodhisattva in the guise of a deity. Slightly
confusing the matter is the fact that during and after the Kamakura period many daimyōjin
were referred to simply as myōjin, causing many to conflate the terms and assume their
synonymy, which obscured the fact that in certain cases daimyōjin were functionally and
ontologically different from other deities.

––– Origin of the phrase sixteen-character phrase –––
The phrase about Śākyamuni as a daimyōjin in the Chūkōsen quote above was
already recognized as apocryphal some two centuries ago by Hirata Atsutane 平⽥篤胤
(1776–1843).195 After Hirata the next scholar to notice the phrase was Misaki Ryōshū
([1961] 1992) who provides two hypotheses as to its origins.196 First, suggests Misaki, the
phrase may be a corruption of a phrase from the Dai darani mappōchū ichiji shinju kyō ⼤陀
羅尼末法中⼀字⼼呪経 (T 956): “After my final passing, when my relics have spread [that
is, been distributed], [I will] hide the [eight] major marks and [thirty-two] minor marks [of
my body]. [The relics] will [then] transform into a body and perform this spell.”197

195

In his Zokushintō taii 俗神道⼤意, being a collection of notes compiled by his students in 1811, which was
edited and published posthumously in 1860 (Hirata Atsutane zenshū 1: 44b5–8).
196

While Misaki (1992), Imahori (1978, 1990) and Nomura ([1995] 2005) are the only scholars to have
discussed the phrase in any depth, others have addressed the daimyōjin in passing. They include Nakamura
Issei (2009), Sueki Fumihiko (2000, 1994), Makino Kazuo (1994, 1988), Ishikawa Rikzan (1992), Narita
Teikan (1979, 1965), and Tsuda So’u’kichi (1949).
197

我滅度之後、分布舎利已當隠諸相好、変⾝為此呪. T 956, 9.316b19f. This work was translated by
Maṇicintana (Ch. name: Baosiwei宝思性; arrived in Luoyang in 693, d. 721) (Ono BKD, v. 7: 366). Copp
(2005: 85n195) notes the name might in fact be Ratnacinta. See Forte (1984) for more. I have found no date
for the work, but we can assume it to have been completed between 693 and 721 (based on Maṇicintana’s
dates).
In Japan this phrase is found in the Hishō kuketsu 秘鈔⼝決 (circa 1164–1170; Kyōjun教舜, a.k.a.
Harima Hōshi 播磨法師; the relevant passage appears in the “datsuhō kuketsushō” 駄都法⼝決鈔 section),
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Misaki suggests that confusion may have arisen from the fact that the Dai darani
mappōchū ichiji shinju kyō and the Hikekyō contains phrases that are similar not only in
language but also content. This confusion can be seen in the conflation of the two works in
the Keiran jūyō shū 渓嵐拾葉集 (1311–1348), an early fourteenth-century compendium
compiled by the Mt. Hiei monk Kōshū 光宗 (1276–1350). In this work Kōshū attributes the
phrase found in the Dai darani mappōchū ichiji shinju kyō (about the relics transforming
into a body and reciting a dhāraṇī) to the Hikekyō.198 Furthermore, he cites the Hikekyō as a
scriptural basis for the idea that after the Buddha’s death the relics will constitute the
Tatāghata’s (J. Nyorai 如来) body, the teachings and scriptures his speech, and the kami 神
his mind (body, speech, and mind being the three vehicles by which action can be executed)
(557a4–9).199
Misaki’s second hypothesis is that the phrase comes from the Daijōhi pundari kyō ⼤
乗悲分陀利経 (T 158), a text so similar to the Hikekyō that some scholars simply regard it
as an alternative translation of the Karuṇapuṇḍarīka Sūtra (being the Indian sūtra of which
the Hikekyō is a translation). Specifically, Misaki points to the following phrases:

Sange sairykakuki ⼭家最略記 (being an orally-transmitted, abbreviated version of the Sange yōryakki ⼭家要
略記, compilation begun in 1174), and Asabashō 阿娑縛抄 (latter half of thirteenth cent.; Gokurakubō Shōchō
極楽房承澄, 1205–1282; the relevant passage appears in the shijōkō 熾盛光 section), all of which attribute it
to the “Mappō kyō” (by which they appear to be referring to the Dai darani mappōchō ichiji shinju kyō).
Misaki (286) notes that the relationship between the Hikekyō and the Dai darani mappōchū ichiji
shinju kyō can be traced back to the time of the Shijūjōketsu 四⼗帖決 (1045; a record of the kuden that Chōen
⻑宴 [1016–1081] received from Kōgei 皇慶 [977–1049]) and the Kakuzenshō (completed in 1213), and that
in the fourteenth-century Keiran jūyō shū the relationship is fully formed.
198

T 2410, 76.556b24–26.

199

Misaki (279) claims that this particular application (i.e., to the body-speech-mind theory) is indicative of the
Taimitsu understanding of relics and relic worship.
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When [at last] I desire parinirvāṇa [i.e., to pass from cyclic existence once and for all], I will
smash my corporeal relics [into tiny bits] like small mustard seeds, because I have
compassion for sentient beings….200
Furthermore, after my final passing, using miracles performed by my relics, I will
evoke in sentient beings the aspiration to perfect awakening…In this way, after my final
passing, the relics, in that time and place, and in this manner, will perform some number and
variety of miracles for the purpose of [alleviating] the suffering of sentient beings. With
those relic-miracles, I will for the first time achieve perfect awakening.201

What Misaki leaves unexplained is why compilers of the texts in which the phrase is
attributed to the Hikekyō would not simply have attributed it to the Daijōhi pundari kyō.
Similarly, it is not clear why Jōkei and many other Nanto monks quite explicitly
appropriated Hikekyō ideas and language without mentioning the Hikekyō by name. It may
be that they were drawing on the Gohyaku daigan kyō rather than the Hikekyō, but this still
leaves unexplained where they got the idea of Śākyamuni-as-a-daimyōjin, for this notion is
not found in the Gohyaku daigan kyō.
Whatever the precise origins of the phrase, all the works mentioned here promote the
idea that after Śākyamuni’s final passing, during the final age of the Dharma, Śākyamuni’s
relics will transform into a body, perform miracles, and save sentient beings. These ideas,
Misaki argues, formed the basis for the phrase.
A different hypothesis comes from Imahori Taitsu (1990), who suggests that the first
two lines of the phrase in question (i.e., “After my final passing, in the time of mappō”)
come from the Lotus Sūtra. He cites the following four lines from the Lotus Sūtra as
evidence:
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欲般涅槃時。我當碎⾝舍利如半芥⼦。爲悲衆⽣故。(T 158, 3.270a2–3)

201

⼜我般涅槃後。衆⽣以我舍利神變發阿耨多羅三藐三菩提⼼者。…..如是般涅槃後舍利。於爾所時
爲如是苦切衆⽣現如是種種若⼲神變。以彼舍利神變。我等初悟阿耨多羅三藐三菩提。 (T 158,
3.27b21, c27–28a1)
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After my final passing, out of compassion for sentient beings, [the person who has accepted,
recites, and makes offerings to the Lotus Sūtra] shall be born in an evil world [i.e., this
world] and preach this sūtra wide and far.
After my final passing, who can guard, keep, read, and recite this sūtra?
If after the final passing of the Buddha, in the midst of [this] evil world, [one] can expound
on this sūtra, well, this will prove to be very difficult.
Mañjuśrī. After the final passing of the tathāgata, in the time of mappō, if one desires to
expound on this sūtra, one must dwell in comfortable conduct.202

Imahori (183) notes that people such as Saichō and Nichiren held the belief—widespread
during the Heian period—that the Lotus Sūtra was the most appropriate scripture for the
time of mappō. A belief in mappō would thus lead to increased popularity of the sūtra, while
an increase in popularity would in turn reinforce the idea that the final age had arrived.
As for the latter half of the phrase—“I shall appear as a daimyōjin and save sentient
beings far and wide”—Imahori ovserves that this part of the phrase appears in a number of
Heian and Kamakura-period works, an early example being the Ryōjin hishō 梁塵秘抄 (ca.
1180, compiled by Go-Shirakawa), in which the following line appears within an imayō:
“The original body of Kanzeon resides eternally on Mt. Potala [J. Fudaraku 補陀落]. Life
after life he appears as a daimyōjin in order to save sentient beings.”203 As a representative
Kamakura-period example, he points to the Hachiman gudōkin (alt. Hachiman gudōkun) ⼋

202

於我滅度後、 愍衆⽣故、⽣於悪世、広演此経
(T 262_9.30c25–26)
我滅度後、誰能護持、讀説斯経
(34a4–5)
若仏滅後、於悪世中、能説此経、是則為難
(34a22–23)
⽂殊師利、如来滅後、於末法中、欲説是経、応住安楽⾏
(37c29–38a1), respectively.
Imahori 1990: 183. See Japanese translations in Sakamoto 1964: v.2, 144f, 194f, 196f, 256f. See English
translations in Hurvitz 2009: 160, 173, 174, 196.
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本体観世⾳、常在補陀落の⼭、為度や衆⽣、⽣々⽰現⼤明神. Cited in Imahori 1990: 173f.
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幡愚童訓 (late thirteenth, early fourteenth c.), in which Iwashimizu Hachiman is said to
have appeared as a daimyōjin to save sentient beings, and in which the honji of Iwashimizu
Hachiman is said to be Śākyamuni (although the Amida-as-honji theory is also found in this
work) (176f).
But the first instance in which this phrase was attributed to Śākyamuni, argues
Imahori, is found in the “Sannō no koto” ⼭王事 section of the Yōtenki 耀天記 (ca.
1223).204 Here, not only does Śākyamuni utter the phrase under discussion, but he also
declares that he intends to appear specifically as Sannō, the tutelary deity of Mt. Hiei. In
addition, in the “Hie Ōmiya” ⽇吉⼤宮 section of the work, he says, “Do not cry. I shall
again be reborn as someone in Jambudvīpa [i.e., our world], appearing as a daimyōjin.”205
The Genpei jōsuiki 源平盛衰記 (late Kamakura or Nanbokuchō period) repeats these claims
in its discussion of Sannō. But it is only with the Sannō ekotoba ⼭王絵詞 (c. 1308–17)206
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There is no consensus on the dates for the Yōtenki. The Yōtenki comprises two main parts and a
supplementary third (which I will not discuss—see Sugahara [1992: 253] for dating of the third section). It is
agreed that the first and second part were originally two separate works: their style, content, and the apparent
motivation behind their creation are entirely different, the first part being concerned with the Hafuribe
sacerdotal lineage and Hie-related deities. This first section is usually dated to 1223. The second part of the
Yōtenki focuses on the deity Sannō and is more Buddhist in character. Based on his reading of the work,
Sugahara Shinkai (1992: 258f) suggests the 1120s or 1130s as a date for the second section. Sueki Fumihiko
(1993: 352f) rejfects Sugahara’s reading, arguing that the text should more accurately be dated to the 1240s.
Sueki’s explanation seems more probable, since it was around this time (and not the 1120s and 1130s) that
theories that would prove central to Sannō Shintō began to emerge. Writing in 1996, Nomura calls into
question Imahori’s dating of the Yōtenki, pointing to Okada Seiji’s speculation that the Yōtenki achieved its
current form in the early Muromachi period. However, this does not mean that the Sannō section is an early
Muromachi work, and Okada’s focus in on when the first and sections were combined to form a single work,
not on the date of compilation, authorship, or redaction of the parts. In addition, Okada was writing in 1979,
and Nomura cites neither Sugahara nor Sueki, perhaps indicating that he did not review the most recent
literature on the dating of the Yōtenki and its constituent parts. In any case, the consensus in the most recent
secondary literature tends toward Sueki’s proposed date, i.e., the mid-thirteenth century. See, for example,
Shirayama (1998: 52f) and Nakamura (2009: 84f).
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汝勿啼泣、於焔浮提、或覆還⽣、現⼤明神 (66, line 8).
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and Keiran jūyō shū (1311–48) that these phrases are attributed to the Hikekyō (although the
Keiran jūyō shū also attributes them to the Nirvāṇa Sūtra [Nehankyō 涅槃経] in places)
(181–183).
As for the question of why the Yōtenki and Genpei jōsuiki do not attribute this phrase
to the Hikekyō, whereas the Sannō ekotoba and Keiran jūyō shū do, Imahori suggests that it
is because the entire phrase under investigation was formed by combining the Lotus Sūtraderived phrases (我滅度後、於末法中) with those that came from works such as the Ryōjin
hishō and Hachiman gudōkin (現⼤明神、広度衆⽣): in other words, because this phrase
was not from the Hikekyō. While this may be true, it fails to explain why the phrase was
attributed to the Hikekyō in the first place.207
––––––––
In short, the origins of the phrase are not certain, but it seems to be based in part on
the language of the Lotus Sūtra, and it was in use by the middle of the twelfth century at the
very latest. If we cannot attribute this phrase’s genesis and development to specific people
or institutions, we can at least understand it better by turning our attention to the religious
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Nomura (2005: 252) gives 1314 as the year of completion. On the Sannō ekotoba, see Shimosaka 2003:
53–78. A MS of this work is transcribed in Kondō 1959; and ZGR 2, v.2. In ZGR the work goes by the title of
Hie Sannō rishō ki ⽇吉⼭王利⽣記. See also Imahori 1990:87, 182.
207

Nomura Takumi (2005) has argued that the first instance of the full phrase is in fact to be found in the Tenjin
kōshiki 天神講式 (or 天神講私記), by the aristocrat and scholar Sugawara no Tamenaga 菅原為⻑ (1158–
1246), dated to around 1204. (In fact, the phrase found in the Tenjin kōshiki is slightly different —或経云、我
滅度之後、於末法中、現⼤明神、為説空法云 [Shintō Taikei, jinjahen 11 北野]— but is obviously related
and conveys the same idea. For Nomura’s dating of the Tenjin kōshiki see pp. 293–94. He himself admits that
this dating is not supported by firm evidence.) The phrase that appears in the Tenjin kōshiki, however, does not
attribute the phrase to the Hikekyō but to “a certain sūtra” (aru kyō 或経), leading Nomura to conclude that the
phrase was extant and being attributed to works of a canonical status by at least the beginning of the thirteenth
century. Nomura was writing in 1995 and appears to have simply missed the appearance of the phrase in the
Chūkōsen, which is earlier than the Tenjin kōshiki. In fact, the Chūkōsen example is not mentioned anywhere
in the secondary literature, be it Japanese or otherwise.
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thought of the period. Here I want to focus on three features of Japanese religion that will
help us shed light on the process whereby the phrase was incorrectly attributed to the
Hikekyō and will bring us closer to grasping why it was that Śākyamuni was chosen in this
case. These three features are: the relationship between buddhas and kami, chūsei shinwa,
and the emergence of a distinct Pure Land Buddhism in Japan and the concomitant shift
from a this-wordly focus to an emphasis on one’s future lives.

––– Relationship between buddhas and kami208 –––
The fact that Śākyamuni was said to appear as a kami does not by itself indicate that
he was perceived as being in any way unique, since many buddhas and bodhisattvas were
thought to be honji, and examples of Kannon and Amida as honji outnumber cases in which
Śākyamuni is involved. So when Śākyamuni was identified as the honji, what were the
reasons for this?
The development of honji suikaku theories is usually described as being a four-step
process. First, members of the Buddhist pantheon were simply regarded as another type of
kami that could help or harm one depending on whether or not they were satisfied through
sufficient propitiation. Next, the Buddhist worldview took hold and kami were thought to be
deluded beings in need of (Buddhist) salvation. Eventually, kami were incorporated into the
Buddhist hierarchy and became guardians of the Dharma (these stages being complete by
the end of the Nara period). After this, a number of new deities began to appear (e.g.,
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I use the term kami here to refer to Japanese deities more generally, though as Bodiford (2006: 179) points
out, one must be careful not use the term kami to simply indicate “gods” or “deities.” The inclusion of the
character shin 神 in the term daimyōjin warrants the use of the term kami in this case.
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various goryō, Zao Gongen, Gozu Tennō), which finally led to the idea that kami were in
fact manifestations of various buddhas and bodhisattvas, i.e., the honji suijaku theory.
(These last two stages are to have taken place during the Heian period.)209 Much of honji
suijaku thought can be traced back to theories brought by Japanese monks from China,
where the “honji” and “suijaku” were not a buddha/bodhisattva and deity, but rather a thing
(wushi 物事) and its appearance (xianxiang 現象) (Yoshida 2006).210 Indeed, in early
Japanese Buddhism suijaku was not always a deity (Satō 2012). Whatever its origins, by the
mid-to-late Heian period, this binary relationship had come to refer first and foremost to that
between a Buddhist divinity and a local deity.
In their discussion of the term daimyōjin, Imahori and Nakamura both view this term
against the backdrop of this development but with attention paid to the role that the concept
of mappō played in bringing about the idea that the reason that buddhas and bodhisattvas
appeared as deities was precisely because in the degenerate age (beginning in 1052
according to the most widely accepted Japanese calculation) people needed to encounter the
Dharma in a more accessible form. Imahori and Nakamura’s argument that the term
daimyōjin was used to denote a deity that directly saves beings rather than one who simply
provides soteriological aid suggests that what underpinned the idea that kami are
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For a standard account of this process, see Sueki 2003: 14–25. Later there emerged the so-called han honji
suijaku and the idea that certain Japanese deities existed prior to Buddhism. I shall leave this development
aside, as it postdates the period with which I am concerned. Besides not discussing this, I also neglect the
distinction between “real” deities (jisshajin 実者神) and provisional ones (gonjajin 権者神), which makes the
picture rather more complicated. For the Chinese origins of much of honji suijaku thought, see Yoshida 2006.
210

Yoshida (2006: 201) rejects the oft-cited idea that the honji suijaku binary derives from Zhiyi’s
interpretation of the Lotus Sūtra. He sees the Zhuweimojiejing 注維摩詰經 (T 1775) as more relevant. In this
compilation of commentaries on the Vimalakīrti sūtra, Sengzhao 僧肇 (384–414?, disciple of Kumārajīva)
analyzes Vimalakīrti in terms of an essence and a trace. He states that Vimalakīrti is totally human, and yet
there is something behind that, for we cannot think of him as but a mere human.
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manifestations of buddhas and bodhisattvas was the mappō theory. In other words, the
beginning of the final age marked the point at which Japanese began to assert that some
kami were in fact manifestations of Buddhist divinities.
Related to this is Nakamura’s claim that the earliest (known) example of a kami
directly saving a sentient being occurs in the Kansenjian (1081) 官宣旨案. This work,
associated with the Hie shrines, relates a story in which Hie Daimyōjin appeared during the
period when Tenji held court in Ōmi no kuni on the southwest edge of Lake Biwa (modernday Ōtsu) (667–671).211 The date—1081—is very close to the purported advent of mappō—
1052.
If Imahori and Nakamura are correct in suggesting that (certain) kami only came to
be regarded as suijaku after 1052, then it would mean that Śākyamuni was made a honji
quite early on. The first example of a Buddhist honji we know of is Kannon in the Honchō
shinsen den 本朝神仙伝 (by 1109?), and the first example of Śākyamuni appearing as a
daimyōjin occurs in the Chūkōsen (by 1152, but probably early twelfth c. or even late
eleventh c.).
However, Śākyamuni appears not as a specific deity, but simply as a daimyōjin, as a
great kami. In other words, the focus is on Śākyamuni rather than on some Japanese deity
whose authority is being bolstered by an association with Śākyamuni. This suggests a more
direct relationship between Japan and Śākyamuni.
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This account also appear in the Yōtenki, though not in the “Sannō no koto” section.
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––– Chūsei shinwa, Chūsei Nihongi –––
However, the amalgamation of buddhas and deities was not the only relevant
framework, and this leads us to the fabrication of new myths in the medieval period, a trend
often referred to as Chūsei Shinwa (Medieval Mythology). The precise origins of Chūsei
Shinwa are not clear, but one important precedent is Chūsei Nihongi, a term that refers to a
development (and the resulting texts and myths) whereby newly fabricated claims and
beliefs were attributed to the Nihon shoki. 212 The term itself was introduced by Itō
Masayoshi in a 1972 article, and has been described as “radical surgery on the oldest of
sources” (Bowring 2008: 356).213
It is difficult to know what to make of this development, whereby things that do not
appear in the Nihon shoki are attributed to the Nihon shoki, and the broader trend of
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Chūsei Nihongi was intimately related to Chūsei Shintō (Medieval Shinto), which refers to the various
“Shintō” traditions that appeared during the medieval period (most notably Ryōbu 両部 Shintō, Miwa 三輪
Shintō, Sannō ⼭王 Shintō, and, later, Yui’itsu 唯⼀ Shintō). This close relationship is due to the fact that
many of the reworked myths central to Chūsei Nihongi were produced by monks or priests involved in the
various strains of the nascent development that we retrospectively identify as Chūsei Shintō. Yamamoto
Hiroko (1998: 5–10), while distinguishing between Chūsei Nihongi and the mythology of Chūsei Shintō as two
recognizable genres of myth (which, together with honji monogatari 本地物語, she subsumes under the rubric
of Chūsei Shinwa 中世神話), states that the processes and texts found in these three genres are profoundly
connected.
My summary of Chūsei Nihongi and Chūsei Shinwa is based largely on Itō (2012: 207–231), Saitō
(2012: 44–55), Saitō (2011), and Uejima (2010: 81–94).
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A classic example of Chūsei Nihongi can be seen in a cosmogony found in (among other sources) the
Shasekishū 砂⽯集 (ca. 1279–1283) that tells of a time prior to the existence of the Japanese archipelago.
Looking down into the murky depths, Amaterasu 天照⼤神, guided by the seal (inmon 印⽂) of Dainichi
Nyorai ⼤⽇如来 that appears on the bottom of the ocean, thrusts a spear into the water. She then lifts the
weapon upwards and the drops that fall from the tip of the spear transform into the land of Japan. Māra,
however, comes down to prevent the process and is only persuaded to leave when Amaterasu promises Māra
that he will not speak the names of the three treasures, nor allow the three treasures to come near him (Sueki
2003: 67–68). The Nihon shoki story in which the drops of brine from Izanagi 伊弉諾／伊邪那岐 and
Izanami’s 伊弉冉／伊邪那美 spear metamorphizes into Onogorojima 磤馭慮島 is clearly the base for this
story (for the English trans., see Aston 1972: 11f). But with the introduction of the cosmic buddha and an
Indian deity, the narrative and its function transform such that that the relationship to the original Nihon shoki
account is, in the final analysis, only a superficial one.
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misattributing various quotes and claims to authoritative scriptures. Were the authors and
compilers of these texts aware that the attributions they were making or recording were
inaccurate? Did they have access to the Nihon shoki itself (in the case of texts that include
the phrase “The Nihongi states that…” [Nihongi ni iwaku ⽇本紀云])? If so, did they
actually consult it? Figuring this out is made particularly difficult in the case of Chūsei
Shinwa-type myths more generally by the fact that it is often well near impossible to
determine the authors, dates of composition, and transmission-history of such myths.214
Chūsei Nihongi, at least, can be traced in part to the problem of interpreting the Nihon
Shoki, which was written entirely in kanbun (Sino-Japanese). After the Nihon Shoki was
completed in 720, the correct interpretation of this work was gradually forgotten, and to
rectify this state of affairs the practice of holding a Nihon Shoki lecture or debate (Nihongi
kōgi ⽇本紀講義 or Nihongi kōen ⽇本紀講筵) was begun (Itō 2012: 208). This lecture or
debate, six of which were held between the years 812 and 943 with each lasting two or three
years, was a series of lectures and debates rather than a single event—began with the
lecturer’s attendants (shōfuku 尚復) reading the Nihon Shoki using the Chinese
pronunciation. The lecturer (hakushi 博⼠) would then provide a Japanese reading for what
was read (which was a form of interpretation, since a number of different Japanese readings
of the Chinese were possible). The various people attending the kōgi, including various
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Abe Yasurō (2006–7: 92–93) makes this point with regard to Chūsei Shintō texts, which are intimately
related to Chūsei Nihongi materials. Due to these research-related difficulties, as well as previous scholars’
refusal to take Chūsei Nihongi seriously, Chūsei Nihongi myths were largely ignored during much of the
twentieth century. Recently, however, a new interest in these medieval texts, tropes, and tales has emerged.
Saitō Hideki (2006:136–138), for example, notes that Chūsei Nihongi is important because besides reflecting
the ideology of the period, the process of fabricating new myths played a fundamental role in shaping that very
ideology. In a direct but powerful way, then, these myths had a very real impact on early medieval politics and
culture.
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ministers and sometime even the emperor, would then pose questions to the lecturer. In
response to such queries the lecturer would recall what previous lecturers had said about the
question at hand, and would then add his own opinion. All of this was recorded, and in this
way a large number of opinions and readings accumulated.
It was only after a lapse of interest in the Nihon Shoki in the tenth century, and a
subsequent surge in interest in the early twelfth century among waka scholars, however, that
we begin to get what comes to be identified as Chūsei Nihongi. These waka scholars
attributed a number of quotes and statements to the Nihon Shoki that were found not in the
Nihon Shoki, but rather in the accumulated commentaries on the Nihon Shoki and in waka
that were composed at a special banquet (Nihongi kyōen ⽇本紀竟宴) that marked the end
of a Nihongi kōen. "Nihongi" thus came to refer not to the Nihon Shoki, but instead to some
ill-defined mythos and exegesis of that myth, a process driven by waka scholars’ attempt to
discover the origins and history of waka in this mythic past. This quest was in turn directly
related to a contemporaneous search for Japan's origins.
This history of Nihon Shoki exegesis and, more importantly, waka scholars’
transformation of the Nihon Shoki into a reference point of sorts for various claims about the
origins of waka helped set the stage for a much broader fabrication of myth and tendency to
misattribute new claims to old texts. However, this was but one source of Chūsei Shinwa.
The larger phenomenon of chūsei shinwa must be understood in light of honji suijaku
theories, and specifically the logic whereby one was able to establish a relationship between
two things that were originally entirely separate and unrelated. With this logic the Japanese
were able to claim, for example, that the buddhas and bodhisattvas of India, the holy men
and sages (of China), and the deities of Japan were but one and the same, and they could
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employ the same logic to claim that Buddhist dhāraṇī, Chinese poetry and rhyming prose
(shifu 詩賦), and waka of Japan were the exact same thing. (This concern with India and
China was due to the prominence of the sangoku worldview during this time.)
But honji suijaku thinking only accounts for the logic and mechanism behind the
creation of new myths; it does not explain the motive. Concerning the motivation, Itō
Satoshi (2012: 219) notes that during the late Heian period (and throughout the medieval
period) political power was fragmented, with no single political or religious institution being
dominant and thus able to dictate a single, dominant mythical account. In this context,
legitimizing myths of origin became increasing necessary as each institution, be it a temple,
shrine, or clan, vied with others for power and strove to assert its own superiority. And for
this purpose the old myths of the Nihon Shoki, Kojiki, Sendai kuji hongi, and Kogo shūi were
insufficient.
In addition to this handful of contributing factors, Iyanaga Nobumi (forthcoming)
argues that Chūsei Shinwa can be traced in part to Japanese Buddhist esoteric commentarial
traditions and oral transmission. Iyanaga points out that from the mid ninth-century on
Japanese Buddhist monks were faced with diminished access to Chinese Buddhism, a
situation that resulted in part from the weakened state of Chinese Buddhism following the
840–846 persecution under the direction of Emperor Wuzong 武宗, and in part from the
termination of official Japanese missions to China (kentōshi 遣唐使) in 839. This lack of
access was not in fact a great problem for those Japanese Buddhist traditions whose
transmission was largely textual and which had already acquired large numbers of Buddhist
texts from China. In contrast, the knowledge, ritual efficacy, and legitimacy of esoteric
monks was far more dependent on teacher-to-disciple transmissions of both doctrinal
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teachings and ritual knowledge; their esoteric system of thought and practice could not be
captured or maintained by a purely textual tradition. The lack of access to Chinese esoteric
teachers and institutions was thus a great problem for Japanese esoteric Buddhist monks.
Given these circumstances, esoteric monks creatively worked with the material they had,
finding associations between the extant Buddhist teachings and Japanese mythology, deities
(both Japanese and continental), and the Japanese political system. Iyanaga believes that
“this was precisely the methodological foundation upon which new mythical tales could be
created in medieval Japan” (forthcoming: 24).
This overview of Chūsei Shinwa shows that the precise origins of the medieval
fabrication of myth and, along with it, the practice of misattributing quotes and claims to
older, authoritative sources is unclear, and is in fact probably overdetermined. Returning to
the topic at hand, the attribution to the Hikekyō of the idea that Śākyamuni will appear as a
daimyojin in the time of mappō is not surprising given these conditions. Just as the
“Nihongi” became a reference point of sorts to make various claims about waka, so too did
the Hikekyō become a reference point for making various claims about Śākyamuni. We
might therefore speak of a Hikekyō shinkō, or perhaps a “Hikekyō iwaku” phenomenon. In
addition, Iyanaga’s emphasis on esoteric Buddhism as a source of new myths is noteworthy,
for of the five earliest attributions of the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin claim to the Hikekyō, two
originate in Tendai esoteric (i.e., Taimitsu) texts (Enryakuji gokoku engi and Keiran jūyō
shū), and another (the Ichidai goji danzu) is by Nichiren, who was deeply influenced by
Tendai esotericism.
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––– The rise of Pure Land Buddhism, and the turn to the other world –––
In the eleventh century there was in Japanese Buddhism a shift from a concern with
this-worldly affairs to an interest in the next life. Satō Hiroo (2012) has described this shift
in terms of the development of the honji suijaku theory. He argues that until about the
eleventh century the Japanese worldview entailed a single world, that is, humans, kami,
members of the Buddhist pantheon, and all other beings inhabited a single world. This is the
first stage.
However, with the development of pure land thought and its dualistic worldview
whereby life in this world was thought of simply as a stage that preceded the ideal world of
the pure land, deities became intermediaries between this and the other world. A dualistic
worldview thus developed, consisting of this and that world. In Satō’s analysis, suijaku,
rather than being manifestations of the honji themselves, were intermediaries through which
one accessed the other world. (If this is in fact the case, then Hōnen’s contribution can be
seen as a rejection of the intermediaries, and a call to access the honji directly.) Satō
identifies the eleventh to thirteenth centuries as the second stage—the period during which
the dualistic this-world/pure land paradigm was dominant—and the fourteenth century as the
period when this worldview began to change.215
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This analysis would seem to confirm that of Hayami Tasuku (2000), who observes that the rise of the belief
in mappō coincided with an increase in interest in the afterlife, which in the case of Japan entailed a turn to the
six realms (rokudō) of existence. He associates this shift in part with economic and institutional changes.
While the raison d’être of temples and monks had traditionally been to pray for the state, particularly the
emperor, as the state lost power during the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries and began cutting funding for
Buddhist rituals, temples and monks had to look for new patrons. One of the results was that Buddhist
institutions began to focus less on rituals designed to ensure the this-worldly survival and prosperity of the
political order and more on the well-being of individual patrons and their family members (particular deceased
ones).
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Satō’s third stage begins around the fourteenth century, when, due to Jōdo shū, Shin
shū, and Nichiren teachings about awakening in this life and their emphasis on this-worldly
benefits (gense riyaku), the attraction of the pure land began to fade and it was this world—
not that world—that became the primary focus. Eventually there was a return to a singular
worldview: of course the idea of the pure land persisted, but for all practical purposes the
only world that was really thought about was this one. Buddhas and bodhisattvas were still
around, but they were somehow in this world and their relationships with deities were
structurally more horizontal than vertical.216
The work of Hayami Tasuku (2000) confirms this new tendency toward a concern
with the other world and the afterlife. Observing that the rise of the belief in mappō
coincided with an increase in interest in the afterlife, which in the case of Japan entailed a
turn to the six realms (rokudō) of existence, Hayami points to the role that changing
patronage patterns played in this transformation. While the raison d’être of temples and
monks had traditionally been to pray for the state, and particularly for the emperor, as the
state lost power during the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries and began reducing its
funding of Buddhist rituals, temples and monks had to look for new patrons. One of the
results was that Buddhist institutions began to focus less on rituals designed to ensure the
this-worldly survival and prosperity of the political order and more on the well-being of
individual patrons and their family members (particularly deceased family members).
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Although both pre-medieval and early modern worldviews were singular—in the sense that humans,
buddhas, kami, etc. all inhabited the same realm—a major difference was that in the pre-medieval world kami,
spirits of the dead, and so forth were of central importance, given much respect, and involved in daily life. In
contrast, Satō argues, in the third stage (from the late medieval period on) kami and buddhas were largely
confined to the temples and shrines. With the waning of the other world, the emphasis on honji/honbutsu also
faded, and instead of kami like Amaterasu and Kasuga, who were intimately tied to Buddhist cosmology and
mythology, in the early modern period the focus turned instead to a number of lesser deities who were
independent in so far as they were not embedded in a honji-suijaku framework.
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The rise of Pure Land Buddhism as a distinct Buddhist path and institution coincides
with this turn toward the other world. Pure land teachings and practices were of course
present in most Japanese Buddhist institutions from early on. In 640 the Chinese monk Huiyin lectured on one of the pure land sūtras in Japan, an Amida triad was painted on a wall at
Hōryūji in in the 610s, and in Nara Zenju 善珠 (723–797), Shōkai 昌海 (ca. ninth c.), Seikai
清海 (d. 1017) were all proponents of practices and prayers aimed at securing rebirth in
Amida’s pure land (Ōhashi 2001: 117–118). However, it was really on Mt. Hiei that pure
land teachings were of greatest importance, and it was only with the courtier Yoshishige no
Yasutane 慶滋保胤 (c. 931–1002), and the Tendai monk Genshin 源信 (942–1017) that Pure
Land Buddhism begins to exhibit signs of being a distinct path. Finally, the activities of
Hōnen 法然 (1133–1212) and his many disciples helped bring about institutionally separate
pure land schools.217
The question of whether Pure Land Buddhism brought about an other-worldly focus,
or whether it was instead the case that economic and social changes, along with Buddhist
theories about decline, brought about an other-worldly focus and thereby set the stage for the
rise of Pure Land Buddhism, is beside the point for our purposes. What is important is
simply to note that the Japanese interest in the Hikekyō and the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin
phenomenon coincides with Satō’s second stage, during which time Japanese Buddhists
were concerned with rituals and prayers that would ensure favorable rebirths, and
217

It is of course true that neither Pure Land Buddhism nor any of the other schools referred to collectively as
New Kamakura Buddhism was dominant during the Kamakura period. Indeed, the Nara schools, along with
Tendai and Shingon, appear to have received the bulk of patronage during this time. I am not here arguing that
Pure Land represented the dominant view during this period. However, it is clear that the Hikekyō and its
Japanese interpreters are arguing against the exclusive focus on Amida and his pure land, regardless of how
influential it may or may not have been during the time.
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particularly rebirth in Amida’s pure land. This is not to say that Buddhist monks were no
longer used to manipulate this world. The soteriological focus, however, was very much on
the other world. This makes perfect sense, for it was with the distancing of an other-world
that the connection between that other world—inhabited by buddhas and bodhisattvas—and
this mundane world became a major concern. However, the point of the Hikekyō and the
Gohyaku daigan kyō is that Śākyamuni (in the form of a daimyōjin) appears to ensure not
the rebirth of beings in the pure land (i.e., the other world) but rather their eventual
awakening in this world. The term I have often translated as “save” is do 度 (originally do
渡 in many works), which relies on the analogy of crossing a river from the bank of delusion
to the far bank of awakening. While in the works mentioned in this chapter it is not
explicitly stated that that awakening is to occur in this world, there is no reference to the
pure land, that is, to another world.218
This suggests that the Hikekyō and the works that draw on it rejected the otherworldly focus—the salient characteristic of the period described by Satō and Hayami—and
thus that these works represent something of an anti-pure-land trend within a period
dominated by a focus on the pure land.219 Both the enumeration of Hōkai’s vows and the
Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin phenomenon can thus be seen as a Hikekyō-based anti-pure-land
trend that drew on Japanese theories about the relationship between buddhas and kamis, and
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The exception would be the Shaka Nyorai shaku (1134 or earlier), which suggests that it is only with the
help of Śākyamuni that one can be reborn in Amida’s pure land.
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This notwithstanding the fact that there were also texts that emphasized rebirth in Śākyamuni’s pure land.
In addition there is the Kakuzenshō’s assertion that faith in the Buddha’s relics ensure rebirth in the pure land
of Amida (DBZ 51: 2446).
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on the dynamics of chūsei shinwa, in order to make claims that linked Śākyamuni more
firmly to this mundane world and, more importantly, to the present.
And yet, as already mentioned, the Śākyamuni at the center of this Hikeyō reception
was neither the Śākyamuni of narrative nor the Śākyamuni of doctrine. He was instead
salvific through-and-through. Rather than being a model for emulation, a symbolic founder
of the tradition, or an eternal buddha whose existence transcends history, he was someone
who cared about sentient beings, who made a vow to save sentient beings in the final age,
and who would appear as a deity in front of their very eyes. Where was the scriptural source
for this Śākyamuni, though? Not in the Inga kyō, not in the Lotus Sūtra, and not in the
Nirvāṇa Sūtra. While Kannon would serve as a model of sorts, the model in this case was
instead Amida. Thus, even as the tradition of Hikekyō reception rejected the other-worldly
focus of Pure Land Buddhism and the emphasis on Amida at the exclusion of the
compassionate father Śākyamuni, it transformed the Buddha into a figure whose salient
characteristics—his salvific character and his compassionate vow—were based on that very
buddha at the center of Japanese Pure Land Buddhism, i.e., the buddha Amida.

Conclusion

Like most religious efforts to return to the essentials or to the founder of the faith, the
unprecedented turn to Śākyamuni that we see in the texts discussed in this chapter does not
succeed in reproducing the figure at the font of the tradition. Rather, it simply (and
creatively) reflects the concerns and conditions of its own time. In 1913 George Tyrrell
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wrote of Adolf von Harnack's quest to discover the historical Jesus, "The Christ that
Harnack sees, looking back through nineteen centuries of Catholic darkness, is only the
reflection of a Liberal Protestant face, seen at the bottom of a deep well.” What we have in
discussed in this chapter is similar, in that the Śākyamuni that we get in the enumerations of
Hōkai’s vows and in the Śākyamuni-as-daimyōjin claim is a buddha who met a particular
need and who reflected the interests of that time. The need was for a more tangible
connection with Śākyamuni (for those who regarded him as the anchor of the dispensation),
and the influences came from Pure Land Buddhism, which had introduced the model of a
salvific buddha who would come for us in our hour of need. And the method by which
Śākyamuni was transformed into a salvific buddha with whom the Japanese could feel some
connection was borrowed in part from the newly emergent chūsei shinwa, a development
that allowed Japanese Buddhists to reconfigure their gods and remake their world.
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Chapter 4
Vulture Peak in Japan:
Importing the Sacred Past into the Defiled Present
In the previous chapter I asked: did medieval Japanese think that Śākyamuni was still active
in this world? Despite the fact that he had passed into nirvāṇa, was he somehow still alive in
some form or another, still able to intervene in human affairs? While there is no single
answer to this question—different Japanese Buddhists at different times offered different
answers—we saw in the last chapter that certain Japanese did claim that Śākyamuni would
appear in Japan as a daimyojin to save everyone during the final age of the Dharma.
In this chapter I want to focus on a related question: where did medieval Japanese
think Śākyamuni was physically located? There are other buddhas, bodhisattvas, and deities
whose location relative to Japan could be known. For example, Fudaraku (Skt. Potalaka),
the dwelling place of the bodhisattva Kannon, was thought to be located somewhere to the
south of Japan, either as an island in the sea or at the bottom of the ocean. (This belief was
the basis for the practice whereby people would confine themselves in small boats and set
sail in a southerly direction from the Kii Peninsula, hoping to arrive at Fudaraku.) And
Amida was believed to be somewhere to the west of Japan. Japanese paintings sometime
reflect this idea, as does the belief that the western entrance of Shitennōji temple was the
eastern entrance to Amida’s pure land.220 But what about Śākyamuni?
There are five possible answers that come to mind and which were considered by
Japanese Buddhists at different times.
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This claim can be found in the Shitennōji goshuin engi 四天王寺御⼿印縁起. See DBZ 85: 305a16–17
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1) Śākyamuni is in India but dead; he preached in that land long ago, entered parinirvāṇa,
and there is nothing more to it.
2) He is present in the corporeal relics that he left behind. So wherever those relics are,
there, too, is Śākyamuni.
3) He is to be found in statues of Śākyamuni that are considered living images (shōshinzō
⽣⾝像). The statue of Śākyamuni at Seiryōji in Kyoto is a famous example of this.
4) He is nowhere specific, because Śākyamuni is not the Indian figure who roamed the
Gangetic plain but the Dharmakāya, the cosmic body of the Buddha that for all practical
purposes is eternal and whose location cannot specified. This is the conclusion that both
the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa Sūtra come to.
5) He is omnipresent, that is, he is everywhere. This is the implication of original
awakening (hongaku 本覚) theories.
However, there is a sixth possibility, and that is that Śākyamuni is to be found atop
Vulture Peak, that legendary Indian mountain that is often regarded in East Asia as
Śākyamuni’s pure land. While interpretations one-to-five all existed in Japan and were not
generally seen as mutually exclusive, in this chapter I want to focus on this sixth possibility.
The question “Where did Japanese think Śākyamuni was?” then becomes “Where
did Japanese think Vulture Peak was located?” To there there are three answers.
1) It is in India.
2) It is in Japan.
3) It is not in any specific place; Vulture Peak is otherworldly and simply out there
somewhere. It can be depicted visually and described in words as an actual location
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with physical features, but it cannot be located vis-à-vis Japan in the way in which
Fudaraku, Amida’s pure land, or nāga palaces can be.
The sources in this chapter exhibit the second and third of these two views. As for
the first of these three, while Japanese sources did also mention Vulture Peak as being an
Indian mountain to which one could actually go if one were able to make it to India, it is
usually depicted as an abandoned site. They speak of the “traces” (ato 跡) of Śākyamuni
still visible at the site, but they do not describe it as the Buddha’s eternal abode, a place
where he can still be found. And since my focus is on Śākyamuni’s location (not Vulture
Peak’s location), I will ignore the first of these three views.
The idea that Vulture Peak is nowhere specific (#3 above) indicates that Śākyamuni’s
pure land is not here in Japan—that much is clear—but texts in which this idea appears do
not address where it might be. In this chapter I focus on prayers (appearing in works by the
monks Jōkei and Keisei) for rebirth in the pure land of Vulture Peak as an example of an act
that entails the idea that Śākyamuni is elsewhere. Like the prayer for rebirth in Amida’s
pure land, the supplicant’s hope in this case is to be reborn in the realm of Śākyamuni, where
s/he can sit at the feet of the Buddha and benefit from direct contact with him. Unlike those
aspiring to be reborn in Amida’s pure land, however, we do not find the person praying for
rebirth on Vulture Peak expressing the direction in which s/he is to be reborn.
As for the belief that Vulture Peak is right here in Japan (#2 above), in what follows I
focus on the example of the monk Jōkei’s identification of Mt. Kasagi as Vulture Peak.221
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The significance of mountains in Japanese religious traditions is overdetermined. Initially, mountains were
thought to be the land of the dead, and as such were places one did not venture. However, they later came to
regarded as the locations of Buddhist hells, and then eventually as Buddhist pure lands. Although these beliefs
appeared at different times in Japanese history, they did not simply replace one another but developed side-by-
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But why focus on Vulture Peak when there are these other views of where
Śākyamuni was to be found (e.g., in the relics)? There are two reasons. First, the tension
between the identification of this or that Japanese mountain with Vulture Peak and the
concomitant belief that Śākyamuni could be accessed in Japan, on the one hand, and the
belief that Vulture Peak was elsewhere, on the other, draws our attention to a Japanese
concern with Japan’s own geographical and temporal distance from India and the historical
Buddha, both of which were at times symbols of from Buddhist origins. Like the belief that
Śākyamuni will appear in Japan as a deity and save us all, the assertion that Vulture Peak is
right here in Japan indicates that some Japanese were indeed concerned about this distance
and sought to close the geographical and historical gap between Śākyamuni’s India and
Japan. While this concern was not felt equally by all, and while it is completely absent in
many early medieval Buddhist writings, it was a recurring theme that attacted the attention
of many influential clerics.
This tension between the two views— Śākyamuni-right-here-and-now-(or-at-leastright-here-very-soon), and Śākyamuni-over-there-and-in-the-future—reflects a common
tension between two types of utopian thinking: the idea that the present place can be made
into a utopia, and the belief that utopia exists elsewhere and in the future. Unlike Thomas
More’s utopia, which can be interpreted as a “not-place,” that is, a place that exists only in
the imagination and can never be realized, the utopias that I focus on here are regarded as
achievable goals or reachable destinations. Furthermore, the Japanese Buddhist case
presents an option not seen in non-religious utopian thinking: the idea that the present place

side. Central to the examples that I use in this chapter is the last of these ideas: that mountains are the locations
of pure lands.
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is already a utopia, and that it is simply a matter of seeing it as such. This seems to be what
is happening when Jōkei suggests that Mt. Kasagi, just as it is, is Vulture Peak, Śākyamuni’s
pure land.
The second reason for focusing on Vulture Peak is that this topic allows me to highlight
a more general point about the mapping of sacred Indian and Chinese Buddhist geography
onto the Japanese landscape: that it is not just about closing a geographical, spatial gap, but
also about closing a historical, temporal gap.
In the history of Japanese Buddhism and religion we find many instances in which
certain features of the Japanese landscape are identified as sacred Chinese or Indian
topographical features; this is particularly true with regard to mountains. Many of the engi,
or origin legends, that began to be produced in great numbers in the Heian period linked
Japanese sites to ones in China and India. This practice appears to have been an attempt to
afford Japanese sites greater legitimacy.
Allan Grapard (1982: 218) has called this trend the “manipulation of space,” which
he defines as “the phenomenon of crediting to some sacred spaces in Japan a foreign origin
in order to explain the[se] places as residences of the original nature of the divinities [who
reside in these spaces] and to increase their prestige.” This phenomenon is in turn intimately
related to honji suijaku thought, for many of the stories of the identity of Japanese and nonJapanese mountains also explain how this or that deity, buddha, or bodhisattva came to
Japan, where he or she then appeared in a different guise (i.e., as the suijaku).
What I argue here is that this view ignores the temporal component of this
phenomenon: it understands the imposition of sacred foreign geography as an attempt to
bridge or even deny the existence of the geographical distance between Japan and the holy
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lands of India and China, but it fails to consider whether it might not be a temporal,
historical, or narrative gap that is being closed. Jōkei, discussed below, was far more
concerned with the past and with the Buddha who taught in the past than he was with India
as a geographical place. He was anxious about the historical distance between himself and
Śākyamuni, not with the geographical distance between Japan and India.222
Other examples are not so clear. For example, in his writings about his encounters
with Śākyamuni and visits to India in his dreams, and the subsequent message that he
received from the Kasuga deity that all the sacred sites of India can be found right here in
Japan, the monk Myōe lamented both his temporal remove from the Buddha and his
geographical distance from India—hence his famous attempt to calculate how long it would
take him to get to India and his subsequent abandonment of this plan when the Kasuga deity
tells him: “I will cause you to be in the area of Vulture Peak, if you will stay in the southern
capital [Nara].”223
In certain cases in which this or that Japanese site is given an Indian or Chinese
identity (as occurs in many engi lengends), China and India are indeed portrayed as sources
of authority and legitimacy. A good example would be an early legend about the mountain
Kinpusen, in which Kinpusen is said to have originally been situated in China. According to
this story, the mountain came flying over the ocean on five clouds and landed just south of
the capital (i.e., Nara), where it currently stands.224 The fact that the story does not name the
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D. Max Moerman (2005: 59) discusses this topic in the context of the Ōmine engi’s account of the origins of
the Kumano deities.
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Trans. Tanabe 1992: 68. See Kanbun Myōe Shōnin gyōjō ki 漢⽂明恵上⼈⾏状記 (Okuda 1932, vol. 2:
29–30). A large number of secondary sources address Myōe and his interest in India. See, for example, Tanaka
1971: 65–67; Girard 1990: 80–81; Tanabe 1992: 66–73; Moerman 2010.
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For a very brief overview on primary and secondary sources for the legend, see Yamazaki 2010: 247. I have
referred to the legend as it appears in Ōe no Masafusa’s Shirakawa in Kinpusen mōde ganmon ⽩河院⾦峰⼭
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mountains suggests that the legitimating factor is China, not this or that particular mountain
or this or that foreign deity. In contrast to this granting of prestige to India and China, in
examples discussed in this chapter it would seem that the narrative, temporal gap is what is
important.225
In what follows I first provide some basic information about Vulture Peak and its
appearance in Japanese art, literature, and Tendai rituals and thought. This is to give the
reader some idea of what literary and religious references there were in Japan prior to the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. I then turn to the view that Vulture Peak and Śākyamuni are
elsewhere. Here I discuss prayers for rebirth in the pure land of Vulture Peak, as found in
the works of the monks Jōkei and Keisei. A third section then presents a contrasting view:
the idea that Vulture peak and Śākyamuni are right here in Japan. I look at the identification
of two mountains in central Japan as examples of this view. Finally, in the conclusion to this
chapter I make two points. First, there was never any consensus in medieval Japanese
Buddhism as to where Śākyamuni or Vulture Peak were to be found. Unlike religious
traditions in which place is of central importance, and in which there is a single, spatial or
geographical center, Japanese Buddhist views of the sacradness of space were more fluid,

詣願⽂ in his Go totoku nagon ganmon shū 御都督納⾔願⽂集 (1087, Kanji 寛治 6) (Ibid.: 249). It also
appears in the Kokon chōmonshū 古今著聞集 (1254; Shinchō Nihon koten shūsei 59, p. 85) and the Shozan
engi 諸⼭縁起 (NKT 20: 110 [yomikudashi], 350 [kanbun]). See also Blair 2008: 44n59. Later version of the
legend state that Kinpusen in fact flew to Japan from India, and some even say it was a part of the northeast
corner of Vulture Peak.
225

Jōkei did, for example, argue for Hossō’s legitimacy vis-à-vis senju nenbutsu practitioners and Tendai by
reference to the fact that Xuanzang had brough Hossō from India, whereas the latter two traditions were
products of China. (See his Chūshū hōon kōshiki 中宗報恩講式, particularly the first section; transcribed in
Guelberg 2000.) This argument is similar to that which appears in Onkaku’s Onkaku sōjō 恩覚奏状 (DBZ, 2nd
ed. v. 61: 1–4) and Jōkei’s Nanto Eizan kaidan shōretsu no koto 南都叡⼭戒壇勝劣事 (DBZ, 2nd ed. v 61: 10–
12).
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and previously mundane space was able to be manipulated and rendered sacred. Second, I
point out that for Jōkei, the identification of Mt. Kasagi as Vulture Peak was an attempt to
close a historical-temporal gap rather than a geographical-spatial one. This is important
because scholars often assume the latter to be the primary concern in cases in which sacred
Indian or Chinese Buddhist geography is mapped onto the Japanese landscape. Showing
that this is not always the case suggests that we should be more aware of the historicaltemporal dimension of Japanese Buddhist conceptions of the relationship between Japan,
China, and India.
Focusing on Vulture Peak cannot tell us what every early medieval Japanese thought
about Śākyamuni and his whereabouts, but it does provide us with one view of Śākyamuni’s
position vis-à-vis Japan. And because in the period that I look at a concern with Śākyamuni
inevitably entailed a concern with Japan’s relationship to the origins of the Buddhist
tradition, the information presented here contributes to the larger discussion about Japanese
perceptions of Japan’s place within Buddhist history as Japanese understood that history.

Vulture Peak: in India and in Japan

Vulture Peak (J. Ryōjusen 霊鷲⼭)226 is a mountain situated to the northeast of the
historical Indian city of Rājagṛha, which was for a time the capital of the pre-modern Indian
state of Magadha.227 In Buddhist sūtras it frequently appears as a place where Śākyamuni
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Also: J. Ryōzen 霊⼭, Gijakussen 耆闍崛⼭, Washi no mine 鷲峯, etc.; Ch. Lingjiushan; Skt. Gṛdhrakūṭa.
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Much of the information summarized here can be found in Mochizuki BD (519, 5029–30) and The
Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism (327).
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taught and spent extended periods of time. While the mountain serves a similar purpose in
the Pali textual tradition (e.g., as in the opening scene of the Mahāparinibbāna sutta), it is in
Mahāyāna works and thought that the mountain takes on a mythical significance as the peak
from which Śākyamuni taught the Lotus Sūtra, the Perfection of Wisdom sūtras, the
Konkōmyō saishōō kyō, the Amida sūtras, the Monjushiri monkyō, the Kanjizai Bosatsu
setsu Fugen daranikyō, and the Fugen Mandara kyō, among other sūtras.
Japanese knowledge of Vulture Peak as an Indian mountain was based largely on the
Da zhidu lun ⼤智度論 (Skt. Mahāprajñāpāramitā-śāstra) and two Chinese travelogues:
Faxian's Gaoseng Faxian zhuan ⾼僧法顕伝 (early fifth c.), and Xuanzang's Da Tang xiyu ji
⼤唐⻄域記 (646).228 Although Japanese Buddhists understood that Vulture Peak was an
actual place in India, in Japanese Buddhism Vulture Peak was primarily an ideal place, a sort
of utopia, not associated with any earthly location. More specifically, Vulture Peak was
Śākyamuni’s pure land, a belief supported by numerous texts but which was probably based
largely on the Lotus Sūtra. In the sixteenth chapter (“Lifespan of the Tathāgata), we read:
Throughout asaṃkhyeyakalpas
Ever am I on Vulture Peak
And in my other dwelling places.
When the beings see the kalpa ending
And being consumed by a great fire,
This land of mine is perfectly safe….
228

T 1509, T 2085, T 2087, respectively. Jōkei's Gongu ryōzen kōshiki, discussed later in the chapter, makes
explicit reference to Xuanzang's account.
The Da zhidu lun claims that the name Vulture Peak derives from the fact that the top of the mountain
resembles the head of a vulture and/or from the presence of many vultures atop the mountain, which was in
turn due to the presence of a wood at the southern foot of the mountain in which corpses were disposed of.
Related to this, the Xuanying yinyi ⽞応⾳義 makes a comment on the Chinese translation—Lingjiu shan 霊鷲
⼭ (as opposed to the transliteration, Qishejue shan 耆闍崛⼭)—saying that the mountain was populated by
vultures (jiu 鷲) who had the miraculous ability (ling 霊) to know when any given individual was going to die
and who would hover above any house in which there was a person near death. Faxian's Gaoseng Faxian
zhuan explains the name by reference to a legend in which Māra appears as a vulture to frighten Ānanada, who
is meditating on this mountain (T 2085, 51.862c).
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My pure land is not destroyed,
Yet the multitude, seeing it consumed with flame,
Are worried, and fear the torment of pain.229

This interpretation was not a Japanese innovation; it can be found elsewhere in East Asian
Buddhism. The Miaofa lianhua jing youbotishe 妙法蓮華經憂波提舍 (T 1519, Skt.
Saddharmapuṇḍarīkōpadeśa; attr. Vasubandhu) and Fahua xuan lun 法華⽞論 (T 1720;
Jizang) are two works that make the equation. I discuss this in greater detail below (under
"pure lands").
The earliest known Japanese visual depiction of Vulture Peak is found on the
Tamamushi no zushi ⽟⾍厨⼦ (mid-seventh c.) at Hōryūji, while the most famous early
example is the so-called Hokkedō Konpon Mandara 法華堂根本曼陀羅 from Tōdaiji.230
Another early example is the mural (wall no. 1) inside the Golden Hall of Hōryūji. This
painting was completed sometime prior to 711 and was one of four paintings of pure lands
on the inner walls: Yakushi and his Jōruri sekai to the east, Amida and his Gokuraku to the
west, Miroku and his Tosotsu to the the north, with Shaka and Vulture Peak being located on
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Hurvitz 2009: 224, with minor adaptations. 於阿僧祇劫、常在靈鷲⼭、及餘諸住處、衆⽣⾒劫盡、⼤
⽕所燒時、我此⼟安隱、….我淨⼟不毀、⽽衆⾒燒盡、憂怖諸苦惱 (T 262, 43c4–13).
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See Matsumoto 1993. There are numerous early Chinese examples of visual representations of Vulture
Peak (e.g., those found at Dunhuang). Previous scholarship dated the Hokkedō Konpon Mandara to the mid or
late eighth century and assumed it to originally have been a work created for or at Tōdaiji. Matsumoto
Moritaka (1993), however, has argued for a much later date (last quarter of the ninth century) and has shown
that the work was probably created for the western pagoda at Daianji (specifically to be pasted onto a pillar
therein) and was moved to Tōdaiji around 911 or 912, where it was stored out of view until the Tōdaiji bettō
Kanshin discovered it in 1148 and had it repaired. Matsumoto further argues that this image is a unique
amalgamation of naturalistic, esoteric, and exoteric elements: it was not based simply on the Lotus Sūtra, but
was informed by mikkyō as well as the Amida sūtras. This is important, for it reminds us that although in Japan
Vulture Peak was most commonly associated with the Lotus Sūtra, Japanese conceptions of this mountain were
not based solely on that sūtra.
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the southern wall (Tsumori 1988: 26). The fact that Vulture Peak was but one of four
indicates that at this time Vulture Peak was simply one of a number of pure lands.
Although Japanese were familiar with Vulture Peak iconography as early as the
Asuka period, it is only in the Heian period that paintings depicting this scene begin to
appear. The earliest example is the frontispiece paintings for the Kongōbuji ⾦剛峯寺 Lotus
Sūtra set, from the late tenth or early eleventh century (Matsumoto 1993: 366, 387).
In addition to paintings, Vulture Peak was represented through statuary, as in the
seventh-century standing Shaka figure at Daianji. After Daianji was moved to Nara in
710231 the monk Dōji supplemented the temple's main icon with a number of other figures
(bodhisattvas, ten disciple, eight kinds of beings [hachibushū ⼋部衆]) so as to recreate the
scene of Shaka's preaching on Vulture Peak (Matsumoto 1993: 369). This statue was
praised by Kūkai, who also identified the Western Pagoda of Daianji with the "original
peak" (konpon mine 根本峰) of Śākyamuni, this being a reference to Vulture Peak.232 Ōe no
Chikamichi commented on the statue in his diary of 1140 (Shichidaiji junrei shiki 七⼤寺巡
私記), writing, "Its awe-inspiring beauty must be no different than Śākyamuni on the
Vulture Peak, where heavenly beings hover about in perpetual acts of offering."233 Indeed,
this statue was worshiped as Śākyamuni atop Vulture Peak, and there are two tales in the
Nihon ryōiki that tell of this statue's miraculous powers (Horton 2007: 34).
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Or sometime around then; the date is disputed, with the Shoku Nihongi giving 716 and other sources
providing alternative dates.
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As recorded in the Tōdaiji yōroku 東⼤寺要録 (ZZGR 11).
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Cited and translated in Matsumoto 1993: 370.
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In addition to these visual representations, there are references to Vulture Peak
scattered throughout Nara, Heian, and Kamakura-period literature.234 Many of these appear
in the context of Lotus Sūtra worship, as in ōjōden and setsuwa about reciters of the Lotus
Sūtra (jikyōja 持経者) (Tsumori 1988: 27). Due to the centrality of the Lotus Sūtra in
Tendai, the importance of Vulture Peak was most pronounced on Mt. Hiei. There were a
number a rituals and practices designed to transport oneself to Vulture Peak; the influence of
such practices can be seen in Nichiren's belief that by chanting the daimoku in front of the
moji-mandala (being the central object of worship in many Nichiren rituals and services)
one transformed the space into Vulture Peak.235
This influence is also evident in Genshin's commissioning of Kōshō 康尚 to create a
life-size Shaka statue for Vulture Peak Hall (Ryōzen’in 霊⼭院) in the Yokawa section of
Mt. Hiei circa 990–995.236 The connection with Vulture Peak is clear from the name of the
cloister, and the statue enshrined therein was treated as though it were the living teacher
himself: it received twenty-four hour care by members of Genshin’s Shakakō 釈迦講, who
“brought it food and water, warmed it in winter, fanned it in summer, and took care of its
various needs” (Horton 2007: 37). Tsumori (1988: 32) interprets this as a move to turn this
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Some examples include a poem attributed to Gyōki found in the Toshiyori zuizō俊頼髄脳 (ca. 1112), the
first setsuwa in the Jikkin shō ⼗訓抄 (1252), the Eiga monogatari, the Ryōjin hishō, Fujiwara no Toshinari’s
Chōshūeisō ⻑秋詠藻 (1178), the Shinsen rōei shū 新撰朗詠集 (first half of twlefth c.), and the Bunka shūrei
shū ⽂華秀麗集 (818; kanshi collection compiled on the order of emperor Saga; NKBT 69: 260).
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For a discussion of Vulture Peak in Heian-period rituals on Mt. Hiei, see Tsumori 1988: 31–32.
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Hayami 2006: 111. It is the Sanmon dōshaki ⼭⾨堂舎記 (fourteenth c.) that attributes the statue to Kōshō
(GR 14: 516–517).
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world into Śākyamuni's pure land, pointing out that in his Ryōzen'in shiki Genshin makes the
equation between Ryōzen'in and Vulture Peak.
A picture of Śākyamuni preaching atop Vulture Peak also appears on many sūtra
frontispieces from medieval Japan. A famous example of this frontispiece painting
(mikaeshie ⾒返絵) can be found in the Jingoji kyō 神護寺経, a set of twelfth-century sūtras
was commissioned by Emperor Toba and completed by Emperor Go-shirakawa.

Views of Vulture Peak and Śākyamuni as being elsewhere

While Japanese knew that Vulture Peak was a mountain in India, when they spoke of
Vulture Peak as Śākyamuni’s abode—as Śākyamuni’s pure land—they were not referring to
that Indian peak that they knew from Chinese travelogues but rather to the numinous
mountain described in the sūtras. Here I focus on two apparently contradictory ideas: that
Vulture Peak is elsewhere, and is a desitation to be reached or state to be attained, and the
belief that Śākyamuni’s pure land of Vulture Peak was already in Japan in the present. The
first idea is most clearly expressed by the act of praying to be reborn in (or atop) Vulture
Peak, for this act assumes that Vulture Peak is elsewhere. I begin by looking at this idea,
and then shift my attention to the second idea: that Vulture Peak was already in Japan. The
reason for my focus on Jōkei (discussed already in chapter 2) is because he held these
apparently contradictory views simultaneously, and thus illustrates the ambiguity found in
the thinking of many of his contemporaries about Japan’s position within the world and
about Śākyamuni’s spatial position, presence (or lack thereof), and accessibility.
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–––––––– Rebirth in Śākyamuni's pure land ––––––––
In the autumn of 1196 (Kenkyū 7), during his residence on Mt. Kasagi, Jōkei
authored the Gongu ryōzen kōshiki 欣求霊⼭講式 (Joyfully Seeking [Rebirth] on Vulture
Peak Ceremonial).237 Similar to parts of his Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon and Shari
kōshiki, this work is an expression of Jōkei's yearning for Śākyamuni, and like those works,
it contains ideas and language from both the Hikekyō and Lotus Sūtra. Here I focus solely
on the aspects of the work relevant to Jōkei's view of Vulture Peak.
It is worth mentioning that Jōkei did in fact regard Vulture Peak as a pure land, since
this cannot be assumed. After a fantastic description of Vulture Peak as Śākyamuni's pure
land, a description that he attributes to the Daihannyakyō, we read:
This is not simply a temporary, transformed manifestation (kegen 化現). [Śākyamuni] has
already revealed the true nature of this land.238 Therefore Prince Shining Virtue239 rejoiced and
said to the Buddha, “The dwelling place of the Tathāgata is none other than this pure land.
Sentient beings have weak merit; [when they] see the pure [land], it becomes a defiled
[land].”240

Other language in this work supports this equation, as when Jōkei refers to “the pure land of
Vulture Peak” (e.g., 51).
Jōkei's presentation of Vulture Peak as a pure land in which to be reborn is most
evident in the concluding line of six of the seven sections of the Gongu ryōzen kōshiki,
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For a brief description and explanation of the Gongu ryōzen kōshiki, see JKS: 300–304.
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“True nature” here being honzō 本相. See BGD 1264c on this term.
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This “Prince Shining Virtue” (Kōtoku Tenshi 光徳天⼦) may be a reference to a certain Kōtoku ō, who
appears in the Senbutsu innen kyō 千仏因縁経 (T 426).
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是⾮只暫時之化現。已令⾒此⼟之本相也。故光徳天⼦歡喜⽩佛、「如來所居、即是淨⼟。有情薄
福、⾒淨爲穢⽂。」Lines 60–63.
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which reads "Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who
assures [our] rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture Peak."241
The idea is also elaborated elsewhere in the work:
If a person of this polluted world has a karmic connection and faith, then [he should]
worship the living body [of Śākyamuni] on that mountain. As the life of the Tathāgata
chapter [of the Lotus Sūtra] explains, “[If one] single-mindedly desires to see the Buddha,
and does not spare [even his] own life [in his attempt to see the Buddha], then, at that time,
[my] retinue of monks and I will appear together on Vulture Peak." Oh! The words that are
left by the world-honored one. Vulture Peak quietly waits for us. We pity orphans [i.e.,
those without a relationship to Śākyamuni], and have only thoughts of affection for our
world [of suffering].242 The natural path of father and child—how could we not receive
[that]!243

In this passage Jōkei likens the relationship between those of this polluted world and
Śākyamuni to one between father and child, a relationship that he describes as the natural
way (tennen no michi 天然之道). This idea is similar to Jōkei’s interpretation of the
Hikekyō, in which he portrayed Śākyamuni as the appropriate buddha to worship because,
unlike the other buddhas, Śākyamuni had a special relationship with those in this world. He
also points to the possibility and importance of meeting Śākyamuni himself. Continuing, he
writes:
That for which [we] now wish in the immediate future is to be reborn on Vulture Peak via the
Buddha’s coming for us at the moment of death. Śākyamuni’s original vow states, “If I am not
in the presence of sentient beings when they are on their death beds in order to expound the
Dharma and purify their minds, then in the future may I not finally achieve awakening. If after
dying those sentient beings fall into one of the three evil realms and are not born in my land
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南無⼤恩教主釋迦如來決定往⽣靈⼭佛⼟.
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Kyūri 舊⾥ (hometown, home village), which Yamada and Shimizu read as “furusato,” here appears to refer
to this world. The term is used in this manner in Yuien’s Tannishō (late thirteenth c.), in which we have the
phrase “kunō no furusato” 苦悩の旧⾥ (home village of suffering, i.e., this world).
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濁世之⼈、若有縁有信者、⾃拜⽣⾝於彼⼭。如壽量品説、「⼀⼼欲⾒佛、不⾃惜⾝命、時我及衆
僧、倶出靈鷲⼭⽂。」鳴呼、世尊有遺⾔、靈⼭竊待我等。我等悲孤獨、舊⾥只思慈愛。⽗⼦天然之
道、豈其不然哉。Lines 152–157.
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with the body of a human, [then,] may every one of the numberless good dharmas that I know
be extinguished."244

This extraordinary passage describes Śākyamuni in Amida-like terms, for this coming
at the moment of death is none other than raikō 来迎 (sometimes raigō), an act associated
almost exclusively with Amida. This idea is based in part on Amida’s nineteenth vow, as
described in the Wuliangshou jing 無量寿経 (T 360, J. Muryōjukyō).
If, when I attain buddhahood, sentient beings in the lands of the ten directions who awaken
aspiration for enlightenment, do various meritorious deeds, and sincerely desire to be born in
my land, should not, at their death, see me appear before them surrounded by a multitude of
sages, may I not attain perfect awakening.245

As there appears to be no precedent for a Shaka raikō, this may very well be an instance
of Jōkei appropriating a pure land idea and applying it to Śākyamuni.246 Why would Jōkei
portray Śākyamuni in such terms, though? Due to the rising popularity of pure land
practices during Jōkei’s lifetime, both the original vow and the image of a salvific buddha
who comes and saves sentient beings during the period of Buddhism’s decline had become
particularly important, and this meant that any alternative to Amida was going to have to
exhibit these two features if s/he was going to command the attention of Jōkei’s
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今近所望者、依佛來迎、欲⽣靈⼭。釋迦本願云、「是諸衆⽣、若臨終時、我不在其前、爲演説
法、令⼼淨者、我於未來、終不成菩提。若彼衆⽣、命終之後、墮三惡道、不⽣我國、受⼈⾝者、我
之所知、無量正法、悉當滅失⽂。Lines 197–202. This is a quote from the Hikekyō. See T 157, 3.208c18–
22.
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Adapted from Inagaki 2003. 設我得佛。⼗⽅衆⽣ 發菩提⼼ 修諸功徳。 ⾄⼼發願 欲⽣我國。臨壽終
時。假令不與⼤衆圍遶 現其⼈前者。不取正覺. T 360, 12.268a29–b2.
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This is one of the few instances in which I have come across this notion associated with a buddha other than
Amida, and Buddhist terminology dictionaries' examples all concern Amida. It is not entirely clear whether or
not there is a precedent for a Shaka raikō, or whether this was in fact an innovation on Jōkei's part. At the very
least it appears to be extremely unusual. There is a painting of a Miroku raikō at Shōmyōji near Kamakura.
See Hayashi 2010: 73–82.
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contemporaries. It is for this reason that Jōkei both mentions Śākyamuni’s original vow and
describes Śākyamuni as salfivic in the manner of Amida.
Continuing with Jōkei’s Gongu ryōzen kōshiki we read:
Those sentient beings who are in the middle of what is called a world with and without a
buddha and commit the five grave crimes are people who practice the evil path. Yet, [if] a
person [who commits such] crimes hears the earthly manifestation of the Buddha preach the
Dharma, then he can trust in being taken away by the Buddha to his pure land at the time of
his death. How much more so is this the case for those who have not yet committed the
grave sins; how much more so is this the case for those who have lived in this world since
the beginning!
Therefore, if I am able to see multiple buddhas, I pray that I first worship the august
form of [our] compassionate father, the world-honored one. If I am able to be reborn in
multiple pure lands, I pray that I first go to [our] original teacher the Tathāgata’s land. Until
[I] see his august form, [I shall] perpetually follow [his] relics, which is like serving the
living body [of the Buddha]. Until [I] am reborn in [his] pure land, [I shall] eternally dwell
in his traces, not moving from that place. It is not the case that I am not waiting for twentysix countless buddhas to whom one makes offerings [over the course of the three great
kalpas that it takes to reach awakening].247 It is simply that I take Śākyamuni to be the first
[of these buddhas]. It is not the case that I do not wish to be reborn in the multitude of pure
lands in the ten directions. It is simply that I aim for Vulture Peak, taking it to be the original
[land], [where] I will carry out the [various] practices, from guiding others, to [attaining]
awakening, to fulfilling Fugen’s ten vows. One should repeatedly chant the gāthā and
perform the worship.248

In this passage Jōkei clearly states that he is not dismissing the other buddhas and
pure lands. Rather, in accord with what we saw in Jōkei’s interpretation of the Hikekyō, he
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The twenty-six countless buddhas to whom one makes offerings refers to the buddhas to whom one will
make offerings during the period of three great kalpas, which is the time it takes to reach awakening according
to Yogācāra soteriology. The term also appears in Jōkei’s Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu gammon (line c10), in the
Myōhō rengekyō gensan 妙法蓮華經⽞賛 (T 1723, 34.683b2, 698a19; by Kuiji), the Kongō hannya ron’e
shaku ⾦剛般若論會釋 (T 1816, 40.757b24), and three of Jōkei’s other works (the Hokke kaiji shō 法華開⽰
抄/附, Muryō gi kyō kaiji shō 無量義經開⽰抄, and Fugen kyō kaiji shō 普賢經開⽰抄: T 2195, 56.337b11–
19, 371a25–c8, 445a11).
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Fugen’s ten vows appear in the Kegonkyō. 今近所望者、依佛來迎、欲⽣靈⼭。釋迦本願云、「是諸衆
⽣、若臨終時、我不在其前、爲演説法、令⼼淨者、我於未來、終不成菩提。若彼衆⽣、命終之後、
墮三惡道、不⽣我國、受⼈⾝者、我之所知、無量正法、悉當滅失⽂。其衆⽣者、謂無佛有佛世界之
中、造五逆、⾏邪道之⼈也。逆⼈猶聞化佛之説法、他⽅猶預臨終之來迎。況未作逆罪乎。況本住⾃
界乎。所以、我若可⾒諸佛、願先拜慈⽗世尊之聖容。我若可⽣淨刹者、願先詣本師如來之國⼟。未
⾒聖容之前、常隨舎利、如仕⽣⾝。未⽣淨⼟以來、永住遺跡、不移彼地。廿六恒之供佛、不我不
期。只以釋尊爲其始。⼗⽅佛⼟之往⽣、不我不望、志以靈⼭、爲其本。⾃⾏化他乃⾄菩提普賢願
海。因此、圓滿矣。仍唱伽陀、可⾏禮拜矣。Lines 202–213.
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is simply saying that Śākyamuni is the most appropriate object of worship, and that
Śākyamuni should enjoy price of place among the various Buddhist divinities. This position
is not unlike Hōnen’s own view of Amida: it is not that Amida is inherently superior to the
other buddhas, but simply that he is the only one who can save us in this degenerate era and
is thus the most appropriate object of worship.
In this way, the Gongu ryōzen kōshiki reveals the influence that the nascent pure land
movement had on Jōkei’s own portrayal of
Śākyamuni, and, more important for our purposes,
clearly expresses the idea that Vulture Peak is
elsewhere, somewhere outside of this world, or at
least outside of Japan.
Another supporting piece of evidence for
Jōkei's view of Vulture Peak as a desirable
destination for rebirth can be seen in the
enshrinement of relics in the Śākyamuni statue at
Bujōji 峰定寺 in 1199, mentioned in the previous
chapter (fig. 2). This statue contains a number of
items, including a small crystal reliquary in the
Figure 2

shape of a five-element stūpa, and a number of
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texts, written on both paper and the leaves of the Japanese Linden tree (Tilia japonica).249
The scholarly consensus is that most of these writings are by Jōkei.250
The crystal reliquary is housed inside a wooden box, which has writing on four sides
(fig. 3). The last few lines of this text read as follows:
Homage to Śākyamuni Tathāgata, of blessing and virtues many and great. Life after life,
world after world, [may I] encounter [Śākyamuni] and, recollecting/calling upon the Buddha
in the correct manner at the time of death, [may I] receive rebirth on Vulture Peak.251

Another relevant text inserted into the
statue's cavity is a copy of part of the
Saṃdhinirmocana-sūtra (J. Gejinmikkyō
解深密経). The scriptural quotation is
Figure 3

followed by a petition in which Jōkei

refers to himself by name and prays that he will go to Vulture Peak with his good friends (by
which he means those involved in the construction of the Shaka statue and related activities
at Bujōji) and together serve Śākyamuni there.
So there we have Jōkei’s prayers for rebirth in Śākyamuni’s pure land and his belief
that Śākyamuni was elsewhere, to be met at some point in the future. Before turning to the
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According to Seya (2000: 270), the Bodhi tree (Ficus religiosa) will not grow in Japan and the Japanese
linden tree, the leaves of which resemble those of the Bodhi tree, was used as a substitute.
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Some of these writings appear to be by another hand, albeit someone closely associated with Jōkei. See
Inoue 2003, Sugisaki 2002, 2010; Seya 2000; Nomura 2006, 2007.
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南無恩徳広⼤尺迦牟尼如来⽣々世々値遇頂載臨終正念往⽣霊⼭. Inoue 2003: v. 2, p. 225. At the end
of this text are three names: Tanba Nyūdō 丹波⼊道 is listed as the donor, Kakuben 覚遍 is listed as the
kechien shamon 結縁沙⾨, and Jikken 実憲 is listed last, presumably as the author of the text. Tanba Nyūdō is
here a name for Fujiwara no Morizane 藤原盛実（1160–1226, not to be confused with the late Heian-period
aristocrat of the same name）. Kakuben was a disciple of Jōkei, and Jikken was a Kōfukuji monk. All three
were intimately related to Jōkei.
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idea that Vulture Peak was located in Japan, though, I want to turn to another instance of
prayer for rebirth in Śākyamuni’s pure land, this one being from the Kankyo no tomo 閑居友
(ca. 1222), a collection of setsuwa thought to be authored by the monk Keisei.252 In the
relevant tale a certain female aristocrat falls ill and prays for rebirth on Vulture Peak. This
sets the stage for a longer exposition of Śākyamuni's merits. The narrator of the tale (which
may or may not be Keisei) pays a visit to the sick woman and finds her near death.
Now, based on the news, [I] heard somehow or other that [she] was getting worse. When I
went to visit her, people who had previously been there were absent, and she was
deteriorating. On the west side [of the room], over by a curtain, there was a Śākyamuni
statue with a five-colored string in its hands. I said, “Now, I too wish to reborn in a pure
land. On which pure land to you have your heart set?” at which point she said, “If I am to
trust and become accustomed [to a buddha land], I think [I should like to be] reborn in the
pure land of Vulture Peak.”
Now, when we think about this, [we see that] this pure land is not [the pure
land] in which people ordinary place their trust. Despite this fact, with regard to all buddhas
is there a case in which [a buddha] did not make a vow to guide people? Among [the
numerous buddhas], the main teacher Śākyamuni Tathāgata is to be held in awe, even when
speaking [his name]. In the exegesis of the great Tendai teacher [i.e., Zhiyi’s Fahua wenju
法華⽂句] this land [of Vulture Peak] is interpreted as the true reward land (jippōdo 実報
⼟). Alternatively, when it is said to be the world in which ordinary beings and sages both
dwell [bonshōdōgodo 凡聖同居⼟], then it is the pure land in which [ordinary beings and
sages] dwell together; [but] just because it is a place characterized primarily by ordinary
beings does it logically follow that many [people] are born here!253 Furthermore, going
directly to the modern-day Vulture Peak in India, [one finds it is] now overgrown with
vegetation. Even if [one is of] low status, [if one goes to Vulture Peak], says the
Nandimitrāvadāna,254 “[Śākyamuni], along with the 1,500 arhat-[disciples] of the fifteenth
of the sixteen arhats, Ajita, bestows blessings,” [Śākyamuni] teaches accordingly, and one
can think that one will overcome one’s mental afflictions and will proceed towards
awakening. One should be particularly grateful for the fact that one began to think about
this matter. For example, although one may pray [for rebirth] in a number of pure lands,
because [Śākyamuni] is the teacher of the age, [one] should without fail turn to this buddha.
When [one] quietly and continuously considers [this], [one] realizes that for the sake of
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Thought to be authored by Keisei 慶政 (1189–1268; previously thought to be work of Jien, but the author
mentions his trip to Song China, which would suggest Keisei). The Kankyo no tomo is a setsuwa collection,
but has the character of a zuisō 随想 (a collection of “occasional thought”). It comprises 32 topical sections,
and includes many tales with female protagonists. It exhibits influence of Kamo no Chōmei’s Hosshinshū and
in turn influenced the Senjūshō 撰集抄.
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In Tendai the jippōdo and bonshōdōgodo are two of four types of buddha lands.
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T 2030. Translated by Xuanzang in 654. This work focuses on the sixteen arhats. Ajita’s 1,500 arhats are
referred to at 49.13b14–15.
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unfortunate us, the main teacher Śākyamuni Tathāgata came down to this polluted work and
preached the great and lesser vehicles, which has lasted even until this time after his death,
and that he guides [sentient beings] in various ways; with [only] a small amount faith, [one]
seeks pure lands here and there [that is, one turns to buddhas other than Śākyamuni]; how
would it be if one left that matter [i.e., those buddha lands other than Śākyamuni’s] for later?
When [I] continue to think about Śākyamuni Tathāgata’s noble blessings, how great
[are the number of] tears [I] unintentionally shed! When [I] turn to the Hikekyō and inquire
about the details of this matter, [I find that Śākyamuni] vowed, “I shall appear in various
guises and if the people whom I skillfully teach, after their demise, should fall into one of
the three evil realms and not be reborn in my land, may all the correct Dharma that I have
learnt from long ago for the sake of the awakening of these beings disappear and be lost, and
may I become one who has none of the wholesome virtues that I sought to cultivate;” he
also vowed , “May I take on the suffering of those who have committed the five grave sins,
who have performed unwholesome mental acts, and who should certainly fall into Avīci
hell, and [may I] cause them to encounter buddhas and enter the palace of nirvāṇa.” Be
grateful as well for [the chance to] encounter [Śākyamuni]. When we think about the
virtues that he accumulated from the time long ago when he made the bodhisattva vows and
since which time he has discarded countless bodies and has lost [countless] lives [i.e., he has
gone through many rebirths], and [about] the fact that he did [this] all in vain for unfortunate
us, we are very grateful. (SNKBT 40: 443–445)

Here the meeting with the woman who prays to be reborn atop Vulture Peak serves
as an opportunity for Keisei to praise the virtues of Vulture Peak and admonish his readers to
turn to Śākyamuni and his pure land. He readily admits that few pray to be reborn in the
pure land of Vulture Peak, but then goes on to recommend that people pray to be reborn in
this pure land before considering the pure lands of other buddhas. Making reference to the
Tendai idea of four realms (shido 四⼟), he notes that Vulture Peak may be the true reward
land, a land populated by bodhisattvas, but that even if it is simply the world where sages
and ordinary, deluded beings live side-by-side, it is not a goal easily achieved.
It must be stated that prayer for rebirth in Śākyamuni's pure land was always a
marginal phenomenon and became even more so with the increasing dominance of Amida's
Gokuraku as the only pure land about which people cared. In fact, we find instances in
which Śākyamuni or relics become vehicles for rebirth not atop Vulture Peak but rather in
Amida's pure land. The Kakuzenshō, for example, declares that if one “hears the name [the
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buddha, one] will be reborn in Sukhāvatī. Furthermore the scriptures state that if sentient
beings hear the name of the relics, [the fruit of one’s] negative karma [zaishō] will be
extinguished and [one] will be reborn in Sukhāvatī.”255 In another example, the practice of
chanting the daimoku at the moment of death is prescribed by the Shuzenji sōdenshiki 修禅
寺相伝私記 (a late Heian-period work attributed to Saichō) as a means of securing rebirth
in Amida's pure land (Tada 1973: 46–47).256
Tsumori (1988: 33) gives two possible reasons for the fact that rebirth in
Śākyamuni’s pure land never became particularly popular. First, the Lotus Sūtra says
nothing about such a possibility, and thus does not serve as an authority for this belief in the
way that, for example, the Amitāyurdhyāna Sūtra does for belief in the possibility of rebirth
in Sukhāvatī. Second, for a number of reasons belief in Amida's pure land spread rapidly
and to many social classes, thereby eclipsing devotion to other pure lands into which one
might wish to be reborn.
Of course one can provide examples that are the exceptions that prove the rule, such
as arguments made by Jōkei during his twilight years that humans should aspire to be reborn
on Kannon's Mt. Fudaraku since it is much closer than any of the others (though whether or
not Fudaraku is a pure land remains undecided in certain writings, even in Jōkei's own work
on the topic). With the exception of a few works, including the ones discussed here, concern
with rebirth in Shaka's pure land was largely limited to Nichiren, and even then it was never
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On the chanting of daimoku as a means of securing rebirth in Amida's pure land, see Takagi 1973: 456–463.
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held up as a goal superior to making this very world perfect for the teachings of the Lotus
Sūtra.257
The frequency of this focus on Vulture Peak as a destination for rebirth is largely
irrelevant for my purposes, however. Here I simply want to point out that such a view
placed Śākyamuni outside of this world, perhaps to be encountered in the future, but for now
accessible only through the vows and promises he had made in the past, as well as through
his relics.
Views of Vulture Peak and Śākyamuni as being here in Japan
We have just seen, then, the idea that Vulture Peak is elsewhere. What about the
second idea: that Vulture Peak is right here in Japan? As an illustration of this idea I want to
focus on Jōkei’s identification of Mt. Kasagi as Vulture Peak.258
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Tsumori (1988: 34–35) cites a number of works in which prayers for rebirth on Vulture Peak appear. These
include a poem by Sugawara no Michizane in which he expresses his desire to be reunited with a certain monk
in the next life on Vulture Peak, the Hoke genki, the Sanbōe no kotoba, and some tales from the Senshū shō and
Kankyo no tomo.
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The significance of mountains in Japanese religious traditions is overdetermined. Initially, mountains were
thought to be the land of the dead, and as such were place one did not want to venture. However, they later
came to regarded as the locations of Buddhist hells, and then eventually as Buddhist pure lands. Although
these beliefs appeared at different times in Japanese history, they did not simply replace one another but
developed side-by-side. Central to the examples that I use in this chapter is the last of these ideas: that
mountains are the locations of pure lands.
In addition to Jōkei's musings about Mt. Kasagi, there are scattered examples of other mountains
being identified as Vulture Peak, either indirectly—by saying the mountain is the dwelling place of
Śākyamuni—or directly. An example of the former appears in Makura no sōshi, in which Mt. Tubosaka 壺阪,
Mt. Kasagi, and Hōrin(ji) 法輪(寺) are all said to be the dwelling place of Śākyamuni (Tomimura 1992: 139).
Another example that slightly postdates Jōkei is the identification of Mt. Mikasa 三笠, on whose slopes the
Kasuga shrine is located, as Vulture Peak. This legend is found in a number of works, most famously the
Kokon chomonjū 古今著聞集 (a Kamakura-period collection of setsuwa completed in 1254 by Tachibana
Narisue 橘成季), the fourteenth-century Nō piece Kasuga ryūjin 春⽇⿓神, and the early fourthteenth-century
Kasuga gongen genki (e). On this legend, see Nomura 2002: 119–14. The Kasuga ryūjin is translated into
English in Morrell 1982.
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There are two versions of this idea that the pure land is here on earth. First, limiting
our focus to Vulture Peak, if Vulture Peak is a pure land, and Vulture peak is in this world,
the conclusion could simply be that there is a pure land somewhere within this world but not
necessarily that all of this world is a pure land. Jōkei seems to take this position in his
Gongū ryōzen kōshiki, in which he states, "Vulture Peak is the auspicious land within this
world. Hoping for the noise and impurity [of this land] is almost the same as [desiring] the
pure land."259 He reiterates this idea six years later in his Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu
ganmon, declaring that "it is not the case that the pure land for which we should rejoice is
not here: Vulture Peak is here in this world" (77c1–2).
Second, there is the notion that this entire world is a pure land. The idea that this
polluted world and the pure land are one and the same was a result of the non-dualism found
in certain strains of Mahāyāna thought. The logic runs as follows: since at the level of
ultimate truth there is no distinction between good and bad, between polluted and pure, it
cannot be the case that there is a pure land separate from this world, and vice versa.260 This
idea was prominent in Japanese Tendai thought and was epitomized by the doctrine of
hongaku 本覚 (original awakening), though there was precedent for this theory in the work
of Chinese exegetes.
Concerning the idea the this world is the pure land, there is the additional issue of
why humans do not recognize it as such. The answer that appears in the Gongu ryōzen
kōshiki is that it is a matter of perception: those with an unclouded mind see this pure land
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耆闍崛者、⼀閻浮提之勝地。望此囂塵、殆同淨⼟。Line 103–104.
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Of course this logic would also lead us to the conclusion that there is no such thing as a pure land since the
idea of purity implies that impurity exists, and thus that reality is in fact dualistic. But this is not a conclusion I
have come across.
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for what it is, while those who have yet to purify themselves of mental impurities see it as a
defiled world. Jōkei writes:
Although the pure land is none other than the purity of the heart mind, [its] attributes are
revealed according to one’s karmic capacity. How [can one say] it is empty! With regard to
this, the Commentary on the Buddha bhūmi sūtra [Ch. Fodi jing lun 佛地經論, T 1530]
explains, “[These] two lands, [of the] enjoyment [body] and the transformation [body], are the
same place,” while [Vasubandhu’s] Twenty verses on vijñapti-mātratā [Ch. Weishi ershi lun 唯
識⼆⼗論, T 1590] notes, “Other [worlds] and this world are [all just] so many pure lands.”261

Like the hongaku theories of Tendai, the implication of Jōkei’s comment for Buddhist
soteriology is that the process by which one awakens is not a process characterized by the
cultivation of this and that virtue, but rather one in which a person sees that s/he is already
awakened, has already achieved the goal that is sought.

–––––––– Jōkei and Mt. Kasagi ––––––––
But let us turn now to the first example I mentioned: Jōkei and Mt. Kasagi. In the
autumn of 1193, at the age of forty-eight, Jōkei departed from the powerful Kōfukuji temple,
where he had spent some thirty-one years successfully ascending through the ecclesiastical
ranks. His destination was the relatively secluded temple atop Mt. Kasagi, nestled in the
hills northeast of Nara.
Kasagidera was known primarily for a giant image of Miroku that was carved into
the face of a cliff there well before Jōkei’s time. The 15.7-meter-tall image is of uncertain
origin, but probably dates from the late Nara period. Legend attributes the carving to a
celestial being who was responding to a vow made by a son of Emperor Tenchi (r. 668–
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凡夫異⽣尤⾜欣求。可知。臺上葉中、淺深多重也。如幻妙理、⽅域不定。⼼淨之處、即雖淨⼟、
對機⽰相。豈⼜爲空哉。是以、佛地論説「受⽤反化⼆⼟同處」、唯識論述「他⽅此界諸淨妙⼟」。
Lines 65–70.
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671). Early on the temple was associated with Tōdaiji and specifically with the monk Rōben
良弁 (689–773), and was visited by a number of prominent aristocrats during the mid-to-late
Heian period (who were interested primarily in the Maitreya image). But it was not a
particularly prominent temple when Jōkei arrived at the end of the twelfth century.
In the writings that Jōkei produced during his fifteen-year residency on Mt. Kasagi
he drew parallels between Mt. Kasagi, Mt. Wutai in China, and Vulture Peak. Jōkei in fact
went so far as to identify Mt. Kasagi as Vulture Peak, suggesting that the two were
indistinguishable, the exact same mountain. In other words, we have here the claim that
Śākyamuni’s pure land is already here in the present world.

–––––––– Thirteen-tiered pagoda ––––––––
Besides making the identification explicit in a number of his works, Jōkei’s
construction of a thirteen-tiered pagoda at Kasagidera serves as one of the strongest pieces
of evidence for his view. In 1195 he vowed to construct this pagoda and three years later, in
1198, the project was realized.262 Jōkei claims in no uncertain terms that this pagoda is none
other than the wisdom stūpa found atop Vulture Peak in India. This is made most clear in
his Kasagidera hoke hakkō kanjin jō 笠置寺法華⼋講勧進状 (1196).263 After listing the
items to be enshrined therein, he states that the pagoda is like the hannyatō 般若塔 of
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This pagoda burnt to the ground in 1331 during the Genkō War, in which Emperor Godaigo attempted to
overthrow the Kamakura shogunate. A depiction of the structure can be seen in the thirteenth-century Kasagi
mandara, in which the pagoda is shown next to a large figure of Maitreya. The image is reproduced in Nara
Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 2012: 48, commentary on p. 217. This is the only surviving visual depiction of the
pagoda.
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The date is the twelfth month of Kenkyū 7, which could be the very end of 1196 or very beginning of 1197,
depending on the day of the month, which is unfortunately not recorded.
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Vulture Peak. He repeats this in a keibyakumon 敬⽩⽂ (1197) that Sōshō 宗性 (1202–
1278) copied and included in his Miroku Nyorai kannō shō, stating that "from times of old
this mountain [Mt. Kasagi] has been called Vulture Peak. Now, [we] call this pagoda the
wisdom stūpa."264 In his Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō (1198), Jōkei says he will call the
pagoda the "stūpa of wisdom and repaying kindness" and declares that "this stūpa is the
tomb of the world honored one," i.e., the Buddha.265 In the Gongu ryōzen kōshiki there is
also a reference to the wisdom stūpa on Vulture Peak (line 164).
But what is this wisdom stupa? This term appears in none of the indices of the
standard Buddhist terminology dictionaries, and nowhere in either the Lotus Sūtra or the
Hikekyō. It does, however, appear in some works by Myōe, and its canonical basis is not
any of the usual suspects but rather the Dasheng bensheng xindi guan jing ⼤乗本⽣⼼地観
経 (T 159; hereafter Shinjikan gyō).266 Jōkei's Gongu ryōzen kōshiki in fact reproduces
some of the narrative elements found in the Shinjikan gyō.
Concerning the benefits of jeweled stūpas, according to the explanation of the Shinjikan
gyō, “From the svastika on the Tathāgata’s chest came great bright light. This is called the
non-regression of bodhisattvas. The initial aspiration to awakening of Śākya[muni]
Tathāgata, the innumerable ascetic practices of three incalculable eons, the eight stages of
the Buddha’s life and the various forms [in which he appeared to those of this world], and
the eight post-parinirvāṇa jeweled stūpas—among their rays of light does [Śākyamuni]
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The "repaying kindness" or "repaying blessings" is the idea of hōon 報恩, or repaying of the four blessings
(shion 四恩): of father, mother, the state or ruler, and the three jewels or the Buddha. (Sometimes "sentient
beings" is included, with mother and father simply appearing as "parents.") Jōkei's writings are littered with
references to this idea, and with claims as to how one goes about fulfilling the obligation to repay the
beneficience of parents, rulers, and the three jewels.
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Traditionally said to have been translated from the Sanskrit by Bore (aka Prajñā, a monk from northern or
northwest India), which would make it a late eight or early ninth-century translation (e.g., Ono BKD: 346).
However, Minowa Kenryō (1998: 83n4) notes that this work is probably Chinese in origin.
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appear in wrathful forms.267 The prajñā stūpa on Vulture Peak is one of these. [It] expounds
what is called the great vehicle: the Daihannya kyō, the Lotus Sūtra, the Shinjikan gyō, and
so forth. That stūpa was erected on this land after the final passing of the Tathāgata. At that
time, the lion bodhisattva [i.e., the Buddha,] said to the great gathering of monks, ‘I serve
buddhas as numerous as the grains of sand in the Ganges River.' Although I previously saw
the gathering at the place of awakening, I had not yet seen all the rays of light like this.”
It is widely known that although there were innumerable stūpas of the Tathāgata
after the death of the Buddha, they are not like the eight stūpas [at the eight locations central
to Śākyamuni’s life], which are the most virtuous. In Īriṇa-parvata there is one numinous
stūpa. In it are enshrined Indian prajñā sūtras. If one treads on this earth [i.e., goes to this
location], gradually the [results of the past] serious transgressions of eighty thousand kalpas
of the cycle of rebirth will be erased.
Furthermore, if [one] opens the door of the iron stūpa in southern India even a little,
[one will find] oneself in the dharmadhātu palace. Now you should know these examples:
the place where prajñā was expounded upon, the stūpa of vajra relics, the benefits of
virtues. Suppose things like birds, beasts, and bugs, who do not have a mind and are not
conscious, were to come into contact [with this place] just once. The connection thereby
established would be the cause for [those creatures to be] born in heaven and see the
Buddha. How much more so is it the case that, due to the power of [Śākyamuni’s] special
vow, we reside in that place eternally.268
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There are different versions of the eight stages of the Buddha’s life, but one of the most common sets is:
descent from Tuṣita heaven, entry into his mother’s womb, birth, renunciation, victory over Mara, awakening,
turning the wheel of the Dharma, and parinirvāṇa. The eight stūpas, however, usually refer instead to eight
places in India significant for the life of the Buddha. In the Ba da lingta minghao jing ⼋⼤霊塔名号経 (T
1685) the set of eight is given as follows:
1) Kapilavastu (where Śākyamuni was born), 2) Bodhgaya (the site of his awakening), 3) Sārnāth/ Mṛgadāva
⿅野苑 (where he first taught—this is the deer park), 4) Jetavana vihāra (donated by Anāthapiṇḍada; this is
where the Buddha revealed his supernormal powers), 5) Kanyākubja (where he descended from the heave of
the thirty-three) 6) Vulture Peak or Rājagṛha (where Devadatta was destroyed and the saṅgha was purified), 7)
Vaiśālī, (where he announced his premature nirvāṇa), and 8) Kuśinagara (where he entered parinirvāṇa).
Kajitani Ryōji (1993: 161–162) notes that this idea of eight holy places (and the concomitant eight
great stūpas) was not an East Asian innovation but appeared in India at Sārnāth as a development of the earlier
set of four holy places, which emerged at Magadha (this all being during Gupta dynastic rule, ca. 320–latesixth c.). The set of eight was continued during the Pāla dynasty (eighth – twelfth c.) and was linked to
pilgrimage practices and routes. Kajitani points out that in Japan there was a similar shift within hagiographic
literature about the Buddha: from a previous emphasis on four locations, to a new focus on the set of eight. An
image of a surviving hassōzu can be seen in Donohashi 1988: 47, image no. 71.
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述寶塔利益者、如來將説⼼地觀。「萬字胸間、放⼤光明、名之諸菩薩不退轉。釋迦如來初發⼼
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願⼒、常住其所哉。Lines 160–176.
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This passage from Jōkei's work echoes the story in the Shinjikan gyō in which
Śākyamuni emits light such that his audience can see places and features of the universe
normally hidden from view, including the eight stūpas.269 Here, then, the wisdom stūpa is
one of these eight, specifically the stūpa located on Vulture Peak. And it is fitting that Jōkei
enshrines the three sūtras that he does inside the thirteen-tiered pagoda, for these three are
supposed to have been taught by the Buddha on Vulture Peak.
Watanabe Satoshi, in his discussion of Shaka hassō ⼋相 and the hagiography of the
Buddha in Japan, notes that while Jōkei seems to focus on the Vulture Peak stūpa to the
exclusion of the other seven, one sees in the writings of others devotion to the set of eight
stūpas mentioned in the Shinjikan gyō, in the Ba dalingta minghao jing ⼋⼤霊塔名号経,270
and in the Datang zhenyuan xinyi shididengjing ji ⼤唐貞元新訳⼗地等経記.271 Genshin
(whose Hattō wasan ⼋塔和讃 is unfortunately lost to us), Myōe, and Eisai (who recorded
his desire to make a pilgrimage to India and visit the eight stūpas) are a few examples of
figures who mentioned all eight.272
Jōkei also likened Mt. Wutai to Vulture Peak, and his description of the thirteentiered pagoda indirectly reinforces this equation. In his description of the structure, which
comes at the beginning of his Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō, Jōkei writes that on the back of
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This is the title of the work as it appears in Chinese stone inscriptions from the mid-twelfth century. In the
Taishō shinshū daizōkyō it is titled Shili jing ⼗⼒経 (two translations: T 780, 781). See A Concordance to the
Taishō Canon and Nine Other Buddhist Canons: Preliminary Edition. Tokyo: International College for
Postgraduate Buddhist Studies Library, 2013: 84.
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Recorded in his Kōzen gokoku ron 興禅護国論. Cited in Watanabe 2012: 41.
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the main doors of the pagoda at Kasagidera there were six paintings. He specifically names
three, two of which are Vulutre Peak and Mt. Qingliang 清涼 (being one of Mt. Wutai's
peaks).
The significance of the number thirteen is not entirely clear. However, there are two
possible explanations. Taniguchi Kōsei (2012) suggests that the number comes from the Da
ban niepan jing houfen ⼤般涅槃経後分 (Ch. trans. ca. 664–665; hereafter Nehangyō
gobun). The relevant passage reads:
The Buddha spoke to Ānanda, "Once the parinirvāṇa and cremation [of my] corpse are
finished, the four groups [of Buddhist disciples should] all collect [my] relics and put them
in a seven-jeweled vessel, and should erect a seven-jeweled stūpa at the crossroads in
Kuśinagara. [It should have] thirteen tiers and on the top there [should] be a sōrin.273

Citing the Shijūjō ketsu 四⼗帖決 (1049), Taniguchi further notes that already in the
Heian period thirteen-tiered pagodas were regarded as "living body relic stūpas" (shōjin no
sharitō ⽣⾝の舎利塔).274 In addition, he observes that a pagoda built at one Amidaji in
Yamaguchi by Chōgen (with whom Jōkei had extensive contact) was constructed as a "tahō
jūsanrin tetsu tō" 多宝⼗三輪鉄塔, reflecting both the idea of thirteen-storied pagodas as
found in the Nehangyō gobun, but also the importance in Japanese mikkyō of the story of the
iron tower in southern India. In this story, Nāgārjuna, after much effort, is finally able to
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This work, by the Tendai monk Chōnen 奝然, records the kuden that Chōnen received from Kōgei 皇慶.
Misaki (1961: 19) gives a date of 1045 for the work, while the SBDJ (539b) gives the timespan of 1028–1049.
See Mochizuki BD (v.9): 312.
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enter an iron stūpa and receive the esoteric Buddhist scriptures from Kongōsatta ⾦剛薩捶
(Skt. Vajrasattva). Jōkei's knowledge of mikkyō is well documented, and mikkyō
terminology and ideas can be found throughout his writings (e.g., in the Tōshōdaiji Shaka
nenbutsu ganmon, quoted in previous chapters).
Seya Takayuki (2000: 272), on the other hand, attributes the construction of a
thirteen-tiered pagoda first and foremost to Chōgen's influence on Jōkei. Chōgen, Seya
argues, saw such pagodas in China. In addition, he believes Jōkei was trying to emulate
China. As evidence for the latter claim, Seya cites a fundraising register (kanjinjō 勧進帳)
authored by Jōkei for the purpose of raising funds for a thirteen-tiered pagoda at the temple
Bodaisanji.275 In this work Jōkei states that he wishes to follow the style of the Baochi yuan
宝池院 at Mt. Qingliang (i.e., Mt. Wutai)—by which he means that he wishes to erect a
pagoda in the style of the one found at that temple—and that in Japan there is also this form
(i.e., the pagoda), albeit in a courser form. Seya lists four thirteen-tiered pagodas that are
associated with Jōkei: ones that he commissioned, helped repair, or whose construction he
helped fund.
After Jōkei's time, but still during the Kamakura period, a number of wooden
thirteen-tiered pagodas were built (e.g., at Shion'in, Hasedera, Kōzanji), and members of
Eison's Shingon Risshū constructed many stone thirteen-tiered stūpas.276 However, prior to
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The original is transcribed in Zoku Shingonshū zensho 続真⾔宗全書 31, in the "hyōfu sanzō shū" 表諷讃
雑集 section. The work is dated to 1194.
276

The pagoda at Shion'in 四恩院, a sub-temple of Kōfukuji, was built in 1215. According to a 1481 entry in
the Daijōin jisha zōji ki ⼤乗院寺社雑事記, this pagoda had a seated Śākyamuni for its primary icon and also
had a thousand relics enshrined within (Takahashi 2005: 145; Oishio 2011: 139). Hasedera's was built in 1316,
with Jishin 慈信 (the bettō of Hasedera and three-time inju 院主 of Daijōin) presiding over the dedication
ceremony (Uejima 2010: 539–540). The zōtōhō 造塔法 section of the Kakuzen shō notes that in the record of
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Jōkei Japanese pagodas were invariably had three, five, or sometimes nine tiers. This trend
of thirteen-tiered pagodas and stūpas thus appears to have begun during Jōkei's lifetime, and
may have been instigated by him.277
Neither explanation is conclusive, however. Taniguichi may be correct is stating that
the trend predates Jōkei. But this fails to account for the sudden proliferation of the practice
around Jōkei's time. Concerning, Seya's argument, while it may very well be true that Jōkei
was emulating the Chinese cloister Baochi yuan, what Seya forgets is that Jōkei also
identifies Mt. Wutai as Vulture Peak. Thus, his reference to Mt. Wutai and Baochi yuan in
fact proves to be further evidence for his identification of Mt. Kasagi as Vulture Peak, and is
more relevant to his interest in Śākyamuni than to his attraction to China or Song-period
Buddhism.
Understanding Jōkei's motivation behind the construction of this pagoda is further
complicated by the fact that it was also an expression of his relationship with the state and
with the specific Buddhist tradition of which he was a part, i.e., Hossō. Besides likening it
to the wisdom pagoda, Jōkei also compares his pagoda to that build by Xuanzang, this being
a reference to the famous Wild Goose Pagoda (Dayanta ⼤雁塔) at the Ciensi 慈恩寺
temple, built by Xuanzang in 652. Xuanzang enshrined texts that he brought back from
India in this pagoda, and so too was it in the thirteen-tiered pagoda that Jōkei enshrined

Chōnen's travels to China (Chōnen nittō ki 奝然⼊唐記) there is mention of an octagonal thirteen-tiered
pagoda at Fushengsi 福盛寺 in Yizhou 益州 (cited in Kamikawa 2012: 101).
277

There is a famous thirteen-tiered wooden pagoda at Tōnomine. According to the seventeenth-century
Tōnomine engi this pagoda was constructed by Jōe 定恵 in the seventh century, in imitation of the pagoda he
had seen at the Baochi yuan 宝池院 on Qingliang shan 清涼⼭. The engi here postdates the event by a
millennium, though. See GR 24, 421b5–7.
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similar Mahāyāna works, a further indication of Jōkei’s imitation of Xuanzang’s act (Saiki
2012: 214). The relevant passage of the Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon reads:
The numinous stūpa built by the tripiṭaka master Xuanzang long ago profoundly repaid the
sacred blessings of [his] country. Now, in this second year, [I,] a śramaṇa, construct this
stūpa278 and, with tears in my eyes, repay the great virtue of this country. It appears that the
Buddha’s child has learnt from and imitates the intention of the founder.279 [I will] call this
the stūpa of wisdom and repaying kindnesses. It is simply that I want future generations to
know my intention. Therefore, without discriminating between humans and demons,
between mountain fowl and aquatic creatures, [may I, by the construction of this stūpa,] stir
the aspiration to awaken in each and every one of those within this single country of Japan
who since the genesis of heaven and earth have been born into and dwelt in this land and
who have not yet roused the aspiration to awaken; [and may I] cause those of indeterminate
nature to, in the distant future, dwell in the state of being certain of awakening.280

In addition to the pagoda, Jōkei began an annual Vulture Peak Assembly (Ryōzen'e
霊⼭会) on Mt. Kasagi, to be performed at the hexagonal Widsom Hall that he had
constructed thre in 1194. This is relevant to Jōkei's devotion to Śākyamuni, too, for the
main icon of this hall was none other than Śākyamuni.281
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The term kōgen ⾼顕 here refers to the stūpa. SBD (828b) notes that it is another term for a stone stūpa,
while BGD (1139a) states that this term is also another name for the vilakṣa tree, under which Śākyamuni is
supposed to hvae been born.
279

Kōsō ⾼祖 here appears to refer to Xuanzang. This sentence thus indicates that Jōkei (the Buddha’s child)
is acting in accordance with Xuanzang, who was regarded as the founder of Hossō, though Maitreya or Ki 基
were also sometimes positioned as the founder.
280

昔⽞奘三蔵之建⽴霊塔也、深報国家之聖恩、今亜年沙⾨之造⾼顕也、泣酬本朝之広徳、⾼祖之志
仏⼦蓋傚、号之般若報恩塔、蓋欲令後毘知我志⽽已、然則⽇本⼀国之間、天地開闢以来、不択⼈倫
⻤神、不漏⼭禽⽔獣、受⽣此⼟之者、宿⾝当国之類、令其未発起者、悉発菩提⼼、令其不定聚類速
住正定聚。Lines 11–13. The two relevant terms in this sentence—fujōshu 不定聚 and shōjōshu 正定聚—are
here to be understood as Hossō technical terms. The fujōshu is one of the five categories of beings, specifically
those who have the potential to become arhats, pratyekabuddhas, or bodhisattvas, but whose potential is as yet
undetermined. See, e.g., Iwanami BJ: 332. Xuanzang's pagoda was five-tiered, not thirteen, although the
Small Wild Goose Pagoda (Xiaoyanta ⼩雁塔), built on the grounds of the Dajianfusi ⼤薦福寺 temple in
Chang’an ca. 707–710 is thirteen-tiered.
281

Sugisaki (Kaijūsenji), citing studies from 1929 and 1933, notes that although there is no record of the
statue's appearance, the wooden sculpture of a standing Śākyamuni found in the Chōkondō of Kōfukuji in the
Taishō period is thought by some to be the statue that Jōkei enshrined in the hexagonal Wisdom Hall on Mt.
Kasagi.
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Conclusion

In conclusion I want to make two points: the first concerns Śākyamuni’s location,
while the second addresses the distinction between geographical and historical concerns.
I began this chapter with a question: where did the Japanese think Śākyamuni was to
be found? As mentioned, there are a number of answers to this question, his relics and
certain statues being but two possibilities. However, if we focus on Vulture Peak, and
specifically on Vulture Peak as the eternal dwelling place of the Buddha, we find that there
was a certain ambiguity about where Śākyamuni was to be found, as illustrated in particular
in the writings of Jōkei.
The perception of it as a pure land into which one can be reborn assumes a certain
other-worldliness and a distance between this world and Vulture Peak. On the other hand,
identification of Mt. Kasagi or Mikasa as Vulture Peak collapses both the distance and time
separating the authors, compilers, and consumers of these works from Śākyamuni's eternal
abode. This latter view shares something in common with the view that this very world is
the pure land, in that both positions bring a distant goal closer and into the present. And at
least in the case of Jōkei, all three of these ideas were apparently not seen as mutually
exclusive.
Tsumori (1988: 33) argues that these two trends—the idea that this world is none
other than the pure land (shaba soku jakkōdo 娑婆即寂光⼟) and the aspiration to be reborn
in the next life in the pure land—in fact coexisted and were not mutually contradictory in
practice, even if they appear to be so from a theoretical standpoint. He points to the example
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of Zhiyi, who argued that this world is the pure land even while he engaged in deathbed rites
designed to ensure rebirth in Amida's pure land.282
At the risk of oversimplification, this ambiguity about the location of Śākyamuni and
of pure lands can be fruitfully contrasted with an attitude toward Jerusalem in many strains
of Rabbinic Judaism, in which a number of concentric circles are imagined, with Israel at the
center of the world, Jerusalem at the center of Israel, the Temple at the center of Jerusalem,
and on and on until we have the Foundation Stone inside the Temple, which is where
Heaven and Earth meet, the very center of this world and the holiest location for Jews who
hold this worldview.283
This attitude exemplifies what Jonathan Z. Smith (1978: 101) has called the locative
vision of the world in which place is of profound importance, particularly the spatial center.
He contrasts this with a utopian vision of the world, by which he means a view that
“emphasizes the importance of periphery and transcendence.” In denying India’s role as
Buddhism’s geographical center, as Buddhism’s holiest place, Jōkei and the views expressed
in this chapter tend toward the utopian vision.284 The idea was that the sacredness of any
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See, for example, the 随天台智者⼤師別伝, written by Zhiyi's disciple Guanding 灌頂 (561–632). This
reference to Zhiyi is important in that it reminds us that in seeing the pure land in this world, Jōkei, Myōe, and
others were not just drawing on original enlightenment thought, but also on Chinese precedents.
283

Hertzberg 1961: 150.

284

We must remember, however, that Japan had its own mythology that was very much in line with the locative
vision, and Jōkei incorporated that mythology fully into his thinking, as can be seen in his references to
Amaterasu, the myth of the rock cave (ama no iwato 天岩⼾), and so forth. But the way in which Jōkei
viewed the various autochthonous deities and myths is beyond the scope of this dissertation. It is almost as if
Jōkei is combining a locative and utopian view, in which he denies the importance of Buddhist place (i.e., India
and Japan’s distance from it), on the one hand, but affirms the importance of place as found in Japanese
mythology and legend (e.g., Ise, Kasuga), on the other.
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particular location was not absolute but was instead dependent on temporary
circumstances.285
The second point I want to make concerns the distinction between
geographical/spatial concerns, and historical/temporal ones. Scholars have tended to treat
instances of the mapping of sacred Chinese and Indian geography onto the Japanese
landscape—that is, claims that this or that Japanese site is none other than this or that holy
Indian or Chinese site—as attempts to close the geographical gap between Japan (which
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Smith also speaks two types of “primordiality”: cosmogonic and ancestral-anthropological. In Jōkei’s
thought it would appear that both exist. On the one hand, he subscribes to the cosmogenic myth found in the
Nihon Shoki, while on the other hand he looks to Śākyamuni as the point of genesis of his tradition, i.e.,
Buddhism. In fact, Jōkei portrays the two—Amaterasu and Śākyamuni—as serving identical roles, almost as if
he is attempting to merge two genealogies, or trying to assert that Japanese history and Buddhist history are but
two expressions of the same process. In a work entitled Jōkai keibyaku mon 貞慶敬⽩⽂ (1198) included in
Sōshō's Miroku Nyorai kannō shō 弥勒如来感応抄, for example, Jōkei writes: “Amaterasu is the founding
ancestor of our country. In the entire world who is excluded from her guidance! Śākyamuni is the
compassionate mother of the three worlds. The three jewels of our time all result from her endeavors.
Listening to the wind of ancient times, even though the buddhas and kami divide the way [into two], the moon
of the original form shines forth. Taking the path of the fundamental and provisional, I hope to repay [the debt]
to my country. Naturally I turn towards the two sages [Amaterasu and Śākyamuni] and will be saved by the
skillful application of that which is difficult to fathom.” 天照⼤神ハ吾朝始祖四海万邦誰洩其化釈迦能仁三
界慈⺟⼀代三宝皆出タリ彼功ヨリ聞上古ノ⾵ヲ仏神道隔顕本地⽉ヲ権実⾨通欲報⼀国須仰⼆聖難思
⽅便宜施引接. (348, lines 12–14).
It is significant that Jōkei here speaks of Śākyamuni as our compassionate mother, since in all other
cases in which Jōkei uses a parental epithet to refer to Śākyamuni he calls him our “compassionate father.”
This may be another indication that he is trying to convey the similar function (or perhaps even identity) of
Śākyamuni and Amaterasu. (Note, however, that in a collection of works entitled San butsujō shō 讃仏乗抄
the same work appears with the alternative title Kasagidera jūsanjūtō hiju ganmon 笠置寺⼗三重塔扉咒願⽂.
The work is more or less the same except that here Śākyamuni is our compassionate father, not mother [104,
lines 12–14; note that this is the Tōdaiji MS of the Sanbutsujō shō, not the Shōmyōji MS or related works at
Tōji's Kanchi'in. The Tōdaiji Sanbutsujō shō is dated to 1246; Hiraoka states that the Miroku Nyorai kannō
shō was compiled by Sōshō between 1233 and 1260. At the present point, it is not clear to me which copy of
Jōkei's work is more faithful to what we assume to be some original. So there is a possibility, yet to be
determined, that it was not Jōkei, but a later scribe, who put in the reference to a “compassionate mother.”
Elsewhere, in a ganmon he wrote on the occasion of the erection of the thirteen-tiered pagoda atop
Mt. Kasagi (Kasagiyama jūsanjū tō kuyō ganmon 笠置⼭⼗三重塔供養願⽂ [1198]), he writes: “The Grand
Minister Hōkai [i.e., Śākyamuni in a former life, specifically as portrayed in the Hikekyō] pitied in particular
[this] impure world. The bodhisattvas vow to save beings far was to think of his karmic connection to his own
world. [He] successfully led the deluded people of one country toward an initial aspiration to awaken. When
we think about [the cause of] salvation in this world, it is none other than the great teacher Śākyamuni’s
appearance in this world. It is not the workings of the skillful means of two [different] sages [that is, both
Śākyamuni and Amaterasu are basically doing the same thing.] With this [one] repays the blessings and
righteousness of the nation.” (San butsujō shō: 93, lines 5–6).
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some Japanese Buddhists understood to be on the periphery of the Buddhist world) and
those places in China and India that were sources of Buddhist legitimacy. While it is
certainly true that in many cases it was a geographical distance that was the main concern, in
the examples here, and particularly in the case of Jōkei, we have not an attempt to close a
geographical gap—to bring India to Japan, that is—but rather an effort to bridge a historical
or a temporal distance between medieval Japan and Śākyamuni by claiming that
Śākyamuni’s abode of Vulture Peak was already in Japan.
The first piece of evidence for my claim that what we have here is an attempt to
close a historical gap is Jōkei’s low valuation of India; he believed that India was in no way
inherently sacred. Jōkei was unambiguous in his belief that Buddhism no longer flourished
in India, and he was not alone in thinking this. Annen’s (841?–890s?) Kyōji jōjō 教時淨嬢
and Minamoto no Tamenori’s Sanbōe 三宝絵 (984) are two earlier works that suggest that
Buddhism in India was dead (Maeda 1995). A number of setsuwa collections compiled
closer to Jōkei’s own time echoed this sentiment. Kamo no Chōmei’s Hosshin shū 発⼼集
(ca. 1212–1216), for example, reads as follows:286
Although India, in the center of Jambudvīpa, is precisely the land where Buddhism
appeared, from the end of the period of the semblance Dharma (zōbō 像法) the devas’
protection [of this land] has gradually diminished and the Buddha-Dharma has disappeared.
Going to Vulture Peak, [one finds that it] has become the abode of tigers and wolves. At the
old site of Jetavana vihāra (Gion shōja) only ruins remain.287
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Other examples of setsuwa collections that make such claims include the Hōbutsu shū 宝物集 (ca. 1177–
1181), the Senjūshō 撰集抄 (ca. 1250), and the Nezame no ki 寝覚記 (late Kamakura or very early
Muromachi).
287

P. 383 (tale 14, fascicle 8).
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On the one hand, the idea that Buddhism in India was in decline was based on some
evidence, mainly Chinese travelogues and other works coming from China, but also writings
by Japanese monks who travelled to China during the Song. An important example of the
latter is the Tōsōki 唐宋記 (ca. 1082–83), the travel diary of the Tendai monk Kaikaku 戒覚.
However, the idea had an ideological function, too, as it allowed the Japanese to
believe that India (and China) were not inherently superior to Japan, for had not Buddhism
in those lands also fallen prey to the inevitability of decline (Maeda 1995, 2008)? This idea
was a prerequisite for the idea that it was in Japan, and only in Japan, that the Mahāyāna
could be fully realized.
The point here is that Jōkei in no way idealized India in and of itself. His interest
was limited to the India of Śākyamuni, which existed in the past, and in Jōkei’s eyes the
value and prestige of India began to diminish as soon as Śākyamuni said his final words in
the sāla grove and died. Both his yearning for an ancient India and his belief that
contemporary India had no value are summed up in a line from his Kasagidera hokke hakkō
kanjinjō 笠置寺法華⼋講勧進状 (very end of 1196 or beginning of 1197):
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Ah! If [we] could but return to the Buddhist world of King Aśoka!.... [In India] only
Madhyāntika’s statue of Miroku and a pond of fifty li remain. 288 The teachings left for us by
the Tathāgata are barely transmitted [to the next generation]. 289

Here he refers to King Aśoka, the exemplary Buddhist king who served as a model
for emulation throughout Buddhist Asia and who supposedly created an Indian Buddhist
paradise. So clearly he believed that a Buddhist utopia once existed in India.
However, he then refers to the story of Madhyāntika. According to this legend,
Madhyāntika, removed from the Buddha himself by only a generation, went to Kashmir as a
missionary to establish Buddhism there. Once there he converted a dragon deity to the
Buddhist way but dried up the lake in which the dragon lived in the process. Madhyāntika
then gave the dragon another lake of 100 li in circumference (about a third of a mile) in
which to dwell. However Jōkei notes that this lake has decreased in size—only fifty li
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This refers to a story found in Xuanzang’s Datang xiyu ji ⼤唐⻄域記 (646) in which Madhyāntika (a
disciple of Ānanda who is supposed to have spread Buddhism to Kashmir) gives a lake with a circumference of
100 li to a dragon whom he has converted. The story reads as follows: “In the fiftieth year after the nirvāṇa the
disciple of Ānanda, Madhyāntika the Arhat—having obtained the six spiritual faculties and been gifted with
the eight vimōkshas—heard of the prediction of Buddha. His heart was overjoyed, and he repaired to this
country. He was sitting tranquilly in a wood on the top of a high mountain crag, and exhibited great spiritual
changes. The dragon beholding it was filled with a deep faith, and requested to know what he desired. The
Arhat said, “ I request you to give me a spot in the middle of the lake just big enough for my knees.’’
On
this the dragon withdrew the water so far, and gave him the spot. Then by his spiritual power the Arhat
increased the size of his body, whilst the dragon king kept back the waters with all his might. So the lake
became dry, and the waters exhausted. On this the nāga, taking his flight, asked for a place.
The Arhat (then said), “To the north-west of this is a pool about 100 li in circuit; in this little lake you
and your posterity may continue to dwell.” The nāga said, “The lake and the land being mutually transferred,
let me then be allowed to make my religious offerings to you.” Madhyāntika said, “ Not long hence I shall
enter the nirvāṇa without remnants (anupadhiśesha); although I should wish to allow your request, how can I
do it?"
The nāga then pressed his request in this way: “May 500 Arhats then ever receive my offerings till the
end of the law. After which (I ask to be allowed) to return to this country to dwell (in it) as a lake.”
Madhyāntika granted his request. (Beal 1884: 149–150, being chapter 6 in book 3).
289

嗚呼阿育王之帰仏界也、(三捨⼀閻浮之地、) 末⽥底之弘法化也、僅残⼗五⾥之池、如来遺教、付
属有奇
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remain—thereby indicating that Buddhism in India is in decline or even at the point of
disappearing altogether.
The second piece of evidence for my claim that Jōkei was concerned with a
historical-temporal gap rather than a geographical-spatial one is Jōkei’s lack of access to
maps, by which I mean the two-dimensional things that represent some area of land. When
scholars speak of the mapping of sacred geography onto the Japanese landscape, they are
working with an assumption that the historical actors whom they are examining are layering
a two-dimensional image onto another, either mentally or with paper. This is not unlike the
medieval maps in which Japan is depicted as a vajra, or like instances in which the outline
of, say, Turkmenistan is superimposed on a political map of the United States to show the
size of that country to an American audience.
Such maps, and that type of layering of images, is based on what the anthropologist
Tim Ingold identifies as static, atemporal space, a two-dimensional vision of space
completely devoid of temporal coordinates. This is the sort of space that scholars seem to
assume early medieval Japanese were working with when those historical actors claimed
that this Japanese mountain was in fact that Chinese or Indian mountain.
However, the earliest extant map of Japan is from the latter half of the thirteenth
century while the earliest extant Japanese world map, the Gotenjikuzu 五天竺図, now
owned by Hōryūji, is from 1364.290 There may have been maps earlier than this, but there is
no evidence to suggest that they extend back to the late twelfth century, when Jōkei was on
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This map is not necessarily of the atemporal, static variety. It can also be understood as representing
pilgrimage and movement. This is no way contradicts my point, since my point is that Jōkei was not working
with two-dimensional images of static space, or atemporal, physical distance between some number of points.
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Mt. Kasagi, and it is thus unlikely that Jōkei saw or was influenced by such maps or by any
vision of a static world, characterized solely by space but not at all by time.
If Jōkei had no such image of physical distance between Japan and India, then what
set of coordinates—spatial or temporal—was he using? What set of coordinates led him to
believe he was so far from Buddhist origins and to lament his circumstances as he did in a
ganmon of 1202:
Śākyamuni’s blessings and virtues are great: [one] cannot even begin to describe their origin.
Thus, although the waves of the Irāvatī [River, next to which Śākyamuni died,] are far away, my
tears of love wet my sleeve. The firewood [for Śākyamuni’s funeral pyre] in the śāla grove was
quickly consumed by fire, and yet my thoughts of adoration [for the Buddha continue to] burn in
my chest. (DBZ 49: 77a4–9)

In Tim Ingold’s work with non-literate, nomadic groups the coordinates are determined
by ones experience of movement through the physical environment: one’s sense of where
the river is is inseparable from one’s temporal experience of moving through space from this
or that point to the river. In the case of Jōkei, the coordinates are determined by the
narrative of Buddhist history, as Jōkei understood it.
That is, he was working with a story that told him that long ago the wonderful
Buddha had lived in a land called India, but that after the Buddha died things had begun to
go downhill. As things were going downhill, Buddhism wound its way east, until it finally
arrived at a small, insignificant archipelago out in the sea east of China. Unfortunately,
Buddhism was well past its prime by this point, and the inhabitants of that string of islands
were just out of luck. In this narrative India’s and Śākyamuni’s position in the past is what
is emphasized and most evident, not India’s or Śākyamuni’s geographical remove from
Japan.
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This apparent lack of two-dimensional images to work with, and the fact that the
overarching narrative that determined the Japanese Buddhist worldview of Jōkei’s day told a
story of Buddhist history and time, not of Buddhist geography and space, further suggests
that Jōkei was brining a narrative element from the past into the present, not a point over
there on the map, to a point over here on the map.
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CONCLUSION

The arguments and observations I have made in this dissertation can be restated as
four claims. First, I argued that during the Heian and Kamakura periods there was a shift in
how Śākyamuni was understood. I claimed that prior to the twelfth century, images of
Śākyamuni were of two types. These two images were the Śākyamuni-of-narrative and the
Śākyamuni-of-doctrine. The first of these, which appeared in hagiographies of the Buddha,
was of a figure located in the distant past, separated from Japan by a floating gap void of
historical detail. There was no attempt to connect the Indian Buddha to Japan; Japanese
clerics did not present any genealogy or series of links to show that their own Japanese
Buddhism was in fact a tradition that could be traced back to Śākyamuni (though of course
they understood there to be a connection between the two). Śākyamuni thus remained in the
past, without intervening in the affairs of Japanese Buddhists and without becoming an
object of fervent devotion. The Śākyamuni-of-doctrine image, on the other hand, was the
portrayal of the Buddha in the Lotus Sūtra and Nirvāṇa Sūtra, in which we discover that he
is in reality an abstract, eternal being whose appearance as Śākyamuni in India was simply
an act of skillful means, a pedagogical trick of sorts. Neither or these portrayals was of a
historical figure in that neither was linked to Japan through some set of historical links.
Śākyamuni-of-narrative existed in a mythic past, while Śākyamuni-of-doctrine simply
transcended historical time. In addition, neither was salvific in the way that Amida was.
They served their purposes—legends about the Śākyamuni-of-narrative told the tale of how
Buddhism began and in some cases provided a model for emulation, while Śākyamuni-ofdoctrine helped explain the precise nature of the Buddha, and served in part to explain the
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appearance of Mahāyāna sūtras—but neither of these two types of Śākyamuni was directly
involved in the soteriological progress of individuals in the present age. In contrast, the lateHeian and Kamakura-period depictions of Śākyamuni that I examined portrayed him as
existing within historical time or as being involved in the salvation of humans in this world.
The shift, then, is from an ahistorical, distant, and largely inaccessible Śākyamuni, to a
Śākyamuni who is within historical time and in many cases accessible.
The second claim I made is that the new image of Śākyamuni was a response to two
developments within Japanese Buddhism: a new sense of history, and the increasing
popularity of Amida. Concerning the first, Śākyamuni’s increasingly historical character
and the new emphasis on his association with India was a result of a vision of history that
was based on the Buddhist doctrine of decline and the sangoku worldview. This new
historical model did not necessarily lead to Japanese veneration of India, for many Japanese
believed that Buddhism had died out in India. (We can see expressions of this idea as early
as the late tenth century in the Sanbōe.) But it did mean that Japan’s and Śākyamuni’s
respective positions within time began to be understood in terms of this new model, and it
led to the conclusion that Śākyamuni and medieval Japan were separated by a great length of
time. This conclusion was deeply troubling for some clerics, for it indicated that they were
very far removed from Śākyamuni and thus from the genesis of the tradition.291
On the other hand, the transformation of Śākyamuni into a salvific character, while it
relied in part on the Hikekyō’s vision of Śākyamuni, was a reaction to this new sense of
history but also (and more importantly) to the rise of Amida. The new sense of history, and
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The influence of this model is particularly apparent in the development of honji suijaku and especially hanhonji suijaku theories, in which a hierarchy of buddhas, boddhisattvas, and deities is established through
assertions about their respective geographical origins.
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particularly the belief that 1052 had marked the beginning of Buddhism’s final, degenerate
age, created the need for a means of salvation that did not depend on an individual’s ability
to adhere to Buddhist teachings. Pure Land Buddhism found a solution in the figure of
Amida, who would intervene in this world to save sentient beings at the moment of death,
regardless of one’s moral or karmic standing. While the focus on a salvific Śākyamuni was
a response to this new sense of history and soteriological helplessness, it was also a reaction
to the rise of Amida, and in some ways even a rejection of the exclusive focus on this
buddha and his western pure land. Those who turned to a salvific Śākyamuni were
motivated on the one hand by the need for a salfivic buddha, but on the other by the belief
that Śākyamuni (and not Amida) was the buddha to whom one should turn.
The third claim I made is that the Hikekyō played an important role in providing a
doctrinal basis for devotion to Śākyamuni, and in particular for the idea of a salvific
Śākyamuni. This sūtra had the added advantage of drawing a sharp contrast between Amida
and Śākyamuni, and of depicting the latter as the superior of the two. To date, the Hikekyō
has been mentioned only a handful of times in Western-language scholarship, and even the
Japanese-language scholarship on the influence of this sūtra has been limited. To be sure,
the Hikekyō was never as important as the sūtras that we usually associate with pre-modern
Japanese Buddhism, and its influence did not extend much beyond the fourteenth century.
But it nevertheless provided a scriptural basis for those turning to Śākyamuni and for those
wishing to emphasize Śākyamuni’s ability to save sentient beings during the final,
degenerate age.
Finally, the relationship between the historicized and the salvific Śākyamuni was a
relationship between a problem and its solution. For someone like Jōkei, the theory of
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decline and the sangoku worldview indicated that he was very distant from Buddhism’s
historical and geographical genesis, and, more importantly, from Śākyamuni. This mattered
for Jōkei, Myōe, and others who desired to be close to Śākyamuni, whom they affectionately
called their “compassionate father.” In this way, the placement of Śākyamuni in historical
time and the resulting sense that he was in the past and no longer accessible was a problem.
The solution, then, would be to somehow bring Śākyamuni into the present, or to argue that
he would arrive at some point in the near future. This, of course, is precisely what Jōkei did.
In addition to his devotion to relics, Jōkei claimed that Śākyamuni would save sentient
beings in the final age. This is also what Japanese interpreters of the Hikekyō were doing
when they claimed that Śākyamuni would appear as a daimyōjin, and what was happening
when people prayed to be reborn in Śākyamuni’s pure land of Vulture Peak. In all these
cases, the problem of a historicized and thus distant Śākyamuni was solved with the solution
of a salvific and accessible Śākyamuni. In this way, while the historicized Śākyamuni and
the salvific Śākyamuni are in some ways two separate phenomena and arise from different
sources and historical developments, in the cases discussed in this dissertation they exist in a
cause-effect or problem-solution relationship.
–––––––––––––
All four of these claims are concerned with early-medieval Japanese views of
Śākyamuni. But they point to questions that are significant well beyond the confines of
medieval Japanese Buddhism. First, this dissertation raises the question of how selfidentified members of a particular tradition understand their relationship to the origins and
generative period of that tradition. This is a particularly important question when the origins
of the tradition in question are perceived to be historically, geographically, and culturally
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distant. All Buddhists outside of India, and all Buddhists living after the death of the
Buddha have had to grapple with their own relationship with India and with Śākyamuni. Of
course this has not always been a primary concern, particularly when there was no perceived
threat to the tradition, or when there was no inter-Buddhist rivalry. But a concern with the
historical Buddha and with India, and efforts to strengthen a sense of connection to both,
have been perennial themes in the history of Buddhism.
In the Japanese context, the civil wars of the twelfth-century, the decline in state
patronage of the late-Heian period, and, in the case of Nara, the destruction of Tōdaiji and
Kōfukuji in 1180 all provided evidence for any cleric inclined to believe that Buddhism was
in decline and in grave danger. In the face of such perceived danger, the concern with
origins sometimes appeared as a nostalgic yearning for the past.292 A good example of this
would be Myōe, who wrote of the tears he shed when he thought of the Buddha’s death, and
about the fact that he was born so long after Śākyamuni’s time and in a land so distant from
India.293 Jōkei shared this sentiment to a large degree.
In other cases the concern with Śākyamuni, and particularly when there was an
attempt to connect one’s own institution to him, was more polemical or political in character.
Such a concern can be seen in the writings of certain Kōfukuji monks from the twelfth and
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The Shingon-ritsu monk Eison, mentioned elsewhere in passing, is another figure who emphasized
Śākyamuni as the founder. Eison even seems to have tried to emulate the historical Buddha. In a 1245
ganmon used in a precept ceremony at Ebaraji 家原寺, Eison made reference to Śākyamuni’s 500 vows from a
previous life and elsewhere took on the 500 vows as his own (Matsuo 1998: 11). His reference to the 500
vows indicates his own awareness of, and use of, the Hikekyō, and indeed a copy of that sūtra was inserted into
the statue of Eison made in 1280, while Eison was still alive. The Kegon and Shingon monk Myōe, another
figure famous for his devotion to Śākyamuni, repeatedly referred to the Buddha as his “great compassionate
father” (daijifu ⼤慈⽗) and emphasized Śākyamuni’s position as the founder. See, for example, his Zuii betsu
ganmon 随意別願⽂ (p. 309). For an overview of Myōe’s devotion to Śākyamuni, see Sueki 1998: 228–254.
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thirteenth centuries. For example, Kakuken 覚憲 (1131–1212), in his Sangoku dentōki 三国
伝灯記 (1173), argued that the Hossō school was superior to other forms of Buddhism in
Japan because while Hossō stretched back to India, schools such as Tendai and Kegon arose
from lineages that originated in China.294 In addition, Kakuken placed Śākyamuni (rather
than the usual Maitreya) at the head of the Hossō lineage. 295 The Kōfukuji monk Onkaku
恩覚 (fl. 1161–63) made the same argument in a petition he wrote in 1163, just a decade
before Kakuken’s Sangoku dentōki,296 in which he railed against Tendai and the bodhisattva
precepts that it advocated,297 and scathingly asked, “If Tendai is true then why was it not
praised by Indian kings?…If the bodhisattva precepts are superior, then why did not
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“Among the teachings of the various schools, Sanron and Hossō are the root [of all]. Tendai began with
Nanyue Huisi, while Kegon began with Zhiyan. They were both Chinese exegetes; they were not Indian
propounders of the sūtras.” 凡諸宗法門中、三論法相為其根源、彼天台始于恵門南岳、華厳稟社順智厳
倶是震旦之義解、恐非印度之弘経 (中巻, 一五ウ [p. 136]).
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Up to this time most Japanese Hossō genealogies had traced the tradition back to Maitreya. This
replacement of Maitreya with Śākyamuni can be seen in visual depictions of the Hossō lineage (called Hossō
mandaras) from the thirteenth century (Harada 2009). This use of Śākyamuni was an attempt to link Hossō,
and by extension Kōfukuji, directly to Śākyamuni, and seems to have been motivated in large part by
Kōfukuji’s institutional rivalry with Mt. Hiei. In fact, just fifty days prior to Kakuken’s oration of the Sangoku
dentōki—it was presented as a sermon—loyal followers of Kōfukuji (shuto 衆徒) burnt down Myōrakuji 妙楽
寺 (a Tendai temple atop Tōnomine) as part of an ongoing conflict over jurisdiction of that site. On this
conflict, see Ichikawa (2005: 41, 63f) and Adolphson (2007: 42). Kujō Kanezane lamented this 1173 burning
his diary, the Gyokuyō 玉葉; see the entries for Shōan 承安 3/6/23, 29. Tōnomine structures were also burned
in 1108 and 1227–28, and there were other attacks in 1284 and 1312. Tōnomine was a particularly contentious
site in part because while it was then under Mt. Hiei control, it was the burial site of Fujiwara no Kamatari, the
founding patriarch of the Fujiwara clan, and Kōfukuji was the Fujiwara clan temple. For a discussion of the
conflict over Tōnomine, see Bauer (2010: 102).
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Onkaku sōjō 恩覚奏状. DBZ (2nd ed.) 61.
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Onkaku here speaks about the opposition (between Tendai and Nara) in terms of the different precepts: the
bodhisattva precepts on Mt. Hiei, and the precepts found in the Dharmagupta-vinaya (Shibunritsu 四分律) in
Nara. The establishment of the ordination platform on Mt. Hiei was in large part a Tendai attempt to counter
Nara’s monopoly on monastic ordination, though of course there were doctrinal differences as well.
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Xuanzang not receive them when he went to India?” (2a12–14).298 These, then, are examples
of an attempt to return to Śākyamuni, or at least to link one’s own tradition to him and the
origins that he represents, but for polemical purposes.299
Outside of Japan one finds countless examples of a concern to link oneself or one’s
own Buddhist tradition back to India and thus to Śākyamuni. During Tibet’s second
propagation of Buddhism, beginning in the eleventh century, we see attempts to link Tibetan
Buddhism to India, a tactic that was also used in specific cases of sectarian rivalry
(Schweiger 2013, Dalton 2011). In Sri Lanka Buddhism the legend of the monk Mahindra’s
transmission of Buddhism to the island has always been of great importance (Berkwitz
2004). These examples demonstrate that the question of how a Buddhist tradition in the
present is to be linked to Śākyamuni is not unique to the Japanese materials discussed in this
dissertation.
The question of the relationship between a tradition in the present and that tradition’s
imagined origins brings us to a second theme of this dissertation, which is Buddhist
conceptions of history. I noted that the story of Buddhist transmission was synonymous
with history for Japanese Buddhists from around the mid-Heian period onward. However,
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He further states that while there were some ten thousand Yogâcāra masters at Nālandā, there was not a
single Tendai master in all of India, and that Tendai is in fact something talked about solely by Chinese monks
(2b6–9).
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The Śākyamuni-as-founder inclination might also have been influenced by general rise in the worship of the
founders of particular sects or schools. The so-called soshi shinkō 祖師信仰 (patriarch worship) was
characteristic of the Kamakura period (Kasuya 2003: 40, Taniguchi 2011: 5). Thus we have the cult of Kūkai,
the celebration of Xuanzang in the Genjō sanzō e ⽞奘三蔵絵, the illustrated hagiographies of Hōnen and
Ippen, and so on and so forth.
The Genjō sanzō e was an early fourteenth-century work that drew on Xuanzang’s own account of his
travels to China in order to provide an illustrated narrative of the journey. It is thought to be by the court
painter Takashina Takakane. Tyler (1990: 14) notes that an entry in the Daijōin jisha zōjiki (for 1457, Kosho
3.3.12), which is also discussed by Nagashima (1977: 50–51), suggest that there existed a full-scale precursor
to the Genjō sanzō e in the time of Shin’en (1153–1224).
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this was of course not the only historical model available to the Japanese. There was the
imperial historical model, borrowed from the Chinese and employed in the Nihon shoki and
other court-commissioned histories. In addition, there were the mythological accounts of
Japan’s origins and the world of the gods. Looking at how these different historical models
interacted, to what degree they could be separated, and their origins is beyond the scope of
this dissertation. But we can see glimpses of such interaction in, for example, Jōkei’s
comment that just as we find Śākyamuni at the genesis of Buddhism, we find Amaterasu at
the genesis of Japan. This comment, along with what appears to be his intentional
conflation of the two figures, should be understood as a claim that these two histories—that
of Buddhism and that of Japan—are somehow the same. What is important here, though, is
not the specifics of the Japanese case, but simply to point out that Buddhist societies have
usually had recourse to multiple historical models. The people in these societies have as a
matter of course developed new historical models by drawing from the models at hand. A
study of the resulting stories would then tell us how members of a particular Buddhist
culture reconciled Buddhist history (as they understood it) with differing accounts of their
history and origins.300
A third theme, addressed in chapter three, is the way in which a text comes to be
used for its symbolic and legitimating value rather than its semantic content. In this
dissertation I looked specifically at the use of the Hikekyō as a reference point for making
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In the case of Japan, this seems to be accomplished in part by subsuming Japan origin myths to Buddhist
myth and history. Steve Collins (1994) notes that one facet of Buddhism that facilitated its spread was the fact
that its cosmology and soteriology created a space for whatever local deities Buddhism encountered as it went.
Local gods were perhaps beings from the heavens, and it was fine to ask them for help with the harvest, but
they had nothing to say about matters of final salvation. They were subordinated to Buddhism’s loftier goals
(even if in reality Buddhist monks dealt with harvests, difficult births, and meddlesome ghosts), but still had a
place within the system. It may be that that a similar subsumption and subordination occurs with historical
models, though this requires further research.
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novel claims about the relationship between Śākyamuni and Japan. While I argued that the
motivation to make such claims arose from the desire to bring Śākyamuni into the present
and to Japan, I explained the logic that allowed spurious claims to be made by looking to the
contemporaneous fabrication of myth, particularly that which used the Nihon shoki as its
legitimizing reference point. When we examine this phenomenon more closely, we see that
in part this is simply a means by which new doctrines, practices, ideas, and scriptures are
created. Viewing it in this way, we realize that this is not so different from claims in early
Mahāyāna sūtras about the nāgas protecting the Mahāyāna teachings until the time was ripe
for them to be revealed, or from the hidden treasure (terma) tradition in Tibet whereby
teachings left by Padmasambhava are found behind a rock or revealed to some Buddhist
adept in a dream. These are all means of creating and legitimizing new teachings by
attributing the apparent novelty to ancient authority, be it a sūtra or a past master. What an
examination of Japanese Hikekyō reception does, then, is reveal one way in which Buddhists
produced new teachings. The Japanese clerics and texts that I have examined were engaging
in a practice carried out by Buddhists far beyond Japan, but by employing a logic that
developed within Japan.
All three of these themes—the relationship between the Buddhism in the present and
its origins, Buddhist conceptions of history, and the transformation of a scripture into a
reference point for legitimizing new teachings—are bound together by a larger theme,
however: all three are ways of telling stories. Narrating the relationship between twelfthcentury Japanese Buddhism and Śākyamuni is an act of story-telling, an imagined history is
simply a story, and the creation of new teaching is often a means to altering the story that
one has inherited. In fact, it would not be a stretch to say that in the final analysis this
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dissertation is about how Śākyamuni was used to create narratives. But these narratives
were not simply tales of miraculous events or edifying parables. They were overarching,
all-encompassing narratives. In a word, they were histories; and they were histories that
provided their authors and audiences with a comprehensive metanarrative. This
metanarrative told its audience where in that metanarrative they were located, and clarified
their relationship to the metanarrative’s beginning and end.
For some medieval Japanese Pure Land adehrents Śākyamuni was incidental, for
they told a story in which Amida’s vow constituted the past, the sinful, final age informed
the listener as to the nature and plot line of the present, and rebirth (and seemingly eternal
life) in Amida’s pure land was the conclusion. For those who focused instead on the
Dainichi Nyorai, there was a sense in which any narrative comprising a past, present, and
future was rendered irrelevant, for Dainichi Nyorai always was and always will be. In
contrast, the turn to Śākyamuni and theories about his relationship with Japan that I have
touched upon in this dissertation provide us with examples produced by those who wished to
tell a story in which Śākyamuni was the narrative anchor. In this rendering, the Indian
Buddha, who died so long ago, was both the starting point of the narrative and, through the
promise of reunification with him in the future, the satisfying conclusion.
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Kako genzai inga kyō 過去現在因果経 (Ch. Guoqu xianzai yinguo jing). T 189.
Lidai sanbao ji 歴代三寶紀. 597. Fei Changfang 費⻑房 (fl. sixth c.). T 2034.
Myōhō hokke kyō 妙法蓮華経 (Ch. Miaofa lianhua jing, Skt. Saddharma puṇḍarīka sūtra).
T 262
Works compiled or authored in Japan
Bodaijō kyō ryakugishaku 菩提場経略義釈. c. 887. Enchin 円珍 (814–891). T 2230.
Bunpō bon Taishi den ⽂保本太⼦伝 (alt. title: Shōbōrinzō 聖法輪蔵). Ca. 1317. SSS 4:
489.
Butsuge shari engi 仏⽛舎利縁起. 1374. Shunoku Myōha 春屋妙葩 (1312–1388). Found in
the Chikaku fumyō kokushi goroku 智覚普明国師語録, T 2560.
Byakuhōshō ⽩宝抄. c. 1278–87. TZ 3191.
Chōnen Shōnin nittōji haha no tame ni zen o shu su ganmon 奝然上⼈⼊唐為⺟修善願⽂.
Chōnen 奝然 (938–1016). Found in the Honchō monzui 本朝⽂粋, SNKBT 27: 361–62.
Chūkōsen 注好選. By 1152. SNKBT 31.
Daianji engi ⼤安寺縁起. 895. GR 19.
Daihizō yuga ki ⼤悲蔵喩伽記. Enchin 円珍 (814–891). DBZ (first ed.) 27.
Enryakuji gokoku engi 延暦寺護国縁起. Late Kamakura period. ZGR 27, v. 2.
Go totoku nagon ganmon shū 江都督納⾔願⽂集. 1061–1111. Ōe no Masafusa ⼤江匡房
(1041–1111). In Yamazaki 2010.
Guyōshō 愚要鈔. 1461. Kōun Myōshū 光雲明秀. T 2644.
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Hachiman gudōkin ⼋幡愚童訓. Also read Hachiman gudōkun. NST 20.
Haja kenshō gi 破邪顕正義. 1377. Shōgei 聖冏 (1341–1420). JZ 12 (also transcribed in
ZGR 33, v. 1).
Hōbutsu shū 宝物集. c. 1179. SNKBT 40.
Honchō shinsen den 本朝神仙伝. By 1109 (?). Ōe no Masafusa ⼤江匡房 (1041–1111).
NST 9.
Hosshin shū 発⼼集. Ca. 1212. Kamo no Chōmei (1155?–1216). In Hōjōki, Hosshin shū ⽅
丈記・発⼼集 (Shinchō Nihon koten shūsei 新潮⽇本古典集成 5), ed. and annotation
Miki Sumito 三⽊紀⼈. Tokyo: Shinchōsha 新潮社, 1976.
Ichidai goji danzu ⼀代五時継図. Mid or late thirteenth c. Nichiren ⽇蓮 (1222–1282).
Shōwa teihon Nichiren shōnin ibun 昭和定本⽇蓮聖⼈遺⽂.
Issai sharira shū ⼀切設利羅集. By 1151. Ōe no Chikamichi ⼤江親通 (?–1151). Facsimile
in Makino 1988.
Jingi kōshiki 神祇講式. Pre-1324 (?). NDZ (rev. ed.) 92.
Jingi mon 神祇⾨. Nichiren ⽇蓮 (1222–1282). Shōwa teihon Nichiren shōnin ibun 昭和定
本⽇蓮聖⼈遺⽂, fasc. 3.
Jōdo shūyō shū 浄⼟宗要集. 1282 (?). Ryōchū 良忠 (1199–1287). JZ 11.
Kasuga gotakusen ki 春⽇御託宣記 (aka Kasuga Daimyōji gotakusen ki 春⽇⼤明神御託
宣記). Early thirteenth c. Kikai 喜海 (1178–1251). ZGR, v. 2:1.
Kakuzensho 覚禅抄. Early Kamakura period. Kakuzen 覚禅 (1143–?). DBZ 51.
Kami no honji no koto 神本地之事. c. 1256–1324?. SSS 5.
Kankyo no tomo 閑居友. 1222. Keisei 慶政 (1189–1268). SNKBT 40.
Kankyōsho dezū ki 観経疏伝通記. 1258. Ryōchū 良忠 (1199–1287). JZ 2.
Kasuga sha shiki 春⽇社私記. 1295 (?). ST 48 (jinjahen 神社編 13: Kasuga 春⽇).
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Keiran jūyō shū 渓嵐拾葉集. 1311–1348. Compiled by Kōshū 光宗 (1276–1350). T 2410.
Kokon chōmon shū 古今著聞集. 1254. Compiled by Tachibana no Narisue 橘成季. Nishio
Kōichi ⻄尾光⼀ and Kobayashi Yasuharu ⼩林保治, annotator and ed. Kokon chōmon shū
古今著聞集, 2 vols. (Shinchō Nihon koten shūsei 新潮⽇本古典集成 59, 76). Tokyo:
Shinchōsha 新潮社, 1983, 1986.
Kongōchō daikyōō kyōsho ⾦剛頂⼤教王経疏. 851. Ennin 円仁 (794–864). T 2223.
Miroku Nyorai kannshō 弥勒如来感応抄. 1233. Sōshō 宗性 (1202–1278). Transcribed in
Hiraoka 1977.
Myōhokekyō shutsuri shōji ketsumyaku 妙法華経出⽣死⾎脈. Attr. Saichō. NDZ 40.
Onkaku sōjō 恩覚奏状. 1163. Onkaku 恩覚 (active ca. 1161–63). DBZ (rev. ed.) 61.
Ryōjin hishō 梁塵秘抄. c. 1180. Compiled by Go-Shirakawa. SNKBT 56.
Sangoku dentōki 三国伝灯記. 1173. Kakuekn 覚憲. Fasicles one and three transcribed in
Narita Teikan 成⽥貞寛. “Kakuken sen Sangoku dentōki no kenkyū” 覚憲撰「三国傳燈
記」の研究. Bukkyō daigaku daigakuin kenkyū kiyō 2 (1971): 199–241. Fasicle two
transcribed in Yokouchi Hiroto 横内裕⼈. "Tōdaiji toshokanzō Kakuken sen Sangoku
dentōki: kaidai, eiin, honkoku" 東⼤寺図書館蔵覚憲撰『三国伝灯記』：解題・影印・
翻刻. Nanto Bukkyō 84 (2004): 98–152. [This is reprinted in Yokouchi Hiroto 横内裕⼈.
Nihon chūsei no Bukkyō to higashi Ajia ⽇本中世の仏教と東アジア. Tokyo:
Hanawashobō 塙書房, 2008.]
Sannō ekotoba ⼭王絵詞. Ca. 1308–17. Kondō 1959. (Another transcription appears in
ZGR 2, v. 2 under the title Hie Sannō rishō ki ⽇吉⼭王利⽣記).
Senchakushū daikōshō 選択集⼤綱抄. 1296. Ryōe 了慧 (1251–1330). JZ 8.
Senjūshō 撰集抄. c. 1250. Nishio Kōichi ⻄尾光⼀, ed. Senjūshō 撰集抄. Tokyo: Iwanami
Shoten 岩波書店, 1970.
Shaka jūni rei 釈迦⼗⼆礼. Kakujō 覚盛 (1193–1249). NDZ (2nd ed) 69.
Shaka kōshiki 釈迦講式. Gyōson ⾏尊 (1055–1135). Mikkyō gakuhō 密教学報 104 (1922):
5–10.
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Shaka Nyorai gohyaku daigankyō 釈迦如来五百⼤願経. Ca. early twelfth c. In Narita 1979
and Sueki 2001–2004.
Shaka Nyorai shaku 釈迦如来釈. 1134. Transcribed in Ikegami 1997.
Shaku jōdo nizō gi 釈浄⼟⼆蔵義. 1386. Shōgei 聖冏 (1341–1420). JZ 12.
Shari kōshiki 舎利講式. Shōken 勝賢 (1138–1196). KD, kōshiki no. 313.
Shasekishū 沙⽯集. 1283. Mujō Dōgyō (1227–1312). NKBT 85.
Shintō shū 神道集. Kishi Shōzō 貴志正造, ed. Shintō shū 神道集 (Tōyō bunko 東洋⽂庫
94). Tokyo: Heibonsha 平凡社, 1978.
Shitennōji goshuin engi 四天王寺御⼿印縁起. DBZ 85
Shōbōgenzō 正法眼蔵. Dōgen 道元 (1201–1253). NST 12, 13.
Shojin hongai shū 諸神本懐集. 1324. SSS 1.
Shoku Nihongi 続⽇本紀. 797. SNKBT 14
Shozan engi 諸⼭縁起. Early Kamakura period (?). NST 20.
Shuzenji sōden kuketsu 修禅寺相伝⼝決. Ca. 808 (?). Attr. Saichō. NST 9 (also in NDZ
39).
Sonpi bunmyaku 尊卑分脈. 1377–1395. Compiled by Tōin Kinsada 洞院公定 (1340-1399).
Kuroita Katsumi ⿊板勝美, ed. Sonpi bunmyaku 尊卑分脈, 4 vols (Shintei zōho kokushi
taikei 新訂増補国史⼤系 vols. 58–62). Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan 吉川弘⽂館, 1998.
Zōdanshū 雑談集. 1305. Mujō Dōgyō (1227–1312). Yamada Shōzen ⼭⽥昭全 and Miki
Sumito 三⽊紀⼈, eds. Zōdanshū 雑談集. Tokyo: Miyai Shoten 三弥井書店, 1973.
Suijaku hōmon 垂迹法⾨. 1256. Nichiren ⽇蓮 (1222–1282). Shōwa teihon Nichiren shōnin
ibun 昭和定本⽇蓮聖⼈遺⽂, fasc. 3.
Suwa daimyōjin kōshiki 諏⽅⼤明神講式. ST 65 (jinja hen 神社編: Suwa 諏訪).
Tenjin kōshiki 天神講式 (or 天神講私記). Sugawara no Tamenaga 菅原為⻑ (1158–1246).
KD, kōshiki no. 249 (also transcribed in ST 46 (jinja hen 神社編 11: Kitano 北野)
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Tōdaiji Hachiman genki 東⼤寺⼋幡験記. 1294. ZGR 3, v.1.
Tōdaiji yōroku 東⼤寺要録. 1106. ZZGR 11.
Toyoashiharashinbūwa ki 豊葦原神⾵和記. 1340. Jihen 慈遍. ZZGR 1.
Yōtenki 耀天記. Ca. early thirteenth c. ST 64 (Jinjahen 神社編 30: Hie ⽇吉).
Zokushintō taii 俗神道⼤意. 1811. Hirata Atsutane 平⽥篤胤 (1776–1843). In Muromatsu
Iwao 室松岩雄, ed. Hirata Atsutane zenshū 平⽥篤胤全集, v. 1. Tokyo: Icchidō Shoten ⼀
致堂書店, 1911.
Works by Myōe 明恵 (1173–1232)
Busshōe kōshiki 仏⽣会講式. KD 4.
Jūmujin’in shari kōshiki ⼗無盡院舎利講私記. KD, kōshiki no. 44.
Shari kōshiki 舎利講式. T 2731.
Zuii betsu ganmon 随意別願⽂. 1198. Tanaka Hisao ⽥中久夫. Kamakura Bukkyō zakkō.
Kyoto: Shibunkaku , 1982: 309–317.
Works by Jōkei 貞慶 (1155–1213)
Busshari Kannon daishi hotsuganmon 仏舎利観⾳⼤⼠発願⽂. NDZ (rev. ed.) 64.
Gongu ryōzen kōshiki 欣求霊⼭講式. JKS: 121–142.
Gumei hosshin shū 愚迷発⼼集. In Kamata and Tanaka Hisao 1971.
Hosshin kōshiki 発⼼講式. JKS: 45–75.
Jizō kōshiki 地蔵講式. JKS: 101–120.
Kannon kōshiki 観⾳講式. T 2728.
Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon 笠置寺⼗三重塔供養願⽂. In Fujita 1976: 92–93.
[Note: This text is included in a larger collection called the San butsujō shō 讚佛乗抄, of
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which two copies exist: one at Kanazawa Bunko and the other at the Tōdaiji library. The
two are in fact two different texts, though perhaps they are both parts of a larger work no
longer extant. The Tōdaiji San butsujō shō MS appears in its entirety in typescript in Fujita
(1976: 71–106), while the Kanazawa Bunko San butsujō shō, which does not contain the
Kasagidera Jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon, is reproduced in Nagai and Shimizu 1972.]
Kasagidera hokke hakkō kanjinjō 笠置寺法華⼋講勧進状. In Hiraoka 1977.
Kōfukuji sōjō 興福寺奏状. In Kamata and Tanaka Hisao 1971: 312–315.
Miroku kōshiki 弥勒講式. JKS: 45–75.
Nanto Eizan kaidan shōretsu no koto 南都叡⼭戒壇勝劣事. DBZ (rev. ed.) 61.
Seigan shari kōshiki 誓願舎利講式. JKS: 7–16.
Shari kōshiki (godan) 舎利講式 (五段). JKS: 17–44.
Shari kōshiki (ichidan) 舎利講式 (⼀段). JKS: 3–6.
Shin’yōshō ⼼要鈔. NDZ (rev. ed.) 63.
Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu ganmon 唐招提寺釈迦念仏願⽂. DBZ (rev. ed.) 49.
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Appendix 1
Tables of quotes from and references to the Hikekyō,
from the ninth to fifteenth centuries
Table A: Works that cite the Hikekyō or the 500 vows
Work
Shuzenji sōden
kuketsu
修禅寺相伝⼝決

Date
808 ?

Quote, content, comments
Attr. Saichō. 302 “The 52nd vow of Śākyamuni’s 500 vows
states, ‘I have the subtle (bimyō 微妙) law. If there are
sentient beings who hold this [teaching] in their hearts, in
the distant future they will achieve the highest [fruit of
the] path. In their next lives they will not receive the
body [subject to] birth and death. If this be not so, may I
not achieve full awakening.” NST 9: 47.
Bodaijō kyō
ca. 887
Enchin 円珍 (814–891). “The Hikekyō states, ‘If
ryakugishaku
suffering sentient beings call out my name and think (nen
菩提場経略義釈
念) of me, using my divine ears and eyes I shall see and
hear them. If I cannot take remove their suffering, let me
not realize full awakening.”303 T 2230, 61.518a3–5.
Myōhō rengekyō
Attr.
Attr. Saichō. Claims that Śākyamuni’s 52nd vow is to
shutsuri shōji
early
guarantee that sentient beings who hear and subsequently
kechimyaku
ninth c., have faith in the Dharma sill not receive a body subject to
but
birth and death in their next lives; and the 495th vow is to
妙法蓮華経
probably forever be with those who accept the Lotus Sūtra and to
出離⽣死⾎脈
later
guarantee such beings’ eventual awakening. NDZ 40:
42a.304
Shaka Nyorai gohyaku daigan. Extant by 1134. Possibly late eleventh, early twelfth c.
Shaka Nyorai shaku. Only extant copy dated 1134.
Issai sharira shū
⼀切設利羅集

by 1151

Ōe no Chikamichi ⼤江親通 (?–1151). Attributes
to the Hikekyō the idea that Śākyamuni’s relics will
turn into jewels in the future, save sentient beings,

302

This attribution is probably incorrect, and thus the date is also probably inaccurate. It was most likely
composed or compiled by a monk of the Tendai Eshin-ryū 恵⼼流 prior to 1128. See SBD 670b-c and Ono v.
5: 83d.
303

悲華經云。若有衆⽣受苦。稱我名者念我者。爲我天⽿天眼所⾒聞不得免苦。不取正覺。寶藏佛
云。
304

其第五十二云。設我成佛。若有衆生。聞所説深法。至心信者。至于第二生。不受生死身。若不然
者。不取正覺（矣）。又第四百九十九願云。設我成佛。十方衆生。至心樂欲。聞我深妙法信者。我常
應隨彼輩。令信善成就。諸佛亦隨。應増佛道。若不然者。不取正覺（矣）。On compilership and extant
MSS, see Shibuya 1994, v. 1: 172.
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Hōbutsu shū
宝物集

ca. 1179

Kankyo no tomo
閑居友

1222

(Kana) Shōbō
genzō
(仮名)正法眼蔵

1231–1253307

Senjūshō
撰集抄

ca. 1250

and guarantee that they will not experience any
soteriological regression.305
Probably Taira no Yasuyori 平康頼 but recently
there has been doubt about this. The Hikekyō is not
mentioned by name, but reference is made to
Śākyamuni’s 500 vows. SNKBT 40: 170.
Thought to be compiled by Keisei 慶政 (1189–
1268). Claims that Śākyamuni vows to appear in
various forms to teach beings and that, after his
death, he will help beings who have fallen into the
evil realms to cultivate wholesome roots such that
they are able to escape the round of birth and death.
Also, Śākyamuni vows to take on the suffering of
those who have fallen into Avīci hell and cause them
to awaken. SNKBT 40: 445–46 (tale no. 10 in fasc.
2).306
Dōgen. Claims that in vows 137 and 138 Śākyamuni
promised that during the time of mappō he will rid
any being who desires to become a monastic of
mental obstacles, and that he will guarantee that any
female who wishes to learn Śākyamuni’s Dharma
and receive the precepts will be able to do so. NST
13: 317–18.308
Authorship unknown. “Remember/realize that
Kannon has appeared many times and saved sentient
beings. When you are [there] on the eighteenth
[day,] the day that Kannon arrives, it will certainly
be the case that you will remember that
corresponding to this is that which is explained in

305

This appears to be drawing on T 157, 3.211c–212a. There is no transcription of this work, but Makino
Kazuo (1988) has published photographs of the MS. The quote attributed to the Hikekyō begins from the last
line of the second page of the MS (see p. 126 in Makino’s article). Nomura (2005: 277) has transcribed a brief
excerpt, which is the passage summarized in the table above. This appears to be the same as one Dato shū 駄
都集, which is referred to in the Honchō shinshu ōjōden 本朝新修往⽣伝 (1151; Fujiwara no Munetomo 藤原
宗友).
306

Nomura (2005: 281–85) cites two previous scholars who have both observed that these vows are similar to
passages found in the Hikekyō with regard to content. However, Nomura concludes that the Kankyo no tomo
passage in fact bears a greater resemblance (both with regard to content and language) to the Gohyaku daigan,
and thus that Keisei was probably drawing on the latter.
307

On dating, see Waddell and Abe 2002: xi.

308

The Shōbōgenzō quote is faithful to Hikekyō, which reads: 或有諸⼈於我法中欲出家者。願無障閡。所
謂羸劣失念狂亂憍慢。無有畏懼癡無智慧。多諸結使其⼼散亂。若有⼥⼈欲於我法出家學道受⼤戒。
者成就⼤願 (T 157, 3.208b15–19).
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Kankyōsho
dezū ki
観経疏伝通記311

1258

Jingi mon
神祇⾨

date

Jōdo shūyō shū
浄⼟宗要集312

1282 (?)

the Hikekyō: “[Śākyamuni]309 vowed, ‘[I] will make
the eighteenth day of the eighth month the day of
Kannon.’” 310 Senjūshō: 214.
Ryōchū 良忠 (1199–1287). Claims that in the
Hikekyō Śākyamuni’s vows nos. 355 and 356
specify the lengths of the periods of the true dharma
and semblance dharma as 1000 and 500 years
respectively. JZ 2. Cited in Nomura 2005: 258–59.
Nichiren. “It is said that the honji of Karashima ⿅
島 Myōjin is Jūichimen Kannon’ suijaku, or that it is
Shaka Nyorai’s suijaku. [He] appeared in the Nara
capital as Kasuga Daimyōjin, and in the western
capital as Yoshida Daimyōjin, and in the capital in
Nanba, Settsu Province, as Sumiyoshi. [This was]
for the purpose of pursuing the country of Shiragi
[i.e., Silla]. The supported [scriptural] text reads:
‘After my final passing, I will appear as a daimyōjin
in the time of mappō in order to save sentient beings
far and wide.’ There are many other works [like this,
i.e., that make the same claim]. These words are to
be seen as [the words of] Shaka Nyorai.” Like the
“Sannō no koto” section of the Yōtenki, the Jingi
mon argues that all kami are manifestations of
Śākyamuni. Shōwa teihon Nichiren shōnin ibun 昭
和定本⽇蓮聖⼈遺⽂, fasc. 3.
Ryōchū 良忠 (1199–1287). “The Hikekyō states,
‘In a future, evil world, I will preach the Amida kyō.
If this be not so, may I not achieve full awakening.”
Jōdoshū zensho 11: 516a14–15.

309

Whether this is supposed to be Śākyamuni or Kannon is not clear from the context of the passage and the
setsuwa in question.
310

観⾳なんど能化して、衆⽣を救ひ給ひけるやらんとこそ覚え侍れ。失せ給へる⽇⼗⼋に侍れば、
『悲華経』の中に、⼋⽉⼗⼋⽇を観⾳の（⽇と）とせんと誓ひ給ひける、と説かれたるにあひ当り
て、ことにいみじくぞ覚ゆる。Senjūshō: 214.
311

This is a commentary on Shandao’s Guan wuliangshou jing shu 観無量寿経疏 (T 1753).

312

I should note at this point that because the Hikekyō also discusses Amida’s vows, the work was also quoted
in many pure land works. However I find this use surpirsing, since the work portrays Amida in a less than
favorable light, or at least as inferior to Śākyamuni. For the titles of a few pure land tradition in which the
Hikeyō is cited, see Nomura 2005: 262–3. There is also a lost text that is said to draw on the Hikekyō—the Yo
Hikekyō Amida yonjūhachi gan shō 与悲華経阿弥陀四⼗⼋願鈔, by one Chōkan Hōin 澄観法印—
mentioned in Ono BKD v. 9: 129a.
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Senchakushū
daikōshō
選択集⼤綱抄

1296

Ichidai goji danzu mid or late
13th cent.
⼀代五時継図

Byakuhōshō
⽩宝抄

ca. 1278 –
1287

Ryōe 了慧 (1251–1330). Claims that Śākyamuni’s
167th vow was to preach the law according to the
mental and spiritual ability of any given listener. 313
Jōdoshū zensho 8: 31b31–33. 314
It states that vows 113–115 from the “Hikekyō no
gohyaku no daigan” are: to save all the sentient
beings in the pure lands of the ten directions who
have been exiled from the saṅgha for a major
disciplinary infraction (hinzui 擯出), to pass on the
merit that he (i.e., Śākyamuni) has accumulated
since a beginning-less past, and to take on all the
unwholesome karmic fruit of others as his own and
suffer in hell accordingly. It also attributes to the
Hikekyō the idea that Śākyamuni will appear as a
daimyōjin in the time of mappō. (Also included in
table D below.) Shōwa teihon Nichiren shōnin ibun
昭和定本⽇蓮聖⼈遺⽂, fasc. 3: 2407–2446.
Authorship unknown. “The 400th vow of the 500 in
the Hikekyō states, ‘I vow that in the future, after I
have completed the path to buddhahood, when the
Dharma has declined and the Buddha’s law is not
heard, when in this defiled world evil is widespread,
virtue is weak, and there are no jewels, [at that time]
my relics will transform into lapis lazuli of a special
nature. [They will] appear in the world and benefit
sentient beings. If this does not occur, many I not
attain full awakening.” It also lists the Hikekyō’s
vow no. 419 as specifying that after the Buddha’s
passing his relics will perform miracles in this world

313

Ryōe here uses the phrase “ichion” ⼀⾳. There was a debate in Chinese and Japanese Hossō circles about
whether this referred to one language or one time. This, in turn, is relevant to two debates: that over whether
Śākyamuni taught in one or multiple languages, and that over whether the Buddha taught all he had to teach at
the same time, or whether he only revealed certain aspects of his teaching depending on his audience’s ability
to comprehend his teachings. Such debates may seem trivial, but to take the example of the debate about
language, one possible implication of the position that the Buddha only preached in “bongo” 梵語 was that the
Japanese and Chinese had no way to directly access the teachings of the Buddha, since they were getting all of
the Buddha’s teachings through translation. On this debate, see Watanabe 2011. The Hikekyō addresses this
concept in two places: 3.209a12ff (世尊。我成阿耨多羅三藐三菩提已⼀⾳説法。或有衆⽣學聲聞乘。聞
佛説法即得知聲聞法藏。或有修學辟⽀佛乘。聞佛説法便得解於辟⽀佛法。或有修學無上⼤乘…..) and
3.230b21ff (善男⼦。彼釋迦如來以⼀⾳聲。爲諸種種異類説法。衆⽣各各隨類得解。⾮以異⾳爲多⼈
説).
314

釋迦⼀百六⼗七本願云願我未來成正覺已⼀⾳説法衆⽣聞者隨類得
解若不爾者不成正覺已上.
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Shasekishū
沙⽯集

1283

Zōdanshū
雑談集
Shintō shū
神道集315

1305

Butsuge shari
engi
仏⽛舎利縁起

1374

Shaku jōdo nizō
gi
釈浄⼟⼆蔵義

1386

Guyōshō 愚要鈔

1461

ca. 1352–
1361

and help sentient beings. TZ 3191, 10.1211a6–10,
20–29.
Mujō Dōgyō 無住道暁 (a.k.a. Mujō Ichien ⼀円,
1227–1312). “The Hikekyō and other sūtras say,
‘Those who wear the monk’s robe (kesa 袈裟) will
most certainly awaken.’” “The Jūrin kyō ⼗輪経,
Hikekyō, Shinjikan kyō ⼼地観経, among others,
explain the merits of the monk's robe in great
detail.” NKBT 85: 130, 288 respectively. This
seems to parallel the claim made in the Hikekyō
about the virtures of the kesa. See T 3.220a.
Mujō Dōgyō. Śākyamuni’s 500 vows are alluded to
multiple times, although the Hikekyō is not named.
Thought to be compiled by a member of Chōken’s
Agui ryū. “Concerning Kamo 賀茂 Myōjin, the
primary body of Kannon resides eternally on Mt.
Potala, appearing as a daimyōjin in order to save
sentient beings.” Cited in Imahori 1990: 174.
Shunoku Myōha 春屋妙葩 (1312–1388; recorded
by Tokusō Shūsa 徳叟周佐). Contained in the
Chikaku fumyō kokushi goroku 智覚普明国師語録,
T 2560). Attributes to the Hikekyō the claim that the
Buddha’s relics will, in a future time when evil
predominates, transform into lapis lazuli, the seven
jewels will rain down and benefit sentient beings,
and the relics will fulfill everyones’ wishes.
Horiuchi 1974.
Shōgei 聖冏 (1341–1420). Attributes the following
vow of Śākyamuni’s to the Hikekyō: “In a future
life, when I attain awakening, I will preach the
Dharma gate of the virtures of the Amida kyō. If
this be not so, may I not attain full awakening.”
Jōdoshū zensho 12: 260b5–6.
Kōun Myōshū 光雲明秀. “It is for this reason that
the Hikekyō says, ‘Although people will during the
time of mappō will take on the form of monks, they
will hold men and women in their hands [i.e.,
engage in sexual acts] and be immersed in the joy of
alcohol. Nevertheless, because they call themselves
my disciples and receive the robes and bowl,

315

The various versions of the Shintō shū are divided into two categories: kohon 古本 (four extant texts) and
rufubon 流布本.
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gradually they will progress along the monk’s path
and eventually attain buddhahood.”316 T 2644,
83.570b12–17. This appears to echo the Shaseki
shū, which emphasizes the merits of donning the
monastic robe. See Nomura 2005: 298.
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故ニ悲華經ニ云ク。末法ノ時ノ⼈僧ノ形トナリナガラ。左右ノ⼿ニ男⼥ヲ携テ。酒⾟ニヒタル者
アルベシ。然レドモ我ガ弟⼦ト稱シテ。⾐鉢ヲ受タル故ニ。漸漸ニ増進シテ終ニ必ズ成佛スベシト
云云
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Table B: Buddhas, bodhisattvas, deities, etc. appearing as daimyōjin
Work

Date

Phrase, Comments

Honchō
shinsen den
本朝神仙伝

by 1109 ?

Ryōjin hishō
梁塵秘抄

c. 1180

Jūmujin’in
shari kōshiki
⼗無盡院舎
利講私記
Tenjin kōshiki
天神講式
(or 天神講私
記)317

1203

Attr. Ōe no Masafusa (1041–1111). “The primary body of
Kannon resides eternally on Mt. Fudaraku, appearing as a
daimyōjin in order to save sentient beings.” This is
message revealed by a woman in a dream to a certain
Sochō after the latter had spent some days at the Inari
shrine practicing the nenbutsu. The statement is about the
Inari deity. NST 7: 259 (tale no. 4).
Compiled by Go-Shirakawa. “The primary body (hontai
本体) of Kannon resides eternally on Mt. Fudaraku,
saving sentient beings and appearing as a daimyōjin life
after life.” SNKBT 56: 79 (no. 275).
Myōe. “The primary body of [Bi]rushana attained full
awakening long ago. [It] appears as a daimyōjin in order
to save sentient beings far and wide.” KD, kōshiki no. 44:
lines 483–84.

Senjūshō
撰集抄

c. 1250

by 1204
(according
to
Nomura)

Attr. Sugawara no Tamenaga 菅原為⻑ (1158–1246).
Presents honji-suijaku relationship between Kannon and
Tenjin. “The primary body of Kannon resides eternally on
Mt. Fudaraku and appears as a daimyōjin for the purpose
of saving sentient beings.” Also includes the phrase, “A
certain sūtra states, ‘After my final passing, in the time of
mappō, I will appear as a daimyōjin for the purpose of
preaching the law of emptiness.’” ST, jinja hen 11,
Kitano. KD, kōshiki no. 249.
Authorship unknown. “The primary body—
[Bi]rushana—long ago attained perfect awakening. So as
to save sentient beings, [he] appears as a daimyōjin.
Senjūshō: 34.

317

Imahori (1990: 175) discusses two Tenjin kōshiki. There are at least four manuscripts of the first, and it also
appears as kōshiki no. 245 on Niels Guelberg’s Web site. (See this site for listings of the four transcriptions, as
well as Imahori 1990: 189n28.) In this work, Kannon appears as Tenmanjin 天満神 in order to save sentient
beings. In the second Tenjin kōshiki, “appear as Tenmanjin” has been replaced by “appear as a daimyōjin.”
This second work is transcribed in at least two places and appears as kōshiki no. 249 on Guelberg’s Web site.
Imahori is using a transcription of the 1339 Daigoji Sanbōin text (see ST jinja hen, Kitano: 313). The work in
the chart is the latter.
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Tōdaiji
Hachiman
genki
東⼤寺
⼋幡験記

1294

Jingi kōshiki
神祇講式

pre-1324
(?) 318

Haja kenshō
ki
破邪顕正義

1377

Under the heading “Ōsumi shō Hachimangū sekimon
gotakusen” ⼤隅正⼋幡宮⽯⽂御託宣, there are four
relevant phrases. “Long ago, on Vulture’s Peak, I
preached the Lotus Sūtra, and appeared as a daimyōjin so
as to save sentient beings.” “Long ago, on Vulture’s Peak,
I preached the Lotus Sūtra. Now I am on Mt. Kinpu,
where I appear as Zaō 蔵王.” “The primary body—
[Bi]rushana—long ago attained full awakening. So as to
save sentient beings, [he] appears as a daimyōjin.” “The
dharmakāya is eternally tranquil, pure, and non-dual. For
the purpose of saving sentient beings, [it] appears as a
daimyōjin.” ZGR 3, v.1: 235b3–16.
Authorship unknown. “The primary body of [Bi]rushana
attained full awakening long ago. [It] appears as a
daimyōjin in order to save sentient beings far and wide.”
KD, kōshiki no. 222. NDZ 92 (rev. ed.).
Alt. title: Karashima mondō ⿅島問答. Shōgei 聖冏.
“The primary body of Kannon resides eternally on Mt.
Fudaraku and appears as a daimyōjin for the purpose of
saving sentient beings.” Jōdoshū zensho 12: 811b20–21.
ZGR 33, v.1: 126a8.

318

There do not appear to be any dated texts of this work, but the Shinshū monk Zonkaku 存覚 (1290–1373)
refers to it in his Shojin hongai shū 諸神本懐集 (1324; SSS 1: 707) and we may therefore assume the Jingi
kōshiki to be pre-1324.
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Table C: Śākyamuni appearing as a daimyōjin
Work

Date

Yōtenki
耀天記

c. 1223

Phrase, Comments

Authorship unknown. In the “Hie no Ōmiya” ⽇吉
⼤宮 and “Sannō no koto” ⼭王事 sections. “After
my nirvāṇa, during the final [age of the] Dharma, [I
will] appear as a daimyōjin”. The latter discusses
Shaka at great length. Yōtenki: 66, 79–81, 87–88.
c.1278–
Authorship unknown, but related to Ryōbu Shintō.
Reikiki 麗気記
1320
“Shaka Nyorai [said], ‘After my final passing, in the
midst of an evil world, I will appear as a daimyōjin
and save sentient beings far and wide.” Cited in
Nomura 2005: 252.
Hachiman gudōkin
c.1299– “Long ago [the honji of Hachiman, here meaning
(otsu)
1302
Śākyamuni,] preached the Lotus Sūtra on Vulture
Peak. For the purpose of saving sentient beings I
⼋幡愚童訓 (⼄)
appear as a daimyōjin.” “So as to preserve this
(Also read Hachiman
country of Japan I appear as a daimyōjin. [My]
gudōkun)
primary body [i.e., honji] is the corporeal
transformation of Śākyamuni: Jizaiō ⾃在王 [Skt.
Maheśvara] bosatsu.” NST 20: 219, 225.
Toyoashiharashinbūwa 1340
Jihen 慈遍 (d.u.). “The Hikekyō states, ‘After my
ki 豊葦原神⾵和記
final passing, in the midst of a polluted, evil world, I
shall appear as a daimyōjin and save sentient beings
far and wide.’” ZZGR 1: 115b11–12.
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Table D: Hikekyō said to claim that Śākyamuni will appear as a daimyōjin
Work

Date

Phrase, Comments

Chūkōsen
注好選

by
1152319

“The Hikekyō states, ‘After my final passing, in the time of
mappō, I will appear as a daimyōjin to save sentient beings far
and wide.” Tale no. 58 in middle fasc. SNKBT 31: 346.

Suijaku
hōmon
垂迹法⾨

1256

Kami no
honji no
koto
神本地之
事
Enryakuji
gokoku
engi
延暦寺
護国縁起
Keiran
jūyō shū 渓
嵐拾葉集
Ichidai
goji danzu
⼀代五時
継図

ca.
1256–
1324 ?

Nichiren. “The Hikekyō states, ‘After my final passing, I shall
appear as a daimyōjin during the time of mappō in order to
benefit sentient beings.’…Taking this to be the case, mappō is
none other than the present time. The provisional
manifestations (suijaku wakō 垂迹和光) of the present
moment are all transformations of the original ground
Śākyamuni. [You] can accurately understand the import of
this. The aforementioned Hikekyō explains a past affair
involving Śākyamuni, as well as the circumstances of the 500
vows. This being so, the great teacher [i.e., Śākyamuni]
explained long ago that so-called myōjin are the mitamashii
御神 of buddhas.” Shōwa teihon Nichiren shōnin ibun 昭和
定本⽇蓮聖⼈遺⽂, fasc. 3: 2016.
“The Hikekyō says, ‘After my final passing, in the time of
mappō, I will appear as a daimyōjin and save sentient being
far and wide.’” SSS 5. Cited in Nomura 2005: 291.

late
“The Hikekyō states, ‘After my final passing, in the time of
Kamakura mappō, I will appear as a daimyōjin and save sentient beings
far and wide.’” Following this is the phrase: “The Nehankyō
states, ‘Don’t cry. In Jambudvīpa I will again be born and
appear as a daimyōjin.’” ZGR 27, v. 2: 434a2–5.
1311–48

“The Hikekyō states, ‘Don’t cry. After my final passing I will
appear as a daimyōjin and save sentient being.” T 2410,
76.557a9f.

mid or
late 13th
cent.

Nichiren. Attributes Śākyamuni’s claim that he will appear as
a daimyōjin (during the time of mappō) to the Hikekyō and
Nehan kyō. It also says this is vow no. 500 in the Hikekyō.
(Note that this text also enumerates Shaka’s vows nos. 113–

319

But the compilation of this work might be dated as far back as the late eleventh century. See Konno Tōru’s
remarks in SNKBT 31: 549–50.
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Kasuga
sha shiki
春⽇社私
記
Bunpō bon
Taishi den
⽂保本太
⼦伝320
Suwa
daimyōjin
kōshiki
諏⽅⼤明
神講式

320

by 1295
(year
copied)

115. See table A in this appendix.) Cited in Imahori 1990:
35; Nomura 2005: 295.
“The Hikekyō states, ‘After my final passing, I will appear in
Jambudvīpa as a daimyōjin and save beings far and wide.” ST
jinjahen 13, Kasuga: 72.

ca. 1317

“The Hikekyō states, ‘After my final passing, I will appear
during the time of mappō as a daimyōjin and save beings far
and wide.” Alt. title: Shōbō rinzō 聖法輪蔵. SSS 4: 489.

1474
(year
copied)

“The Hikekyō states, ‘After my final passing, I will appear as
a daimyōjin during the time of mappō and save sentient
beings far and wide.” ST jinjahen, Suwa: 237.

On this work, see entry in Ishida 1997: 131.
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Appendix 2: The Gongu ryōzen kōshiki 欣求霊⼭講式
This is a translation of Jōkei’s Gongu ryōzen kōshiki (1196). The transcription on which this
translation is based is found in Yamada Shōzen ⼭⽥昭全 and Shimizu Yūsei 清⽔聖, eds.
Jōkei kōshiki shū 貞慶講式集. Tokyo: Sankibō Busshorin ⼭喜房仏書林, 2000: 121–136.
The line numbers found in the text below are from this volume.

Aspiration [to be reborn on] Vulture’s Peak Ceremonial
欣求靈⼭講式
[Order of the ritual]
Ritual offering (dengu 伝供)
Communal obeisance (sōrai 惣礼)
Song of praise ([bon]bai [梵]唄)
Scattering of flowers (sange 散花)
Sung praise of the three jewels (bonnon 梵⾳)
Staff-wielding ritual (shakujō 錫杖)321
Ritual for the local deities (jinbun 神分)
Pronouncement of one’s prayers (kitō 析祷)
Pronouncement of intention322 (hyōbyaku 表⽩)
[We pay] homage to Vairocana Thatāgata of the land of eternally tranquil radiance [i.e.,
Vairocana’s pure land]; to Vairocana Buddha, whose causes are complete and results fully
achieved; to Śākyamuni Thatāgata, whose blessings and virtues are great; to Akṣobhya,
Amitābha, and the buddhas of the ten directions; to the Lotus Sūtra, the Prajñā-pāramitā
Sūtra, the Dasheng bensheng xindi guan jing, and other sūtras; to the eighty-four
thousand323 exoteric and esoteric holy teachings and the twelve divisions of the cannon in
which they are found; to Mañjuśrī, Maitreya, Mahākāśyapa, and Ānanda; to all the wise
sages of the three vehicles; especially to the great ocean-assembly in the pure land of
Vulture Peak; to all the numberless jewels in the Realm of Samantabhadra; and to Brahmā,
Śakra, the dragon kings, and the devas, who protect and keep the Buddha-Dharma. [And
we] say:

321

This and the previous three—the bonbai, sange, and bonnon—are the shika hōyō 四箇法要.

322

Often the donor’s intentions.

323

Here the number “eight-thousand and twelve” is an abbreviation for the 84,000 teachings and the twelve
sūtras (meaning sections of the canon here) in which those teachings are supposed to appear. See Oda: 1418c.
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敬⽩常寂光⼟毘盧舎那如來・因圓果滿盧舎那佛・恩徳廣⼤釋迦牟尼如來・阿閦彌陀
⼗⽅諸佛・法花般若⼼地觀等・⼋萬⼗⼆顯密聖教・⽂殊彌勒迦葉阿難・上中下乘⼀
切賢聖・殊靈⼭淨⼟海會⼤衆・惣普賢境界無邊三寶・佛法護持梵釋⿓天⽽⾔。
The [Dasheng bensheng] xindi guan jing states, “Seeking to encounter one buddha and one
bodhisattva—proceeding in such a manner is called the essential dharma of transcending the
world.”324 The Prajñā-pāramitā sūtra states, “Purely practicing the single practice, [he]
provides [us] with the monastic rules and regulations. In this way the single practice [leads
to] birth in the pure land.”325 That single buddha is not like Śākyamuni Tathāgata.
[Śākyamuni] is our great teacher of great blessings. Therefore that pure land is not like the
pure land of Vulture Peak. [Our] main teacher [i.e., Śākyamuni] resides eternally on this
spot, and it is thus easy to dwell in the pure lands of other buddhas and there are no humans
[there].
[10] ⼼地觀經云、「求⾒⼀佛及⼀菩薩、如是名爲出世法要云云。」⼤般若經云、「淨
修⼀⾏、即備衆法。如是⼀⾏亦⽣淨⼟云云。」其⼀佛者、不如釋迦如來。我等⼤恩
⼤師故。其淨⼟者、不如靈⼭淨⼟。本師常在之地故。但諸佛淨刹、易往無⼈。
If [one’s] good karma from previous rebirths has not yet fully ripened, [one] fears that it will
be difficult to be reborn in the pure land in the following life. This is not due to any
deficiency in the power of the Buddha. This is but [one’s] questioning of one’s own mind’s
inabilities. This being the case, live in accordance with that which was left behind by [the
Buddha during his] time in the world [i.e., the Buddhist teachings], and gradually you will
get closer to the pure land of non-regression. Moreover, attending to the corporeal relics,
you will at long last see the true form of the [Buddha’s] thirty-two major and eighty minor
marks.
[15] 宿善若不淳熟、順次恐難往⽣。是⾮佛⼒之不堪、猶疑⾃⼼之不⾄。然則、先⽣
在世之遺跡、漸近不退之淨⼟、且仕遺⾝之舎利、遂⾒相好之眞容。
One’s mind cannot be trusted to fulfill [even] part of one’s desires. It is useless for both
[those of] shallow [ability and those of] profound [ability to try themselves]; who would not
depend on the Tathāgata? Maitreya descended to earth during the time of the bodhisattva
Bhāviveka.326 For some nine years [Bhāviveka] prayed, and at last went to the cave of the
asuras. This reminds one of Buddhapāla’s meeting with Mañjuśrī. [He] again crossed the
Takla Makan desert, successfully entered the vajra cave. Things all have this nature. [This]
324

For the corresponding section of the sūtra, see T 159, 3.322b27–28.

325

See T 220, 7.939c1122–13.

326

Ch. Qīngbiàn 淸辯; J. Shōben. Ca. 490–570. Bhāviveka was an Indian Madhyamaka scholar who is
supposed to have received the Yōgacāra teachings from Maitreya. He is important at Kōfukuji (and to Jōkei)
due to his role in the legend of Yōgacāra transmission.
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intention cannot be taken away. That for which the child of the Buddha now wishes is the
pity of the World-honored one.
[19] 叶分之望、⼼不猶預。淺深共空、誰恃如來。彼清辨菩薩之期、慈⽒之下⽣也。
九年懇祈、遂住修羅⽳。佛陀波利之憶、⽂殊之値遇也。再渉流沙、得⼊⾦剛窟、物
皆有性、志不可奪。佛⼦所望、世尊哀愍焉。
Now [we] praise Vulture Peak, which has but seven gates. First, [I will] describe
Śākyamuni’s transformation and reasons for coming to this world. Second, [I will] describe
the features of [Śākyamuni’s] pure land. Third, [I will] describe the efficacy of a hermitage.
Fourth, [I will] describe the superior location and the numinous features [of Vulture Peak].
Fifth, [I will] describe traces [left by Śākyamuni in] this world. Sixth, [I will] describe the
benefits of jeweled stūpas. Seventh, [I will] describe the transfer of merit of the original
vow.
[24] 今讚靈⼭、聊有七⾨。⼀述釋尊化縁、⼆述淨⼟相屬、三述練若功能、四述勝地
靈相、五述在世遺跡、六述寶塔利益、七述廻向發願也。
First: concerning Śākyamuni’s reasons for coming to save us, the Brahmajāla Sūtra (Ch.
Fanwang jing, J. Bonmō kyō) states, “[I, i.e, Śākyamuni] descended and was born in the
country of Kapilavastu [on the continent of] Jambudvīpa. [My] mother’s name was Māyā.
[My] father was called was White Purity.327 My name was Siddhārtha. At the age of seven I
took the tonsure, and at the age of thirty I attained the path. From that time until now, when
I have come to this world, is 8,000 hen 遍.” According to the Lotus Sūtra, [Śākyamuni said]
“During the kalpa of five-hundred dust particles (gohyaku jinten 五百塵點) of the remote
past I shall continually be in this defiled world preaching the Dharma and guiding [sentient
beings].”
[28] 第⼀述釋尊化縁者、梵網經云、「下⽣南閻浮提迦夷羅涛國。⺟名摩耶、⽗字⽩
淨。吾名悉達。七歳出家、三⼗成道。」乃⾄「吾今來此界⼋千遍⽂。」⼜依法花經、
「五百塵點久遠劫間、我常在此娑婆世界、説法教化云云。」
Ah, so the karmic connection between my teacher and this world are like this! Originally,
Śākyamuni Tathāgata was a mere mortal [trapped] in the transmigration of this defiled
world. Long ago, Śākyamuni experienced his initial desire for awakening, met Ratnagarbah
(Hōzō 宝蔵) Buddha, and made 500 great vows. He then undertook ascetic practices for the
period of a very long eon and after a long time was born in this world. When his karmic
fruit ripened and he attained the path, he returned to his original land [i.e., Vulture Peak].

327

The Buddha’s father’s name is usually given in Sanskrit as “Śuddhodana,” meaning pure or unmixed
(śuddha) rice (odhana).
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[32] 鳴呼、我師與此界、其縁何如此乎。夫釋迦如來者、本是娑婆世界流轉凡夫也。
昔於釋迦牟尼佛所、初發菩提⼼。逢寶藏如來、重建五百⼤願以來、僧祇苦⾏之間、
久住此界。界滿成道之時、還出本⼟。
Here [we] know for certain [that] although long ago within the cycle of transmigration
[Śākyamuni-to-be] travelled to every place within the ten directions, this deluded world
(shaba, Skt. sahā) was [his] eternal abode within saṃsāra. Although the blessing of [his]
great compassion does not discriminate between [sentient] beings, preference for acceptance
[of beings into his pure land] is [given to those who have] an older karmic connection of
affection [with him]. Each of Experiencing Wisdom Tathāgata’s sixteen princes proclaimed
awakening [somewhere] in the ten thousand directions. But truthfully, is there a reason for
[Śākyamuni’s statement]: “The sixteenth—I, Śākyamuni—attained full awakening
[anuttarāsamyaksaṃbodhi] in [this] defiled land.”?328
[37] 爰知。往昔輪廻、雖遍⼗⽅娑婆、猶是爲流轉之常栖。⼤悲利益、無簡群⽣、引
攝所先、⾃恩愛之舊縁也。智證如來⼗六王⼦、⼗⽅世界各唱正覺。「第⼗六、我釋
迦牟尼佛、於娑婆國⼟、成阿耨菩提」者、誠有所以哉。
However, how could it be that only Māyā and White Purity were his mother and father life
after life! Know this: we, too, reared Śākyamuni long, long ago. How could it be that only
Yasodharā and Rāhula where his wife and child life after life! Think of this: in times of old
the Tathāgata was bound to us, too. Although the past is distant, we do not forget the
wisdom of the Buddha. Despite the fact that the ripening of [our] spiritual capacity is late, is
[our] encounter with [the teachings and the buddha] empty [of significance]?
[42] 然則、豈獨摩耶淨飯爲⽣⽣之⽗⺟哉。可知。我等昔養育如來。何唯耶瑜・羅
云、爲世世之妻⼦乎。可思。如來古有契我等。往事雖遙、佛智無忘。根熟設遅、値
遇何空。
Thus, the buddha, during the incalculably long kalpa (asaṃkhyeya kalpa), is continuously on
Vulture Peak. The karmic reasons by which Śākyamuni comes to this world to save beings
(ke’en 化縁) are not in another place. Furthermore, the causes of this [coming] are very
deep.329 Those who are born into this word should, [due to their connection to the Buddha,]
turn exclusively to Śākyamuni’s arrival to take them away to his pure land. Thinking of this,
that in which those who entrust [their own salvation] to the original teacher [i.e.,

328

Although it is unclear who “Experiencing Wisdom Tathāgata” (Chishō Nyorai 智證如來) is—he does not
appear anywhere in the Taishō shinshū daizōkyō, for example—these lines are without a doubt referring to the
story of Victorious Through Great Penetrating Knowledge Tathāgata (大通智勝如来) and his sixteen sons,
found in chapter 7 (“Parable of the Conjured City”) of the Lotus Sūtra. Jōkei is quoting the Lotus Sūtra almost
verbatim. The part in which this buddha reveals which princes have become which buddhas is found at T 262,
9.25b23–c6. An English translation can be found in Hurvitz 2009: 134–135.
329

On Japanese uses of the term innen 因縁, see NBJ: 72c.
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Śākyamuni] should rejoice is the buddhaland of Vulture Peak. Due to this, practitioners of
the Fugen samādhi practice the way of a single jewel and do not debate whether or not there
was an original vow [of Śākyamuni’s].330 [You] will surely see the pure land of Vulture’s
Peak. Among Śākyamuni’s children who would request to not have a karmic connection
[with the Buddha]! Chant the gāthā repeatedly, saying:
[46] ⽽佛阿僧祇劫常在靈鷲⼭。化縁之異餘處。是⼜可有甚深因縁。是以、受⽣於此
界之者、專可仰者釋尊之引攝也。懸恃於本師之⼈、深可欣者靈⼭之佛⼟也。依之、
普賢⾏者修⼀實道、不論別願之有無、必⾒靈⼭之淨⼟。⼀代釋⼦、誰謂無縁矣。仍
唱迦陀⽈、
Śākyamuni can bear [the burden of being] a lamp unto this world,
[He] comes and goes, dancing, eight thousand times,
Sentient beings secure countless benefits [from him],
Therefore we respect and praise the worthy [Śākya]muni.
釋迦能忍世間燈
衆⽣得益無數億

往來娑⼋千遍
故我禮讚牟尼尊

Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who assures [our]
rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture Peak
南無⼤恩教主釋迦如來決定往⽣靈⼭佛⼟
Second: concerning those features of [Śākyamuni’s] pure land, when the Buddha was on
Vulture Peak preaching the Prajñā-pāramitā sūtra, “that land [i.e., Vulture’s Peak,] suddenly
transformed, becoming a land of glass jewels (rurichi), with the eight-scented water [of a
pure land] and a staircase [made of the] seven jewels. The flowers, fruits, grasses, and trees
all preach the dharma wheel and there are only bodhisattvas [there]. The many-jeweled
lotus flowers coming from the ten directions are the size of the wheels of a cart. In other
words, this is a great assembly at the place of the Tathāgata. He explains the profound law
for the group of bodhisattvas.” The above is an abbreviated extraction from [the] sūtra.
[56] 第⼆述淨⼟相屬者、佛於鷲峰⼭、説⼤般若經之時、其⼟忽變爲瑠璃地、⼋功徳
⽔、七寶階陛。花菓草⽊、咸説法輪。唯有菩薩⾃⼗⽅來。衆寶蓮花、如⾞輪量。即
⾒此如來處⼤衆會、爲菩薩衆、説其深法。（已上。經⽂略抄。）」
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Here the term betsugan refers to a special vow made by a buddha or bodhisattva (e.g., Amida’s 48), and in
this case seems to be referring to Śākyamuni’s 500 as mentioned in the Hikekyō. Since in that context
Śākyamuni’s “500 vows” are essentially his hongan 本願 (to become a buddha in this world), I have here
translated the term as “original vow.”
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This is not simply a temporary, transformed manifestation (kegen 化現). [He] has already
revealed the true nature of this land.331 Therefore Prince Shining Virtue332 rejoiced and said
to the Buddha, “The dwelling place of the Tathāgata is none other than this pure land.
Sentient beings have weak merit; [when they] see the pure [land], it becomes a defiled
[land].”
[60] 是⾮只暫時之化現。已令⾒此⼟之本相也。故光徳天⼦歡喜⽩佛、「如來所居、
即是淨⼟。有情薄福、⾒淨爲穢⽂。」
Furthermore, the Lotus Sūtra explains the pure land of eternal abiding. Although the
patriarchs333 took this to be the reward land, the number of those who now rejoice in the
Wisdom Assembly (Hannya’e) is not yet great. In other words, this will be the pure land of
the provisional manifestation.
[63] ⼜法花經説常住淨⼟、祖師刻之、雖爲報⼟。今般若會所⽰者、分量既⾮廣博。
即當化⾝淨⼟。
Ordinarily, deluded beings should know that that which is most appropriate to seek is the
many superficialities and profundities among the leaves atop the [wisdom (prajñā)]
pedestal. Like a phantom, the sublime principle is not established in [a particular] land.
Although the pure land is none other than the purity of the heart mind, [its] attributes are
revealed according to one’s karmic capacity. How [can one say] it is empty! With regard to
this, the Commentary on the Buddha bhūmi sūtra [Ch. Fodi jing lun 佛地經論, T 1530]
explains, “[These] two lands, [of the] enjoyment [body] and the transformation [body], are
the same place,” while [Vasubandhu’s] Twenty verses on vijñapti-mātratā [Ch. Weishi ershi
lun 唯識⼆⼗論, T 1590] notes, “Other [worlds] and this world are [all just] so many pure
lands.”
[65] 凡夫異⽣尤⾜欣求。可知。臺上葉中、淺深多重也。如幻妙理、⽅域不定。⼼淨
之處、即雖淨⼟、對機⽰相。豈⼜爲空哉。是以、佛地論説「受⽤反化⼆⼟同處」、
唯識論述「他⽅此界諸淨妙⼟」。
That which appears throughout the three worlds is truly the eternal principle of the Buddha’s
transformation. To the southwest of Vulture Peak in central India is the land where the
autumn sun sinks at night. Morning and night, with all one’s mind one should think of one’s
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“True nature” here being honzō 本相. See BGD 1264c on this term.
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This “Prince Shining Virtue” (Kōtoku Tenshi 光徳天子) may be a reference to a certain Kōtoku ō 光徳王,
who appears in the Senbutsu innen kyō 千仏因縁経 (T 426).
333

It is not clear who the “patriarchs” (soshi) are in this case.
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circumstances [i.e., the body and mind one was born with (shōbō 正報) and the external
conditions into which one was born (ehō 依報)].
[70] 出過三界、誠是佛化之常理也。爰中天竺鷲峰⼭者、⾃此⻄南之⽅、秋⽇⼣沈之
地也。晨昏懸⼼、宜思依正。
That world of extreme pleasure [i.e., Amida’s pure land] is separated from here by ten
trillion lands. Meditating [upon it,] how easy it is to attain. Tuṣita heaven is three hundred
twenty thousand [lands] from here. Concentrating one’s mind [upon it,] does one not cross
over [to it]? How much more so the environs of the people of Jambudvīpa. Although to the
extent that travelers come and go [to India] the mountains and rivers [of Jambudvīpa appear]
distant, this is none other than [our] landscape.334 Following Vulture Peak [where
Śākyamuni] eternally resides, [if one] meditates [upon it one can truly] attain the
opportunity.335 If one is able to arrive at that mountain, then one will sit on the lotus
pedestal in the jeweled palace. Chant the gāthā repeatedly, saying:
[72] 彼極樂世界之隔⼗萬億⼟。想觀猶易成。兜率天上之去三⼗⼆萬。運⼼敢無亂。
況此閻浮⼈間之境、⾏客來往之程、⼭川雖遙、煙霞惟同。常在靈⼭之訓、觀念誠得
便。若⼜得到彼⼭者、花臺寶閣只在趺下者歟。仍唱伽陀⽈、
This land of mine is calm and tranquil,
Eternally filled with devas and humans,
The gardens, woods, and halls
Are adorned with various jewels.
我此⼟安穩
薗林諸堂閣

天⼈常充滿
種種寶莊嚴

Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who assures [our]
rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture Peak
南無⼤恩教主釋迦如來決定往⽣靈⼭佛⼟
Third: concerning the efficacy of a hermitage, the Dazhi du lun says, “Vulture Peak is the
highest among the five mountains. There are many beautiful woods and waters. It is the
dwelling place of sages. Furthermore, because the temples in other countries are on level
ground, various kinds of people enter and exit. Because it is easy to come and go, it is not
tranquil. There are many temples on this mountain [of Vulture Peak]. Those seated in
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That is to say, Jabudvīpa as Śākyamuni’s pure land is precisely this world in which humans dwell.
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It is not exactly clear whether this is the opportunity to be reborn there or to encounter Śākyamuni.
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meditation and the sagely people all enjoy tranquility.336 Many are those who attain
“dwelling inside.”
[81] 第三述練若功能者、智度論云、「耆闍崛⼭者、五⼭中最⾼⼤。多好林⽔、聖⼈
住處。復餘國精舎、多平地故、雜⼈⼊出。往來易故、不閑靜。⼜此⼭多精舎。諸坐
禪⼈、諸聖⼈、皆樂閑靜。多得住中。」337
Furthermore, [the Dazhi du lun] states, “Because [this land] is pure and has virtue, it is the
place where all the buddhas of the three worlds practice.338 Many deities of great power
protect [it] and make devotional offerings.
[85] ⼜云、「淨潔有福徳故、⼀切三世諸佛⾏處。⼤⼒衆神守護供養⽂。339
The Zengyi ahan jing (i.e., Ekōttarāgama sūtra) states, “There are always arhats and
bodhisattvas. [One] is able to achieve the path.”
[87] 増⼀阿含云、「恒有羅漢菩薩、得道證通云云。」
The Miaofa lianhuajing wenju340 states, “The previous buddhas and current Buddha all live
on this mountain. If the Buddha passes, then arhats will dwell [here]. If the Dharma
declines, then pratyekabuddhas will dwell [here]. If there are no pratyekabuddhas, then
demons and spirits will dwell [here].”
[88] 天臺⽂句云、「前佛今佛皆居此⼭。若佛滅、羅漢住、法滅、⽀佛住、⽀佛無、
⻤神住⽂。」
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This seems to be the opposite of the Indian notion that the ideal realm is completely flat. See Jan Nattier
(2000, esp. f23) on mountains in pure lands. The passage quoted here by Jōkei can be found beginning at
T1509, 25.76c18.
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The Taishō shinshū daizōkyō version reads:
問曰。何以名鷲頭山。答曰。是山頂似鷲。王舍城人見其似鷲。故共傳言鷲頭山。因名之爲鷲頭
山。復次王舍城南屍陀林中多諸死人。諸鷲常來噉之。還在山頭。時人遂名鷲頭山。是山於五山
中最高大。多好林水聖人住處。問曰。已知耆闍崛山義。佛何以故住王舍城。諸佛法普慈一切。
如日照萬物無不蒙明。如漚祇尼大城富樓那跋檀大城阿藍車多羅大城弗迦羅婆多大城。如是等大
城多人豐樂而不住。何故多住王舍城舍婆提大城。波羅柰迦毘羅婆瞻婆婆翅多拘睒鞞鳩樓城等。
雖有住時而多住王舍城舍婆提。云何知多住二處。見佛諸經多在二城説。少在餘城。答曰。佛雖
大慈等及。以漚祇尼等諸大城是邊國故不住。又彌離車弊惡人多。善根未熟故。(T 1509,
25.76c15–77a2)
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Or perhaps, “are active.”
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The Dazhi du lun reads: 是中淨潔有福徳閑靜故。一切三世諸佛住處。十方諸菩薩。亦讃歎恭敬此
處。(T 1509, 25.79b10–12)
340

T 1718. By Zhiyi. This is a commentary on the Lotus Sūtra.
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According to the Prajñā-pāramitā sūtra, “On Vulture Peak there are innumerable dwelling
places. Heavenly devas all peacefully reside here, [as well as] bodhisattvas [who have
attained] inconceivable liberation.”
[89] 依⼤般若經、「鷲峰⼭中有無量舊住。天神皆是安住、不可思議解脱菩薩⽂。」341
However, the Xindiguan jing mentions ten types of virtue of an isolated place. The Buddha
carefully encouraged practitioners, saying, “Bodhisattvas who have renounced [the
household life] do not highly value their lives. They probably live on mountains or in
forests and continuously cultivate this thought. Even if they live to be a hundred years old
and are endowed with the seven jewels and experience the joys [of practice], when [they]
meet the messenger of Yama, they do not escape impermanence. I take the place of fathers,
mothers, and all sentient beings, [undertaking] the bodhisattva practices. I shall attain the
unbreakable vajra body, return to the three worlds, and save fathers and mothers. I made
this vow and dwell in an isolated place.” Renunciation is of great importance. [Nothing]
exceeds this matter.
[91] ⽽⼼地觀經於阿練若、述⼗種徳、佛慇懃勸⾏者云、「出家菩薩、不惜⾝命。應
住⼭林、常作是念。假使年命滿⼀百歳、七寶具⾜、受諸快樂、閻魔使⾄、不免無
常。我今不如代其⽗⺟及諸衆⽣、修菩薩⾏。當得⾦剛不壞之⾝、還來三界、救度⽗
⺟。作是願已、住阿蘭若⽂。」出離⾄要、無過此事。
For a long time we have taken an inferior position, uselessly binding [ourselves] to fame and
fortune. When we think of the emptiness and darkness of this life, we simply anticipate the
temple of the next world. Although we escape the worldly life without putting much
thought into the matter, from times of old it was no different. Following [the ways of this]
world, you are like those with desire; turn your back on society, and you are like a madman.
The customs of this distant land were extolled by those of old. And that Magadha was the
flower among the sixteen countries.
[98] 我等久處憤丙、徒羈名利、毎思今⽣之空暮、只期來世之精舎。342憖遁朝市、與
舊無異。隨世似有望、背俗如狂⼈。邊⼟之⾵俗、古⼈之所歎也。⽽彼摩竭陀者、⼗
六⼤國之中花也。
When [one] reflects back on the eastern barbarians, [one sees that] it is impossible that they
will ascend to [i.e., be reborn in] the heavens. Vulture Peak is the auspicious land within
this world. Hoping for the noise and impurity [of this land] is almost the same as [desiring]
the pure land. A secluded, pure room, traces of meditation, alone, the dwellings of sages and
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See T 220, 7.941c2–4.
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Guelberg has 精懃 rather than 精舎.
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hermits, the impurity of the demons not able to move [one]. Learning the Buddha-dharma:
is there anyone who would not seek this calm abiding! Chant the gāthā repeatedly, saying:
[102] 顧此東夷、不可階天。耆闍崛者、⼀閻浮提之勝地。望此囂塵、殆同淨⼟。空
閑清涼之室、坐禪之跡、獨幽。賢聖神仙之栖、衆魔之塵、不動。修習佛法者、誰不
求⽌住哉。仍唱伽陀⽈、
Long ago, when the tathāgatas were practicing to become buddhas,
[They] lived in a secluded place, a place separated from impurities,
Suppressing and eliminating the afflictive [kleśa] and cognitive [jñeya] hindrances
[āvaraṇa],
[They] surpassed the three worlds and attained awakening.
昔諸如来因地時
伏斷煩惱所知障

住阿蘭若離塵處
超過三界證菩提

Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who assures [our]
rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture Peak
南無⼤恩教主釋迦如來決定往⽣靈⼭淨⼟
Fourth: concerning the superior location and the numinous features, the Fahua yi shou343
states, “King Aśoka saw that that mountain’s peak resembled a vulture and ordered someone
to clarify [the resemblance by] creating two wings, two feet, and a tail, such that is looked
completely like a vulture. The numinous flower, the auspicious grass, the tranquility and
purity.”
[110] 第四述勝地靈相者、法花義疏云、「阿育王⾒其⼭頂似鷲、令⼈鑒作兩翅兩⾜及
尾故、全似鷲⿃。靈花瑞草、閑靜清涼⽂。」
Cien’s [i.e., Kuiji’s] [Fahua] xuanzan344, drawing on Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakośabhāṣya, explains the preface of the Lotus Sūtra, saying, “[This] mountain is superior to other
mountains: it is the place where fine birds stop and roost. [This] dharma is superior to other
dharmas: it is the place where superior persons stop and wander.”
[112] 慈恩⽞賛引天親論、解法花序分云、「⼭勝餘⼭、爲好⿃之所栖⽌。法勝餘法、
爲上⼈之所遊⽌⽂。」
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T 1721. By the Chinese monk Jizang 吉蔵 (549–623), who was associated with Madhyamaka and the
Sanlun schools.
344

T 1723.
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Foolish sūtras, arguments, commentaries, and chronicles state that although [this mountain]
has a scenic view, the pure land is very far away. Furthermore, miracles have not yet been
exhibited. However, long ago devas and humans made a proclamation to the vinaya
master,345 saying, “The shape of Mt. Wutai in China resembles that of Vulture Peak in India.
Therefore on this mountain there is the Great Protection Vulture Peak temple.”
[115] 凡經論・疏記、粗雖載勝概、絶域迢346迢。猶未祥靈異。但昔天⼈告宣律師⽽
有⾔、「唐⼟五臺⼭、其形相似天竺靈鷲⼭。故此⼭中有⼤孚靈鷲寺⽂347。」
And Mt. Wutai is the sagely realm where the great sage Monju preaches and converts
[beings]. In the thirty villages348 of the southern peak a thousand famed flowers grow far
and wide. Their colors shine; they are not of the human variety. To the north of the central
peak there are 120 pools where buddhas bathe. Those waters shine brightly and are fragrant.
Many white clouds emerge [from the pools]. Seeing those numinous phenomena, [one
becomes] a person clad in white, that is, [one] attains the first two fruits [of the path].
Monks of the pure precepts realize the third and fourth fruits.349
[118] ⽽五臺⼭者、⼤聖⽂殊遊化聖境也。其南臺三⼗⾥、名花遍⽣千品、暎⾊⾮⼈
間種。中臺之北、有諸佛浴池、百⼆⼗所。其⽔光明、⾹氣芬馥。多出⽩雲、⾒其靈
變、⽩⾐之⼈、則得初⼆果。淨戒之僧、證三四果。
On the inside of Guanhaisi temple there is the bright-moon pond. It is one li across and the
depth of the water is eight feet (shaku). Even at the beginning and end of the month [when
the moon is only a crescent], the moon’s reflection appears in the middle [of the pond]. It is
not possible to specifically note each and every one of the marvelous phenomena. What
makes this mountain a numinous place however is that it resembles Vulture Peak. Now, the
branches are not yet wondrous; they push the exquisiteness of the main root by the corporeal
manifestation of the bodhisattva. Furthermore, know that [this is] the dwelling place of the
world-honored one. [It] can make light of a deluded work like ours! No, Nāgārjuna
bodhisattva is the great sage of India. [He] created the Dazhi du lun and it notes extensively
the merits of that mountain. [He] notes the gāthā extolling the bodhisattvas of the ten
345

The “vinaya master” here is Daoxuan, of Nanshan 南山. The relevant passage appears in the Daoxuan lüshi
gantong lu 道宣律師感通録 (T 2107, 52.437a21–b12). Jōkei makes a similar claim in his Chūshū hōon
kōshiki.
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This term—“zetsuiki”—can refer to a pure land or to a very distant land, and, by extension, to China. Here it
seems to refer to the pure land, presumably Śākyamuni’s. See BGD: 833a.
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This temple is now known by the name Xiantongsi 顕通寺. Mochizuki BD (1240a) notes that this temple
was founded by one Emperor Wen 文 of the Northern Wei and is on the central peak of Mt. Wutai. I can find
no other confirmation of this, although this appears to be the same temple that was later called Dahuayansi 大
華厳寺 at the behest of Emperor Wu.
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Or “thirty li.” It is not clear which it is here.
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These are the four fruits of the śrāvaka path. See BGD 509b.
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directions. The superior location among humans [i.e., Vulture Peak] had not yet been known
in this manner. Chant the gāthā repeatedly, saying:
[123] 觀海寺内、有明⽉池。⽅圓⼀⾥、⽔深⼋尺。雖在晦朔、⽉影中現、⼀⼀勝
事、不可具述。其⼭之爲靈地者、只以似靈鷲⼭也。⽅今、以枝未之奇特、推其根本
之絶妙、以菩薩之應現、⼜知彼世尊之所居。如我凡界可輕哉。否⿓樹菩薩、⻄天⼤
聖也。製⼤智論、中廣述彼⼭徳。即載⼗⽅菩薩讚嘆偈頌。⼈間勝地、未聞如此矣。
仍唱伽陀⽈、
This Vulture Peak,
Is the sagely place of the buddhas,
Because it covers and shades all,
Beings [can] attain liberation from suffering.
是耆闍崛⼭
覆蔭⼀切故

諸佛聖所處
衆苦得解脱

Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who assures [our]
rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture Peak
南無⼤恩教主釋迦牟尼如來決定往⽣靈⼭佛⼟
Fifth: Concerning traces [left by Śākyamuni in] this world, the Da Tang xiyu ji states, “The
Dharma King [i.e., the Buddha] governing this world and appearing [here in this world] for
fifty years, often dwelt on this mountain and expounded the sublime Dharma far and wide.
That mountain peak’s east-west span is long, its south-north span is narrow. When facing
the cliff, to the west there is a tile[-roofed] temple. It is tall, wide, and strangely built. Its
door opens on the eastern side. Long ago, the Tathāgata often dwelt here and preached the
Dharma and there is now a life-sized statue of him expounding the Dharma. At the bottom
of the southern cliff there is a stūpa. Here is the place where the Tathāgata preached the
Lotus Sūtra. To the northeast is a stone gully in the middle of which there is a large rock.
This is the place where the Tathāgata dried his robe. The design of his robe is clear and
white [on the rock] as if engraved.”
[134] 第五述在世遺跡者、⼤唐⻄域記云、
「法王御世、埀五⼗年、多居此⼭、廣説妙
法。其⼭頂、則東⻄⻑、南北狹。臨崖⻄陲有甎精舎。⾼廣奇製、東闢其⼾。如來在
昔多居説法、今作説法之像。量等如來之⾝。其南崖下有窣堵婆。如來於此、説法花
經之處。東北⽯⾕中有⼤盤⽯。是如來晒袈裟之處。⾐⽂明徹皎如彫刻⽂。」
Those other sacred traces can be seen one after the other. When, long ago, Tripiṭaka Master
Śubhakarasiṃha spent the monsoon summer retreat period on this mountain, he was led by
wild beasts deep into a mountain cavern. [Inside] the cave it was bright as if it were the
afternoon. [He] saw a statue of the honored [Śākya]muni; [the statue’s] attendants to the
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right and left [appeared] as though they were alive. The mysteriousness of this incident was
like the shadow of the Buddha in the dragon cave.
[141] ⾃餘聖跡歴然、可觀焉。善無畏三藏、昔結夏於靈鷲之時、猛獸前導深⼊⼭
⽳。⽳明 如晝。⾒牟尼尊像左右侍者如⽣焉。縡之奇異、相似彼⿓窟佛影歟。
We may intimately see [things] like this some day. That path of regression from the foolish,
inferior vehicle—think of the ancient conduct of the assembly of the four groups. When [the
Buddha] emits light, shaking the earth, pity the ancient traces of Prabhūtaratna. Maitreya
and Mañjuśrī: regardless of the place where they have a dialogue, the wind in the pines is
simply the voice of autumn. Mahākāśyapa and Ānanda: in however many rooms they do
meditation, the running pine moon is empty like the color of dawn. [Such] aural and visual
sensations increase our feelings of yearning [for Śākyamuni]!
[145] 我等何⽇親⾒如此事。彼退凡下乘之路、思四衆來會之昔儀。放光動地之砌、
悲多寶漏現之古跡。彌勒・⽂殊、何處問答、松⾵只秋聲。迦葉・阿難、幾室坐禪、
蘿⽉空曉⾊。⽿⽬之感、⾃増戀慕者歟。
At first, King Ajātaśatru thought he would offer the jeweled flower that he had made himself
to the Tathāgata, but he foolishly waited until after the parinirvāṇa, [and then,] crying, he
offered [it] to the [Buddha’s] seat on Vulture Peak. At that time the world-honored one sat
erect, and, like in the past, had pity for [one with] a sincere heart. [Śākyamuni] received a
flower and gave a prophecy [to Ajātaśatru]. Who really understands this current time of the
end of the semblance Dharma?
[149] 當初阿闍世王、爲奉如來、⾃造寶花、空及涅槃之後、泣獻靈⼭之坐。于時世
尊端坐、如昔哀愍誠⼼。受花授記、誰量像末之今。
If a person of this polluted world has a karmic connection and faith, then [he should]
worship the living body [of Śākyamuni] on that mountain. As the life of the Tathāgata
chapter [of the Lotus Sūtra] explains, “[If one] single-mindedly desires to see the Buddha,
and does not spare [even his] own life [in his attempt to see the Buddha], then, at that time, I
and [my] retinue of monks will appear together on Vulture Peak. Oh! The words that are
left by the world-honored one. Vulture Peak quietly waits for us. We pity orphans, and have
only thoughts of affection for our world [of suffering].350 The natural path of father and
child—how could we not receive [that]! Chant the gāthā, saying:

350

Kyūri 舊里 (hometown, home village), which Yamada and Shimizu read as “furusato,” here appears to refer
to this world. The term is used in this manner in Yuien’s Tannishō (late thirteenth c.), in which we have the
phrase “kunō no furusato” 苦悩の旧里 (home village of suffering, i.e., this world).
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[152] 濁世之⼈、若有縁有信者、⾃拜⽣⾝於彼⼭。如壽量品説、「⼀⼼欲⾒佛、不⾃
惜⾝命、時我及衆僧、倶出靈鷲⼭⽂。」鳴呼、世尊有遺⾔、靈⼭竊待我等。我等悲
孤獨、舊⾥只思慈愛。⽗⼦天然之道、豈其不然哉。唱伽陀⽈、
Single-mindedly desiring to see the Buddha,
Not sparing [even one’s] own life [to do so],
At that time my retinue of monks and I,
Will appear together on Vulture Peak.
⼀⼼欲⾒佛
時我及衆僧

不⾃惜⾝命
倶出靈鷲⼭

Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who assures [our]
rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture Peak
南無⼤恩教主釋迦如來決定往⽣靈⼭佛⼟
Sixth: concerning the benefits of jeweled stūpas, according to the explanation of the
Xindiguan jing, “From the svāstika on the Tathāgata’s chest came great bright light. This is
called the non-regression of bodhisattvas. The initial aspiration to awakening of
Śākya[muni] Tathāgata, the innumerable ascetic practices of three incalculable eons, the
eight life stages of the Buddha’s life and the various forms [in which he appeared to those of
this world], and the eight post-parinirvāṇa jeweled stūpas—among their rays of light does
[Śākyamuni] appear in wrathful forms. The prajñā stūpa on Vulture Peak is one of these.
[It] expounds what is called the great vehicle: the Prajñā-pāramitā sūtra, the Lotus Sūtra,
the Xindiguan jing, and so forth. That stūpa was erected on this land after the final passing
of the Tathāgata. At that time, the lion bodhisattva [i.e., the Buddha,] said to the great
gathering of monks, ‘I serve buddhas as numerous as the grains of sand in the Ganges River.
Although I previously saw the gathering at the place of awakening, I had not yet seen all the
rays of light like this.’”
[160] 第六述寶塔利益者、如來將説⼼地觀。「萬字胸間、放⼤光明、名之諸菩薩不退
轉。釋迦如來初發⼼來、三僧祇劫無數難⾏、⼀代⼋相種種化儀、乃⾄滅後⼋寶塔、
其光之中怨然影現。耆闍崛⼭般若塔者、是其⼀也。所謂説⼤般若・法花・⼀乘⼼地
觀經等⼤乘之地、如來滅後、即起⽴其塔也。時師⼦孔菩薩告海會⼤衆云、「我仕恒
沙諸佛、曾⾒第⼀道場衆會、未都覩如此光明云云。」
It is widely known that the after the death of the Buddha, although there are innumerable
stūpas of the Tathāgata, these are not like the eight stūpas [at the eight locations central to
the Śākyamuni’s life], which are the most virtuous. In Īriṇa-parvata there is one numinous
stūpa. In it are enshrined Indian prajñā sūtras. If one treads on this earth, gradually the
[results of the past] serious transgressions of eighty thousand kalpas of the cycle of birth and
death will be erased.
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[169] ⽅知、如來塔廟、滅後無量功徳最上。不如⼋塔。⽽伊爛拏伐國有⼀靈塔。安
般若梵夾。若⼈踏其地、歩歩必除⼋萬劫⽣死重罪。
Furthermore, if [one] opens the door of the iron stūpa in southern India even a little, [one
will find] oneself in the dharmadhātu palace. Now you should/can know these examples:
the place where prajñā was expound upon, the stūpa of vajra relics, the benefits of virtues.
Suppose things like birds, beasts, and bugs, who do not have a mind and are not conscious,
were to come into contact [with this place] just once. The connection thereby established
would be the cause for [those creatures to be] born in heaven and see the Buddha. How
much more so is it the case that, due to the power of [Śākyamuni’s] special vow, we reside
in that place eternally.
[172] ⼜南天竺鐵塔者、僅及排其⼾、⾃⼊法界宮。今般若演説之場、⾦剛舎利之
塔、功徳利益、例彼可知。設禽獸蟲類、無⼼不識、猶以⼀觸彼知地之縁、盍爲⽣天
⾒佛之因。何況我等依別願⼒、常住其所哉。
This being the case, [Śākyamuni descended from Tuṣita heaven and] received the reward of
a reward body351; [he] did not rest in the flesh womb. [It] became the body of a sage; [he]
did not receive the common type. His body and mind, pure inside and out, became
unbreakable, and under the prajñā stūpa he cultivated the pure practices (bongyō). [He]
took [his] censer, circumambulated the moss garden, then saw the Indian monks
circumambulating together. [He] offered flowers and water, putting them on the stone dais.
Furthermore [he] saw Nāgārjuna and Vasubandhu making offerings to each other. In
addition, a great voice sounded from deeper inside the the stūpa, chanting, “Excellent!
Excellent!” Furthermore, the form body [rūpa kāya of the Buddha] appeared before [his]
eyes and bestowed [upon him] the sweet dew of the essential Dharma.
[176] 然則、受化⽣之報、不宿⾎⾁之胎、爲仙⼈之⾝、不受流俗之類。内外清淨、
⾝⼼堅固、般若塔下、修習梵⾏。取⾹爐、遶苔庭、則⾒梵僧共遶。捧花⽔、供⽯
壇、且⾒⿓天互供。或塔中出⼤⾳聲、唱善哉善哉。或眼前現妙⾊⾝、授⽢露要法。
If at a certain time, he spends time within the mountain, this is like when Sudhana visited
Bhīsmōttaranirghoṣa’s grove [(between the mountains and the sea) and
Bhīsmottaranirghoṣa] took [Sudhana’s] hand and [Sudhana] instantly visited the buddha
lands in the ten directions, or like Guarding Purity Meditation Master’s abode or
Sāgaramegha Bhikṣu’s hermitage.352 The great sage bestowed [upon us] the true words of
the one vehicle. It is like the śāstra master Virtuous Rays of Light, when he ascends to the

351

This phrase refers to the body of a buddha during his last life.

352

Bhīsmōttaranirghoṣa (J. Bimoku gusha sennin 毘目瞿沙仙人) is one of the 53 or 55 good friends who
Sudhana visits in the Gaṇḍavyūha sūtra. See Mochizuki BD 1209a. Sāgaramegha (J. Kaiun Biku 海雲比丘) is
also one (Oda BD 159c). For an English translation of the relevant passages, see Clearly 1993: 1568–70,
1577–79. The other names in this passage do not appear in any sources that I consulted
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jeweled palace of Tuṣita and sometimes requests the supernormal powers of an arhat. Or it
is like when Bright-Eyed Good Daughter inquired about here pitiful mother and borrowed
the awakened eye353 of sages a number of times. The characteristics of those various buddha
worlds [that she saw] were inconceivable. Seeking wishes one after another, how difficult it
is! Chant the gāthā repeatedly, saying:
[182] 若⼜有時、經歴⼭中、或如善財童⼦之列、毘⽬仙⼈之林下、執⼿忽詣⼗⽅之
佛國。或如守節禪師之住海雲⽐丘之菴中、⼤聖⼝授⼀乘之眞⽂。或如徳光論師、再
昇知⾜之寶宮時、請羅漢之神通。或如光⽬善⼥、問悲⺟之請所、屡借聖者之道眼
現。凡諸佛之境界、其相不可思議也。⼀⼀願求、何以爲難矣。仍唱伽陀⽈、
If a person worships and recollects [the Buddha],
Like the wonder of the eight stūpas,
Two [different] people will [each] equally,354
And quickly attain unsurpassable awakening.
若⼈禮拜及⼼念
⼆⼈獲得等無差

如是⼋塔不思議
速證無上菩薩道

Homage to Śākyamuni, he of great benevolence and master of teachings, who assures [our]
rebirth in the buddhaland of Vulture’s Peak
南無⼤恩教主釋迦如來決定往⽣靈⼭佛⼟
Concerning the transfer of merit of the original vow, sentient beings are numberless.
Abandoning not even one person, [Śākyamuni’s] actions and vows are limitless. There is
not [even] one entry [to his pure land] remaining. The source of all practices is simply the
single thought of aspiring to awakening. Therefore the vow is to learn the vows of Mañjuśrī.
The final place of the four [bodhisattva] vows is in the Dharma world of fine dust.355
Therefore, practices inevitably return to the practice of Samantabhadra. The good deeds of
self and others are all transferred far and wide.
[193] 第七述廻向發願者、衆⽣⽆邊也。不捨其⼀⼈。⾏願無盡也。不殘其⼀⾨。但
萬⾏之源、在⼀念發⼼。故願則學⽂殊之願、四弘之窮、盡微塵法界。故⾏必歸普賢
之⾏。⾃他⼀善、普皆廻向。

353

This refers to the supernormal power to see, e.g., into other worlds.

354

That is, this is attainable by anyone.

355

This would appear to be a reference to the vows made by Mañjuśrī in the Pure Practice chapter (J. Jōgyōbon
淨行品) of the Avataṃsaka sūtra.
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However, that which [we] now wish for in the immediate future is to be reborn on Vulture
Peak via the Buddha’s coming for us at the moment of death. Śākyamuni’s original vow
states, “If I am not in the presence of sentient beings when they are on their death beds in
order to expound the Dharma and purify their minds, then in the future may I not finally
achieve awakening. If after dying those sentient beings fall into one of the three evil realms
and are not born in my land with the body of a human, [then,] may everyone of the
numberless good dharmas that I know be extinguished.
[197] 但今近所望者、依佛來迎、欲⽣靈⼭。釋迦本願云、「是諸衆⽣、若臨終時、我
不在其前、爲演説法、令⼼淨者、我於未來、終不成菩提。若彼衆⽣、命終之後、墮
三惡道、不⽣我國、受⼈⾝者、我之所知、無量正法、悉當滅失⽂。」356
Those sentient beings are in the middle of what is called a world with and without a buddha
and commit the five grave crimes. They are people who practice the evil path. Yet, [if] a
person [who commits such] crimes hears the earthly manifestation of the Buddha preach the
Dharma, then he can trust in being taken away by the Buddha to his pure land at the time of
his death. How much more so is this the case for those who have not yet committed the
grave sins; how much more so it this the case for those who have since the beginning lived
in this world!
[202] 其衆⽣者、謂無佛有佛世界之中、造五逆、⾏邪道之⼈也。逆⼈猶聞化佛之説
法、他⽅猶預臨終之來迎。況未作逆罪乎。況本住⾃界乎。
Therefore, if I am able to see multiple buddhas, I pray that I first worship the august form of
[our] compassionate father, the world-honored one. If I am able to be reborn in multiple
pure lands, I pray that I first go to [our] original teacher the Tathāgata’s land. Until [I] see
his august form, [I shall] perpetually follow [his] relics, which is like serving the living body
[of the Buddha]. Until [I] am reborn in [his] pure land, [I shall] eternally dwell in his traces,
not moving from that place. It is not the case that I am not waiting for twenty-six countless
buddhas to whom one makes offerings [over the course of the three great kalpas that is takes
to reach awakening].357 It is simply that I take Śākyamuni to be the first [of these buddhas].
It is not the case that I do not wish to be reborn in the multitude of pure lands in the ten
directions. It is simply that I aim for Vulture Peak, taking it to be the original [land],
[where] I will carry out the [various] practices, from guiding others to [attaining] awakening.

356

This is a quote from the Hikekyō. See T 157, 3.208c18–22.

357

The twenty-six countless buddhas to whom one makes offerings refers to the buddhas to whom one will
make offerings during the period of three great kalpas, which is the time it takes to reach awakening according
to Yogācāra soteriology. The term also appears in Jōkei’s Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu gammon (line c10), the
Miaofa lianhua jing xuanzan 妙法蓮華經玄賛 (T 1723, 34.683b2, 698a19), the Jingang bore lun huishi 金剛
般若論會釋 (T 1816, 40.757b24), and three of Jōkei’s other works (the Hokke kaishi shō 法華開示抄/附,
Muryōgi kyō kaishi shō 無量義經開示抄, and Fugen kyō kaishi shō 普賢經開示抄: T 2195, 56.337b11–19,
371a25–c8, 445a11).
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Due to the depth of Fugen’s vow [I shall] fulfill [these practices]. One should repeatedly
chant the gāthā and perform the worship.
[205] 所以、我若可⾒諸佛、願先拜慈⽗世尊之聖容。我若可⽣淨刹者、願先詣本師
如來之國⼟。未⾒聖容之前、常隨舎利、如仕⽣⾝。未⽣淨⼟以來、永住遺跡、不移
彼地。廿六恒之供佛、不我不期。只以釋尊爲其始。⼗⽅佛⼟之往⽣、不我不望、志
以靈⼭、爲其本。⾃⾏化他乃⾄菩提普賢願海。因此、圓滿矣。仍唱伽陀、可⾏禮拜
矣。
May I in worlds and kalpas to come,
Moment after moment not abandon the teacher of devas and humans,
Following the Buddha358 like a shadow, not parting ways for even a moment,
Exerting [myself] day and night in the practices [leading] to various types of wisdom.
願於來世恒沙劫
如影隨形不暫離
願以此功徳
我等與衆⽣

念念不捨天⼈師
晝夜勤修於種智

普及於⼀切
皆共成佛道

Homage to Śākyamuni Tathāgata, of blessing and virtues many and great,
Who blesses [beings] equally everywhere359
南無恩徳廣⼤釋迦如來⾃他法界平等利益
[colophon]
Written in the middle of the autumn month at the hermitage of the Hannyadai on Mt. Kasagi,
with the encouragement of my brethren in the Dharma. This is not the normal way.360
Although [I] grieve over the turning and destruction [of the Buddhist teachings], if there are
people who have the same intention, [I] pray that we may meet [in the future] on Vulture
Peak!
The śramaṇa Jōkei.

358

The term zuigyō 隨形 usually refers to the eighty minor marks of the Buddha. Here it appears to serve at an
epithet.
359

Jita hōkai 自他法界 means all worlds, thus “everywhere.”

360

It is not entirely clear what Jōkei means by this, but it would seem that he is suggesting the normal way
would be to practice the Buddhist path as laid out by the Buddha, but due to the circumstances, prayer for
rebirth on Vulture Peak is necessary in this case.
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[奥]
建久七年秋⽉中旬⽐、於笠置⼭般若臺菴室草之。依同法等勸也。事⾮常途雖悼轉
毀、若有同志之⼈者、願會靈⼭矣。
沙⾨釋貞慶
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Appendix 3: the Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon 笠置寺⼗三重塔供養願⽂
This is a translation of Jōkei’s Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon (1198). The transcription
on which this translation is based is found in Fujita Tsuneyo 藤⽥経世, ed. Kōkan bijutsu
shiryō: jiin hen, ge [vol. 3 of 3] 校刊美術史料寺院篇下. Tokyo: Chūōkōron, 1976: 92–93.
The Kasagidera jūsanjūtō kuyō ganmon is found within a larger work, called the San
butsujō shō 讃仏乗抄. This title in fact refers to two different sets of manuscripts: a
booklet at the Tōdaiji library, which appears to be the eighth fascicle of a larger and now lost
San butsujō shō, and some booklets at the Kanazawa Bunko, all thought to be part of the
third fascicle of that now-lost San butsujō shō. The content of the entire San butsujō shō is
not known, since it is no longer extant, but it appears to be a compilation of liturgical texts.
Both Shōkaku 聖覚 (1167–1235) and Sōshō 宗性 (1202–1292) have been suggested as
possible compilers, but these suggestions are highly speculative (SBD 501c). The question
of the compiler and scribe aside, a good deal of the works found therein appear to be by
Jōkei.
The page and lines numbers in the text refer to the transcription in Fujita 1976.

Kasagi Temple
[p. 92, line 3] 笠置寺
We erect one wood-tiled, thirteen-tiered pagoda.
Images of six arhats—Mahākāśyapa, Subhūti, Śāriputra, Maudgalyāyana, Ānanda, and
Rāhula—are painted on the pillar in the main room. Eight images are painted on the surface
of the doors: Brahmā, Indra, Sūrya, Candra, the dragon king Nanda, the dragon king Sāgara,
vajra warriors, and so forth.361 On the rice paper on both sides of the back of the doors are
six paintings: of Vulture Peak, Mt. Qingliang [being one peak of Mt. Wutai], the
transcendent kalpa of Śākyamuni, and so forth.
奉造⽴⽊⽡葺⼗三重塔⼀基
奉図⺟屋柱⼤迦葉須菩提舎利弗⽬犍連阿難陀羅睺羅等羅漢像合六躰楗睺
奉図扉⾯梵王帝釈⽇天⽉天難頭⿓王沙迦羅⿓王⾦剛⼒⼠等像合⼋躰
奉図扉後左右障⼦等霊鷲⼭清涼⼭釈迦超劫等図六幀

361

Nanda and Sāgara are two of the eight great dragon kings mentioned in the Lotus Sūtra. Sāgara is usually
transliterated 沙伽羅; I was unable to find the transliteration used here in reference works and other primary
sources. However, based on context and a complete absence of references to 沙迦羅龍王 in secondary or
primary sources, this is almost certainly an alternative transliteration for Sāgara. On Nanda and Sāgara, see
Mochizuki BD: 4008b, 4220a, respectively. In the Lotus Sūtra, see T 262, 9.2a20–23.
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On each of the upper stories [of the pagoda] there are painted twelve images of each of the
four heavenly kings. There is a one-shaku, six-jō golden statue of Śākyamuni. A single
Mañjuśrī is painted on the surface of the mirror. There is one statue—a hand-and-a-half in
height and the color of designed silk—of each of the four heavenly kings.362 There is one
rubbing (shōsha 摺写) of the 600 fascicles of the Chinese edition of the Mahā-prajñāpāramitā sūtra. There are three grains of Buddha relics and one thousand Maitreya
Bodhisattva statues enshrined. There is one rubbing of the Lotus Sūtra in eight fascicles,
and one rubbing each of the Amitartha sūtra,363 Guan puxian jing, and so forth. There is one
copy of the Dasheng benching ximdi guan jing in eight fascicles and a copy of the Baoqieyin
tuoluoni jing.364
奉図上層四天王像各⼗⼆躰
奉造⽴皆⾦⾊⼀尺六⼨釈迦如来像⼀躰
奉図鏡⾯⽂殊師利菩薩像⼀躰
奉造⽴綵⾊⼀擽⼿半四天王像各⼀躰
奉摺写唐本⼤般若経⼀部六百卷
奉納仏舎利三粒弥勒菩薩像⼀千躰
奉摺写妙法蓮華経⼀部⼋卷無量義観普賢等経各⼀卷
奉書写⼤乗本⽣⼼地観経⼀部⼋卷宝篋印陀羅尼
The above is a detailed record of the icons and sūtras in the pagoda. When you think about
it, [you find that] since the descent and appearance of Amaterasu and the spread of [our]
ruler’s governance in our great country of Japan, supreme virtue, the essential teachings, and
the spread of the leader’s rule have been transmitted for a long period, and farming and
silkworm cultivation—occupations of the people—have been eternally inherited. The
instilling of public morals is followed by the noble and practiced by the humble. Though of
low [virtue], do not fail to ascend to higher virtues. Livelihoods have also continued from
times of old to the present day; do not fail to accept the merits of old.
[16] 以前、塔婆尊経甄録如此、伏惟、我⼤⽇本国者天祖降跡、⼈主布政以来、⾄徳
安道王化久伝、東作⻄蝅、⺠業永継、⾵化則従上⽽⾏下、々莫不戴上徳、産業亦経
古⽽及今、々莫不受古功。

362

The measurement here—icchakushuhan—is about one shaku, two jō in length. It was a set measurement,
used in Japan for statues that would be inserted into the cavities of larger statues and for statues meant to be
held by an individual. NKD: icchakushuhan entry.
363

The Amitartha sūtra (T 276, Ch. Wuliangyi jing; trans. 481 by Dharmajātayaśas), Guan puxian pusa xingfa
jing 觀普賢菩薩行法經; T 277, trans. c. 424–442 by Dharmamitra), and the Lotus Sūtra together constitute
the three-part Lotus Sūtra (Hoke sanbu kyō 法華三部経). Kamata 1998: 78.
364

Whether this is referring to the dhāranī itself or the sūtra (T 1023) is not clear, as the character kyō 経 is
absent.
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The lord of eighty-plus leaves bequeathed all his beautiful things to the moon of
generations,365 the people and beasts of the sixteen or so states bind themselves to one
another through wholesome karmic connections as though hailing from the same home
village. Furthermore, after Śākyamuni’s teachings were transmitted via the palace of
Kinmei366, king Kamitsumiya [i.e., Shōtoku Taishi] took control of governance during the
reign of Suiko and first taught the path of doing no wrong. During the peaceful reign of
emperor Tenji, the taishokkan [Nakatomi no Kamako] took power and opened for eternity
the gate to realizing that which is difficult to comprehend [i.e., the Buddha’s teachings].
[17] 是以⼋⼗余葉之君⾂、皆垂遺美於歴代之⽉、六⼗余洲之⼈禽、互結芳縁於⽉郷
之⾵、加之、磯城⾦刺之宮、釈教伝通之後、推古之御宇、上宮王摂政焉、始教諸悪
莫作之道、天地之明時⼤織冠執権矣、永開難思解脱之⾨、
Since that time, lords who have inherited the position of leader and have ruled through
inherited laws and systems have all guarded and propagated the golden words of the
Tathāgata. Many lords who have helped [carry out] meritorious deeds, [thereby attaining]
peace of mind, have entirely safeguarded the precious teachings of the periods of the
Semblance and Final Dharma. Among [those] good men and women in the Dharma, those
who have positive karmic fruits are many, indeed many! The number [of beads on] an
abacus is not sufficient to count them. How much more so the company of Dōshō [629–
700] and Dōji [?–744], of Kōbō [Daishi] and Dengyō [Daishi].…367 Like the path of the
bodhisattva Gyōki, the Mother of Awakening [Mañjuśrī] now newly appears in a provisional
form in Japan. Ganjin washō368 transmitted the five categories [of monastic precepts];
princes gratefully accepted precepts and dhyāna [instruction]. Barbarians also yearn for
those traces and, taking the tonsure, each one of them receives those boons. Those eight

365

The meaning of the “eighty-plus leaves” is not clear. This could be referring to the eighty minor marks of a
buddha, though I have found no precedent for the use of 葉 as a synonym for 隨好 or 種妙好, both being terms
for “minor marks of a buddha.” There is a possibility that it is a reference to the eighty-fascicle version of the
Avataṃsaka Sūtra. In either case, the message of the sentence is clear: the Buddha left his teachings behind for
us.
366

Shikishima no Kanazashi no Miya 磯城嶋金刺宮 was supposedly the palace of Emperor Kinmei 欽明
(located in Shiki 磯城, roughly the same as modern-day Sakurai City). Kinmei’s significance is of course in
part due to the Nihon Shoki and Kojiki’s assertion that it was during his reign that Buddhism was introduced to
Japan via the gift of texts, icons, and ritual implements sent from the king of Peakche. He is supposed to have
ruled during the mid-sixth century (until 571) as the twenty-ninth emperor.
367

The omitted text reads as follows: 髪珠募直忘⾝命於両朝之俗、⽢露嗜味、貽利益於千代之塵. The
latter part clearly means that Śākyamuni (or the other Buddhist masters named here) left behind worldly
benefits for future generations, though the meaning of the “two courts” (両朝) and the seeking out of “hair
beads” (髪珠) is not as clear.
368

The term 和尚 is often read “oshō,” but in most Nara and Shingon institutions it is read “washō.” In Tendai
it is kashō.
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schools and three teachings369 handed down from teacher to disciple the path that saves far
and wide and the Buddha’s wisdom, which is difficult to fathom.
[19] ⾃爾以降、継躰守⽂之主、皆守付属於如来之⾦⾔、佐功⽴命之⾂、多專護持於
像末之遺教、善男善⼥於法有功之者多則多矣、不⾜籌量、矧復道照道慈之儔、弘法
伝教之匠…⾄彼⾏基菩薩之導九洲、覚⺟于如新⽰応化⾝、鑒眞和尚之伝五篇、天⼦
忝承戒定者、夷猶恭其跡、剃染悉受其賜、凡厥⼋宗末学、伝灯写瓶、弘済三道、仏
智難測者也、
The Buddha’s children were born in [this] land of deities and let go of their form via
Śākyamuni’s gate [i.e., they become monks]. During a single life [they] repay blessings and
conduct rituals. The virtue of the two truths, [absolute and conventional,] can be repaid.
[Even if one] abides in the [three] jewels in the trichiliocosm [i.e., the world of the Buddha],
it is difficult to repay [even] one part of the debt [one owes]. [Even if one] cuts [one’s] body
[i.e., sacrifices one’s life following the example set by the bodhisattva in his previous lives]
for an extremely long period, it will difficult to repay by such action the blessing of a single
day [of life as a human in the Buddha’s world]. If one gives rise to the aspiration to awaken
or encourage others, causing [them] to awaken [in themselves] that which is called true
form, [then one] can repay the four debts.
[p. 93, line 3] 仏⼦受⽣於神国、解形於釈⾨、⼀期之間含恩含儀、⼆諦之徳不可不
報、⽽千界投宝、難以報⼀分之恩、憶劫割⾝、難以謝⼀⽇之功、若発菩提⼼者、亦
動 (or 勧)他⼈令発名之眞実能報四恩、
Aaah! If [one] has not yet had [even] a single thought of aspiring to awakening, how could
[one] effectively move others [to do so]! If [one] does not yet have compassion for the two
parents whom [one] knows, how [would one’s compassion] extend to many sentient beings!
To think of the path of repaying [debts] and being grateful [for blessings] is sufficient. How
much more so is making a vow to save this defiled world.370
[P. 93, line 4] 嗚呼、⾃未発⼀念之⼤⼼、豈能勧他⼈、令発未知⼆親之近慈、況及群
⽣哉、報謝之道、何⾜思□□□□□、況誓度娑婆、
The Grand Minister Hōkai pitied in particular [this] impure world. Remembering his vow to
save all beings, and in particular his karmic connection to his own world, [he] successfully
led the deluded people of a single country toward an initial aspiration to awaken. When we
inquire into the origins of our land, it is to be found in the genesis of Amaterasu. When we
think of this dispensation’s [Buddha’s acts of] saving and converting [sentient beings], it is
369

Fujita’s transcription notes that 末 might in fact be 三. Sangaku 三学, which would make more sense here,
refers to precepts (kai 戒), concentration (jō 定), and wisdom (chi 智).
370

A number of characters—perhaps five—are missing in the manuscript on which Fujita’s transcription is
based.
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none other than the great teacher Śākyamuni’s appearance in this world. It is not like
executing the skillful means of the two sages.371 With this, [one] repays the blessings and
righteousness of the nation.
[5] 宝海⼤⾂殊悲濁世、⼤⼠之弘誓尚思⾃界之因縁、下凡之初⼼宜先⼀国之分⻫、
爰尋吾朝之濫觴者、皆為天照⼤神之開闢、思⼀代之摂化者、迦⼤師之出世、不如⾏
⼆聖之⽅便、以酬⼀莫不釈国之恩徳、
This stūpa is the tomb of the world honored one. Wisom [prajñā] is the superior taste of the
way of the gods. There is nothing greater than yearning for blessings and adorning virtue.
Therefore we chose this place’s topography and built a thirteen-tiered caitya. Enquiring into
the haze-covered waters of another land,372 I earlier copied six hundred scrolls of beautiful
script and enshrined [this] inside [the pagoda, along with] those icons and relics in my
possession.
[6] 是以塔婆是世尊之墳墓也、般若是神道之上味也、慕恩餝徳莫⼤於此矣、仍⼘此
地之⾵□□□⽴⼗三重之⽀提、訪異域之煙波、早写六百軸之華⽂、我所憑之尊像舎
利、以安置其内、
[My] good friends, who encouraged me, helped [me] to achieve this deed. Some people
contributed donations of foundation stones; this is no different from [when] the Soga [clan]
first publicly established [Buddhism in Japan]. Other people [donated] bright, gold coins for
the exterior of the building and the pillars; this is the same as king Kamitsumiya’s [i.e.,
Shōtoku Taishi’s] self-carving.373 Those families who were in charge of [securing] the
materials for one level [of the pagoda] each made a blessing of a donation. Those people
who adorn [the pagoda] with countless jewels pledge to have a mutually-binding karmic
connection in the next world. The gigantic structure was finished without hesitation [that is,
without stopping to plan and consider the project].
[8] 我所勧之善友知識以助成此功、或⼈加浄財於礎⽯也、不異蘇峨公之初□焉、或⼈
瑩⻩⾦於表柱也、相同上宮王之⾃鏤矣、⼀階掌⼟⽊之家々、各成願主之恩、荘厳交
衆宝之⼈々、互契来世之縁、莫⼤之構不図⽽終、
All of a sudden, at that time, the rock cave opened, the eminent monks bent down, kneeled
in front of the stone dais and offered incense and flowers. One or two musical pieces
[played] and almost all were astonished by the virtues of the heavenly sages. The many
people who heard and saw [this] wiped away each others’ tears of joy. The dust on the three
371

The meaning of this sentence is not entirely clear. However, it seems to suggest that the actions undertaken
by Amaterasu and Śākyamuni (being the two sages) are not two different acts, but one and the same.
372

This appears to be referring to the waters of the Irāvatī and the smoke from the Buddha’s funeral pyre. The
“different country,” then, is India.
373

This is a reference to the famous Yumedono Kannon (here, Guze Kannon) statue at Hōryūji.
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discs supporting Jambudvīpa was washed away. Although the water of the winter stream is
cold, because of the dew of karmic connection, the chrysanthemums in the garden remained
fragrant.374
[9] 刃ヶ爾時擺巌洞(兮?)屈⿓象、跪⽯壇號(兮?)捧⾹華、⾳楽⼀両曲僅驚天仙之聴、
⾒聞千万⼈互拭歓喜之涙、三輪洗塵、寒⾕之⽔雖冷、⼀縁結露、故園之菊猶芳、
The numinous stūpa built by the tripiṭaka master Xuanzang long ago profoundly repaid the
sacred blessings of [his] country.375 Now, in this second year, [I,] a śramaṇa, construct this
stūpa376 and, with tears in my eyes, repay the great virtue of this country. It appears that the
buddha’s child has learnt from and imitates the intention of the founder.377 [I will] call this
the stūpa of wisdom and repaying kindnesses. It is simply that I want future generations to
know my intention. Therefore, without discriminating between humans and demons,
between mountain fowl and aquatic creatures, [may I, by the construction of this stūpa,] stir
the aspiration to awaken in each and every one of those within this single country of Japan
who since the genesis of heaven and earth have been born into and dwelt in this land and
who have not yet aroused the aspiration to awaken; [and may I] cause those of indeterminate
nature to, in the distant future, dwell in the state of being certain of awakening.378
[11] 昔⽞奘三蔵之建⽴霊塔也、深報国家之聖恩、今亜年沙⾨之造⾼顕也、泣酬本朝
之広徳、⾼祖之志仏⼦蓋傚、号之般若報恩塔、蓋欲令後毘知我志⽽已、然則⽇本⼀
国之間、天地開闢以来、不択⼈倫⻤神、不漏⼭禽⽔獣、受⽣此⼟之者、宿⾝当国之
類、令其未発起者、悉発菩提⼼、令其不定聚類速住正定聚、
If one person gives rise to the desire to awaken, and, furthermore, [if that person]
encourages others, [he] will certainly spread [the teachings] to others, [they will] become
many in number, and [the teachings] will spread to every nook and cranny of [this] one
country.

374

This appears to be a botanical metaphor for the soteriological possibilities created through communal
religious practice.
375

The famous Wild Goose Pagoda (Dayanta 大雁塔) at the Ciensi 慈恩寺 temple.

376

The term kōgen 高顕 here refers to the stūpa. SBD (828b) notes that it is another term for a stone stūpa,
while BGD (1139a) states that this term is also another name for the vilakṣa tree, under which Śākyamuni is
supposed to hvae been born.
377

Kōsō 高祖 here appears to refer to Xuanzang. This sentence thus indicates that Jōkei (the Buddha’s child)
is acting in accordance with Xuanzang, often considered by Japanese to be the founder of Hossō.
378

The two relevant terms in this sentence—fujōshu and shōjōshu—are here to be understood as Hossō
technical terms. The fujōshu is one of the five categories of beings, specifically those who have the potential to
become arhats, pratyekabuddhas, or bodhisattvas, but whose potential is as yet undetermined. See, e.g.,
Iwanami BJ: 332.
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However, if we come near the stages of practice of the three vehicles, or if we are already
born into the buddha lands of the ten directions, or if people in a world in which the
[buddhas] dim their rays and mingle with the dust and provisionally appear as great sages
look up [to the buddhas] as teachers, [then] each [buddha] will provide divine protection.
Even if [I] meet a thousand buddhas appearing in the world, [I] shall forever make this vow.
Even over the course of three incalculable long kalpas [I] shall not forget the promise that [I]
now make.
[13] ⼀⼈若発⼼彼⼈亦勧他、展転多重周遍⼀国、但或⾃近三乗之⾏位、或已⽣⼗⽅
之仏⼟、於若⼜和光同塵権化⼤聖、以此之⼈仰為導師、各垂加被冥助此事、縦逢千
仏之出世常啓此願、縦送三祇之⻑劫不忘今誓、
From this point on [this vow] gradually extends to countless worlds, and because of this we
will at last attain Samantabadra’s profound vow.379 Although sentient beings’ promises are
various, certainly a single gate is sufficient. Our minds are originally already [those] of
exalted people. The ambitions of sentient beings are the same as this vow. By the
transferred merit of this single gate, may those people’s aspirations be fulfilled. I pray that I
cause those people to aspire to be saved by the Buddha through the transfer [of the merit of]
this one gate. [We] must mutually support good friends (kalyāṇa-mitra) and [realize] the
great awakening, the same for oneself and for others.
[15] ⾃此漸及微塵之刹⼟、依其遂得普賢之願海、衆要雖区⼀⾨可⾜、抑我⼼已異
⼈、亦衆望何同此願、々以此⼀⾨之廻向、遂円満彼衆⼈之所求、願令彼衆⼈之所
求、還摂受此⼀⾨之廻向、現当互為知識、⾃他同証⼤菩提
Respectfully
敬⽩
The seventh day of the eleventh month of the ninth year of Kenkyū
建久九年⼗⼀⽉七⽇

379

Fugen no gankai 普賢之願海.
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[12/6/1198]

Appendix 4: The Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu gammon 唐招提寺釈迦念仏願⽂
Translation of Jōkei’s Tōshōdaiji Shaka nenbutsu gammon (1202). The transcription on
which this translation is based is found in Dai Nihon Bukkyō zensho ⼤⽇本仏教全書 100
vols., ed. Suzuki gakujutsu zaidan 鈴⽊学術財団. Tokyo: Kōdansha, 1970–73: v 49 (1971),
pp. 77–78. The page and line numbers in the translation below are those of the Dai Nihon
Bukkyō zensho edition. As I translated this work, I rendered the kanbun into yomikudashi,
and I have included the yomikudashi version here so that the reader can see what my own
interpretation of the kanbun is.
Translation
At this time, in the great realm of Nihon, at Tōshōdaiji, the people peacefully gather, the
four categories of Buddhist disciples assemble.
[a2] ⽅今⼤⽇本國唐招提寺諸衆和合四部來會。
With a pure heart void of karmic attachments and void of ideation, [we] practice the
nenbutsu for seven days and seven nights. [We] transmit this [practice] to the next life/future
generations.380
[a2–a3] 無縁無想ノ淨⼼ヲもって、七⽇七夜ノ念仏ヲ修ス。コレヲ未來ノ際ニ伝
フ。
We create mutual karmic bonds of goodness. What is our intention? The buddhas did not
appear but rather rejected this sahā world characterized by the ten vices. In this final [age]
sentient beings find it difficult to release themselves from their addictions. Only our main
teacher—Śākyamuni Tathāgata—roams this intolerable land. He alone saves these stubborn
beings. His great compassion is such that he takes pity on even the most evil. His principle
vow is to help this defiled world (edo).
[a3–a7] 互ニ⼤善縁ヲ結ブ。其ノ志ハナンゾ。ソレ娑婆⼗悪ノ境ヲ、諸仏ハ棄テ
テ、出ヅルナシ。賢劫五濁ノ末ニ、群⽣ハ沈ミテ、浮カビガタシ。タダ、我が本師
釈迦牟尼如来ノミ、常ニ此ノ難忍ノ⼟ヲ廻ル。濁ニ其ノ難化ノ⽣ヲ救フ。蓋シ⼤悲
ハ極悪ヲ憐レムニ⾄ル。本願ハ穢⼟ヲ摂スル誓ナリ。
Śākyamuni’s blessings and virtues are great; they/their origin cannot even begin to be
described. Thus, although the waves of the Irāvatī are far away, my tears of love wet my
sleeve. The firewood in the śāla grove was quickly consumed by fire, and yet my thoughts
of adoration [for the Buddha continue to] burn in my chest.
380

The term mirai here could mean either the world to come or future generations. Both uses are found in
contemporaneous Buddhist texts.
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[a7–a9] 恩徳ハ広⼤ナリ。始メハ、述ブベカラズ。コレ、モって、提河381ノ波ハ遠
隔トイヘドモ、袂ハ恋慕ノ涙ヲ湿ム。双林382ノ薪ハ早ク尽クトイヘドモ、胸ハ渇仰
ノ思ヲ焦ル。
Those who seek the vehicle established by our compassionate father [i.e., Śākyamuni] seek
earnestly; those who take the medicine administered by the medicine king [i.e., Śākyamuni]
drink deeply. Within this the relics are of utmost importance. Faith in the relics is
particularly important.
[a9–a10] 慈⽗ノ許サルル⾞ハ求ムルハ深ク求ム。383医王ノ与ヘラルル薬ハ服ム⼈ハ
能ク服ム。ナカンズク遺⾝ノ舎利ニ⾄リ。帰依ハ殊ニ重ンズ。
The Buddha divided his body that he had long ago [in India] and left it for the present, as the
undefiled true body. Obtaining [relics/the opportunity to encounter relics] in this far-flung
corner of the world is rare—extremely rare. Encountering [lit. seeing with the human eye]
his relics is marvelous and mysterious. The depth of a karmic connection with Śākyamuni
and the degree of Śākyamuni’s blessings and virtues are great indeed, without equal!
[a10–a12] 正ニ在世ノ昔⾝ヲ分チ、現ニ無漏ノ真体ヲ留マル。辺⼟ニ、コレヲ得ル
コトハ希ニシテ、甚ダ希ナリ。⾁眼ニ、コレヲ⾒ルコトハ奇シクテ、ナオ怪シ。機
縁ノ深、恩徳ノ重ハ⼤ナルカナ、⾄ルナルカナ。
If you look into the introduction [of relics] to our realm and inquire as to its genesis, [you
shall find that] at the time of Shōtoku Taishi’s birth, relics appeared in his hands, and Grand
Minister Soga displayed them for the first time in the prayer (kisei) garden before [others’]
eyes. This was the very first [instance of relics in Japan].384 They gradually spread: they
[multiplied into] three thousand grains, and the karmic connection that they afforded reached
the entire world.

381

Daika 提河. An abbreviation of Irahatsudaika 伊羅跋提河, for the Sanskirt Irāvatī (or Airāvatī). This is
the river next to which Śākyamuni entered parinirvāṇa. See Mochizuki BD: 1877c. The name appears in the
Nirvāṇa Sūtra (T 375, 12.785a7) among many other sources.
382

Sōrin 雙林 is an abbreviation for sara sōrin 沙羅雙樹. These are the trees under with Śākyamuni entered
parinirvāṇa. See BGD: 439c.
383

Here 許 means okosu 興す.

384

The source of this legend is unknown. The Shōtoku taishi denryaku 聖徳太⼦伝暦 states that at the age of
two, the young prince faced east, called out “Namu butsu,” and relics appeared from his hands, this being the
first instance of Buddha relics in Japan. See Abe Yasurō’s note on this: p. 373 in Ishida 1997.
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[a12–a15] 我ガ國ノ伝来ハ、伏シテ、濫觴ヲ尋ネルニ、聖徳太⼦ノ誕⽣ノ昔、⾃
ラ、⼿中ニ拳シ、曽我⼤⾂ハ祈請ノ庭ニ新タニ眼前ニ現ル。コレヲ最初トナス。漸
ク流布トイヘドモ、其ノ数ハ三千粒ニ満チ、其ノ縁ハ⼀天下ニ及ブ。
At last, during the reign of Kōken [718–770, r. 749–758], the monk Ganjin arrived in Japan.
Ganjin was an eminent monk from China who possessed miraculous powers; he is the great
founder of the Vinaya in our realm. He built the Kaidan’in in the left capital and this
temple—[Tō]shōdaiji—in the right. This was the first time that the rules of the seven
assemblies385 were established in Japan. Adherence to the five parts of the Vinaya has been
upheld for a long time, all the way up to the present, final age. This is certainly not a matter
of other power (tariki). It is due simply to the virtues of the spirit of Śākyamuni.386
[a15–a18] 始マリ、孝謙天皇ノ御宇ニ鑑真和尚ノ將来アリ。和尚ハ⼤国ノ新異ノ⾼
僧、我ガ朝ノ戒律ノ⼤祖ナリ。左京ニ彼ノ戒壇員ヲ建テ、右京ニ此ノ招提寺ヲ造
リ。辺⼟ニ初メテ、七衆ノ軌則ヲ定ム。末代ニ永ク五篇ノ戒⾏ヲ伝フ。マタ、他⼒
セズ、タダ聖霊ノ徳ナリ。
Accordingly, even householders receive these blessings: how much more so monks! Even
Enryakuji bases [its Vinaya tradition on] that source [i.e., Ganjin’s establishment of the
vinaya], how much more so Kōfukuji. This being the case, even now, in the present day, I
wish to repay the great blessings of Śākyamuni; even now I wish to express my gratitude for
the virtues Ganjin left behind. It is absolutely necessary to approach these sacred vestiges
and revere the Buddha’s relics.
[a18–a21] コレヨリ、在家ハ、ナオ其ノ賜ヲ受ク。イワンヤ緇⾨ニオイテオヤ。北
流ハ、ナオ其ノ源ヲ許ス。イワンヤ南都ニオイテオヤ。然ラバ、まさ且ニ和尚ノ遺
徳ニ謝セントス。尤モ此ノ聖跡ニ就キ、スベカラク仏舎利ヲ崇ムベシ。
If people act in such a manner, then court members and the masses alike, monks and lay
people alike, those of high and low birth alike, and in close and distant locales—they shall
all wend their way forwards to the temple, bow their heads, and revere the relics. From
times of old, up to the present day, this [tradition] has continued without interruption.
However, during the long period that has passed since the construction [of this temple] the
customs of residing and practicing the walking nenbutsu [in this temple] have gradually
changed. Spring liverworts have idly filled up the old room in which Vinaya and zazen were
transmitted; the autumn moon alone calms the place. People who have come from far think
to depart first.
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Monks (bhikṣu), nuns (bhikṣuṇī), novice monks (śrāmaṇera) novice nuns (śrāmaṇerikā), semi-novice nuns
(śikṣamāṇā), male lay practitioners (upāsaka), female lay practitioners (upāsikā).
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Or of Ganjin.
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[a21–a24] コレ、モって、朝野遠近ノ間、道俗貴賤の輩ハ、歩ヲ運ビテ、参詣シ、
⾸ヲ傾ケテ、帰敬ス。昔ヨリ今ニ⾄リ連続シテ、絶ユルコトナシ。但シ、草創ノ年
久シク⾵儀ハ漸ク⽌住経⾏ノ昔跡、変ワル。春苔ハ空シク伝律座禅ノ古室ヲ埋メ、
秋⽉ハ独リ冷ム。遥カニ来ル⼈ハ先ニ帰ラント念ズ。
Finally, not even any commoners were left. Although [the temple] prayers and services
[were performed], they were most likely performed simply as a formality and [were empty
of] substance. For what reason, then, would buddhas and bodhisattvas sympathetically
respond? For whom, then, would miracles be performed? This is due to the degeneration of
the temple and the dwindling number of monks. This is because people are scattered and the
material circumstances conducive to awakening are completely absent.
[a24–b2] 纔カニ臨ム輩ハ久シク留マルコトナシ。礼拝供養トイヘドモ、恐ラクハ、
名アリ、実ナシ。感応ハ何ノ由ニ通ズルカ。神変ハ誰ノ為ニ現ルカ。寺ノ衰微ハ且
ニ僧徒ノ数(read: シバシバ)少ナシキ故ナリ。⼈ノ分散ハ、マタ、資縁ハ、皆テ闕ノ
故ナリ。
On a morning when the spring mist rises above the peaks, the fire of the hearth is easily
extinguished; when the autumn dawn has turned the garden white, it is difficult at daybreak
to protect oneself against the wind coming in through the window. Although there is here a
statue of Ganjin, the people who come to pay their respects are extremely few in number.
Although the nāgā king who protects the Dharma resides here, it appears that there are no
rites of worship. The end of this human world is nigh.
[b2–b5] 春露(ハルカスミ)ハ峯ニ聳ユル朝ニ、炉辺ノ煙ハ絶エヤサシ。秋霜ノ庭ヲ⽩
ムル暁ニ、窓外ノ⾵ハ禦ギガタシ。和尚ノ真影ハアリトイヘドモ、帰敬ノ⼈ハ甚ダ
シク少ナシ。護法ノ⿓王ハ留マルトイヘドモ、祭祀ノ礼ハナキガゴトシ。器界⼈界
ノ隠滅ニ近クアリ。
It would be a stretch to say that I, Jōkei, neither adhering to the precepts nor having achieved
any wisdom, belong to Ganjin’s tradition. Beggar as I am, with neither a karmic connection
[to Ganjin] nor anyone to rely on, I cannot support this monastery. Nevertheless, I decided
to honor and pity this temple. In the eighth month of the previous year, I suddenly found the
courage [to proceed]. I told a certain nun; she was overjoyed and helped [me to realize my]
vow. In addition, one laywoman heard about this and contributed [to the effort]. Then,
before we had even begun planning, many building were repaired, almost as if the buddhas
and kami were helping. One section [of the temple] became a place of practice (dōjō).
Then, monks and laypersons, those of high and low birth all came together, resulting in a
huge gathering. There we performed ceremonies of both long and short duration.387
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Or “…sporadically performed ceremonies for a long time.”
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[b5–b11] 爰ニ貞慶、無戒無智ノ愚僧ハ聖霊ノ⾨葉ト称シガタシ。無縁無怙ノ乞(曷)
ハ伽藍ノ扶持スルコトアタハズ。タダ志ノ、コノトコロ、コレヲ歎ジ、コレヲ惻
ム。去年⼋⽉、忽然、肝ハ動キ、試ム。⼀禅尼ニ告ゲ、悦ビテ、我ノ願ヲ助ク。マ
タ、⼀善⼥ハ有リ。聞キテ、其ノ⼒ヲ加フ。事ノ図ラズ、冥助ノ有ルニ似タル。ヨ
リテ、数間ノ僧(坊)ハ修理ス。モって、⼀郭ノ道場トナス。緇素、貴賤(モ)、集會
ヲ此ノ砌ニナス。⻑⽇、臨時、法事ヲ此ノ處ニ修ス。
Although the temple land is small, by and by agricultural lands were donated. Although
there were few resources, were robes and bowls [i.e., provisions] not provided? These
increased in number bit by bit. But I, Jōkei, shall become sick, my health shall deteriorate,
and I shall eventually die. I come into contact with things, and there are many obstacles to
forming a karmic connection.
[b11–b13] 錐ヲ⽴ツル地トイヘドモ、漸ク、⽥園ヲ施ス。涓塵ノ質トイヘドモ、ナ
ンゾ⾐鉢ヲ⽀ヘザル。漸々微々、コレハ増へ、コレハ添フ388。但シ病ヲ重ク、⾝ニ
衰へ、⽣涯ハ既ニ窮マル。事ニ触レ、縁ニオイテ、障礙ハ旁389多シ。390
I pray that I momentarily arouse the aspiration for awakening. All the donors from all the
directions donated [for the restoration of Tōshōdaiji]. Having established this, we brought
the relics. Having begun, we performed [many] meritorious rites, but without fail they did
not extend to this place [that is, despite the rites, they still encountered difficulties]. [I]
feared that this meritorious [ritual, i.e., the Shaka nenbutsu assembly] would be difficult [to
carry out]. Being humans with minds, [our] thoughts naturally go around and around [that
is, our minds are not calm and we have doubts]. Within that, that which we now commence
is a continuous seven-day-and-seven-night nenbutsu session. That which we shall intone at
this ceremony is the name of the most beneficent and compassionate Śākyamuni.
[b13–b16] ネガワクハ之ノ⼀旦ノ発起ナス。都テ、⼗⽅ノ施主ハ譲リ奉リ。モシ、
⾃ズカラ、舎利ヲ持ツ。モシハ初メテ、衆善ヲ営ム。定メテ、此ノ處ニ及バズ。恐
ラクハ、此レ善ニ当タリガタシ。⼼有ル⼈ハ、ウベナリ思惟ヲ廻ルスベシ。其ノ中
ニ、今⽇、始メラルルハ、七⽇七夜ノ不断ノ念仏ナリ。此ノ座ニ唱エラルルハ、⼤
慈⼤悲牟尼ノ名称ナリ。
The merits of the various buddhas in the ten directions are equal. The world of the three
jewels is not far away. Although those who undertake this practice may fear that those who
previously debated the merits and demerits of this practice and stand in opposition are great
388

In this case 添 probably means “to increase.”

389

旁 could mean “many,” “widely,” or “by [Jōkei’s] side” (that is, near Jōkei).

390

It appears that Jōkei is referring to his own life.
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in number, this amounts to slander.391 So how should one choose? In fact, when you
compare [the buddhas, you shall see that] Śākyamuni is this world’s loving father and
compassionate mother, is this epoch’s teacher, and is the primary teacher of the four vargas.
[b16–b20] ⼗⽅ニ諸仏ノ功徳ハ、都、平等ナリ。三宝ノ境界ハ、コレ、遠キニアラ
ズ。⾏ヲ⽴ツル⼈ハ、先ニ其ノ勝劣ヲ論ジ、他ヲ諍スル輩、剰へ、有ルニ恐ルトイ
ヘドモ、誹謗ニ及ブ。イカン取捨セン。実、是ヲ校量シ、夫レ、釈迦如来ハ、此ノ
界ノ慈⽗、我等ノ悲⺟ナリ。⼀代ノ教主ナリ。四衆ノ本師ナリ。
In one body Śākyamuni possessed the four virtues. And this was not all. He possessed more
than the virtues of simply one lifetime. He has been responding to the calls of nenbutsu
practitioners for a long time. It was not simply the virtues of previous lifetimes either.
Certainly [there will be] an encounter [with Śākyamuni] in the next life. There are buddha
lands in the ten directions. It was Śākyamuni’s encouragement that allowed other buddhas
to awaken. When one understands the blessings one’s parents have given one, then one
repays that kindness. Do not fail to repay the kindnesses of Śākyamuni.
[b20–b23] ⼀体ハ四徳ヲ兼ヌ。都、其ノ類ハ無シ。是ハ⼀期ノ因縁セズ。遠ク多⽣
ノ引摂ニ答フ。タダ、モッテ、前ノ恩徳セズ。必ズ、当ニ⽣ノ値遇ハ有ルベシ。⼗
⽅ニ仏⼟ハ有リ。世尊ノ⽰ストコロハ、餘ル／餘ノ仏、帰依スルベキ本師ノ進ムト
コロナリ。⽗⺟ノ恩ヲ知リ、⽔菽ノ報ヲ致ス。ナオ、釈尊ノ恩ナラザルハナシ。
The powers of the Tathāgata can cure a temporary illness or fulfill this-worldly longings.
How much more so [can they foster] the true virtue of the eradication of negative karma and
the production of good karma, as well as the long path of practicing for the sake of
converting others. We have not yet heard the teachings of Bhaiṣajya-guru-vaiḍūryaprabhāṣa, received the precepts of Amitābha, obtained the relics of Mahākāśyapa, of
received the kibetsu of Bodhiruci. Thus, although we are here, we seek [that which is] far
away. Why do people reject the origin [of the tradition, i.e., Śākyamuni], and seek the end
[i.e., that which developed in the later tradition]?
[b24–c1] ⼀旦ノ病ヲ療ズ。現世ノ望ヲ満タス。皆テ、如来ノ⼒ト離ルルナシ。イワ
ンヤ滅罪⽣善ノ真徳、⾃⾏化他ノ遠路ニオイテオヤ。我等ハ未ダ藥師ノ教法ヲ聞カ
ズ。未ダ阿陀ノ禁戒ヲ受ケズ。未ダ迦葉ノ舎利ヲ得ズ。未ダ留⽀ノ記別ヲ受ケズ。
ナンゾ近ク置キテ、遠ク求メ、本ヲ棄テテ、末ニ就クルカ。
It is not the case that the pure land for which we should rejoice is not here: Gṛdhrakūṭaparvata (Vulture Peak) is here in this very world. The karmic connection that can save us is
not yet exhausted. [With his] golden words, [Śākyamuni] profoundly linked himself to [our]
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It is not clear what Jōkei is saying here, but from context it would seem that he is referring to those who
promote exclusive devotion to Amida. Just three years later Jōkei would pen the Kōfukuji sōjō, in which he
explicitly criticized Amida exclusivists for, among other things, forgetting about Śākyamuni.
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future; how much more [did they link him to] the first buddha to aspire to awakening and to
the final and highest boon [i.e., nirvāṇa]. For those of us who can mount the great jeweled
lotus seat of the saṃbhogakāya (daihōkeōza ⼤宝花王座), at the time of the jushiki kanjō
Śākyamuni anoints [us] with the water of wisdom and bestows upon us the status [of a
buddha, i.e, that of awakening]. I pray that in the next life I meet the great sage [i.e.,
Śākyamuni] and in the distant future go to Śākyamuni’s pure land.
[c1–c7] 欣ブベキ浄⼟ハ、ナキニアラズ。霊⼭、即チ此ノ界ニ有リ。救フベキ化縁
ハ尽キズ。⾦⾔ハ深ク將来ニ契ル。イワンヤ必ズ最初ノ発⼼ノ仏ニ依リ、マタ、最
後ノ究竟ノ益ヲ預カンヤ。知ルベキ我等ハ⼤宝花王ノ座ニ登ル。受職灌頂ノ期ニ臨
ム。本師ハ其ノ智⽔ヲ降ス。慈⽗ハ其ノ覚位ヲ譲ル。願ワクハ、順次ニ必ズ⼤聖ニ
遇ヒ、当来ニ永ク引摂ヲ仰グ。
Life after life, I follow Śākyamuni like a shadow, here and there I humbly serve/support him
like a wing. In his dwelling place he rejects neither the pure land nor this defiled world [that
is, his dwelling place is both]; as for his true substance, he jettisons neither the true body nor
the provisional body [that is, his true substance is both the true and provisional body]. He
travels along besides us and instills [in us] the mind of a buddha. Drawing close to[him/his
teachings] will cause one to yearn [for him]. Attainment of [him/his teachings] will bring
one happiness. He will first teach; then the gates of amṛta will open. [One will] be quickly
led and arrive at the stage of no retreat (Skt. avinirvatanīya).
[c7–c10] ⽣々世々ノ間、影ノゴトク、随逐ス。在々所々ノ中、翼ノゴトク、奉仕
ス。所居ノ間、浄⼟ト穢⼟ヲ棄てズ。能化ノ質ハ実⾝と權⾝ヲ嫌ワズ。タダ、我ノ
分ヲ随フ。タダ、仏⼼ヲ任ズ。近ヅクルヲモッテ、望トナス。得ルヲモッテ、幸せ
トナス。先ニ教へテ、⽢露⼀⾨ヲ開ク。早ク導キテ、不退ノ地位ニ致ス。
I follow Śākyamuni and entrust myself to his great heart of compassion. Drawing close
to[him/his teachings] will cause one to yearn [for him]. Attainment of [his teachings] will
bring one happiness. He will first teach; then the gates of amṛta will open. [One will]
quickly be led and arrive at the stage of no retreat (Skt. avinirvatanīya).
[c9–c10] タダ、我ノ分ヲ随フ。タダ、仏⼼ヲ任ズ。近ヅクルヲモッテ、望トナス。
得ルヲモッテ、幸せトナス。先ニ教へテ、⽢露⼀⾨ヲ開ク。早ク導キテ、不退ノ地
位ニ致ス。
Making offerings and depending on the granting of wishes (chōkyo 聴許) by our main
teacher (i.e., Śākyamuni), the twenty-six eternal buddhas progressed through the fifty-two
stages (of the bodhisattva path), anticipating (ki 期) awakening (shōnyū 證⼊) dependent
upon Śākyamuni’s compassionate aid (kabi 加被). If we do not consciously choose the
name of a buddha, then we naturally chant the name of Śākyamuni; if we do not mistakenly
make a karmic connection [with another buddha], then the worthy of our sahā world [is
naturally Śākyamuni]. This and that is said [i.e., there are various teachings], yet we need
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only rely on Śākyamuni’s words. We need not revere two or three [buddhas], but rather
single-mindedly revere Śākyamuni’s extensive blessings. However, this is simply my
foolish vow, the self-power of a single person.
[c10–c15] ⼆⼗六ノ恒ノ諸仏ハ供養シ、本師ノ聴許ヲ任ズ。五⼗⼆位ノ増進ス。釈
尊ノ加被ヲ証⼊スルヲ期ス。若シ、名号ヲ択ブハナク、我等ハ、マタ、釈迦牟尼仏
ヲ号ス。若シ、機縁ニ違フハナク、我等ハ、マタ、娑婆国⼟ノ尊トナス。彼ト云
ヒ、此ト云フ。タダ、⼤聖ノ⼀⾔ヲ頼ム。無⼆無三、偏ニ⼤師ノ広恩ヲ仰グ。コ
レ、タダ、少僧ノ愚願ニ、⼀⾝ノ⾃⼒ナリ。
The vows of sentient beings and each ritual transfer of merit (ekō 廻向) is dependent upon
the awakening/teachings (shōken 照⾒) of the Tathāgata. Is there any doubt about the
[soteriological] achievements [to be attained] in the future? The original guardian of this
temple was named Muhenshōgonkaiun’itokurinkairyūō. He is the head of the Great
Thousand World of the Three Thousands. He was there among the assembly during the
Buddha’s time. In particular, he made a great vow and protected the relics of this temple for
a long time.
[c15–c18 ⾄諸衆⾯々……此佛舎利。]
諸衆、⾯々ノ御願、⼤会ノ各々ノ廻向ニ⾄ルハ、スベテ、如来ノ照⾒ニ任ズ。ナン
ゾ当来ノ成就ヲ疑フカ[反語⽂]。ソモソモ、當寺ノ鎮守ハ無辺荘厳海雲威徳輪蓋⿓
王ヲ名ヅク。三千世界ノ上⾸ニ、如来ノ在世の聴衆ナリ。殊ニ⼤誓願ヲ発ス。永
ク、此ノ仏舎利ヲ守ル。
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The power of the relics increased by means of the flavor of the true Dharma.392
[Muhenshōgonkaiun’itokurinkairyūō was able to] continue his vow by means of the prayers
of sentient beings. I pray that Śākyamuni’s ten thousand-year final age does not end, and
that the tiles of this temple do not deteriorate [that is, that the temple lasts a long time], that
this lasts to the time when the human lifespan is sixty thousand years during the kalpa of
increasing human lifespan, that rays of the dhātu do not diminish. With the flourishing of
Dharma, great boons for living beings were bestowed [upon us], and with the fulfillment of
the profound vow to seek awakening while helping the deluded, [we reach] the equal boons
of the dharma-dhātu; in other words, this is the universal boons in the dharma-dhātu.
[c18–c22] 威光ハ増へ、眞實ノ法味ヲモッテ、本誓ハ進ミ、諸衆ノ祈念ヲモッテ、
願ハ釈尊⼀万年ノ末法ハ尽ク。伽藍ノ⽡ハ傾カズ。マタ、増劫ノ六万歳ノ時節ニ及
ブ。駄都ノ光ハ沈ムコトナシ。モッテ、興法、利⽣ノ⼤益ヲ施ス。モッテ、上求下
化ノ深願ヲ満タス。乃チ、⾄法界平等利益ヤ。已上ハ解脱上⼈ノ作ニ、已下ハ別章
ナリ。
Respectfully
[c23] 敬⽩

392

Hōmi 法味 can also refer to Buddhist ritual. Thus, hōmi might her refer to the Shaka nenbutsu e.
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Appendix 5
This is a translation of a story from a setsuwa collection entitled Chūkōsen 注好選. In this
story we are told that Śākyamuni will appear as a daimyōjin in the time of mappō. As
mentioned in chapter three and appendix 1, this is the earliest known instance in which
Śākyamuni appears as a daimyōjin, and it is the earliest instance of this idea being attributed
to the Hikekyō. The authorship and dating of the collection are both uncertain, though there
is consensus that the collection existed by 1152 at the very latest. The translation here is
from the transcription of the kanbun found in Mabuchi Kazuo ⾺淵和夫, Koizumi Hiroshi
⼩泉弘, and Konno Tōru 今野達, eds. and annotation. Sanbōe 三宝絵, Chūkōsen 注好選
(Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei 新⽇本古典⽂学⼤系 31). Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten,
1997: 429–430. In the SNKTB volume the Chūkōsen was translated into Classical Japanese
and annotated by Konno Tōru.

Śākyamuni appearing as a daimyojin in the final age
尺迦末世現明神
Sentient beings of the final age [of the Dharma] have wicked thoughts, are mad, and are
extremely evil. Day after day they accumulate unwholesome [deeds] and, furthermore,
when it comes to the coarse and subtle good deeds [that one undertakes in following the
Buddhist path] they have no karmic connection [to the Buddha] that would cause them to
lament the sorry state of the world and become motivated to seek awakening.393
[429b14] 末世衆⽣ハ悪⼼狂乱シテ甚不善也。⽇〻ニ不善相ヒ394重テ於麁妙善ニ更無梗概
結縁。
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“The course and subtle good deeds [that one undertakes in following the Buddhist path]” (麁妙善) refers to
a progression of meritorious deeds—from course to fine—that one would perform in the course of advancing
along the Buddhist path. Konno gives the source as the Fahua wenju ji 法華⽂句記, by Zhanran 湛然 (711–
782). The relevant line is 開麁顯妙以明絶待 (T 1719, 34.162a17).
“Lament the sorry state of the world and become motivated to seek awakening” is a translation for the
term kōgai 梗概.
394

Here ai 相ヒ can be interpreted as either an emphatic particle or an auxiliary verb indicating that the
accumulation of unwholesome deeds is something that humans do in relation to one another.
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For this reason, Śākyamuni Tathāgata made a vow, saying, “I will appear as a daisha
myōjin395 and cause men and women to strive diligently for one day and one night, and
through the karmic connection [to me thus] made, gradually become established within the
Buddhist way.
[430a1] 是故尺迦如来誓テ云ク吾レ末世ニ現テ⼤沙明神ト於テ男⼥令勤サ⼀⽇⼀夜ノ精進ヲ
以之為結縁ト漸〻ニ引⼊シテ令⾄内法ニ。

“If those who oppose [the Dharma] come to venerate [the Buddha, I will] purify their hearts,
and of those things they hold dear, I shall provide those [things for them] in the other world,
from money and clothing, to an abundance of material necessities, [such that I] cause [them]
to be unattached to the world.”
[a3] 若不順者成崇リト懲メ其⼼ヲ所惜之物ノ若ハ帛銭乃⾄余ノ資具ヲ投他境ニ令無世染
着。
Thus, the Hikekyō reads, “After my passing and during the final age of the Dharma, I will
appear as a daimyojin and save sentient being far and wide.”
[a4] 故ニ悲花経ニ云ク我滅度後、於末法中、現⼤明神、広度衆⽣⽂。
The Uri mandara ju kyō396 states, “Śākyamuni, Fugen, Kongōju (Vajrapāṇi), Yakushi
[Nyorai], Monju [Bosatsu], Jizō [Bosatsu], the buddha of sandalwood fragrance, Marishiten
(Maricī), Tokudaisei (Mahāsthāmaprāpta) and Amida: internal and external guardians, will
save sentient beings.” The Daji jing397 says, “The abodes of the twelve deities are none
other than the abodes of the bodhisattvas.”
[a5] ⼜優利曼陀□呪経ニ云尺迦普賢⾦剛⼿、薬師⽂殊地蔵尊、栴檀⾹仏摩利⽀、得
⼤勢⾄無量寿、内護外護度衆⽣ト⽂。⼤集経云⼗⼆神所居者、是菩薩ノ所住也⽂。
395

Here we have daishamyōjin rather than simply daimyojin. The compound daisha ⼤沙 invariably appears
as part of the term daishamon ⼤沙⾨, a term that appears throughout Japanese and continental sources and
that simply means “great monk.” This is the only appearance of “daishamyōjin” of which I am aware. Sha 沙
is usually used in Buddhist texts either as a transliteration of syllables beginning with the Sanskrit sounds s, ṣ,
or ś (as in śramaṇa, which becomes shamon 沙⾨), or to refer to the “sand (of the Ganges River)” and thus to
mean “countless.” One possibility is that the sha in daishamyōjin thus indicates that Śākyamuni will appear as
a countless number of daimyōjin. This makes more sense than assuming it is being used for its phonetic value,
since none of the other three characters is being used for its phonetic value.
396

There is no sūtra named the Uri mandara ju kyō 優利曼荼羅呪経. This may be a reference to the Mouli
mantuluo zhou jing 牟梨曼陀羅呪経 (T 1007).
397

The Da fangdeng daji jing ⼤⽅等⼤集經 (T 397).
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If there is a person who takes these words [to heart] and humbly looks up to the way of the
deities while making light of the Buddha-Dharma, or concerns [himself] with the deities and
thereby goes against the Dharma, appearing as a deity I will be the provisional manifestation
[of the Buddha].
[a8] 即若有⼈執此等⽂ヲ偏ニ仰テ神道ヲ軽シテ仏法ヲ或神辺ニシテ⾃ヲ背カム法ヲ。吾現トハ
神ト権也。
But I want to warn sentient beings: entering into the Buddha-Dharma is the correct path; the
way of the deities is the mistaken path. Accordingly, there is a treatise in which it is said, “If
[one] worships the deities [even] once, it is certain that [one] will receive the body of a
snake five hundred times [i.e., for five hundred rebirths]. [One will not receive] this-worldly
blessings, and in the next life [one] will be separated at a great distance from the BuddhaDharma.”
[a9] 但為禁衆⽣ヲ。以⼊仏法ニ為正道ト。是以神⽅為邪道ト。仍有論ニ云ク⼀礼⼀切諸
神祇、正受蛇⾝五百度、現世ノ福徳更不来ラ、後⽣仏法永遠離ス⽂。
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